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V.  Disposition 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

I.  The damages phase of the trial 

 

[1] On June 25, 2020, I released the reasons for judgment in the first phase of this trial, where 

I made findings with respect to the liability issues as well as causation: Barker v. Barker, 2020 

ONSC 3746 (“Barker Trial I”). As I explained, at para 7, the trial has been conducted in two phases 

as a scheduling accommodation in order to avoid any further delay in this now 20 year-old action 

dealing with 40-50 year-old events. 

[2] In addition to the various findings made in Barker Trial I, I summarized the lengthy 

procedural history of this action and reviewed the salient background facts leading up to the 

Plaintiffs’ claim. All of that remains relevant in the second phase of the trial, but I will not repeat 

it here. Rather, the entirety of my judgment in Barker Trial I is incorporated by reference to form 

part and parcel of this judgement.  

[3] I will only mention for the sake of emphasis that this case started its life as a proposed class 

action but certification was denied: Joanisse v. Barker, 2003 CanLII 25791 (SCJ), aff’d [2004] OJ 

No 5443 (Div Ct). It was then reconstituted as a multi-party action in which each individual 

Plaintiff’s claim must be assessed and proved in its own right against each of the specific 

Defendants: Joanisse v. Barker, 2006 CarswellOnt 10233 (SCJ). Each Plaintiff has provided 

evidence on their own behalf in the first phase of the trial, and some, but not all, have provided 

evidence of their employment history and trajectory in the second phase of the trial. There have 

also been a number of expert witnesses on each side. Although the Defendants have responded to 

all of the Plaintiffs’ claims at the same time, they have provided evidence at both phases of the 

trial in defense of each individual claim.  

[4] The evidentiary record of the first phase of the trial continues to form part of the evidentiary 

record for the second phase. Exhibits adduced into evidence in the second phase of the trial have 

been marked and numbered seriatim with those of the first phase, making for one overall record. 

In their final submissions on damages, counsel have drawn on matters in evidence from both 

phases of the trial as well as from my findings in Barker Trial I. 

[5]  In a motion dealing with certain expert reports that was argued in-between the two phases 

of the trial, I set out the parameters for admissibility of evidence in the second phase: Barker v. 

Barker, 2020 ONSC 5844 (“Barker Admissibility”). The usual rules of evidence apply in this 

second phase as they applied in the first; in addition, however, I was conscious of the ongoing need 

for expedition and judicial economy in a long, complex, and aging trial like this one: see Barker v 

Barker, 2018 ONCA 255, at para 26; Barker Trial I, at para 4.  

[6] Like the first phase, the second phase of the trial continued as a hybrid procedure, with 

affidavits and/or expert reports being admitted as evidence from each of the witnesses, followed 

by abbreviated viva voce testimony in chief and full cross-examination of each of them. Further, 

and more specific to this two-phase trial, counsel were directed not to repeat in the second phase 

matters already covered in the first phase: Barker Admissibility, at paras 10-11. Accordingly, while 

all of the evidence from the first phase has remained in the record for the second phase, parties 
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were not to repeat any of that evidence or to revisit findings already made in respect of that 

evidence in Barker Trial I. 

[7] The analysis pursued in the second phase of the trial proceeds from the findings in Barker 

Trial I that the three impugned programs carried on in the Social Therapy Unit (“STU”) of the Oak 

Ridge Division of the Penetanguishene Mental Health Center from the mid-1960s until the early 

1980s caused each of the Plaintiffs harm in one degree or another. It is the harms caused by these 

programs – Defence Disruptive Therapy (“DDT”), the Total Encounter Capsule (“Capsule”), and 

the Motivation, Attitude, Participation Program (“MAPP”) – that is the focus of the Plaintiffs’ 

claim and of the Barker Trial I judgment and that is the sole focus of the damages analysis: see 

Barker Trial I, at para 3.  

[8] All of the Plaintiffs make claims for general damages and for punitive damages. As 

indicated, some but not all of the Plaintiffs also make income loss claims. The focus there is on 

the specific income losses caused to each Plaintiff by the DDT, Capsule, and MAPP, and not the 

losses caused by their institutionalization at Oak Ridge in the first place or their experiences 

outside of the three impugned programs.  

[9] The second phase of the trial has approached the income loss issues as a form of 

hypothetical “what if…” question. The goal is to assess each Plaintiff’s economic trajectory, or 

rather their lost economic trajectory, over the decades since their respective times in the STU. 

Counsel have thus approached this analysis with what they have called the “alternate universe” 

perspective on each Plaintiff’s economic history: Barker Admissibility, at para 21: 

What is admissible in the second phase of the trial is expert evidence of what the 

Plaintiffs’ hypothetical lives might have been but for their Oak Ridge experiences. 

This would most helpfully be done with particular focus on the economic aspect of 

their lives – i.e. what kind of job or career might they have had, how long would 

they likely have been institutionalized had it not been for Oak Ridge, what would 

have been their expected timeline with respect to their earning capacity, etc. As 

Defendants’ counsel put it, the damages phase of the trial requires experts to opine 

on the ‘alternate universe’ of economic opportunity that would have presented itself 

to each Plaintiff but for their Oak Ridge experience.  

[10] This approach was summarized in a mid-trial voir dire ruling with respect to the report of 

one of the Plaintiffs’ expert witnesses, Dr. Roy O’Shaughnessy: Barker v. Barker, 2020 ONSC 

7301, at paras 7-8: 

Accordingly, the question at which the expert evidence is to be addressed is how to 

quantify the loss caused by the Plaintiffs’ participation in the DDT, Capsule, and 

MAPP. When it comes to loss of income, the question can be stated as a ‘but for’ 

question – i.e. but for the harm caused by their participation in the three STU 

programs, what would the Plaintiffs’ respective employment or income-earning 

prospects have been? This will take into account the type of jobs and length of 

career or working life that the Plaintiffs might have had if they had not been in the 

three programs; it does not, however, ask what their trajectory would have been had 
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they been in altogether different programs or received altogether different kinds of 

medical treatment.  

In other words, the quantification of damages is meant to quantify the harms 

inflicted on them by the STU programs, but it does not ask what their income 

earning potential might have been in the best of all worlds or with the best of all 

treatment. Similarly, the action does not challenge their having been in Oak Ridge 

or the STU in the first place. In examining the ‘alternative universe’ described 

above – i.e. their income earning potential or employment trajectory absent the 

three impugned programs – the fact that they were in Oak Ridge at all is not to be 

eliminated. It is a given that they were in Oak Ridge, and then one must imagine 

what would have become of them had Oak Ridge not included the DDT, Capsule, 

and MAPP. 

[11] In Barker Trial I, the main cause of action for which liability was found against the 

Defendants is breach of fiduciary duties. This liability is both direct on the part of the Defendants, 

Elliott Thompson Barker and Gary J. Maier (the “Doctors”), and the Ontario Crown and vicarious 

on the part of the Crown since the Doctors were Crown employees at the relevant times.  

[12] The Doctors were also found liable in battery to those individual Plaintiffs who were in 

any or all of the Capsule, DDT, and MAPP and for whom one or the other of the Doctors was 

responsible for them being there. As counsel for the Doctors point out, there is no holding in Barker 

Trial I that the Doctors themselves are vicariously liable for the acts of any other Oak Ridge 

employee who might have sent any one of the Plaintiffs to one of the three STU programs in issue.  

[13] In Barker Trial I, at para 1328, the specific holdings against each of the Defendants were 

itemized and related to the claims of each of the individual Plaintiffs. As indicated, this is not a 

class action and so there can be no aggregating of damages or imposition of a collective award; 

rather, the damages assessment must conform with the specific, individual holdings set out in the 

Barker Trial I judgment. 

II.  General principles applicable to the damages claims 

[14] At the conclusion of Barker Trial I, at para 1327, I employed a graded scale of harms 

caused by the STU programs to the Plaintiffs, qualifying them as either short term or long term 

and any of mild, moderate, or substantial. I expressly stated that this was being provided as a guide 

to the damages phase of the trial, but that the gradations of harm expressed there “do not reflect 

any externally established standards or my own subjective response to any individual Plaintiff.”  

 

[15] Accordingly, it is the reported cases dealing with comparable situations, together with the 

expert evidence, that set the parameters of the damages awards to be applied to the individual 

Plaintiffs in accordance with their personal histories. I must, of course, endeavor to make each 

Plaintiff whole: Athey v. Leonati, [1996] 3 SCR 458, at para 32. But I must also strive to be in sync 

with awards in other comparable situations – keeping in mind that the present case is rather unique 

in its facts. The Court of Appeal has made it clear that in arriving at a quantum of damages, trial 

judges are to avoid the pitfall of approving “large differences in awards to individuals who do not 

differ greatly”: Mulroy v. Aqua Scene (1982), 36 OR (2d) 653, at para 15 (Ont CA).  
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[16] It is obvious that in a case like this any quantification of damages, especially for non-

pecuniary losses, will entail an element of arbitrariness since recompense for lost years and 

psychological suffering is not mathematically calculable. At the same time, the quantification must 

not be out of line with existing cases. It certainly must not be so high or low as to be considered 

disproportionate: Fernandes v. Penncorp Life Insurance Company (2014), 122 OR (3d) 192, at 

para 97. Plaintiffs’ counsel argue that this case is factually and historically unique, which is 

accurate; but that does not mean that quantification of damages is without precedent. Courts do 

have experience quantifying physical and emotional/psychiatric harm, and it is from that 

experience that the analysis will draw. As the Supreme Court of Canada has put it, “[t]he award 

must be fair and reasonable, fairness being gauged by earlier decisions”: Andrews v. Grand & Toy, 

[1978] 2 SCR 229, 261. 

  

 a)  General damages 

[17] All of the Plaintiffs seek some quantity of general damages for the non-pecuniary harms 

that they suffered. The starting point for quantification of non-pecuniary losses is Andrews, supra. 

Of importance is the admonition of the Supreme Court that the amount of the award is to be tied 

to the given Plaintiff’s experience and needs: Taraviras v. Lovig, 2011 BCCA 200, at para 35. 

Where general damages are concerned, the amount is not adjusted to reflect on the conduct of the 

Defendants, no matter how egregious – that factor comes into play for other heads of damage: Hill 

v. Church of Scientology of Toronto, [1995] 2 SCR 1130, at para. 196.  

[18] Likewise, general damages are not to reflect the trier’s personal sense of sympathy with 

the ordeal the Plaintiff’s have been through: Andrews, at 242. In a case of this nature, where the 

circumstances of each Plaintiff and the nature of the harms caused them is unusual and surprising, 

it is necessary to remember that the quantification of general damages for pain and other suffering 

is to take what the Court in Andrews, at 161, called a functional approach: 

The ... ‘functional’ approach, accepts the personal premise [valuation of the injury 

in terms of the loss of human happiness by the particular victim]..., but rather than 

attempting to set a value on lost happiness, it attempts to assess the compensation 

required to provide the injured person ‘with reasonable solace for his misfortune.’ 

‘Solace’ in this sense is taken to mean physical arrangements which can make his 

life more endurable rather than ‘solace’ in the sense of sympathy.   

[19] This functional approach was further elaborated upon by Cromwell JA (as he then was) in 

Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v. BMG, 2007 NSCA 120, 133-5, where the principles for 

assessing damages claims for historic wrongs as articulated by the Supreme Court in 

Blackwater v. Plint, [2005] 3 SCR 3, were summarized and applied. These Blackwater factors are 

relied on by Plaintiffs’ counsel as a foundation for the individual damages claims: (a) the age and 

vulnerability of the victim at the time of the events; (b) the frequency and severity of the 

wrongdoing; (c) the position of the defendant; and (d) the consequences for the victim. 

[20] Overall, trial courts must quantify damages with “due regard to the nature of the injury and 

the purposes of a non-pecuniary award in relation to that injury”: Ibid., at 124. In the case at bar, the 

Plaintiffs suffered, in different combinations, short term physical injuries in the form of pain 
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endured while in the STU programs and long term psychological harms in the form of protracted 

and/or exacerbated mental illness. The key to finding the appropriate range of damages for these 

non-pecuniary losses is to find cases with analogous injuries.  

[21] Counsel for the Doctors submit that this requires that the value of a given comparator case 

be discounted where the claimant’s injury is to interests not applicable in the Plaintiffs’ cases. For 

example, none of the Plaintiffs claim damage to reputation as in Hill, supra, or to their intellectual 

property as in Cinar Corporation v. Robinson, [2013] 3 SCR 1168. With limited exceptions to be 

discussed later in these reasons, cases which quantify damages that reflect infringement of those 

interests do not provide very useful analogies.  

[22] Similarly, cases of wrongful conviction are not generally analogous to the Plaintiffs’ claim, 

since each of the Plaintiffs was committed to Oak Ridge in the first place pursuant to a valid 

certificate under the applicable version of the Mental Health Act or a Lieutenant Governor’s 

warrant upon a finding that they were not fit to stand trial or Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity 

(“NGRI”), to use the 1960s-70s era phrase. The Courts have indicated in wrongful conviction cases 

that the deprivation of liberty not in accordance with law is for the most part in a class of its own, 

and that such cases are only comparable to each other: Henry v. British Columbia, 2016 BCSC 

1038, at para 452. The Plaintiffs here were all institutionalized pursuant to the rule of law, and 

their continued detention or release is within the unchallenged jurisdiction of the Ontario Review 

Board. 

[23] To be clear, the Plaintiffs were not wrongfully deprived of their liberty; they allege no flaw 

in the legal process by which they were first institutionalized or continue to be held. In a few 

exceptional cases, where youthful Plaintiffs were subjected to many years of otherwise 

unnecessary suffering, the lengthy incarceration periods of wrongful conviction cases can be 

partially helpful in assessing damages. But it is the lengthy period of psychological turmoil or 

harm that is relevant, not the deprivation of liberty itself.    

[24] I will also pause to note that ex gratia payments made in settlement of claims with a 

significant public profile are not relevant to a legal determination of general damages. As the 

Supreme Court observed in Hinse v. Canada (Attorney General), [2015] 2 SCR 62, at para 153, 

those payments “did not result from judicial awards and were based on considerations that are very 

different from those on which damages are based.” The Plaintiffs do not seek an ex gratia payment, 

but rather submit that they deserve compensation as of right. This substantive difference takes the 

Plaintiffs’ claims outside of the ambit of the ex gratia examples that Plaintiffs’ counsel has cited 

in argument.   

[25] As indicated, the aim of the damages phase of the trial is to do “what can be done to 

alleviate the disaster to the victim” and to determine “what will it cost to enable her to live as 

tolerably as may be in the circumstances”: Andrews, at 263, quoting Ward v. James, [1965] 1 All 

ER 563 (CA). It is therefore important to find a range of compensation that is aimed at remedying 

the type of injuries that the Plaintiffs have actually suffered, and not to borrow from damage 

awards aimed at remedying an altogether different type of injury or different type of interest 

infringed.  
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[26] With that in mind, the goal is to locate horizontal comparisons not with the type of conduct 

for which the Defendants are liable, but with the type and context of the suffering endured by the 

Plaintiffs. The Court is to “to treat like cases alike and unlike cases differently in this fact-driven 

exercise.  This…allows for comparisons between the seriousness of injuries, without the judge 

becoming a prisoner of past findings by other courts, while at the same time giving full scope to a 

personalized analysis of each victim’s own situation”: Stations de la vallée de St-Sauveur inc. v. 

M.A., 2010 QCCA 1509, at para 83. Since the harms inflicted on all of the Plaintiffs took place 

while they were institutionalized in the STU at Oak Ridge, other cases of physical and psychiatric 

harms as a result of wrongful treatment while incarcerated or institutionalized are the most relevant 

comparators.  

[27]   Counsel for the Plaintiffs have compared the case at bar to landmark damages claims 

pertaining to historic wrongs done to Indigenous people in Canada, including the so-called Sixties 

Scoop and the Residential Schools litigation. They submit that for many of the Plaintiffs, the harm 

inflicted by the Defendants in the STU programs was devasting and life-altering in a way that is 

comparable to the uprooting and abuse of Indigenous children as chronicled in those renowned 

cases.  

[28] In my view, this is a difficult comparison to make. First, the cases about Indigenous 

children and the Plaintiffs’ cases about their Oak Ridge experiences are each suis generis, making 

it hard to compare them in a meaningful way. In fact, what Plaintiffs’ counsel are presenting is a 

comparison between unique historical situations whose point of similarity is their very uniqueness. 

It stands to reason that unique cases are inherently dissimilar, not similar. Having said that, 

Plaintiffs’ counsel also seem to me to be overstating their case.  

[29] In Barker Trial I, at para 343, I described the STU programs as “degrading and inhumane”, 

and they were; but terrible as the STU programs were, they were an anomaly done to a number of 

individuals in a single institution. There is no sense in which they impacted on an entire population 

and culture in the way that the Residential Schools program did. Residential schools were run for 

100 years in Canada, and have had what the Supreme Court described as an “enduring, harmful 

legacy” on this country’s Indigenous people as a whole: J.W. v. Canada (Attorney General), 

[2019] 2 SCR 224, at para 14. 

[30] Even if one accepts for the sake of argument that the cases are comparable, the claims put 

forward by the Plaintiffs are unprecedented in their quantum. In the aggregate, they seek general 

damages of roughly $35 million, income loss of between $7.8 and $11.5 million, and punitive 

damages in the order of $29 million for a total of $71 to $75 million, averaging $2.5 million per 

person plus interest. Defendants’ counsel point out that this action began its life as a class action, 

and had it been certified for the roughly 1,200 patients that went through the STU these numbers 

would calculate out to an approximately $3 billion claim.  

[31] Counsel for the Defendants submit that this is roughly 10 to 100 times higher than the 

recovery awarded in the Residential Schools and Sixties Scoop class actions. In the Residential 

Schools case, each claimant who went through the common experience of the schools received 

$10,000 for first school year and then $3,000 for each year after that, followed by an independent 

assessment in which those who suffered sexual or other serious abuses were awarded $5,000 to 
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$275,000 each. Damages for income loss and pain and suffering were capped at a maximum loss 

of $430,000: Baxter v. Attorney General of Canada (2006), 83 OR (3d) 481 (SCJ). 

[32] These calculations demonstrate that the Plaintiffs’ claims for general damages are orders 

of magnitude higher than the Residential Schools claims. As indicated, the cases are not really 

comparable in substance. However, it is also important to keep in mind the admonishment that 

there should be “a rough basic uniformity to general damage awards” for comparable cases, and 

that trial courts do not have “an unlimited scope to award what general damages they will”: 

Mulroy, supra, at paras 12, 15. In keeping with this need to treat like cases relatively alike, the 

Court of Appeal has warned that “damages awarded [that are] so inordinately high…call for this 

Court’s interference”: Ibid., at para 15. 

[33] The importance of context in quantifying a Plaintiff’s loss also tends to make sexual assault 

cases, on which Plaintiffs’ counsel heavily rely, of only occasional relevance in evaluating their 

claims. The specific considerations going to compensating claimants for the gender-based 

degradation and undermining of equality flowing from sexual assaults are not applicable here: 

R. v. Osolin, [1993] 4 SCR 595. Likewise, and again with some exceptions that will be discussed 

with respect to a small number of the Plaintiffs, the loss of innocence and other emotional harms 

flowing from childhood sexual assaults have little bearing on most of the Plaintiffs’ claims: D.S. 

v. Quesnelle, 2019 ONSC 3230 at para 40. Cases with those factual backgrounds are of minimal 

help in determining the quantification of damages for the majority of the Plaintiffs who were adult 

males at the relevant time.  

[34] There are, however, a small number of the Plaintiffs who were placed in the STU programs 

when underage and still at a stage of adolescence rather than adulthood. While all of the Plaintiffs 

were vulnerable in that they were institutionalized, were suffering from mental illness, and were 

owed fiduciary duties by the Defendants, those who were youths were harmed in a severe and 

lifelong manner that deserves particular attention.  

[35] As with abused children, the adolescent Plaintiffs were used by the Defendants who then 

“effectively discard[ed them] and leaving [them] to deal with the fallout from that horrible 

mistreatment.  [They have] been dealing with a vast assortment of emotional and psychological 

problems ever since”: Ibid. The Supreme Court of Canada has approved a mode of analysis in 

particularly egregious cases that proceeds “by comparing [a plaintiff’s] anguish to the similar level 

of anguish” experienced by others who suffered similarly lengthy and “deep psychological 

suffering”: Cinar, at para 107-108. In such instances, the factual context in which the harm 

occurred may be less of a limiting factor in seeking comparator cases, as long as “the harms are 

similar to those suffered” by the Plaintiffs: Ibid., at para 108. 

[36] Turning to the balance of the Plaintiffs who suffered long-term harm, there are relatively 

few reported cases that appear at first blush to be analogous to their situation. One reason for this 

is that the litigation process itself has been such a protracted one. The events at issue occurred 

between 40 to 50 years ago. The nature of the wrongdoing – i.e. putting the Plaintiffs through 

abusive, but institutionally and governmentally approved programs prescribed by physicians – 

took some 30 to 40 years for the Plaintiffs to be sufficiently aware to commence the action. Once 

commenced, the action for a variety of procedural reasons has taken 20 years to come to trial.  
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[37] As a result, the long-term harm for which damages is claimed is future harm from the time 

of each Plaintiff’s release from the impugned STU programs, but is by now mostly in the past. 

This claim of compensation for prospective suffering which in real time is now mostly behind us, 

makes the Plaintiffs’ case a rarity from a timeline point of view.   

[38] That said, one must look beyond the procedurally unusual nature of the case to the 

substance of the claims. Long-term harm in the sense of life-long injuries is certainly a feature of 

many personal injuries cases, including those dealing with losses sustained during incarceration or 

institutionalization.  

[39] For example, in Singer v. Corporation of the City of Hamilton, 2007 CanLII 46251 (SCJ), 

a widow who was already in a vulnerable state grieving the recent passing of her husband fell into 

a ditch on a construction site and suffered a serious fracture causing severe pain, immobility, and 

mental distress that including depressive episodes resulting in a suicide attempt. Her depression 

then led to a life-long mood disorder that entailed numerous recurring symptoms that the Court 

described, at para 62: “poor appetite or overeating, insomnia or hyperinsomnia, low energy or 

fatigue, low self-esteem, poor concentration, difficulty making decisions, and feelings of 

hopelessness.” For this level of substantial long-term suffering, the Court awarded $45,000 in 

general damages (or just over $55,000 as adjusted for inflation). 

[40] Another case closer in factual context to the case at bar is Iwanicki v. Ontario (Minister of 

Correctional Services, 2000 CarswellOnt 860 (SCJ), where an inmate at Mimico Correction 

Centre sought damages against the Ontario Crown for harm suffered when severely beaten in 

prison. In language reminiscent of the claims of some of the Plaintiffs here, the Court found, at 

para 34, that the experience had “dramatically changed [the claimant’s] personality from that of a 

fun-loving extrovert to that of an introverted, unhappy and depressed person. In addition, it 

significantly hampered the progress he was making with his drug rehabilitation.” The Court’s 

assessment was that this long-term psychological harm, together with the short-term pain and 

suffering of the beating itself, deserved compensation in the range of $80,000 (just under $115,000 

as adjusted for inflation). 

[41] Turning to a more moderate scale of long-term harm, in Row v. British Columbia (Attorney 

General), 2006 BCSC 199, an inmate at a B.C. remand facility sought compensation from the 

provincial Crown for injuries sustained in a jailhouse beating. The incident caused him a fractured 

skull and cranial lacerations, as well as, at para 49, debilitating headaches, a “decrease in mental 

awareness, although a CT scan does not show any significant brain damage... [and] post-traumatic 

stress disorder flowing from the assault, which contributes to his symptoms of paranoia and 

depression.” For this range of long-term suffering, the British Columbia court awarded damages 

in the amount of $35,000 (or just over $44,000 adjusted for inflation). It is noteworthy that, like 

some of the Plaintiffs here, the claimant was eventually diagnosed with post-traumatic stress 

disorder and exhibited symptoms of depression and paranoia. 

 

[42] As an illustration of damages for more mild long-term injuries, in Moretto v. Nicolini-

Femia, 2017 ONSC 3945, a young girl was permanently disfigured by a dog bite in the face, which 

a medical report showed was getting more pronounced over time. The Court found, at para 60, that 

the claimant also suffered “some psychological sequelae resulting from the dog bite incident, 

including some period of nightmares and flashbacks, a phobia of dogs and certainly embarrassment 
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and some loss of self-esteem and confidence as a result of the actions and comments of peers 

concerning the scar”. In these circumstances, general damages for the physical injury were 

assessed at $40,000 and general damages for the psychological harm assessed at $5,000 (just over 

$42,000 and $5,200, respectively, as adjusted for inflation).  

 

[43] Turning to cases of severe short-term injury, perhaps the most severe case is that of Mitchell 

v. Block, 1995 CanLII 9028 (AB QB), in which a psychiatric patient suffered horrendous physical 

pain, including blistering from head to toe necessitating the removal of 80% to 90% of the skin of 

her body and the addition of a layer of latex stapled over the expire exposed area, as a result of an 

allergic reaction to medication. She also suffered psychological torment as a result of being advised 

by her doctors that she was likely about to die. While the Plaintiffs in the present case each to one 

degree or another suffered short term pain and anguish in the three STU programs, it is difficult to 

find any case anywhere (or, for that matter, to imagine one) that compares with the level of short-

erm pain suffered in Mitchell. The Court indicated that had the defendants been liable it would 

have awarded for this short-term pain and suffering a total of $40,000 (just over $62,000 adjusted 

for inflation). 

[44]  Another case of severe short-term injury is Weafer v. Vancouver Coastal Health Authority, 

2007 BCSC 481, a patient hospitalized for back surgery was given an overdose of the painkiller 

Ketamine. In a scenario that has some parallels with the Plaintiffs who had adverse reactions to 

drugs in Oak Ridge’s DDT program, he had a nightmarish and potentially fatal experience. As he 

described it, at para 33, he woke up from surgery in the hospital’s ICU with a “[d]octor standing 

around asking who I was, where I was, I said I just saw God and was fighting for my life.” The 

trial judge found, at para 131, that “[t]he near death experience was terrifying and it was well 

documented that it is one of the side effects of Ketamine”, and that as of the incident the claimant 

“suffered a great degree of stress and anxiety”. In the result, the Court awarded him $55,000 (over 

$67,000 adjusted for inflation) in general damages. 

[45] An award for intense, short-term injury is also illustrated in Eng v Corrections Canada, 

1997 CarswellNat 510 (Fed Ct), where an inmate in a federal penitentiary was seriously injured in 

an attempted murder in which he had his neck slashed with a razor blade. The claimant testified, 

at para 31, that the pain from his injuries continued for about a year, with some residual paralysis 

of the tongue and lingering psychological harm including “anxiety, headaches, and occasional 

sleeplessness flowing from recollections of the attack.” While the Plaintiffs here have not suffered 

the type of physical assaults that the claimant in Eng endured, the short-term, severe pain 

experienced in the STU programs is analogous to an intense prison assault whose pain lingers for 

a year or more. The Court in Eng valued the claimant’s damages at $25,000 (or just under $38,000 

adjusted for inflation). 

[46] For moderate short-term harm suffered in incarceration settings, the damage awards have 

been generally low. In Abbott v. Canada, [1993] FCJ No 673 (Fed Ct), an inmate at Collins Bay 

Penitentiary was falsely accused of being involved in a prison fight, shot by guards with buckshot, 

and held in solitary confinement for 100 days. He sought damages against Corrections Canada for 

assault and battery, negligence, unlawful confinement and cruel and unusual punishment. In 

introducing the damages analysis, at para 161, the Court commenced with an observation that is 

apt to the case at bar: “Assessing damages is never an easy task, made less so by the fact that the 
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person claiming the damages is a 28 year old inmate who has been in and out of prisons for various 

offenses since he was about sixteen.”  

 

[47] After surveying analogous cases, the Court in Abbott awarded general damages divided into 

a number of different categories. Specifically, the award consisted of $1,000, or $10 per day ($16 per 

day adjusted for inflation) for the improper segregation, $1,000 ($1,600 adjusted for inflation) for the 

pain and suffering of being shot with dozens of pellets of buckshot, and $10,000 (just over $16,000) in 

exemplary damages in respect of the malice shown by the corrections officers in punishing an inmate 

they knew not to be culpable in the altercation that started the incident. 

 

[48] Claims of false imprisonment flowing from wrongfully holding inmates in segregation tend 

to run in the range of $16 to $26 per day in 2020 dollars where the claimant suffers psychological 

deprivations from being alone for extended periods of time, is deprived recreational activities, and 

is left without being told how long he will remain in segregation: see Saint-Jacques v. Canada, 

1991 CarswellNat 353 (Fed Ct); Grenier v. The Queen, 2004 FC 132. These amounts have been 

deemed appropriate where, as in Eng, at para 43, the claimant “suffered considerable pain and 

suffering” but his recovery was all but complete and the evidence does not reveal any longer term 

harm. 

[49] The incarceration or involuntary institutionalization context of the cases is of some 

significance in assessing the quantum of damages. As the Court said in Grenier, at para 86, “[i]t 

must be borne in mind that if he had not been kept in administrative segregation the plaintiff would 

not have been at liberty like any law-abiding individual, but would still have been an inmate in a 

penitentiary.” The same consideration applies to the Plaintiffs here, as they were all legally 

confined to the Oak Ridge maximum security institution and would have been there even if the 

STU programs had not been in existence.  

[50] Turning to compensation for mild short-term harm, the cases for the most part reveal 

compensation at a level somewhere under $10,000. In O’Shea v. Vancouver (City), 2015 BCPC 

398, an inmate in a municipal detention facility was placed in a restraint called the “Hobble” which, 

like some of the restraints described in the evidence in Barker Trial I, appears to have been 

designed for maximum discomfort. The British Columbia court observed in O’Shea, at paras 113 

and 115, that the Hobble entailed “sitting in a semi-prone position with one’s hands cuffed in the 

back and one’s ankles crossed with a strap wrapped around them, which is then pulled tightly after 

it is passed under the cell door, and held in place with a wood block…positioned on a concrete 

floor”, and that the claimant “felt her ‘feet would come off’”. The Court assessed general damages 

for short term physical pain, which also exacerbated the claimant’s anxiety and other mental health 

problems, at $9,000 (just over $9,700 adjusted for inflation). 

 

[51] Similarly, in McMaster v The Queen, 2009 FC 937 (Fed Ct), an inmate at Collins Bay 

incurred what is described, at para 64, as “a tear in the medial meniscus in his right knee” due to the 

failure of corrections staff to supply him with adequate footwear. In an action for damages for 

misfeasance in public office, the Court awarded the claimant $9,000 for the wrongful conduct of the 

facility’s personnel in causing him short term pain. That figure was then reduced to $6,000 (just over 

$7,000 adjusted for inflation), to take into account the claimant’s own contributory negligence in 

engaging  in vigorous exercise without properly fitting footwear. Like a number of the Plaintiffs here, 
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the claimant apparently made a full recovery but was found to have endured pain and suffering at the 

time of the injury and for the ensuing healing period. 

 b)  Damages cap 

[52] In Andrews, supra, at 265, the Supreme Court indicated that a cap on general damages was 

necessary even for catastrophic personal injury claimants, and set the limit for such damages at 

$100,000.  As the Court put it, at 248, the argument against unlimited general damages awards is 

that “the social cost is too high. In these days the cost is distributed through society through 

insurance premiums.”  

 

[53] This idea was further elaborated upon by the Supreme Court in Hill, supra, where the Court 

explained in a personal injury case, the plaintiff is typically compensated for not only lost income 

(past and estimated future loss) but also the cost of medical care (past and estimated future). It 

went on to state that prior to the Andrews cap being imposed, “[t]he size and disparity of 

assessments was affecting insurance rates and, thus, the cost of operating motor vehicles and, 

indeed, business of all kinds throughout the land”: Ibid., at para 168. 

 

[54] The policy considerations underlying the damages cap do not apply here. The suis generis 

nature of the STU programs, which ended in the early 1980s and have never been repeated, do not 

compare with the ubiquitous nature of motor vehicle accidents, however catastrophic the results 

may be. Plaintiffs’ counsel point out that since damage awards in cases of institutional abuse or 

physicians’ breach of fiduciary duty are infrequent in Canada, a cap is unnecessary to control 

disparity of assessments or a burden on insurance premiums for psychiatric institutions and 

physicians. The social cost, as the Supreme Court put it, of a damages award in this unique case is 

not the same as one in which the insurance industry must continuously spread losses throughout a 

society in which the vast majority of drivers are insured. 

[55] Moreover, since general damages are formulated to replicate the injured person’s pre-

injury standard of life, uncapped awards were seen in Andrews, at 262, to overlap with cost of care 

awards thereby creating a windfall to claimants. The Plaintiffs have suffered psychiatric rather 

than physical injuries, and are bringing their claim some forty years after the harmful events; as a 

consequence, they do not make cost of care claims. Accordingly, the concern about double 

compensation is also not applicable in the case at bar. 

[56] In addition to all of that, appellate courts have repeatedly held that claims such as the 

Plaintiffs’ – i.e. those concerning breach of fiduciary duty and intentional wrongdoing – are not 

limited by the Andrews cap. Again, the reason for this is that the policy issues identified in Andrews 

and Hill necessitating the cap do not arise. In S.Y. v. F.G.C., 1996 CanLII 6597, at para 30, the 

British Columbia Court of Appeal observed that the policies underlying the Andrews cap did not 

arise in sexual abuse and other intentional tort and fiduciary duty claims:   

I am not persuaded that the policy reasons which gave rise to the imposition of a 

cap in “the trilogy” have any application in a case of the type at bar.  In my opinion 

the differences described by Cory J. [in Hill v. Church of Scientology] exist in this 

case as well.  The policy considerations which arise from negligence causing 

catastrophic personal injuries, in the contexts of accident and medical malpractice, 
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do not arise from intentional torts involving criminal behaviour. There is no 

evidence before us that this type of case has any impact on the public purse, or 

that there is any crisis arising from the size and disparity of assessments.  A cap is 

not needed to protect the general public from a serious social burden, such as 

enormous insurance premiums… 

 

In contrast, sexual abuse claims do not usually result in awards guaranteeing 

lifetime economic security. In the catastrophic personal injury cases, awards under 

other heads of damages are so high that there may be a lesser need for general 

damages to provide solace and to substitute for lost amenities. In some cases, 

sexual abuse victims may require and deserve more than the "cap" allows, due to 

the unpredictable impact of the tort on their lives. Judges, juries and appellate 

courts are in a position to decide what is fair and reasonable to both parties 

according to the circumstances of the case. 

[57] In Young v. Bella, [2006] 1 SCR 108, the Supreme Court expressed similar reasoning in a 

unique claim in which a professor of social work erroneously interpreted an uncited case study 

attached to a student paper to be a veiled autobiographical confession of child abuse and reported 

the abuse to the police and child protection services. After discovering the false allegation, the 

student claimed damages for the anxiety, paranoia, depression and other injuries suffered as a 

consequence. The Supreme Court declined to apply the Andrews cap and upheld the jury’s award 

of $430,000 in general damages, noting, at para 66, that “a cap is not needed to protect the general 

public from a serious social burden, such as enormous insurance premiums.” 

[58] The same line of reasoning followed by the Supreme Court in Cinar, supra, which upheld 

an award of general damages exceeding the Andrews cap for psychological harm in a case of 

copyright infringement. In that case, the defendants stole a concept for a children’s television show 

in breach of copyright and contrary to obligations of good faith and loyalty under the Quebec Civil 

Code. The Court upheld the assessment of $400,000.00 in general damages for the plaintiff’s 

shock, depression, decline in physical health, and psychological suffering caused by the theft. In 

doing so, she reiterated that the Andrews cap is inapplicable to general damages of this nature: 

Ibid., at para 97. As with the Plaintiffs’ claims here, the unique context of the wrong, the 

intentionality of the wrongdoer, and the fact that there are few, if any, social costs or society-wide 

insurance implications to the claim, negated the rationale for a damages cap. 

 c)  Aggravated damages 

[59] Aggravated and punitive damages are separate categories in that they address different 

aspects of the wrong for which the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiffs. The latter are defined as 

a form of punishment of a Defendant: Whiten v. Pilot Insurance Co., [2002] 1 S.C.R. 595, at para 

36. The former, on the other hand, are defined as part of a Plaintiff’s compensation: Plester v. 

Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company, 2006 CanLII 17918, at para 62 (Ont CA).  

[60] That said, they both derive from the same conduct by the Defendant – that is, they are both 

imposed as a result of conduct that is “malicious, oppressive and high-handed…[and that] offends 

the court’s sense of decency”: Hill, supra, at  para. 196. While the purpose of punitive damages is 

to punish, deter, and denounce the Defendant and his wrongdoing, Whiten, at para 43, and the 
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purpose of aggravated damages is to compensate the Plaintiff for having suffered humiliation, 

indignity, and degradation as a result of the wrong, Plester, supra, at para 64, they each examine 

the same evidence with respect to the Defendant’s actions and intentionality. The common 

threshold question is whether the Defendant was “aware, or ought reasonably to have been aware, 

that the plaintiff was [suffering harm]”, it is logical to consider them if not jointly then in close 

proximity to each other: Warrington v. Great-West Life Assurance Co., 1996 CanLII 1443 

(BCCA). 

[61] “Aggravated damages are awarded…when the reprehensible or outrageous nature of the 

defendant’s conduct causes a loss of dignity, humiliation, additional psychological injury, or harm 

to the plaintiff’s feelings”: McIntyre v. Grigg (2006), 83 OR (3d) 161, at para. 50 (Ont CA). As 

Professor Waddams explains it, they reflect “an award that aims at compensation, but takes full 

account of the intangible injuries, such as distress and humiliation, that may have been caused by the 

defendant’s insulting behaviour”: Vorvis v. Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, [1989] 1 

SCR 1085, at para 18, quoting S. Waddams, The Law of Damages (2nd edn, 1983), 562, at para 

979. They take account of the “natural indignation of right-thinking people arising from the 

malicious conduct of the defendant”: Hill, supra, at para 192. It is Plaintiffs’ counsel’s position 

that, given the extreme and harmful nature of the STU programs, all of he Plaintiffs’ injuries fall 

into this category.  

[62] As with general damages, aggravated damages are to be assessed Plaintiff-by-Plaintiff, 

matching a specific Defendant’s conduct with the harms suffered by a specific Plaintiff. “There 

cannot be joint and several responsibility for aggravated damages because they can only arise from 

the misconduct of a particular defendant”: A.(C.) v. C.(J.W.) (1998), 60 BCLR (3d) 92, at para. 

122 (BCCA). Accordingly, an analysis of aggravated damages follows the same as the general 

analysis of general damages, with the added question of whether the acts for which a specific 

Defendant is liable to a specific Plaintiff are “high-handed”, resulting in “recklessly exposing a 

vulnerable plaintiff to substantial risk of harm without any justification”: McIntyre v Grigg (2006), 

83 OR (3d) 161, at para 60 (Ont CA). 

[63] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have not tended to seek aggravated damages as a distinct claim 

or category of loss. Rather, they seek general damages at the high end of the scale for each 

individual Plaintiff. They submit that in that way the general damages awards will cover in a proper 

way the extensive harms that the Plaintiffs each suffered as a result of their STU experiences. In 

combination with this, they seek a large punitive damages award for each Plaintiff as a way of 

expressing the legal system’s disapproval of the Defendants’ conduct and of deterring similar 

conduct in the future.  

[64] Accordingly, although the Plaintiffs have not put aggravated damages before the Court as 

a distinct category of damages, the case law addressing them is relevant here. In the first place, it 

illustrates the types of harm to plaintiffs that can lead to the highest levels of compensatory awards; 

and, in the second place, it describes the type of conduct by defendants that can attract a punitive 

award.   

 d)  Punitive damages 
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[65] The Court of Appeal has most recently made clear that “punitive damages must arise from 

the particular conduct of the defendant against whom they are awarded”: Krieser v. Garber, 2020 

ONCA 699, at para 105. They are not to be awarded on a collective basis or effectively treat all of 

the Defendants as one. Thus, while the focus of punitive damages is on the Defendants’ conduct 

and not the Plaintiffs’ losses, the assessment must be done on a claim-by-claim basis to ensure that 

the specific wrongs, and not the global wrongfulness of all Defendants, are being addressed: 

Mainland Sawmills Ltd. v. U.S.W. Local 1-3567, 2007 BCSC 1433, at para. 334.  

[66] Accordingly, it must be clear in each case what role the particular Defendants played in the 

STU treatment of the particular Plaintiff, since there can be no joint and several awards of punitive 

damages: Hill, at para 195. Once that individualized assessment process is complete, the Court 

may then take into account “the aggregate amount to ensure that the total amount does not exceed 

what is required to achieve the goals of deterrence and denunciation”: Ibid. 

[67] On this note, I will reiterate my finding in Barker Trial I, at paras 1268-69, that the Crown 

is directly liable to the Plaintiffs for the acts of five Oak Ridge officials named in the Plaintiffs’ 

pleading. These include Drs. Barker and Maier as well as Penetanguishene medical superintendent 

Dr. Barry Boyd, and later STU directors Dr. Doug Tate and Dr. Julia O’Reilly. These five held 

decision-making authority on behalf of the Crown as operator of Oak Ridge at the relevant times.  

[68] The acts of the five named Oak Ridge decision-makers are, of course, their own individual 

responsibility, but are also for the purposes of this case the acts of the Crown as the body 

responsible for the Penetanguishene mental hospital and its Oak Ridge division: Barker Trial I, at 

paras 19, 1213-18. One or more of them was directly involved with each of the Plaintiffs’ treatment 

at issue here, and accordingly the Crown was found liable for to each of the Plaintiffs either jointly 

and severally with Dr. Barker and/or Dr. Maier or on its own: Ibid., at para 1328. That liability, 

whether sole or joint and several, is reflected in the general damages and income loss damages 

awards.  

[69] As for punitive damages, the case law has established that “there cannot be joint and several 

responsibility for either aggravated or punitive damages since they arise from the misconduct of 

the particular defendant against whom they are awarded”: Hill, supra, at para 195. Thus, where 

the Crown is found liable for punitive damages, that liability must be based on the acts of one of 

the five institutional actors mentioned above. Where those acts are those of Dr. Barker or Dr. 

Maeier, the Crown shares responsibility with the individual Defendant who acted in two distinct 

capacities. For punitive damages awards, the Crown’s portion and the individual’s portion must 

be the subject of a specific finding and the punitive damages must be awarded to each Defendant 

accordingly. The Defendants cannot all be treated “as one”: Krieser, supra, at para 105. 

[70] The Supreme Court of Canada has admonished lower courts that “the discretion to award 

[punitive damages] should be most cautiously exercised”: Honda Canada Inc. v. Keays, [2008] 2 

SCR 362, at para 68. It is not enough that the Defendants’ conduct be wrong in law; it must be 

offend the Court’s sense of decency to an extent that prompts a need for particular condemnation 

and deterrence: Smith v. Inco Limited, 2010 ONSC 3790, at paras 331-2. 

[71] In general, conduct that is lawful, even if offensive, does not attract punitive damages: 

Nurse v. Canada, 1997 CarswellNat 845, at para. 31 (Fed Ct). In addition, conduct that while 
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unlawful and actionable is done in good faith does not attract punitive damages: Jonasson v. Nexen 

Energy ULC, 2019 ABCA 428, at para. 2. In Whiten, supra, at para 113, the Supreme Court 

provided a list of factors applicable to a determination of the “blameworthiness” of a Defendant’s 

conduct for the purposes of punitive damages. These include [citations omitted]: 

a) whether the misconduct was planned and deliberate; 

b) the intent and motive of the defendant; 

c) whether the defendant persisted in the outrageous conduct over a lengthy 

period of time;  

d) whether the defendant concealed or attempted to cover up its misconduct;  

e) the defendant’s awareness that what he or she was doing was wrong; 

f) whether the defendant profited from its misconduct; 

g) whether the interest violated by the misconduct was known to be deeply 

personal to the plaintiff …or a thing that was irreplaceable… 

[72] In characterizing Dr. Barker’s intentions in designing and implementing the STU 

programs, the Plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Bradford, described a set of “mixed messages” – i.e. both 

positive and negative insofar as patient care was concerned. On one hand, I noted in Barker Trial 

I, at para 31, that Dr. Barker himself conceded the fundamentally invasive and cruel quality of the 

programs when he described them in his writing as resembling the actions of “Storm Troopers”. 

On the other hand, I noted in the very same paragraph that Dr. Barker saw his ultimate goal as 

devising “the treatment necessary to produce some remission of the illnesses suffered by most Oak 

Ridge patients”.  

[73] The same duality can be said of Dr. Maier when he assumed the mantle for the STU 

programs. On one hand, I noted in Barker Trial I, at para 135, that Dr. Maier’s own writings 

revealed the STU programs to be contrary to the medical ethics of the time and that medical 

journals would not publish his studies of the STU programs for fear of “inciting ethical 

controversy”. On the other hand, the very fact that Dr. Maier sought to publish his articles about 

the STU displays transparency and, perhaps, a certain benevolence in his own view of what he was 

doing with the programs. While it is possible that this attitude was one of wilful blindness, I 

ultimately found, at para 1212, that “the intention to cause harm – is not established on the evidence 

adduced at trial.”  

[74] In Barker Trial I, at para 1212, I came to the conclusion that, “The Doctors created and ran 

a bad set of programs, but with intentions that were not quite as bad as the programs.” The evidence 

also made it clear that the programs had the full approval of not only Dr. Boyd and the 

Penetanguishene administration, but the government of Ontario as both regulator and public body 

ultimately responsible for the institution. There was no coverup of the STU programs, and I found 

no ulterior motives on the part of the Doctors – no personal profit or professional aggrandizement 

came of them. Moreover, there is no indication that the Doctors persisted in carrying on the 

programs once the government indicated that they were to be shut down. To the contrary, the 
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Ombudsman’s office, in a series of reports, gave what was essentially a seal of approval for the 

programs during their active lifetime. 

[75] Accordingly, the programs were harmful and wrongful, and give rise to compensatory 

damages. Without something more, however, there is no evidence on which to base an award of 

aggravated or punitive damages. This is particularly the case where the evidence shows that a 

significant amount of the pain and suffering of a given Plaintiff comes from sources which are 

independent of the Defendants’ breach of their rights: Fidler v. Sun Life Assurance Co. of Canada, 

2004 BCCA 273, at para 42. 

[76] For the underage Plaintiffs, there is something more that is lacking for the adult patients. 

For these youths, the STU programs caused intense personal pain at a level which would shock 

the conscience of the public had the age of the individuals been the focus of attention. Knowing 

their age and their extreme adolescent vulnerability, the conscience of the responsible Defendants 

ought to have been shocked as well. From both an aggravated and punitive damages point of view, 

it is significant that this intense suffering was directly linked to the pressure that the Defendants 

knew or ought to have known they were imposing: Ibid., at paras 42-43.  

[77] In Jonasson, supra, the Supreme Court lists as its final condemnatory practice the depriving 

by a Defendant of something “known to be deeply personal to the plaintiff …or a thing that was 

irreplaceable…” For the youngest and most vulnerable of the Plaintiffs, it was not difficult to 

perceive that the STU programs were effectively depriving them of the most irreplaceable thing of 

all – their youth and the chance of achieving mental health beyond the psychological problems 

with which they entered Oak Ridge. In those particular instances, aggravated damages reflecting 

the extreme hurt of the individual Plaintiffs would seem to be warranted. 

[78] Beyond that, however, a public program authorized by government, described in detail for 

the medical community by the Defendants in scholarly journals, exposed to the media by the 

Doctors and the Oak Ridge administration, and conceived – wrongly but sincerely – to be for the 

ultimate medical benefit of the patients – is not what aggravated or punitive damages are aimed at. 

While the disregard of the individual patient’s pain may be beyond the pale for the most youthful 

of the Plaintiffs, the albeit misguided good faith of the Defendants toward the adult Plaintiffs 

makes aggravated and punitive damages inapplicable. 

[79] In terms of quantum, the Supreme Court of Canada has instructed that for aggravated and 

punitive damages, the relevant question is what is the lowest award that would serve the 

purpose…because any higher award would be irrational”: Whiten, at para 71. With this in mind, 

“the governing role for quantum is proportionality”: Ibid., at para 74. As with general, general 

damages, the measurement of aggravated and punitive damages is to be done in relation to other 

comparable cases. In Whiten, at para 4, a punitive damages award of $1,000,000 – possibly the 

highest ever awarded in Canada – was said to be at the “upper end” of what is proportionate to the 

nearly $700,000 in compensatory damages awarded in that case.   

[80] Where the youthful Plaintiffs are concerned, the court can have some eye to aggravated 

and punitive awards given to other young victims of abuse or other parties whose life-long 

ambitions were destroyed by the wrongdoer. It is also of significance that the intense level of harm 

inflicted on the youngest of the Plaintiffs was done not only by a responsible fiduciary, but by a 
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public institution to which they were involuntarily committed. These institutions have a 

particularly important duty toward youth that have been removed from their families that must be 

reflected in both the aggravated and punitive aspects of their damages awards. 

 e)  Remoteness and Ex turpi causa 

[81] As I indicated in Barker Trial I, at para 1188, for breaches of fiduciary duties questions of 

remoteness and foreseeability are addressed not at the liability phase of the trial but in the damages 

phase. This follows the Supreme Court of Canada’s instruction that, “Equity addresses such 

questions under the heading of remedy or damages once the existence and breach of a fiduciary 

obligation have been established”: Williams Lake Indian Band v. Canada (Aboriginal Affairs and 

Northern Development), [2018] 1 SCR 83, at para 48.  

[82] Accordingly, it is analytically necessary that a Court “recognizes the distinction between 

finding a breach of fiduciary obligation and remedying the consequences of that breach”: Ibid., at 

para 49. The way to do so, the Supreme Court says, is for the trial or other adjudicative body to 

[consider] the principles governing equitable compensation for loss flowing from a breach of 

fiduciary duty during the compensation phase of its proceedings”: Ibid., at para 50. 

[83] As with damages assessment more generally, the question of remoteness must be addressed 

on a Plaintiff-by-Plaintiff basis. However, there are some fundamental principles that apply to all 

remoteness analyses. The Supreme Court of Canada confirmed in Mustapha v. Culligan of Canada 

Ltd., [2008] 2 SCR 114, at paras. 12, 15, that the essential test for remoteness of damages is 

foreseeability: 

The remoteness inquiry asks whether ‘the harm [is] too unrelated to the wrongful 

conduct to hold the defendant fairly liable’. Since The Wagon Mound (No. 1), the 

principle has been that ‘it is the foresight of the reasonable man which alone can 

determine responsibility’… To put it another way, unusual or extreme reactions to 

events caused by negligence are imaginable but not reasonably foreseeable. 

[84] The Court of Appeal has indicated that the test that applies where tort liability is found 

applies equally where liability for an equitable wrong such as breach of fiduciary duty is found. 

As the Court has put it in Stirrett v. Cheema, 2020 ONCA 288, at para 68:  

[W]hen considering equitable compensation, or damages, the fiduciary breach must 

have been the cause in fact – the effective cause – of the loss in respect of which 

compensation is sought. There is of course a difference between the right to a 

remedy, and the assessment of damages. Causation in fact is relevant to the first 

issue. Legal causation, which incorporates limiting factors such as remoteness, 

proximity, foreseeability, and intervening act, is part of the second issue. 

[85] Thus, “even where a duty of care, a breach, damage and factual causation are established, 

there remains the pertinent threshold question of legal causation, or remoteness”: 

Saadati v. Moorhead, [2017] 1 SCR 543, para 20. The question at this stage is to determine “what 

a person of ordinary fortitude would suffer”: see White v. Chief Constable of South Yorkshire 

Police, [1998] 3 W.L.R. 1509, 1512 (HL). As McLachlin CJ put it in Mustapha, at para 16, the 
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law “imposes an obligation to compensate for any harm done on the basis of reasonable foresight, 

not as insurance.” 

[86] Reasonable foreseeability cannot be determined in the abstract, but rather must be 

considered in the specific factual context of the particular Defendant and the particular Plaintiff. 

“The proper question to be asked in this context is whether the type of harm suffered – personal injury 

– was reasonably foreseeable to someone in the position of the defendant”: Rankin (Rankin’s Garage 

& Sales) v. J.J., [2018] 1 SCR 587, at para 26. Thus, for example, it was certainly foreseeable – 

indeed, was easily foreseeable – that a given Plaintiff might have suffered short-term pain and 

anguish in any of DDT, the Capsule, or MAPP. It might also have been reasonably foreseeable 

that putting some of the Plaintiffs through that type of anguish might have longer term effects on 

their trust in psychiatric medicine, their ability to re-integrate into society, and their ability to have 

stable relationships and/or a stable economic life. That will turn on the particular circumstances of 

the Plaintiff and the particular experiences which he or she endured in the STU programs. 

[87] Counsel for the Doctors also argue that it was specifically not reasonably foreseeable that 

any of the Plaintiffs would in the future, years after their release from the Oak Ridge, recidivate 

and commit violent crimes as a result of their STU experiences. In making this argument they refer 

to Wade v. Canadian National Railway, [1978] 1 SCR 1064, where a child playing near a set of 

railroad tracks ran toward the train and attempted to jump onto it, losing a leg in the process. The 

Court found that no one could have reasonably predicted what the child would do, and so the 

damages claim advanced on the youth’s behalf was remote.  

[88] The way the Court put it in Wade raises the spectre of endless liability for institutions: “To 

find fault on the part of the railway in those circumstances is really to say that, in law, the railway 

is the insurer of all persons coming onto its land”: Ibid., at para 50. The Doctors submit that as a 

policy matter, awarding damages based on the failure to predict the erratic behaviour of some of 

the Plaintiffs is too heavy a burden to place on a state institution or, for that matter, on themselves 

as physicians. They therefore rely on the Court of Appeal’s admonishment in Tacknyck v. Lake of 

the Woods Clinic, [1982] OJ No 170, at para 29, that, “The doctor should not be made the insurer 

of his patients' health and well-being.” 

[89] The Doctors further submit that they are not, and never have been, the decision makers 

who determine when and under what conditions the Plaintiffs were released from Penetanguishene. 

That was the responsibility of the Ontario Review Board and in all cases was done in accordance 

with its formal decision-making process. It is the Doctors’ view that holding them accountable for 

recidivism on the part of the Plaintiffs is a misdirection of responsibility and a second-guessing of 

Review Board decisions. 

[90] With the greatest of respect, I cannot agree with the Doctors’ position. In terms of 

foreseeability, the Doctors, as the responsible psychiatrists in a maximum-security mental hospital, 

are not in the same position as the defendant railroad in Wade, who had no particular relationship, 

either professional or otherwise, with the injured child except for the happenstance of the child’s 

proximity to its train station. The Doctors and the Crown, by contrast, are statutorily, 

professionally, and institutionally responsible for the Plaintiffs in virtually every respect. 

Foreseeing the long-term impact of the supposed therapy that they meted out in the STU is an 

integral part of their professional and institutional duties. The Doctors, as authorized by the Crown 
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as the authority responsible for Oak Ridge, not only designed and implemented the three programs, 

but they specifically chose the Plaintiffs for participation in them. The Defendants were fully aware 

of the psychiatric diagnoses of each of the Plaintiffs when they assigned them to the STU, and 

ought reasonably to have foreseen what the stress of the programs could potentially do to them. 

[91] Indeed, if the Defendants failed to foresee the eventual violent consequences of programs 

specifically designed to break down the minds of their patients, their breach of fiduciary duties is 

all the more egregious. The Plaintiffs’ experts, Dr. Bradford and Professor Dickens, testified that 

the programs were in essence human experimentation and the way they were implemented violated 

the ethical norms of their day; the consequences for the Plaintiffs of these breaches ought to have 

been foreseen by the Doctors and the Crown. While one must nevertheless analyze the 

foreseeability question on a case-by-case basis for each Plaintiff, future violence and recidivist 

criminality cannot be generally ruled out as being beyond reasonable foreseeability. 

[92]  As for the Doctors’ point about release of a patient from Penetanguishene being up to the 

Review Board, that, respectfully, is a red herring. The Plaintiffs’ claim is not that they were 

released when they ought not to have been released or that the Review Board erred in allowing 

them to cascade down the chain of institutions and eventually into the community. Rather, the 

claim of a number of the Plaintiffs is that the STU programs planted in them the potential for future 

violence even when unnoticed at the moment of their release.  

[93] The Defendants, as designers and implementers of the programs, ought to have foreseen 

this possibility, but the Review Board had no way of doing so if not so advised by the Defendants. 

The damages claims of the recidivist Plaintiffs are based on the STU programs being the catalyst 

for their future crimes; the Review Board is no more responsible for that than is the court that 

found them NCR (or rather, NGRI) and sent them to Oak Ridge in the first place. It was the STU 

programs that were, in Dr. Barker’s words, “the goad to freedom”, and that in Dr. Maier’s words, 

inflicted “suffering…as the source of re-creativity”; Barker Trial I, at paras 37, 38. What they 

reasonably ought to have foreseen is that some of their patients would be goaded by their suffering 

into a dangerous and violent way of re-creating their mental illness in the future. 

[94]  Having said all of that, there is one legal policy that may render the foreseeability point 

moot when it comes to claiming damages for the recidivist offenses by some of the Plaintiffs. The 

doctrine of ex turpi causa stands in the way of recovering compensation for the time spent 

incarcerated or institutionalized due to recidivist crimes. The Defendants and the Plaintiffs agree 

in their respective written submissions that, at the very least, this rule “precludes an award of 

income loss for the duration of time that a Plaintiff was incarcerated as a result of violent 

recidivism”. This would apply to any instance in which I found in Barker Trial I that recidivism 

leading to a criminal conviction was caused in whole or in part by the STU. 

 

[95]  To be clear, the ex turpi causa doctrine operates separate and apart from any determination 

of liability and causation – the issues in the first phase of this trial. It is a judicial policy that is 

triggered to prohibit a damages award (or part of a damages award) after a finding of causation 

and liability has been made. “The courts make it clear that the defendant has acted wrongly in 

negligently causing harm.  They also make it clear that responsibility for this wrong is suspended only 

because concern for the integrity of the legal system trumps the concern that the defendant be 

responsible”: Hall v. Hebert, [1993] 2 SCR 159, 182. 
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[96] In their oral submissions, Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that if ex turpi causa is relevant to any of 

the Plaintiffs’ claims it should have been argued at the first phase of the trial, and not at the damages 

phase. That viewpoint, however, does not conform with the way the doctrine works. The strict logic 

of the law might find liability where a subsequent offense committed by a Plaintiff is found to have 

been caused by the actionable conduct of a Defendant; nevertheless, at the quantification of 

damages stage the ex turpi principle comes into play with a view to “preserving the administration 

of justice from the taint that would result from the approval of a transaction that a court ought not to 

countenance”: Norberg v. Wynrib, [1992] 2 SCR 226, 316.  

[97] Ex turpi causa is therefore treated by the Supreme Court of Canada as a post-liability/post-

causation policy. In the context of the present trial, it is appropriate to address it in the damages phase. 

This timing of the issue creates no prejudice to the Plaintiffs. The issue is one of legal argument, and 

references evidence already in the record. Counsel for the Defendants made submissions on the ex 

turpi case law in their Responding factum, and counsel for the Plaintiffs made fulsome submissions 

on the issue in their Reply factum. Both sides made oral submissions on the issue at the trial as part 

of their closing submissions.   

[98]  The Supreme Court’s most recent explanation of the ex turpi rule is found in British 

Columbia v. Zastowny, [2008] 1 SCR 27. The plaintiff in that case had been sexually abused while 

in provincial custody, which caused him upon release to perpetrate a series of offenses resulting 

in his subsequent incarceration. Justice Rothstein explained, at para 20, that ex turpi causa “allows 

for segregation between claims for personal injury and claims that would constitute profit from 

illegal or immoral conduct or the evasion of or a rebate of a penalty provided by the criminal law.” 

He went on to reason, at para 22:  

In my view, therefore, the ex turpi doctrine bars Zastowny from recovering 

damages for time spent in prison because such an award would introduce an 

inconsistency in the fabric of law… When a person receives a criminal sanction, he 

or she is subject to a criminal penalty as well as the civil consequences that are the 

natural result of the criminal sanction. The consequences of imprisonment include 

wage loss… In my view, therefore, the ex turpi doctrine bars [the plaintiff] from 

recovering damages for time spent in prison because such an award would 

introduce an inconsistency in the fabric of law. 

 

[99] Counsel for the Doctors submit that this reasoning, which was applied to subsequent 

incarcerations, applies equally to prohibit damages being awarded to a Plaintiff for time spent 

involuntarily institutionalized pursuant to an NCR verdict or a determination that the Plaintiff is 

not fit to stand trial. Counsel for the Plaintiffs objects to what they view as this extension of the ex 

turpi principle, making the self-evident point that the presumption of innocence means that an 

NCR or similar verdict does not connote guilt.  

 

[100] During final submissions, I asked Plaintiffs’ counsel if they had a case that illustrates that 

damages can be awarded for wrongdoing that ultimately prompts violent conduct such as a killing 

or a sexual assault where the individual is institutionalized in the aftermath of committing the 

violence. Plaintiffs’ counsel could not come up with a case. That does not surprise me. Whether 

the verdict is guilty and the result is incarceration or the verdict is NCR and the result is involuntary 

institutionalization, it is hard to imagine a circumstance where a court would award damages for 
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the act of killing or sexually assaulting. I found that the STU programs may, for some of the 

Plaintiffs, have been a catalyst to violence; but paying compensation to the perpetrator of violence 

for that very act of violence seems antithetical to the law. 

 

[101] In responding to the Plaintiffs’ claims, the Doctors’ counsel rely on the House of Lords’ 

judgment in Gray v. Thames Trains, 2009 UKHL 33, in which the claimant suffered psychiatric 

harm in a railroad accident caused by the defendant and as a result later killed a person unrelated 

to the accident. As is done in the British system (but not in the Canadian), he was both convicted 

of the criminal offense and then detained in a hospital pursuant to an order under the Mental Health 

Act (UK). The claimant sought compensation in damages the period while institutionalized in the 

mental hospital. The House of Lords held that awarding general and income loss damages for the 

period of institutionalization would be contrary to public policy and prohibited by the ex turpi 

causa principle. 

 

[102] Counsel for the Plaintiffs take issue with the reliance on British case law, since in cases 

such as Gray, the accused was found guilty in a criminal court before being institutionalized due 

to his diminished responsibility. It is their view that the ex turpi rule only prevents compensation 

being paid for time lost while serving a prison sentence pursuant to a criminal conviction, and does 

not apply to time spent institutionalized in a mental hospital without having been convicted of an 

offense.  

[103] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that since a finding of NCR (or the old NGRI) does not connote 

a criminal conviction, there is no inconsistency in the law involved in compensating a person for 

institutionalized time – including in a maximum-security hospital. They say, along with Lord 

Bingham in Gray, at para 15, that “the hospital order should be treated as being a consequence of 

the defendants’ mental condition and not of the defendant’s criminal act”. 

[104] In other words, Plaintiffs’ counsel argues that the ex turpi rule prevents a person from being 

declared guilty and collecting compensation for the same act, but it does not prevent a person from 

being institutionalized and collecting compensation for the non-culpable act that led to his 

admission to the institution. Counsel for the Defendants, by contrast, do not see the criminal verdict 

as being the point of inconsistency with the damages claim. Rather, they see the discretion of the 

Review Board in holding or releasing the Plaintiffs to be the point of inconsistency with a damages 

claim.  

[105] Defendants’ counsel contend that compensating a Plaintiff for time spent under the 

jurisdiction of the Review Board is inherently inconsistent with the Review Board’s statutorily 

authorized authority to keep that person institutionalized at its own discretion. For this proposition, 

they rely on Rothstein J. in Zastowny, at para 33: 

As explained by counsel for the Province, there are other difficulties with the notion 

of compensating for ‘extra time’. Parole boards are assigned exclusive jurisdiction 

to make parole decisions. Such discretionary decisions are contextual, involving a 

balancing of factors including public safety, the interests of victims and 

rehabilitation and reintegration interests of the offender. A trial court hearing an 

action for negligence would not be in possession of all the material before the parole 

board. It would be in the position of ‘second guessing’ what the decision of the 
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parole board would have been had the board attributed some or all of the offender’s 

conduct while incarcerated before parole eligibility to someone else and on that 

basis granted parole. It is not for a trial court in a negligence action to review the 

merits of a discretionary decision of a parole board.  

[106] What is true of a parole board is equally true of the Review Board – exclusive jurisdiction 

to make release decisions, and a balancing of factors including public safety, rehabilitation, and 

reintegration into society. A trial court assessing damages for institutionalized time would be in 

the position of “second guessing” decisions of the Review Board. The Defendants’ wrongdoing 

may have caused some of the Plaintiffs lengthy institutional time in the sense that it was the cause 

(or a cause) of their recidivism. However, as in Zastowny and Gray, the Plaintiffs have not 

challenged the orders that institutionalized them and subjected them to the Review Board’s 

jurisdiction.  

[107] Without the ex turpi causa principle being applied to such cases, there would be an 

unavoidable inconsistency in the law. The civil court would either be second guessing the 

Review Board, as Justice Rothstein suggested, or it would be sitting in judgment of the Review 

Board’s decisions to maintain the Plaintiff in an institutional setting when that decision is within 

the Review Board’s sole discretion. As the Supreme Court of Canada has put it, “such an 

award would be, as McLachlin J. described in Hall v. Hebert, at p. 178, ‘giving with one hand 

what it takes away with the other’”: Zastowny, at para 24. 

 

 f)  Income loss 

[108] It is self-evident, but bears repeating, that when it comes to damages for lost income, “the 

amount for which the [Defendants are] liable is dependent on [a Plaintiff’s] likely path had he not 

been abused”: K.M. v. Marson, 2018 ONSC 612. The burden is on the Plaintiffs to prove their 

damages, although the onus is a somewhat relaxed version of the usual balance of probabilities. 

The Court of Appeal instructed in Schrump v. Koot (1977), 18 OR (2d) 337, at para 20 quoting 

Kovats v. Ogilvie, [1971] 1 WWR 561, 564 (BCCA), that, “One can decide on a balance of 

probabilities that something in the future is a possibility, and in appropriate circumstances that 

possibility can be taken into account in assessing damages; in such a case it is not essential, before 

damages can be assessed for the thing, to decide on a balance of probabilities that the thing in 

future is a probability.” This has been characterized as a “substantial possibilities” test: Basandra 

v. Sforza, 2016 ONCA 251, at para 24. 

[109] Although damages for what-could-have-been is inevitably a somewhat speculative 

question, it must be based on cogent expert evidence and, in addition, “[t]he Plaintiff has an onus 

to prove the facts upon which damages are estimated”: Borrelli v. Chan, 2018 ONSC 1429. On 

that basis, the Plaintiffs must then establish their income losses on the basis of a “real and 

substantial possibility”: McLeod v. Marshall, 2019 ONCA 842, at para 18. 

[110] Since this is an individual action by 28 Plaintiffs, and not a common issues trial in a class 

action, damages must, of course, be individualized based on evidence about each Plaintiff’s 

personal history. Accordingly, any damages award must take account of their particular 

employment and educational history as well as any pre-existing conditions that may have affected 

their income-earning potential in the hypothetical world that would have existed for them but for 
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the STU programs. To take an obvious example, a person whose education ended at a pre-high 

school level due to a variety of factors personal to them might, of course, have eventually achieved 

post-graduate education, but there is a real risk that they would not have achieved any further level 

of education. That risk, and the employment trajectory that it suggests, will factor into any damages 

assessment. “The Defendant need not put the plaintiff in a position better than his or her original 

position”: Athey v. Leonati, [1996] 3 SCR 45, at para. 35 [emphasis in the original].  

 

[111] The fact finding in Barker Trial I with respect to each Plaintiff’s pre-Oak Ridge life 

therefore plays an important role in the quantification of their individual income losses. As the 

Supreme Court has said, “The Defendant is liable for the additional damage but not the pre-existing 

damage”: Athley, at para 35. Moreover, the award must take into account the risk of any such pre-

existing condition being projected into future income. “[I]f there is a measurable risk that the pre-

existing condition would have detrimentally affected the plaintiff in the future…then this can be 

taken into account in reducing the overall award”: Ibid. 

 

[112] Related to the principle that future income loss must be calculated with a view to the 

individual Plaintiff’s history and pre-existing conditions is the what are generally called 

‘contingencies’ – i.e. the prospect that the full potential loss might not have panned out under the 

circumstances. In Andrews, at 253, the Supreme Court indicated that “[i]t is a general practice to 

take account of contingencies which might have affected future earnings, such as unemployment, 

illness, accidents and business depression.” The Court of Appeal has further elaborated on this 

concept and identified it as a part of damages calculation in Graham v. Rourke (1990), 75 OR (2d) 

622 [citations omitted]:  

A plaintiff who establishes a real and substantial risk of future pecuniary loss is not 

necessarily entitled to the full measure of that potential loss. Compensation for 

future loss is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Entitlement to compensation will 

depend in part on the degree of risk established. The greater the risk of loss, the 

greater will be the compensation. The measure of compensation for future 

economic loss will also depend on the possibility, if any, that a plaintiff would have 

suffered some or all of those projected losses even if the wrong done to her had not 

occurred. The greater this possibility, the lower the award for future pecuniary loss. 

Factors affecting the degree of risk of future economic loss and the possibility that 

all or part of those losses may have occurred apart from the wrong which is the 

subject of the litigation are referred to as contingencies. 

[113] Thus, “trial judges are entitled to adjust an award for future loss of income to account for 

general contingencies – whether upwards or downwards”: Butler v. Royal Victoria Hospital, 2018 

ONCA 409, at para. 11. As acknowledged by the Plaintiffs’ damages expert, Ian Wollach, in cross-

examination, this is a matter not of definitive expertise but rather of discretion for the trial judge. 

The same holds true for specific contingencies. As the Court of Appeal explained it in Graham, 

the latter are based on evidence particular to a Plaintiff while the former are based more on society-

wide aspects of the human condition:   

[C]ontingencies can be placed into two categories: general contingencies which as 

a matter of human experience are likely to be the common future of all of us, e.g., 
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promotions or sickness; and “specific” contingencies, which are peculiar to a 

particular plaintiff, e.g., a particularly marketable skill or a poor work record. The 

former type of contingency is not readily susceptible to evidentiary proof and may 

be considered in the absence of such evidence… 

If a plaintiff or defendant relies on a specific contingency, positive or negative, that 

party must be able to point to evidence which supports an allowance for that 

contingency. The evidence will not prove that the potential contingency will happen or 

that it would have happened had the tortious event not occurred, but the evidence must 

be capable of supporting the conclusion that the occurrence of the contingency is a 

realistic as opposed to a speculative possibility. 

 

[114] The Court of Appeal has thus provided guidance that while the trial court can take into 

general contingencies as a matter of common knowledge and common sense, specific 

contingencies cannot be so generalized. So, for example, an across-the-board deduction for all 

Plaintiffs to account for all specific contingencies is not an acceptable way to proceed in assessing 

lost income; rather “some degree of specificity, supported by evidence, ought to be forthcoming 

at trial”: Andrews, at 253. In Lewis v. Todd, [1980] 2 SCR 694, 716, the Supreme Court elaborated 

that in considering specific contingencies, “[a]trial judge should consider whether…there are any 

features of which no account was taken in the actuarial tables either because the factor is entirely 

personal to the individual or, because the ‘average’ is not adapted for the category or class to which 

the person belongs”.  

[115] In Graham, the Court of Appeal overturned a trial judge’s award of income loss damages 

because the award was based on the judge’s favorable view of the claimant’s credibility rather than 

on actual evidence of the claimant’s employment and medical history. Contrary to the claimant’s 

confidence in what would have been his successful employment trajectory, the Court in Graham 

found that the medical evidence “paints the picture of a person who was, in 1984 [i.e. pre-incident], 

because of her back problems operating on the edge of disaster.” The record, as Doherty JA 

described it, contained “evidence that there was the possibility that, entirely apart from that 

accident, her back would not have withstood the bumps and strains which are part of everyone's 

existence.”  

[116] The Court in Graham went on to factor these medical specifics into the claimant’s 

employment history, stating that her “personal work history should also have been considered 

when assessing her future pecuniary loss. Although many aspects of that work history were 

positive, she had, because of her back ailments, been able to work in only two of the ten years 

preceding the accident.” 

[117] The same logic that applies to the claimant’s back ailment in Graham would apply to the 

Plaintiffs’ psychiatric ailments in the case at bar. Having been to Oak Ridge, each had a specific 

medical and behavioural history and psychiatric diagnosis that is in the evidentiary record and for 

which findings were made in Barker Trial I. This evidence is important in assessing each Plaintiff’s 

damages, since “[a]s a general rule, we take account of contingencies that might affect future 

earnings. This is so despite the fact that these contingencies are already implicitly contained in an 

assessment of the projected average level of earnings of the person wronged”: Beldycki Estate v. 

Jaipargas, 2012 ONCA 537, at para 78.  
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[118] Broad, unsupported deductions for specific contingencies that come from a damages 

expert’s own intuitions about the employment prospects of a person with a specific medical 

diagnosis or disability have been found to be unacceptable; rather, specific evidence about the 

individual’s condition and its potential impact on employment is necessary: K.M. v. Marson, 2018 

ONSC 3493, at para. 650. This generally means that an accounting or other damages expert must 

be supported not only by medical evidence but by vocational expert evidence where a medical or 

psychiatric condition translates into a specific contingency for the purposes of a damages 

calculation: see Sherman v. Guckelsberger, 2008 CanLII 68165, at para. 90 (SCJ); Onley v. Town 

of Whitby, 2020 ONSC 20, at paras. 313-314, 319.  

[119] In Ratych v. Bloomer, [1990] 1 SCR 940, Justice McLachlin (as she then was) stated that 

“the general principles underlying our system of tort law suggest that the damages awarded to the 

plaintiff should be confined to his or her actual loss, as closely as that can be calculated.” She then 

went on to reason that “as a general rule, wage benefits paid while a plaintiff is unable to work must 

be brought into account and deducted from the claim for lost earnings.”  

 

[120] Social assistance, disability payments of various forms, unemployment insurance, etc. are 

therefore deductible from a damages award as they represent income replacement. The same holds true 

for workers’ compensation benefits received by a Plaintiff: Jensen v. Schaeffler Canada, 2011 

ONSC 1342, at para. 4. The same principle, with some exceptions discussed below, extends to 

Ontario Disability Support Program (“ODSP”) payments: Silvera v. Olympia Jewellry 

Corporation, 2015 ONSC 3760, at paras. 169-170, which a number of Plaintiffs received. 

 

[121] The onus is on each Plaintiff to establish, if possible, that any such income replacement 

payments were received in some context where by policy they are not deductible. In M.B. v. British 

Columbia, [2003] 2 SCR 477, at para 33, McLachlin CJ indicated as a follow-up that this is not 

the case with ordinary forms of social assistance payments: 

 

Nothing has been put forward to displace the common sense proposition that social 

assistance benefits are a form of wage replacement. It follows that the only way in 

which they can be nondeductible at common law is if they fit within the charitable 

benefits exception, or if this Court carves out a new exception. Otherwise, retention 

of them would amount to double recovery. Social assistance does not fit within the 

charitable benefits exception. 
 

[122] The one exception to this rule is where a Plaintiff has a statutory right of subrogation to the 

award: Persad v. Silva, 2016 ONSC 6883, at paras. 2-9. Sections 8(1) and (2) of the Ontario 

Disability Support Program Act, 1997, SO 1997, c. 25, provides that as a condition of eligibility, 

the Ministry, in its discretion, may require that the recipient of ODSP payments sign a form in 

which they agree to reimburse the program for the amount of any award they may receive that 

could be considered income, if they receive the award while they are still receiving ODSP 

payments. This includes the possibility of recovery awarded in a legal claim, Moss v. Hutchison 

(2007), 85 O.R. (3d) 604, at paras. 9-10 (SCJ), and encompasses both income loss awards as well 

as general damages, although damages up to $100,000 that are awarded for pain and suffering are 

exempted: O. Reg. 222/98, ss. 28(1)(14), 28(3). 
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[123] Accordingly, there are conceivably instances where ODSP payments received by a person 

awarded damages would not have to be deducted from the award. However, evidence of the 

reimbursement requirement, such as a signed form or assignment agreement with the Ministry of 

Health that requires reimbursement, must be produced: Moss v. Hutchinson, (2007), 85 OR (3d) 

604, at para 10 (SCJ). This is only logical as the reimbursement requirement is at the discretion of 

the Ministry, and the terms of an agreement to repay the ODSP payments can vary. In Aminullah 

v. Fouroughy,  2004 CanLII 15884, at para 8 (SCJ), the Court clarified that “[s]hould the paying 

agencies not require repayment of the sums received, those amounts should be deducted from the 

liability of the defendants.”  

 

[124] Although a number of the Plaintiffs have indicated that they receive ODSP payments, none 

of them have provided evidence of an agreement to reimburse pursuant to s. 8 of the ODSP Act. 

Without such evidence, I must treat the ODSP payments are to be treated like any other social 

assistance payments and deducted from the amount of an award. 

 

III.  Plaintiffs’ individual claims 

[125] Counsel for the Plaintiffs submit that a holistic approach is required for determining the 

quantum of any given Plaintiff’s loss. “Damages are assessed and not calculated.  Since it is 

impossible to calculate the exact amount of money that will be needed in the future.” 

Townsend v. Kroppmanns, [2004] 1 SCR 315, at para 19. Further, as my colleague Penny J. has 

pointed out, “While expert evidence is admissible and may be useful, assessment of damages is 

ultimately a task for the court and not for accountants or other mathematical and statistical 

experts”:  Borrelli v. Chan, 2018 ONSC 142, at para 943. 

[126] Since mathematical precision is not possible, it is for the Court to base its assessment on 

what is reasonable given the personal situation and case history of each Plaintiff. “Ultimately, the 

court must base its decision on what is reasonable in all of the circumstances.  Projections, 

calculations and formulas are only useful to the extent that they help determine what is fair and 

reasonable”: Parypa v. Wickware, 1999 BCCA 88, at para 70. 

[127] What follows is a Plaintiff-by-Plaintiff damages assessment, applying to each Plaintiff’s 

specific circumstances and experiences the principles of law set out in parts I and II above. A trial 

judge has significant discretion in assessing general damages, although the amount is considered 

an error in principle “if the award is completely out of line and truly excessive (or inordinately 

low, as the case may be)”: Lumsden v. Manitoba (2009), 236 Man R (2d) 130, at para 72 (Man 

CA). Accordingly, the goal of the analyses below is to extract from each Plaintiff’s case history 

the matters that best characterize his or her experience, and to weigh the particular factual context 

against other cases that are on some useful level truly comparable. 

[128] In Barker Trial I, I reviewed the evidence with respect to the salient points in each of the 

Plaintiff’s pre-Oak Ridge history, their experiences in the STU programs, their post-Oak Ridge 

life, and the specific harms that the STU programs caused them. The present assessment takes all 

of that into account for each Plaintiff. Each of the following assessments will, for the sake of 

readability, summarize my findings with respect to the particular Plaintiff, but the summary is not 

to be understood as replacing the entire case history and findings in the first phase of the trial. The 
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damages assessments that follow can be read as if they incorporate all of the Barker Trial I findings 

in respect of each individual Plaintiff’s case, whether I repeat them below or not.   

 a)  Reginald Barker 

[129] I indicated in Barker Trial I, at para 176, that Reginald Barker died while the first phase of 

the trial was still under reserve, but that I expected an Order to Continue on behalf of his estate 

representative to be forthcoming. I will assess damages for Mr. Barker as though the Order had 

been obtained, on the understanding that Mr. Barker’s claim will be stayed if an Order to Continue 

is not obtained by the time judgment is issued. 

[130] The discussion of Mr. Barker’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 176-215. 

[131] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Barker. They have not advanced a claim for compensation for lost 

income. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[132] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Drs. Barker and Maier and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Barker substantial long-term harm and moderate short-term harm. 

[133] To summarize my findings, Mr. Barker entered Oak Ridge as a 22-year old man in 1968, 

having had a sexual relationship with his mother and experiencing violent sexual fantasies. Pre-

Oak Ridge psychiatric reports indicate that he related having audio hallucinations urging him to 

commit various offenses, up to sexual assault and killing women. He committed a number of 

sexual assaults against both children and adults, and his index offense leading to his 

institutionalization at Oak Ridge was murder of a woman whose death he had fantasized would 

resolve his lingering resentment toward his mother. 

[134] Mr. Barker was in all three of the impugned STU programs. His experience in MAPP 

involved two occasions for a total of sixteen days and was painful and stressful. However, it was 

his experiences in the Capsule, one session of which was particularly traumatic, and with the DDT 

program, to which he was exposed for a protracted period of over 70 days, that were especially 

harmful. In particular, his experience with having been administered Scopolamine was extremely 

difficult and induced a psychotic episode which he feared repeating. He testified that his 

psychiatric condition upon discharge from Oak Ridge was a more extreme version of what it was 

when he first entered, and that he continued to have fantasies of sexual assault and murder that 

were even more violent than those leading up to his index offense. 

[135] After his discharge from Oak Ridge, Mr. Barker spent the rest of his life in one mental 

institution or another. He expressed a dislike of group therapy stemming from his Oak Ridge years, 

and was resistant to therapy as documented by Dr. Bradford. The dislike of group therapy, 

however, is not necessarily related to the three STU programs in issue. That is, group therapy 

sessions were a mainstay of the psychiatric care at Oak Ridge separate and apart from the Capsule, 

DDT, and MAPP. They may or may not have been effective as therapy, and they may or may not 

have been socially and psychologically unpleasant; but they are not in issue in this claim. Mr. 
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Barker can be compensated for the harm he suffered in the three impugned programs, but he cannot 

be compensated here for other aspects of his experience at Oak Ridge. 

[136] Mr. Barker continued for years to experience hallucinatory episodes, which he attributed 

to his one LSD session in the STU although that attribution was never confirmed or commented 

upon by Dr. Bradford who examined and reported on Mr. Barker for the Review Board. Right up 

to the year of his death, the Review Board considered him a threat to public safety and required 

him to be kept in a custodial psychiatric facility. He did, however, manage to maintain a stable 

relationship with a spouse for the last several decades of his life.  

[137] My conclusions with respect to the harm suffered by Mr. Barker are set out in Barker Trial 

I, at paras. 214-15: 

As a totality, Mr. Barker’s post-Oak Ridge records indicate that while many of his 

mental health issues are a continuation of what he suffered prior to his admission, 

the STU experience – and in particular the DDT sessions – added substantially to 

his suffering. It is not just that those therapies failed to improve his mental health 

in any way; they gave him new types of stress and pain from which he never fully 

recovered. 

In the short term, Mr. Barker’s experience at Oak Ridge in the DDT program, and 

especially with the Scopolamine treatments, caused him great harm in the form of 

extreme anxiety, trauma, and indignity, and produced no beneficial effect. Over the 

longer term, the STU programs have caused him harm in the form of LSD 

flashbacks, continued anger and sleeplessness, the sense of loss of control over his 

faculties. Drs. Barker and Maier were both directly involved in his treatments.  

  ii) General damages 

[138] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. Barker should be awarded $750,000, but they cite no 

comparable case in a Canadian court. They do point out, however, that governments have made 

high payments on an ex gratia basis in several instances where individuals were tortured and 

wrongfully imprisoned in foreign countries and Canada was complicit in their ordeal. As already 

indicated in these reasons, ex gratia payments are made on a variety of considerations that go 

beyond the recipient’s legal rights, including factors on which a court cannot and should not base 

its award such as the political context of the claim.  

[139] While it is true that Mr. Barker suffered moderate harm during and in the immediate 

aftermath of his experience in the STU programs, and continued to suffer at a substantial rate in 

the long term, the harm he experienced amplified his pre-existing psychiatric condition. It did not 

change the trajectory of his life. He came to Oak Ridge as a disturbed and dangerous individual 

who was an admitted killer and sexual predator of women and children, and he continued for the 

rest of his life to be a danger to the public and to those around him. That does not mean that he did 

not suffer due to the programs, but that suffering, terrible as it was, did not change the course of 

his life.  

[140] Counsel for the Defendants submit that Mr. Barker should be awarded $68,000 in general 

damages, which is similar to what the claimant was awarded in Weafer, supra. As previously 
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described, in that case the claimant experienced a drug overdose and at the hands of his physician 

in a hospital that resulted in a nightmarish, near-death episode. He experienced vivid 

hallucinations, thought that he saw God, and had to be resuscitated by hospital staff. His pre-

existing depression was thereafter far more extreme.  

[141] In Weafer, the B.C. Supreme Court found the case comparable to that of Carpenter v. 

Whistler Air Services Ltd., 2004 BCSC 1510, where the claimant who had been in a near-fatal 

airplane crash sought compensation for depression, severe anxiety, impaired cognition, and PTSD. 

That series of symptoms is not far from Mr. Barker’s short-term anxiety attacks, LSD flashbacks 

and other hallucinations, sleeplessness and uncontrollable anger.  

[142] While the claimant in Weafer had to be resuscitated from near death, and so suffered even 

worse than Mr. Barker in the short term, he does not appear to have sustained the level of long-

term pain and anguish that Mr. Barker endured as a result of the STU experiences. Perhaps more 

importantly, the claimant in Weafer suffered due to an accident, not due to a set of harmful 

programs approved by a Crown-run institution in which he was an involuntary patient. The context 

adds insult to Mr. Barker’s injuries, to use the colloquial expression for increased pain and 

suffering. Mr. Barker had a right to expect that he would be taken care of at Oak Ridge, and that 

he would not be subject to an approved set of programs that exacerbated his pain. I would therefore 

increase the amount awarded to him by just under double what the Weafer court awarded. 

[143] Mr. Barker is awarded $120,000 in general damages as against Drs. Barker and Maier and 

the Crown.  

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[144] Counsel for the Plaintiffs has put forward a claim for $1.5 million in punitive damages. 

That size claim would place him at or near the top of any punitive damages award ever issued in 

Canada. As previously indicated, the Supreme Court of Canada in Whiten, at para 4, held that any 

punitive damages award must be proportionate to the size of the compensatory claim in the same 

case. It must also be roughly in line with other comparable cases.  

[145] In doing so, they make reference to the one traumatic Scopolamine treatment that Mr. 

Barker underwent, but beyond that their argument rests on matters that are shared by all of the 

Plaintiffs. That is, they base the punitive damages claim on the design of the STU programs and 

the oversight, or lack thereof, of the programs, and the ineffectiveness of the programs in 

addressing the Plaintiffs’ therapeutic needs. 

[146] Mr. Barker testified that until today he holds positive feelings toward Dr. Barker, who he 

described as non-coercive and sympathetic to him. In Mr. Barker’s words, he has “no beef” with 

Dr. Barker. Although Dr. Barker admitted Mr. Barker to Oak Ridge and supervised some of his 

course of treatment there, there is no evidence in the record to indicate any malicious, oppressive, 

or high-handed conduct by Dr. Barker toward Mr. Barker. It was Dr. Barker that administered the 

Scopolamine that Mr. Barker complains of most, but even that did not deter him from 

acknowledging that Dr. Barker never coerced him into taking anything he did not want to take and 

testifying as to the supportive rapport that Dr. Barker shared with him.  
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[147] Mr. Barker further testified that he did have “a beef” with Dr. Maier, who he characterized 

as an authority figure with whom he felt he had to “curry favor”: Barker Trial I, at para 194. It was 

Dr. Maier who supervised Mr. Barker’s most traumatic session in the Capsule, which led to a 

psychological breakdown, and it was Dr. Maier who sent Mr. Barker to MAPP on two occasions 

for being hostile to other patients. Mr. Barker’s Clinical Records also reveal that Dr. Maier refused 

to prescribe valium or other relaxant when it was requested by Mr. Barker.  

[148] The evidence with respect to Mr. Barker indicates that while Dr. Barker and Dr. Maier 

administered the same programs, the former was supportive and considerate of Mr. Barker’s frame 

of mind while the latter was distant and oblivious to Mr. Barker’s frame of mind. He testified that 

Dr. Maier had announced to him and other patients that LSD was the “cure for psychopathy”, and 

that for that reason he was convinced that what turned out to be the harmful drug treatments might 

be good for him. Although there is no corroborating evidence as to Dr. Maier’s announcement 

about LSD, and there is therefore no finding that it in fact occurred, the narration by Mr. Barker 

indicates the antipathy he felt toward Dr. Maier. 

[149] That said, Mr. Barker volunteered for the LSD treatments of his own volition. In Barker 

Trial I, at para 192, I found that: “Mr. Barker was well versed with the literature provided to him 

by Dr. Maier on the theories of LSD. In the process, he indicated that he could have refused LSD 

had he not wanted it.” The evidence indicates that Dr. Maier was perhaps callous in his ability to 

disregard many of the feelings of the patients in his care, but that his interest in curing them, or in 

improving their conditions, was genuine.  

[150] It is understandable that the Plaintiffs would seek to punish not just the Doctors but the 

institution that breached the fiduciary duties owed to them as involuntary mental patients. The 

Doctors and the institution, however, did not exhibit what one would expect from punishable – as 

opposed to compensable – behaviour, in the sense that there was no effort to hide the impugned 

programs. The Doctors wrote and published about the programs in medical journals, the 

administrator of Penetanguishene invited the press to investigate and film DDT and other STU 

sessions, the provincial government had the Ombudsman’s office investigate the STU on more 

than one occasion. Just as the withholding of information can lead to a punitive damages award, 

Gerula v. Flores, 1995 CanLII 1096 (Ont CA), transparency tends to undermine the case for 

punitive damages: Whiten, at para 113.  

[151] Mr. Barker understood that Dr. Maier was truly interested in finding a “cure for 

psychopathy”, even though it ultimately became obvious to Mr. Barker that the use of psychedelic 

drugs in pursuit of that goal was futile and harmful. Dr. Maier’s motivation, however, was not 

malicious; it was, in a misguided way, therapeutic. Dr. Maier is shown in the evidence as offering 

what he believed was the only potential “cure” for anti-social personality disorders, which 

otherwise he saw as untreatable.  

[152] Mr. Barker is not awarded any punitive damages against any of the Defendants.   

 b)  Jean-Paul Belec 

 

[153] The discussion of Jean-Paul Belec’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 217-

263. 
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[154] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Belec. They have not advanced a claim for compensation for lost 

income. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[155] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Belec moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[156] To summarize my findings, Mr. Belec entered Oak Ridge as a 21-year old man in 1972 

and remained there until 1979. He has over the years been in a number of different mental health 

institutions as well as in prison, where he remains until now.  

[157] I found in Barker Trial I that Mr. Belec had fantasized about killing someone since he was 

a teenager. He finally acted out those fantasies when he perpetrated his index offence of killing an 

elderly man on a street corner in Toronto after consuming a large quantity of alcohol. This was the 

latest in a string of offenses he committed prior to his admission to Oak Ridge. He testified that on 

entering Oak Ridge, he had no sense of remorse “for murdering an individual for no reason than 

feeling like doing so”.  

[158] Mr. Belec was subjected to all three of the STU programs. He was in MAPP on at least two 

occasions, and a painful “T-strap” was applied to him during one of those sessions. He was also 

placed in double cuffs on a number of occasions as a result of having engaged in violence or 

making violent threats toward another patient. He was considered a volatile patient with dangerous 

urges, and was generally treated as a high risk to those around him. He was also placed in the 

Capsule on 11 occasions, which he found to be both uncomfortable and demeaning. In addition, 

he received numerous drug treatments as part of the DDT program. These sessions included 

Dexamyl-Tofranil, Dexedrine, Sodium amytal, Scopolamine, and an alcohol treatment. He also 

underwent one LSD session, and reported that in the aftermath of this session he felt “inner 

turmoil”, depression, and was “more confused than ever”. 

 

[159] In the years following his release from Oak Ridge, Mr. Belec engaged in a number of 

violent offenses, including attempted murder and a hostage taking; in addition, he was found to 

have a number of dangerous weapons in his possession. A 1992 Review Board decision found him 

to be a “seriously disturbed individual with considerable potential for dangerous and unpredictable 

behaviour”: Barker Trial I, at para 242, quoting Re Belec, File No. 4594-233/92, p. 6 (Ont Rev 

Bd). This description of Mr. Belec has never really changed.  

[160] In Barker Trial I, at para 260, I expressed the view that “Mr. Belec’s recidivism as a 

criminal probably has more to do with his pre-existing psychiatric disorders than it does with the 

several years of hardship he underwent at Oak Ridge.” That said, my conclusion with respect to 

Mr. Belec, at paras 261-3, was that although the trajectory of his violence and of his life did not 

change after Oak Ridge, he suffered greatly in the STU programs: 

It is obvious to me that Mr. Belec suffered substantial psychic pain during and after 

Oak Ridge, especially as a result of the DDT program and the LSD component 

thereof. With all of his reading about this drug in the 1970 pop culture books with 
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which he was provided by Dr. Maier, nothing could have prepared him for a 

mentally disorienting, identity losing, suicide provoking experience that his LSD 

treatments turned out to be. 

The Oak Ridge experiences with DDT, Capsule, and MAPP may not have been the 

ultimate cause of the Personality Disorder, Mixed Type with Antisocial, 

Schizotypal, Narcissistic and Borderline features with which he has been 

diagnosed. But they sure hurt. 

The STU experiences caused Mr. Belec acute psychological pain, indignity, and 

harm in the short term. They also caused him more protracted, if somewhat subdued 

pain in the long term. Drs. Barker and Maier were directly involved in his 

treatments.    

  ii) General damages 

[161] Plaintiffs’ counsel seeks a general damages award for Mr. Belec in the amount of $750,000, 

but again they reference no cases that they say are comparable. They contend that this amount 

reflects the level of contemporary damages beyond the Andrews cap in cases of aggravated and 

repeated sexual assault, damage to human dignity, and wrongful institutionalization. As previously 

explained, two of those three categories are not relevant to Mr. Belec, who although he had a 

history of family violence was not a sexual assault victim, and who was not institutionalized 

wrongfully but rather was institutionalized pursuant to a valid and unchallenged NCR verdict. 

Furthermore, I have seen no indication that general damages at the level sought by Plaintiffs’ 

counsel on Mr. Belec’s behalf actually do reflect contemporary damages awards. 

[162] Defendants’ counsel compare Mr. Belec’s case to two other cases of prison inmates 

suffering violent incidents while incarcerated, both of whom were awarded general damages in 

the vicinity of $40,000. In Eng v. Canada, 1997 CarswellNat 510 (Fed Ct), an inmate in a federal 

penitentiary incurred severe injuries in an assault, resulting in his hospitalization for a number of 

months followed by a year of painful injuries. He also had a projected spell of anxiety, headaches, 

and sleeplessness. The trial judge found no liability, but indicated that for this level of injury he 

would have awarded general damages in the amount of $25,000 (roughly $38,000 adjusted for 

inflation).  

 

[163] Counsel for the Defendants also compares Mr. Belec’s case to that of Row v. The Queen, 

2006 BCSC 199, where the claimant was an inmate in a provincial jail when he was attacked by 

another inmate. The assault caused him serious physical and psychological disorders, including 

PTSD. The B.C. court awarded him $35,000 in general damages ($44,000 adjusted for inflation) 

for injuries described as follows, at para 49: 

His skull was fractured in the right posterior frontal region, leaving a 2 by 4 

centimetre permanent depression in his head.  He had a laceration to the back of his 

head, requiring 21 stitches.  His lips were severely cut, requiring 17 stitches.  A cut 

to his right hand required seven stitches.  The assault caused him to develop severe 

headaches that he continues to experience every few weeks, lasting about two to 

four hours. He has suffered a decrease in mental awareness, although a CT scan 
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does not show any significant brain damage.  Finally, a neuro-psychologist, Dr. 

Kaushansky, diagnosed him with a post-traumatic stress disorder flowing from the 

assault, which contributes to his symptoms of paranoia and depression.  

[164] Although Mr. Belec found the STU programs psychologically debilitating and degrading, 

he did not suffer injuries at the severity level of the Row case in the short term. However, his 

suicidality and his pre-existing volatility and vulnerability caused him to endure considerably 

worse than either the paranoia and depression described in Row or the headaches, anxiety and 

sleeplessness described in Eng. Importantly, the claimants in Row and Eng were victimized by 

other inmates and the respective authorities failed to protect them from those inmates. By contrast, 

Mr. Belec was victimized by Drs. Barker and Maier and the government-run institution itself in 

running the STU programs.  

[165] There is a qualitative difference between unplanned harm such as in Row and Eng and 

planned harm such as befell Mr. Belec when he was placed in a government program specifically 

designed and implemented to break him down. I would therefore award Mr. Belec just over double 

what the Row court awarded for non-pecuniary loss. 

[166] Mr. Belec is awarded $100,000 in general damages as against Drs. Barker and Maier and 

the Crown.  

  iii) Punitive damages 

[167] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $1,250,000 in punitive damages for Mr. Belec. Again, this would 

be an extraordinarily high punitive damages award in comparison with other Canadian cases. It 

would also be out of proportion to the compensatory award for Mr. Belec.  

[168] While it is true that the experience of the STU programs was painful and degrading for Mr. 

Belec, that suffering is for the most part already addressed in the compensatory award which 

doubles that of the nearest comparable case.  

[169] Mr. Belec is particularly resentful of the security measures taken against him at Oak Ridge, 

including T-strapping him and double cuffing him to other patients. Likewise, he understandably 

felt that MAPP was unduly harsh and punitive and resented being sent there. The Clinical records 

show that on all of these occasions Mr. Belec had acted or threatened to act with violence toward 

other inmates and/or staff.  

[170] Drs. Barker and Maier put Mr. Belec through numerous DDT sessions with different drugs 

in the hopes of finding one that would address his obviously dangerous and violent tendencies. 

Mr. Belec testified that some of these sessions were not truly voluntary since he was enticed to 

participate in them in return for a good review by the Doctors, while others such as the LSD session 

were described by Mr. Belec as truly voluntary. Mr. Belec testified that he read and understood 

the literature that Dr. Maier provided to him in respect of LSD experiences. 

[171] In all, Mr. Belec was a patient who suffered and who inflicted suffering on others. To take 

the examples of the two MAPP sessions, the Clinical Records show that the first of those resulted 

from a threat by Mr. Belec to kill one of the staff doctors because he had suggested the Bible as 

reading material. The second came on the heels of the hospital staff finding that Mr. Belec had 
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taken the screws out of a mop wringer handle to use as a weapon because he said he wanted to kill 

someone. In testimony at the first stage of the trial, Mr. Belec conceded that before, during, and 

after his STU time, he had “difficulty checking his homicidal feelings”: Barker Trial I, at para 226. 

[172] The treatment that Mr. Belec received from Drs. Barker and Maier in his STU years was 

misguided from a medical point of view, but was in general not malicious. However, the one 

alcohol treatment that he received was patently unadvisable given that Mr. Belec had an alcohol 

problem prior to Oak Ridge. While Dr. Maier, in ordering an alcohol “treatment”, may have 

thought of it as one more chemically-driven session aimed at getting Mr. Belec to open up, the 

harm of forcing feeding alcohol to an alcoholic could not have escaped him. Dr. Maier was a 

physician, and as such had a duty to, first of all, do no harm. The alcohol treatment had to have 

been seen as contrary to that rule, and if not it was a case of wilful blindness.  

[173] All of the STU programs were open to media and ombudsman’s office scrutiny, debated in 

scholarly journals, and approved by the administration who had oversight of the Doctors that ran 

it. Most importantly in Mr. Belec’s case, it was hoped to be therapeutic and, where necessary, was 

safety-driven. Under the circumstances, the one part of Mr. Belec’s STU experience that demands 

more than just a compensatory award is the alcohol that was administered to him. That prescription 

by Dr. Maier was reckless in the extreme. 

[174] Mr. Belec is awarded $100,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier and 

50% as against the Crown.  

 c)  Eric Bethune  

[175] The discussion of Eric Bethune’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 264-294. 

[176] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. Bethune. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[177] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Bethune moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[178] To summarize my findings, Mr. Bethune entered Oak Ridge as a 19-year old in 1967, 

having sexually assaulted a woman at knifepoint. He remained there for just over two years. He 

spent his childhood moving from one foster home to another and was in and out of youth detention 

centres. His highest formal education is grade 5, which he achieved at the age of 15: Ibid., at para 

265. 

[179] Although Mr. Bethune was over 18 when he committed his index offence, he was still a 

teenager and had been identified by psychiatrists as a troubled youth suffering fits of rage and 

suicidal thoughts when he was 16 years old. At the age of 17 he was diagnosed with depression 

and a personality disorder. His pre-Oak Ridge medical records from Philippe Pinel Institute in 

Montreal state that he exhibited “a profound obsessional neurosis accompanied with character and 

behaviour disorders and associated with paranoid elements”, and specifically warned that “a severe 
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character neurosis has long developed which might deteriorate, if this patient is not suitably 

helped”: Ibid., at para 267.  

[180] Accordingly, although Mr. Bethune was not technically a young offender when he 

committed his index offense and was admitted to Oak Ridge, his condition as a disturbed and 

vulnerable adolescent was known and was part of the medical history that accompanied him there. 

Indeed, he was reported to be a volatile and hostile patient at the Whitby Psychiatric Hospital just 

prior to his admission to Oak Ridge, and it was this inability to control himself that resulted in his 

referral to Oak Ridge. 

[181] Since his discharge from Oak Ridge in 1969, Mr. Bethune has never been under psychiatric 

care. He did, however, commit a number of subsequent offences through the 1980s and early 

1990s, including sexual assault, theft, and criminal harassment. In recent decades he has achieved 

a stable family life and is in a long-term marriage. He has apparently started various educational 

programs, has never completed a college or university degree, but did complete a course for 

immigration consultant although he has not succeeded in being licensed for that profession. Mr. 

Bethune speaks four languages: English, French, Dutch, and German: Ibid., at para 283. 

[182] Mr. Bethune continued to display volatility during his stay at Oak Ridge. His Clinical 

Records there show that on numerous occasions he had to be sedated, prescribed with tranquilizers, 

and kept in isolation or under watch. He was placed in the DDT program and, although not given 

LSD, was administered a variety of stimulants and mind-altering drugs including Scopolamine, 

Methadrine, and Dexadrine.  

[183] The drug sessions were done in combination with extended sleep deprivation, which Mr. 

Bethune described as producing serious anxiety. The drugs were also used together with 

Defendants’ expert witness, Dr. Stephen Hucker, called “confrontational therapy”, in which other 

Oak Ridge patients labelled “teachers” abusively confronted him about personal matters. Mr. 

Bethune testified that he continues to have nightmares in which he relives these difficult 

experiences: Ibid., at para 279. 

[184] I concluded my review of Mr. Bethune’s case history in Barker Trial I, at paras 292-4, as 

follows: 

While the evidence only supports Mr. Bethune having been in one of the 3 

impugned STU programs, that was enough to cause him substantial short term harm 

and at least some long term harm. The combination of drugs that he was 

administered, together with sleep deprivation and frequently being placed in 

restraints while undergoing these experiences, caused him substantial pain and 

anguish at the time and have left their mark on him until today. While the DDT 

program did not cause the criminality that he has occasionally displayed subsequent 

to his Oak Ridge days – that tendency was present in his personality prior to his 

admission to Oak Ridge – it did make his ability to achieve a stable life that much 

more difficult. 

Mr. Bethune is fortunate to have a supportive marital relationship and a relatively 

stable home life in which to recover from his Oak Ridge experiences. But it has 
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taken him the better part of 4 or 5 decades to attain his presently more sanguine 

state of mind. After all, Dr. Barker went out of his way to break down Mr. Bethune’s 

mental defences, and by all accounts he succeeded. There is no indication in the 

record that those mental defences were built back up, and as a consequence Mr. 

Bethune was left in a mentally fragile state and prone to re-living the worst of the 

DDT episodes. That he has made something of his life in recent years is in spite of, 

not as a result of, the drug treatments he underwent at Oak Ridge. 

The Oak Ridge experience caused Mr. Bethune substantial short-term harm and 

lingering, although far more mild, long-term harm. Dr. Barker was directly 

involved in his treatments.  

 ii) General damages 

[185] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a general damages award for Mr. Bethune in the amount of 

$750,000, emphasizing the descriptions of harm that I reviewed in Barker Trial I but citing no 

specifically comparable cases with this level of general damages. They submit that the analytic 

framework set out in Blackwater, supra, for historic wrongdoing applies to Mr. Bethune’s case. 

As previously indicated, this approach takes into account the Plaintiff’s specific circumstances 

including age and vulnerability, the nature of the wrongdoing, the Defendants’ relationship to the 

Plaintiff, and the consequences of the wrongdoing for the Plaintiff.  

[186] Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. Bethune should be awarded general damages in the 

amount of $62,000. They compare his claim to the level of damages in Mitchell v. Block, supra, 

where, as described earlier in these reasons, the claimant suffered psychological and physical 

injuries due as an adverse reaction to a drug prescribed by a psychiatrist. In that case, the plaintiff 

developed seizures and Stevens-Johnson Syndrome, which necessitated extensive skin grafts and 

prompted her physicians to inform her that she would likely die as a result of the drug. Much as 

with the Plaintiffs did in the case at bar, she claimed she did not give her informed consent to take 

the drug. 

 

[187] With respect, I do not understand how Plaintiffs’ counsel came up with their requested 

damages amount. The Blackwater case itself entailed young students who were sexually abused in 

residential schools with life altering consequences, suffering what Chief Justice McLachlin 

described, at para 89, as “dreadful physiological and psychological effect on the victim”. It resulted 

in a compensatory award of $125,000 in general damages and $20,000 in aggravated damages 

(which, updated to the end of 2020 using Bank of Canada inflation rates, would be in the range of 

$185,300). The claim put forward here appears to be simply off the scale of all previous cases. 

[188] That said, the amount put forward by Defendants’ counsel does not adequately account for 

what transpired with Mr. Bethune in his late teenage years. He was forced to relive from his 

teenage years into his current advanced age a series of nightmarish drug experiences in a hostile 

surrounding, and has the ongoing indignity of knowing that this was done not as an accident but 

with the intention of breaking down what psychological defenses he had as a depressive, suicidal 

and volatile young man. Although he did not come close to dying like the claimant in Mitchell did, 

the impact of this experience on him as an adolescent has lingered for the rest of his life. 
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[189] The vulnerability of Mr. Bethune as a youthful patient in the STU was never taken into 

account by Dr. Barker or Oak Ridge as an institution. That is not a factor that had to be considered 

in Mitchell but that does need to be considered here. I would therefore award Mr. Bethune more 

than double what the Mitchell court awarded for non-pecuniary loss. 

[190] Mr. Bethune is awarded $200,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[191] In Mr. Bethune’s case, Dr. Barker, through sheer callous indifference, put a depressed and 

suicidal teenager through a drug-addled ordeal that he could not handle, with lasting effects. In 

Barker Trial I, at paras 287-9, I summarized some of the Defendants’ own expert witnesses’ 

reflections on this experience: 

Dr. Hucker examined Mr. Bethune’s records and agrees that the combination of 

Scopolamine and Mehedrine could be dangerous. In his cross-examination, Dr. 

Hucker conceded that there probably was no informed consent about these drugs, 

and that the records indicate that these drugs were by and large recommended by 

other patients, not by doctors. 

Plaintiffs’ counsel also called Dr. Hucker’s attention to Mr. Bethune’s Treatment 

Records of May 1968, which recorded multiple days in sequence in which he was 

administered Methedrene, Scopolamine, Dexedrine, and Dexamyl, all of which 

caused sleep deprivation for 4 consecutive days, followed by another treatment for 

3 consecutive days, and then repeated again. Dr. Hucker explained that the overall 

intention was to induce the disorientation that comes from protracted sleep 

deprivation, and agreed that in this context the drugs that Mr. Bethune was given 

amounted to ‘quite a nasty combination’. 

Indeed, Dr. Hucker opined that with sleep deprivation, Scopolamine and Methedren 

would be very anxiety producing. In his words, ‘You become psychotic after a few 

days’. He then confirmed that a patient would have long term memories of this 

experience. In a moment of understatement, Dr. Hucker testified: ‘It would be 

something they weren’t likely to forget.’ 

[192] As Dr. Hucker points out, the Oak Ridge medical records demonstrate that Dr. Barker 

deferred to the recommendations of other mental patients in prescribing the sequence of DDT 

treatments for Mr. Bethune. As untrained laypersons, those patients might not have known the 

difference between a mature adult and a vulnerable 19 year-old, but Dr. Barker was not an 

untrained layperson. He was the responsible medical professional at a government hospital, where 

he was given a free hand to run his therapies.  

[193] Dr. Barker’s treatment of Mr. Bethune can only be understood as a matter of either 

malicious curiosity at how far a young mind can be pushed, or reckless indifference as to that 

question. Either way, it was callous and high-handed treatment of a very vulnerable patient. I 

specifically found, at para 293, that, “Dr. Barker went out of his way to break down Mr. Bethune’s 

mental defences, and by all accounts he succeeded.”  
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[194] This attitude is to be condemned in an emphatic way. As trier, I “have it in [my] power to 

give damages for more than the injury received.  Damages are designed not only as a satisfaction 

to the injured person, but likewise as a punishment to the guilty, to deter from any such proceeding 

for the future, and as a proof of the detestation of the jury to the action itself”: Whiten, at para 40, 

quoting Wilkes v. Wood (1763), 98 ER 489, at 489-99 (KB).  

[195] While specific deterrence is not an issue here since Dr. Barker is retired and the STU 

programs were cancelled nearly four decades ago, the law has an interest in condemning this 

conduct and generally deterring its repetition. Preventing others treating young and vulnerable 

patients in this callous and high-handed way can best be accomplished by imposing punitive 

damages in the present circumstances. Although this appears to be a windfall to Mr. Bethune, it 

should rather be conceived of as an award that falls to him as “public interest enforcer” for 

important legal values: Whiten, at para 40. As the Supreme Court has observed, courts in common 

law jurisdictions “have accepted general deterrence, not retributive punishment, as the dominant 

purpose behind punitive damage awards in a number of important decisions”: Whiten, at para 44, 

quoting B. Feldthusen, “Punitive Damages: Hard Choices and High Stakes”, [1998] NZ L Rev 741, 

at 742. 

[196] Plaintiffs’ counsel seeks $1,250,000 in punitive damages on Mr. Bethune’s behalf. That 

would make him the highest recipient of punitive damages in Canadian history. No reason has 

been given for putting Mr. Bethune, or any of the Plaintiffs here, in that unique category.  

[197] While the STU programs were a cruel product of remarkably bad science, and were 

generally painful and induced suffering, they were entirely ruinous to the individuals, and were 

certainly not widespread across the country and culturally genocidal the way that residential 

schools were: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Final Report, TRC Findings, 

“What We Have Learned: Principles of Truth and Reconciliation”, at p. 25. In my view, awarding 

punitive damages at the level sought by Plaintiffs’ counsel would do just what the Supreme Court 

warned trial courts not to do – i.e. it would “exceed the bounds of rationality” and “overshoot the 

purpose”: Whiten, at para  128. 

[198] In Howe v. Marchi, 2017 BCSC 1806, at para 516, the B.C. court, referring to the Whiten 

principles, stated that, “punitive damages should be assessed in an amount reasonably 

proportionate to such factors as the harm caused, the degree of the misconduct, the relative 

vulnerability of the plaintiff and any advantage or profit gained by the defendant”. The case 

involved what the trial judge called “reprehensible conduct” by a driver who, while his driver’s 

license was suspended, struck the plaintiff causing serious injury, fled the scene, and falsely 

testified that he did not drive at all until cross-examination when he was shown photographs of 

himself from a surveillance camera pulling into a Home Depot parking lot shortly after the 

accident: Ibid, at paras 54-64, 518. 

[199] The court in Howe awarded $100,000 in punitive damages, which appears to be the highest 

punitive damages award in a personal injuries case in Canada: Murray Stieber, Andrea LeDrew, 

Christian Breukelman, “Punitive Damages” (2017), at: <Punitive Damages | Stieber Berlach LLP 

(sblegal.ca)>. The defendant’s conduct there was, of course, illegal, while Dr. Barker’s conduct 

toward Mr. Bethune was irresponsible but government sanctioned. However, given Dr. Barker’s 

fiduciary capacity toward Mr. Bethune, the imperative of denunciation is even greater.  
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[200]  Mr. Bethune is awarded $150,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Barker 

and 50% as against the Crown. 

  iv) Income loss 

[201] Plaintiffs’ counsel state in their written submissions that, “But for the impugned programs, 

Mr. Bethune would have completed his studies at the University of British Columbia and 

maintained employment commensurate with that level of education.” Other than Mr. Bethune 

testifying that he feels that way, there is nothing in the evidence to suggest that is the case.  

[202] Mr. Bethune had a sporadic and unstable education and employment history prior to his 

admission to Oak Ridge, and continued to have a sporadic and unstable education and employment 

history after Oak Ridge. He had a criminal record prior to Oak Ridge and continued to commit the 

same level of crimes for the first two decades after Oak Ridge. While the STU programs clearly 

caused him pain and suffering, they do not appear to have had a strong influence on his income 

earning trajectory. 

[203] In his affidavit filed in his first week of trial, Mr. Bethune deposed that he only reached a 

grade 5 education and had trouble in school. When he testified at trial, however, he denied this 

was the case even when his own sworn affidavit was put to him. In his affidavit he also stated that 

he left school and could only manage to be employed for short stints due to his psychiatric illness, 

which he deposed included depression, suicidal thoughts, and behavioural issues. Again, when 

testifying at the hearing he denied these statements in his own affidavit.  

[204] The affidavit was supported by contemporaneous medical records written by psychiatrists 

and other professionals who had no reason to record anything inaccurately. There is no credibility 

to Mr. Bethune’s denials. It was apparent to me that between swearing his affidavit and giving his 

viva voce testimony, he had re-thought his strategy and, as a consequence, had “re-thought” the 

truth. The fact is that Mr. Bethune reached grade 5 at the age of 17 and then dropped out of school. 

In 1966, as an 18 year-old the year before his index offense and admission to Oak Ridge, his 

Service Canada record shows that he held no less than 9 low paying jobs.  

[205] Mr. Bethune spent two years in Oak Ridge and then another two years in prison after being 

convicted of indecent assault and break and enter. He was released in 1971, and for the next seven 

years there is no documentary evidence of what he was doing. Testifying at the second phase of 

the trial, Mr. Bethune said that he had managed to complete his grade 12 education in Quebec and 

then study for two years at Sacramento College – the name which he consistently used to refer to 

what in their written submissions Plaintiffs’ counsel identify as the California State University, 

Sacramento. He also testified that he was admitted to and enrolled in the University of British 

Columbia during that time, but that he did not end up studying there due to continued suffering 

from the STU programs he had been in.  

[206] Neither a Quebec high school transcript of diploma, nor a transcript of courses or grades 

from Sacramento College, nor an acceptance letter from U.B.C. has been produced to support this 

testimony. Given Mr. Bethune’s non-credible testimony at the first stage of the trial, this account 

is also difficult to believe. When cross-examined as to his post-college plans after leaving 

Sacramento, he said that he could not recall any specific plans. The fact that he did not seem to 
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know the actual name of the institution at which he studied and could not recall what he was going 

to do after finishing does not inspire confidence in the truth of this narrative. Mr. Bethune may 

well have been in California or elsewhere outside of Canada, as there is no record of his 

employment anywhere in Canada during those years, but whether he was actually studying remains 

in question.  

[207] Mr. Bethune appears to have started working again in 1978. During that year he held a 

series of rather low paying jobs at Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Fred Asher Stores for Men 

Ltd., and Twelve Caesar’s Restaurant Ltd. The highest paying of these was Fred Asher’s, where 

he earned a total of $1,551 at Fred Asher Stores. The following year, 1979, he worked at 

Consumers Distribution where he earned a total of $492 for the entire year. In 1980, he held five 

different positions before obtaining a steady, part-time job at the BC Liquor board in 1980. He 

managed to hold onto that position until 1985, when he was convicted of sexual assault with a 

weapon. Mr. Bethune testified that he was not fired but rather that he voluntarily quit his job at BC 

Liquor in 1985, but if that is true it is only in the most technical sense. He was that year convicted 

of sexual assault and incarcerated for three years.  

 

[208] From 1997 to 2007, Mr. Bethune ran his own moving company. He had two relatively good 

years in this business, grossing over $70,000 per annum in each of those years. Ultimately, 

however, he closed the business down. He testified that in the long run it was not financially 

successful as the market was too competitive and he was overspending on advertising. He did not 

indicate in his testimony that the failure of the business was due to anything other than the same 

market and competitive forces with which all business grapple; nevertheless, Plaintiffs’ counsel 

submit that had he not been in the STU programs some 36 year previously, he might have 

maintained full time work either in the business or elsewhere for longer.  

 

[209] Mr. Bethune confirmed in his testimony that he did nt work during the years of his 

incarceration as well as from 1971 to 1978, in 2000, and from 2002 to 2005, and attributed his 

difficulties in the workplace to his criminal record and his lack of education. He did complete a 

course in immigration consulting from a private college in Vancouver, but he did not manage to 

get licensed to practice due, he testified, to his criminal past. As already indicated, Mr. Bethune’s 

criminal offenses are not attributable to his STU experience. 

 

[210] The Plaintiff’s financial expert, Ian Wollach, put forward two potential scenarios for 

calculating Mr. Bethune’s income loss: a) Mr. Bethune would have started working full time at 

minimum wage from January 1, 1972; and b) Mr. Bethune would have completed a Bachelor’s 

degree at U.B.C. and earned the full time salary of a university graduate from January 1, 1980. 

Neither one is realistic or supported by the evidence.  

 

[211] There is no credible evidence that Mr. Bethune was ever academically prepared for higher 

education, or for completing a four-year Bachelor’s degree. I do not believe that he ever attended 

university, and I am also doubtful that he completed high school. Having only achieved a grade 5 

education in his youth, Mr. Bethune would have had a lot to make up for and there would have to 

have been some documentary record of that further education. Its absence, and Mr. Bethune’s 

tendency to obfuscate his educational past, suggests that he achieved no further education other 

than the immigration consultant course several decades post-Oak Ridge. 
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[212] There is also no evidence to support the proposition that Mr. Bethune could have worked 

full time, even at minimum wage. His employment was sporadic prior to Oak Ridge and his 

employment was sporadic in the same way after Oak Ridge. His criminal record was an 

impediment to his employability, as was his pre-existing psychiatric condition. He testified as to 

both of those impediments himself. Since the STU experience did have a long lasting effect on 

him, it also contributed to his inability to obtain and keep full time employment, but the impact of 

his pre-existing condition and criminal record would have to heavily discount his lost income 

claim. 

[213] The damages expert for the Defendants, Larry Andrade of Deloitte & Touche, presents an 

alternative scenario that is much more closely based on the evidence in the record. He premises 

his figures on the opinion of Josh Campbell, an occupational therapy and vocational assessment 

expert produced by the Defendants. Mr. Campbell opined that Mr. Bethune’s work history is 

consistent with statistics about persons with a criminal history and with mental health disorders, and 

indicates in his report that Mr. Bethune would likely have experienced significant employment 

difficulties separate and apart from his STU experiences. Using Stats Can wage data for persons with 

similar issues, Mr. Campbell concluded that a deduction of between 43% to 68% should be applied to 

a full-time minimum wage scenario in order to account for the statistically diminished earning 

potential.  

 

[214] Mr. Campbell is the only expert to have given evidence on the employability of a person in 

Mr. Bethune’s position. By contrast, Mr. Wollach, who is a well qualified accounting and financial 

expert but not a vocational expert, expressed no view on the limitations of a criminal record or mental 

health condition. Rather, he assumed that using full-time minimum wage as the norm would account 

for all such discounts. I have no way of knowing whether that assumption is correct, and Mr. Wollach 

has no way of assuring me of its correctness. I accept Mr. Campbell’s view that there needs to be a 

discount off of full-time minimum wage to account for Mr. Bethune’s situation. Since Mr. Bethune 

had enough psychological stability to maintain a long-term marital relationship, I conclude that but for 

the STU he would have had a reasonable capacity for stable employment as well. I will therefore use 

Mr. Campbell’s smaller 43% discount rather than his larger 68% scenario.  

 

[215] Mr. Andrade has calculated the income that Mr. Bethune would have earned as a full-time 

minimum wage earner from January 1, 1971 and applied the requisite 43% discount. He has then 

deducted the earnings that Mr. Bethune did make, together with the social assistance he received: 

see In M.B. v. British Columbia, supra. From this he has taken a 43% discount, for a total loss of 

just over $33,000. I accept these calculations.  

 

[216] Mr. Bethune is awarded $33,000 in compensation for loss of income, as against Dr. Barker 

and the Crown. 

 

 d)  Joseph Bonner 

   

[217] The discussion of Joseph Bonner’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 295-

325. 

[218] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Bonner. 
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  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[219] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Bonner moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[220] To summarize my findings, Mr. Bonner entered Oak Ridge as a 17-year old in 1971, and 

remained there for nine months. He was not there having been charged with a criminal offense, 

but rather was involuntarily admitted under the Mental Health Act, 1967 after telling a psychiatrist 

at the Queen Street Mental Health Centre that he had thoughts of committing suicide by drug 

overdose: Ibid., at paras 296-99. 

[221] Although Mr. Bonner’s time at Oak Ridge was spent in the STU, he had only one two-

week long DDT session and one three-day session in the Capsule. Other than that, he spent six of 

his nine months, intermittently, in solitary confinement. He is the only one of the Plaintiffs for 

whom solitary confinement is pleaded as a stand-alone ground of liability. His Clinical Records 

record that he was released from Oak Ridge in December 1971 “against medical advice”. This 

turned out to be particularly poor medical advice; since being released from his Oak Ridge ordeal 

of extended solitary confinement, Mr. Bonner has lived a stable family life and a successful 

economic life: Ibid., at paras 300, 304, 310. 

[222] Mr. Bonner was a youth when he was a patient of Dr. Barker’s at Oak Ridge, and was 

treated with a reckless and harmful form of neglect. He let other mental patients decide to send 

Mr. Bonner to solitary confinement. I specifically found that “Mr. Bonner was often sent to 

isolation not because it was thought to medically benefit him, but on the whim of another patient 

who had been empowered by the doctors to do so”: Ibid., at para 314. There is no doubt, however, 

that although the decision was made by other patients, it was Dr. Barker who was responsible for 

this treatment of Mr. Bonner. Dr. Maier conceded the point in his cross examination, quoted in 

Barker Trial I, at para 315:  

Q. And of course, the ultimate decision to send him to confinement, was that made 

by the patient teacher, was that made by one of the other patients or was that made 

by the psychiatrist? 

A. It would have been made – there would have been a chain of command with the 

recommendation that he stay in confinement and ultimately Dr. Barker who would 

have been – who was the psychiatrist would of approved it. 

[223] The Defendants concede that in a penitentiary setting, solitary confinement of extended, 

months-long duration has been found to be harmful: see Canadian Civil Liberties Association v. 

The Queen (2017), 140 OR (3d) 342 (SCJ); Reddock v. Canada (Attorney General), 2019 ONSC 

5053. Indeed, one of their own experts, Dr. Gary Chaimowitz, is the leading expert on the 

psychiatric harm caused by solitary confinement. At the first phase of the trial, they argued that 

confinement in a mental hospital setting such as Oak Ridge is qualitatively different than in a 

penitentiary, and that it is helpful rather than harmful. I rejected that argument in Barker Trial I, 

at paras 318-19, 322: 

In his testimony in the present trial, Dr. Chaimowitz argued that while solitary 

confinement in federal prisons is designed to be punitive, in Oak Ridge it was 
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designed to be therapeutic. Under cross-examination, however, he acknowledged 

that the two types of confinement were physically very similar. That is, lack of 

access to the yard or any exercise, which was conceded by Dr. Maier to be the case 

with confinement at Oak Ridge, is also common to solitary confinement in federal 

penitentiaries. Likewise, he agreed lack of access to stimuli as described by Mr. 

Bonner and other patients, and lack of access to treatment, were features of Oak 

Ridge and are features that cause harm in federal prisons. Dr. Chaimowitz also 

confirmed that the evidence shows that Drs. Barker and Maier did not visit the 

Plaintiffs when they were in confinement, which suggests that there was in reality 

little therapy involved in this arrangement. 

The Clinical Records establish beyond any doubt that Mr. Bonner was tormented 

while in Oak Ridge… 

Mr. Bonner testified that although he has had a stable life, he continued to suffer 

anguished effects of the Oak Ridge experience for years afterwards. That is not 

surprising. Dr. Chaimowitz testified that “extended stays in solitary confinement 

for people with mental disorders are inherently harmful.” He explained that this 

harm has long lasting effects, much like post-traumatic stress. 

  ii)  General damages 

[224] As indicated above, I found in Barker Trial I that Mr. Bonner suffered greatly – that he 

was “tormented” rather than treated at Oak Ridge. The impact on him was egregious, especially 

as he was a chronically depressed and suicidal teenager, known to Dr. Barker and the institution 

to be an underage and immature patient: Ibid., at paras 297-99. 

[225] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $1,000,000 in general damages for Mr. Bonner. In doing so, they 

cite a number of ex gratia payments made by the government of Canada in cases such as “Mr. 

Arar, Mr. Almalki, and Mr. Nureddin, who were tortured with the connivance of the Crown in 

Syria for a span of time comparable to Mr. Bonner’s”. I have previously in these reasons indicated 

that the often politicized context of such ex gratia payments makes them unhelpful precedents for 

a judicial damages assessment.  

[226] More than that, I feel compelled to point out that terrible as Oak Ridge in the 1970s may 

have been, it was a transparent program where not only the media but the provincial ombudsman 

and the patients’ own families were free to visit, understand, and publicize the custodial conditions 

and the programs there. As Defendants’ counsel point out, it is important to keep perspective on 

the fact that solitary confinement was a well-known and standard practice in Canadian prisons in 

the 1970s, and it was not until more recent years that it has been identified as a human rights 

violation. That is not to say that I accept that medical professionals and a mental health institution 

were therefore justified in imposing this practice on a vulnerable youth such as Mr. Bonner, but it 

was not a clandestine form of torture of the kind to which Plaintiffs’ counsel compares it. 

[227] The record shows, and I found in Barker Trial I, at para 309, that it was Mr. Bonner’s 

mother that in December 1971 visited Oak Ridge and then wrote to its administrator, Dr. Boyd, 

requesting that her son be released. Dr. Boyd and Dr. Barker then discussed Mr. Bonner’s situation 
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and recommended that he stay for further therapy; ultimately, however, they agreed to release him, 

noting in his Clinical Record that he was being released against medical advice.  

[228] In the Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Actions of Canadian Officials in 

Relation to Maher Arar, vol. I (2006), at pp. 229-338 (the “Arar Report”), Commissioner Dennis 

O’Connor describes the black hole of information surrounding the whereabouts and treatment of 

Mr. Arar while imprisoned in Syria. He also goes into some detail about the nature of the abuses 

practiced by the Syrian regime.  

[229] The Arar Report chronicles how it took the Department of Foreign Affairs many weeks to 

even confirm that Mr. Arar was in Syria at all, let alone to know where and under what conditions 

he was being held or to arrange a consular meeting with him. Commissioner O’Connor goes on to 

find that Amnesty International and other human rights sources had reported on Syria’s practices 

of arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, physical torture in an effort to extract confessions and 

information from detainees, prolonged incommunicado detention, and inhumane prison 

conditions. Without meaning to sound jaded about Plaintiffs’ counsel’s argument, nothing in the 

Arar Report comes close to suggesting that Mr. Arar’s mother would have been able to successfully 

request his release. 

[230] Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. Bonner deserves no more than $1,000 in general 

damages. They compare his case to Abbott v. Canada, 1993 CarswellNat 455 (Fed Ct), where an 

inmate serving a penitentiary sentence for a break and enter claimed damages as a result of having 

spent 100 days in solitary confinement following a prison altercation. As the Court described it, at 

para 167: “Segregation results in an inmate’s liberty being further reduced, as the inmate is locked 

up for 23 hours of the day, and for the one hour of visiting privileges he has a pair of hand cuffs 

on his hands. In light of the fact that I have found the plaintiff’s third period of segregation to have 

been unjustified in fact and in law, I am of the view that the conditions of segregation in which the 

plaintiff found himself amounted to cruel and unusual punishment”. 

 

[231] In the result, the Court in Abbott awarded the claimant $10 ($16 in 2021 dollars) a day for 

each day he was in solitary. Using this scale, Defendants’ counsel contend that Mr. Bonner’s 

general damages claim should comes to a total of $2,976. They go on to argue that “Mr. Bonner is 

not entitled to an award of aggravated damages; his general damages award fully compensates him for 

the psychological harm and hurt feelings he suffered.” 

[232] Much as Plaintiffs’ counsel’s proposed general damages award overshoots the mark by a 

significant degree, Defendants’ counsel’s proposed award undershoots it. In the first place, 

Defendants’ counsel overlook the fact that the Court in Abbott added to the compensatory award 

$10,000 in “exemplary damages”. That term was defined by the Court, at para 173, as including 

elements of both punitive and aggravated damages: “Exemplary damages are those which are also 

called ‘punitive’, ‘aggravated’, ‘retributory’” In keeping with this omnibus definition, the Court 

examined both the conduct of the defendant and the impact of the wrongful conduct on the 

claimant. In other words, the extra $10,000 contained something of what one would ordinarily 

consider to be the aggravated part of a compensatory award. 

[233] Importantly, unlike Mr. Bonner, the claimant in Abbott was described, at para 169, as “a 

28 year old inmate” and, essentially, a career criminal who “has been in and out of prisons for 
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various offenses” for more than a decade. The prison authorities acted wrongfully in sending him 

to solitary, and he was entitled to damages. But there is nothing in the judgment that indicates that 

he was any more sensitive or vulnerable than any other adult inmate, or that the solitary 

confinement, unpleasant as it must have been, had any lingering impact. In fact, the only mention 

of his post-confinement condition was the Court’s observation that when he was removed from 

confinement “he was able to resume his normal activities, including playing sports”: Ibid., at para 

169.  

[234] Mr. Bonner, by contrast, was an abused youth suffering from mental illness. To make him 

serve six of his nine months in solitary confinement is excessive by any standard. Plaintiffs’ 

counsel argues that as an underage victim of harsh abuse, the Blackwater principles apply to him, 

and that those principles yield a far more substantial award than what Defendants’ counsel propose. 

In Blackwater, the Supreme Court upheld the trial court’s general damages award of $125,000 plus 

$20,000 in aggravated damages (for a total of $190,790 updated for inflation). It described this 

award as taking proper account of the wrongful conduct and its “dreadful physiological and 

psychological effect on the victim”: Blackwater, at para 89.  

[235] Mr. Bonner was in his later teens and so was not as exposed as the young child victims 

described in Blackwater. On the other hand, he was a depressed and sometimes suicidal teen 

seeking help in a mental hospital. With these factors in mind, Blackwater is indeed a principled 

comparator case. I would award Mr. Bonner roughly what the claimant in that case received, 

updated to 2021 dollars. 

[236] Mr. Bonner is awarded $200,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[237] Oak Ridge, under Dr. Barker’s supervision and authority, put Mr. Bonner, a depressed and 

suicidal teenager, through a protracted ordeal that he was ill-equipped to handle. In Barker Trial 

I, at para 319, I described it as follows: 

In fact, his torment was in a way self-perpetuating, since the more he expressed his 

anguish the more other non-medically trained patients decided that he should be in 

confinement. Reading Mr. Bonner’s clinical history for those 8 months in 1971 is 

to read a tale of neglect and irresponsibility by Dr. Barker, Dr. Boyd, and the entire 

institution. He was subjected to harmful lengths of confinement for the most petty 

of reasons and at the whim of other patients, with no hope of freeing himself from 

that cycle. 

[238] Although his actual experience of solitary confinement was different than Mr. Bethune’s 

experience with the DDT program, the callous nature of the medical supervision was similar with 

respect to the two teenage patients. In both cases, Dr. Barker deferred to the decisions of other Oak 

Ridge patients as to important decisions with serious ramifications for the individual. As 

laypersons without training in medicine or psychology, those patients might not have distinguished 

between a mature adult and a vulnerable 17 year-old, but a patient in Mr. Bonner’s position should 

have been able to rely on the professional judgment of Dr. Barker to “do no harm” as the 

Hippocratic Oath requires.  
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[239] As with Mr. Bethune, Mr. Bonner was entitled to have Dr. Barker act as the responsible 

medical professional at a government hospital. At Oak Ridge, Dr. Barker was essentially given a 

free hand to run his therapies, but he ran them in a high-handed way that was indifferent to the 

vulnerable position of the youngest of his patients. It is not necessary to find that a doctor has acted 

maliciously in order for punitive damages to be warranted; rather, it is sufficient to find, as I do, 

that the doctor’s actions were reprehensible or that they offend ordinary standards of decency: 

Norberg v. Wynrib, [1992] 2 SCR 226. The Nova Scotia Court of Appeal has specifically held that 

this standard applies to a case of recklessly exposing a vulnerable plaintiff to substantial 

risk of harm without any justification: Roose v. Hollett, 1996 CanLII 5288.  

[240] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek the same amount of punitive damages for Mr. Bonner as 

they do for Mr. Bethune: $1,250,000. For reasons along the same lines that have been elaborated 

upon for Mr. Bethune above, this figure is out of line with all previous Canadian cases. To repeat 

one of the fundamental messages of Whiten, at paras 74 and 128, it is important in assessing 

punitive damages to express the court’s denunciation of the Defendants’ conduct and to foster a 

deterrence policy, but at the same time not to “overshoot the purpose”. The Court can articulate its 

disapprobation of the punishing attitude shown to Mr. Bonner, but the way to do that is not to 

impose a punishing award on the Defendants that is “unwarrantedly high”: Zurich Life Insurance 

Co. v. Branco, 2015 SKCA 71, at para 122.   

[241]  In McIntyre v. Grigg (2006), 83 OR (3d) 161, the Ontario Court of Appeal reduced a 

$100,000 punitive damage award to $20,000 against a defendant driver who caused an automobile 

accident when his blood alcohol level was two to three times over the legal limit. This is not the 

time or place to debate changing judicial attitudes with respect to drunk driving, but I note that the 

Court, at para 8, specifically found that the driver was a football player; he was not a professional 

driver. Furthermore, unlike the Defendants here, who have never faced condemnation in any 

criminal or regulatory forum, the driver in McIntyre had already been punished in criminal court 

with respect to his driving offence. Had these factors not been in place the case would have more 

closely paralleled the case at bar and the trial judge’s punitive damages award may not have been 

altered.  

[242] As with Mr. Bethune, the imperative to denounce the reprehensible treatment of a young 

patient by a doctor and a government-run hospital is strong. Mr. Bonner is awarded $100,000 in 

punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Barker and 50% as against the Crown. 

 e)  William Brennan 

[243] The discussion of William Brennan’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 326-

350. 

[244] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. Brennan. 

[245] Mr. Brennan died in October 2018, roughly six months before the commencement of the 

first phase of this trial. He had tendered an affidavit for the first phase of the trial, and his estate 

trustee has continued his claim. Mr. Brennan’s partner, Kristie Miller, testified at the first phase of 

the trial and has tendered an affidavit for the damages phase. 
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  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[246] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Brennan mild long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[247] To summarize my findings, Mr. Brennan was born in 1954 and entered Oak Ridge and the 

STU programs in 1974, when he was 19 or 20 years old. He was born and raised in the United 

States where he had a criminal record that included theft, driving under the influence, disorderly 

conduct, and eluding a police officer. While travelling through Canada in his car he was accused 

and convicted of sexually assaulting two women he picked up as hitchhikers. He also admitted to 

having previously committed two rapes for which he was never caught. From Kingston 

Penitentiary, where he was serving his time for the sexual assaults, he was involuntarily committed 

to a mental health institution and sent to Oak Ridge. 

[248] Mr. Brennan experienced all three of the STU programs during his time at Oak Ridge. His 

DDT sessions involved a variety of stimulants and at least one four-day LSD session in the 

Capsule. At his examination for discovery, Mr. Brennan deposed that he recalls preparatory 

sessions led by Dr. Maier in which the patients supposedly educated themselves about the 

psychedelic experience they were about to have, although according to Mr. Brennan the education 

was of a variety that was characteristic of Dr. Maier’s quasi-mystical view of LSD: Ibid., at para 

53. As Mr. Brennan put it: “Maier used to come in and hypnotize us and we used to do om [i.e. 

the meditation chant] every day.” 

[249] Nothing, however, could have prepared him for the actual Capsule session. As it turned 

out, the “partner guide” with whom he was paired was, as Mr. Brennan put it in discovery, “one 

badass Terry Ghetti”. Mr. Brennan said that he was petrified of Mr. Ghetti, who had a reputation 

for being very aggressive. Mr. Brennan related that at one point during the LSD session it appeared 

as though Mr. Ghetti was about to attack and kill him.  

[250] In addition to the DDT and Capsule programs, Mr. Brennan spent a substantial amount of 

time – 60 days in all – in MAPP. The Clinical Records show that these harsh sessions were 

occasionally authorized by Dr. Maier, but were also often authorized by attendant staff members 

to whom Dr. Maier had delegated this task. As I noted in Barker Trial I, at para 337: 

In his own testimony, Dr. Maier indicated that for the most part it was the attendant 

staff, not the Doctors or medical staff, who sent patients to MAPP. This, however, 

belies Dr. Barker’s and Dr. Maier’s supposed belief, supported by the opinion of 

Dr. Chaimowitz, that MAPP was therapeutic rather than punitive. Attendant staff 

were security guards. Either MAPP was a security-oriented punishment disguised 

as therapy, or it was a therapeutic program improperly delegated by the Doctors to 

security staff. In any case, it was, as Dr. Bradford described it, a torturous program 

that supposedly was part of the patients’ therapy but was punitive in its very nature 

and its administration. 

[251] The Defendants’ expert, Dr. Hucker, acknowledged that a cumulative time of 60 days in 

MAPP was a large number of punishing days, especially as MAPP is also accompanied by periods 

of confinement. This was a degrading and dehumanizing experience for Mr. Brennan. It also 
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appears to have made him highly distrustful of therapy and other forms of authority. Ms. Miller 

testified that decades after his release from Oak Ridge, Mr. Brennan continued to exhibit high 

anxiety with respect to doctors and was generally paranoid – “moving his family from place to 

place and home schooling his children. She stated in her testimony that Mr. Brennan was 

chronically concerned that his children not be mistreated by their peers the way he was”: Ibid., at 

para 346. He also experienced long term painful, vivid memories.  

[252] In 1979, Mr. Brennan was convicted in the United States of another rape and served 3 years 

in prison. In the 1990s, he was charged with driving under the influence and eluding a police 

officer. During the time of his relationship with Ms. Miller, she worked and he stayed at home to 

take care of their two children. He testified at discovery that he could never really hold onto a job 

due to “[a] combination of not getting along well enough and drinking”: Ibid., at para 341. 

[253] I concluded my causation findings with respect to Mr. Brennan, at paras 349-50: 

The Oak Ridge experiences were not the original cause of his alcoholism and other 

psychiatric problems, but they were a supervening cause and increased his suffering 

substantially both contemporaneously and in the long term. His suffering certainly 

passes the compensability threshold of ‘serious and prolonged’ psychological 

upset: Saadati v Moorhead, [2017] 1 SCR 543, at para 37. 

The STU treatments caused Mr. Brennan considerable short-term emotional harm 

and indignity as well as long-term mental anguish and harm. Dr. Maier was directly 

involved in his treatments. 

b)  General damages 

[254] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek general compensatory damages for Mr. Brennan in the amount of 

$350,000. They cite no parallel cases with which to compare his injuries and the compensation 

awarded. They submit, correctly, that he is entitled to compensation due to his extensive exposure 

to the three STU programs and the lingering effects of those programs on him. However, it is 

difficult to rationalize the quantum of the request without comparable cases to go on. 

 

[255] Defendants’ counsel submits that Mr. Brennan should be awarded a maximum of $62,000, 

which is the inflation-adjusted amount awarded in Mitchell v. Block, supra. As discussed 

previously in these reasons, the claimant in Mitchell experienced a traumatizing reaction to 

medication causing her to lose all hair, fingernails, toenails, and to develop welts and blisters 

necessitating her to undergo skin debridement for 90% of her body. She thought she was about to 

die and suffered serious psychological pain in the short term and continued to suffer emotionally 

in the long term: Ibid., at paras 7-15, 70. In all, her injuries – intense in the short term and taking 

the form of vivid memories in the longer term, are similar to those Mr. Brennan experienced. 

[256] Mr. Brennan had the added indignity of knowing that his suffering was not by accident like 

an unknown allergy to medication, but rather was inflicted by design. In pairing him in the Capsule 

with Mr. Ghetti, Dr. Maier was following the procedure originally devised by Dr. Barker of pairing 

the weak with the strong, supposedly as a means of helping them to overcome their mental health 

impediments by forming “a friendship bristling with threats”: Barker Trial I, at para 61, quoting 
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E. Barker and M. Mason, “Buber Behind Bars” (1968), 13 Cdn. Psych. Assoc. J. 61, 69. Moreover, 

while the claimant in Mitchell understood that her physician had made a negligent error, Mr. 

Brennan was victimized by the callous neglect of Dr Maier in delegating his MAPP punishments 

to non-medically trained persons.  

[257] Given the way in which Mr. Brennan’s experience and harms compare with, and in some 

ways surpass, those described in the Mitchell case, Mr. Brennan deserves just under double what 

the claimant in Mitchell received.  

[258] Mr. Brennan is awarded $100,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

c)  Punitive damages 

[259] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $1,000,000 in punitive damages for Mr. Brennan. Again, this 

would be an extraordinarily high punitive damages award in comparison with other Canadian 

cases. It would also be ten times the compensatory award for Mr. Brenan and thus disproportionate 

to that award.  

[260] Plaintiffs’ counsel argue in their written submissions that “Mr. Brennan recounted that 

patients confined in the MAPP were wholly vulnerable to the predations of patient-teachers”, and 

that “he characterized his time in the MAPP as a ‘very traumatic situation to be in’”. I agree that 

this was  an inappropriate way to treat patients and that, as Dr. Bradford testified, delegation of 

authority to other patients is an ethically problematic way to manage resources: Barker Trial I, at 

para 404.  

[261] Having said that, as Dr. Barker himself described it in E. Barker and M. Mason, “The 

Insane Criminal As Therapist” (1968), 10 Cdn. J. of Corrections 3, 5, it was done out of a 

misguided thought that, while potentially cruel, it would ultimately benefit the patient. If Mr. 

Brennan’s problem with other patients was the overall patient-teacher problem that all Oak Ridge 

patients had to endure, it might aggravate any harm suffered by him and put him at the top end of 

compensatory damages for his size loss. But it would not necessarily be a ground for punitive 

damages.  

[262] The same can be said of Mr. Brennan’s time in MAPP, although it was certainly a lengthier  

amount of time than a  number of the other Plaintiffs. A 1977 study by the Ombudsman’s Office 

stated, the STU programs, and in particular the MAPP, provided a “remorseless re-educative 

experience”: Barker Trial I, at para 39, quoting Butler, Long & Rower, “Evaluative Study of the 

Social Therapy Unit” (Ontario Ombudsman, 1977), at 28. The programs that Mr. Brennan was put 

through for his three years in the STU were made to be destructive in the interim but constructive 

in the final result, inflicting pain for gain. They were terrible programs – MAPP perhaps the 

cruelest of them and the LSD sessions the most extreme – but absent something more such as 

subjecting youthful patients to them, they attract compensatory but not punitive damages. 

[263] Mr. Brennan, who was close to or at 20 years old when he entered Oak Ridge, was on the 

young side but not exactly a youthful offender. He had ample experience with street drugs prior to 

his institutionalization, and so was not particularly as shocked or as vulnerable to the DDT program 

as some of the other patients with whom he shared the sessions. However, there was one aspect of 

his time in the STU which set it apart, and for which Dr. Maier either wilfully blinded himself or 
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maliciously allowed to happen – he was paired with Terry Ghetti as his “partner guide”. This 

pairing by Dr. Maier took Dr. Barker’s theories about partnering the weak with the strong to a new 

level.  

[264] Mr. Ghetti was known to Mr. Brenner for having killed an inmate at the Don Jail with his 

bare hands, and he terrified Mr. Brenner. Mr. Ghetti said so himself in his testimony in the first 

phase of the trial; Mr. Ghetti’s Clinical Records specifically state that as partner guide, or patient-

teacher, he felt he re-lived “the surge of aggression that he had experienced during his violent 

crimes: Barker Trial I, at para 580. That surge of aggression manifested itself in confrontations 

with Mr. Brenner following their mutual LSD session. Mr. Brenner deposed in discovery that, 

emboldened under the influence of the mind-altering chemical, he faced Mr. Ghetti for the first 

time without bowing to fear, and Mr. Ghetti’s reaction was rather predictable. He grabbed Mr. 

Brenner violently, as Mr. Brenner described it: “The only thing I remember about Ghetti was I 

made him laugh or something like that and he almost killed me. I swear to God he was going to 

kill me”: Ibid., at para 333. 

[265] Dr. Maier was in control of the LSD sessions and who ran the preparatory sessions which 

Mr. Brenner and Mr. Ghetti attended in the summer of 1975. For a medical professional, and a 

mental hospital, to put a patient through a fear-inducing ordeal like that is beyond anything that 

can be justified even as an “experimental hope…that they would ultimately be for a greater good”: 

Ibid., at para 1180. Dr. Maier and Oak Ridge as an institution required Mr. Brenner to live through 

a form of deadly hazing ritual, placing him in inescapable proximity to a dangerous and aggressive 

patient who was himself given psychosis-inducing chemicals. This reprehensible treatment 

demands the Court’s strongest condemnation. 

[266] In MacLeod v. Marshall, 2019 ONCA 842, the Court of Appeal upheld a punitive damages 

award of $500,000 in respect of an egregious case of child sexual abuse over the course of several 

decades. The particularly reprehensible aspect of the case, as Thorburn JA described it, at para 36, 

was that the religious order to which the culpable teacher belonged was fully aware of the abuse 

and wilfully blinded themselves to the protracted infliction of terrible harm. The immorality and 

knowledge and tacit condoning of the wrong brought the case well within the Whiten factors for 

determining the blameworthiness of the impugned conduct. In Justice Thorburn’s words, at para 

37, “The more reprehensible the conduct, the higher the rational limits for punitive damages. 

[267]  What the school administration did in MacLeod, Dr. Maier and the Oak Ridge 

administration did in Mr. Brennan’s case. Mr. Brennan did not suffer sexual abuse, but he suffered 

physical abuse that made him fear for his life, while the professional supposedly supervising him 

first set up the event and then blinded himself to the consequences. The harm that Mr. Brennan 

endured was not as severe as several decades of sexual abuse endured by a youngster, and so the 

quantum of punitive damages awarded in MacLeod would be unduly high. However, some fraction 

of the MacLeod award – I would fix it at 20% – would be appropriate to articulate the Court’s 

denunciation and to deter “treatment” that intentionally pairs the weak with the strong from 

recurring.  

[268] Mr. Brennan is awarded punitive damages in the amount of $150,000, divided 50% as 

against Dr. Maier and 50% as against the Crown. 
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d)  Income loss 

[269] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek damages for lost income on behalf of Mr. Brennan based on two 

alternative scenarios. Both of these hypothetical scenarios use data from the State of Wisconsin 

where Mr. Brennan spent his post-Oak Ridge years: a) $480,176, representing full-time minimum 

wage employment from January 1, 1980; and b) $1,451,871, representing full-time earnings with 

a university degree (Associates’ degree) from January 1, 1983. With respect, neither of these is 

realistic or takes account of the evidence in the record. 

[270] Defendants’ counsel submit that the quantum of damages for lost income properly claimed 

by Mr. Brennan falls into one of three scenarios: a) no damages, representing the unlikely prospect 

of Mr. Brennan ever having worked more than he actually did; b) $9,280, representing full-time 

minimum wage employment from January 1, 1980 to December 31, 1997 (the date he became a 

full-time stay-at-home-father) less 68% to equal the low range of average earning capacity of 

persons with a criminal record and similar psychiatric diagnosis; and c) less 43% to equal the high 

range of average earning capacity of persons with a criminal record and similar psychiatric 

diagnosis.  

[271] The claim of full-time employment from 1980 through the rest of his life put forward by 

counsel for the Plaintiffs is not based on any expert evidence and is counter-factual. No one, 

including Mr. Brennan, works every minute of every day, year in year out, without ever being 

between jobs or taking time to find a job. Mr. Brennan never worked steadily, either before or after 

Oak Ridge. He testified that he could not get along with people at most jobs and that he often drank 

too much to hold a job for any length of time. For several years he started a business of his own, 

but according to Ms. Miller it failed because Mr. Brennan re-offended and was again incarcerated. 

[272] The Plaintiffs did not adduce any evidence of job searches or job acquisition abilities to 

support this claim. They also did not produce an expert vocational report that could provide 

evidence of Mr. Brennan’s employability or his employment trajectory. Furthermore, their 

scenarios do not account for Mr. Brennan’s criminality, his psychiatric condition, his lack of 

education, his pre-existing and life-long alcoholism, or his decision to become a full-time 

homemaker allowing Ms. Miller to work full time earning an income.  

[273] In his expert Report, Defendants’ vocational expert, Mr. Campbell, put the matter as 

follows: 

[Plaintiffs’ damages experts] are essentially making the assumption that if not for 

the STU, Mr. Brennan would have been symptom and limitation free as of 1980 

resulting in his ability to enter the workforce unabated and in a fulltime capacity 

with no periods of unemployment or underemployment. In our opinion this is 

highly improbable… 

Taking these factors into consideration it is highly unlikely that Mr. Brennan was 

ever going to be capable of obtaining and maintaining fulltime employment 

consistently or reliably throughout his life. It is simply not logical to assume that 

absent his experiences in the STU he was going to immediately begin full-time 

employment and keep up fulltime employment for the remainder of his life until 
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his death at age 64 from alcohol overdose. His significant psychological issues and 

history of violent and sexual crimes would result in significant difficulty finding 

and keeping employment and his employment trajectory would be ear marked by 

recurring periods of unemployment and under employment. 

[274] In addition, the record does not contain any evidence that the STU programs are what 

prevented Mr. Brennan from obtaining a university degree. He had dropped out of high school 

well before being sent to Oak Ridge. In 1986 he completed a high school equivalency certificate 

and enrolled in the University of Wisconsin, but dropped out shortly thereafter. When asked in 

discovery why he dropped out, he indicated that the studies were simply too hard for him and that 

he could not manage to get passing grades. There is no suggestion in the evidence that the STU 

experiences effected Mr. Brennan’s intellectual abilities or impacted on his studies one way or 

another. 

[275] As indicated, the Defendants’ damages expert, Mr. Andrade, took Mr. Campbell’s discount 

rates and applied them to a hypothetical minimum wage employment for Mr. Brennan. He did not 

include any income for the years in which Mr. Brennan was incarcerated, and further reduced the 

hypothetical time spent earning income to account for some months following an incarceration to 

obtain new employment. As indicated, the cut-off date for his income earning used by Mr. Andrade 

is December 31, 1997, reflecting his decision to contribute to his family by staying home to raise 

his children which allowed their mother to work full time. Finally, there is evidence in the record 

of Mr. Brennan working for cash at various times from 1980 to 2018, which Mr. Andrade opines 

should be reflected in the income that he earned and deducted from any estimate of income loss.  

[276] Given Mr. Brennan’s alcoholism, his criminality, and his overall inability to work more 

than sporadically his entire life, I would use Mr. Campbell’s average income reduction figure of 

63%. Mr. Andrade’s figure for lost income using this reduction can then be rounded up slightly 

for convenience and to give Mr. Brennan the slight benefit of any doubt about how sporadic his 

employment would ever have been. 

[277] Mr. Brennan is awarded $10,000 in compensation for loss of income, as against Dr. Maier 

and the Crown. 

 

 f)  Stephen Carson 

 

[278] The discussion of Stephen Carson’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 351-

376. 

[279] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Carson. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[280] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Carson moderate short-term harm. 

[281] To summarize my findings, Mr. Carson spent from January 1979 to January 1980 in Oak 

Ridge as an involuntary patient, having been admitted under the Mental Health Act after physically 
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attacking his father. Criminal charges were eventually withdrawn by his family. At Oak Ridge, 

Mr. Carson was diagnosed with “Schizophrenia, Undifferentiated Type”: Ibid., at para 364. Mr. 

Carson had been a street drug user prior to his admission to Oak Ridge. He had also committed a 

series of assaults, which continued after his release from Oak Ridge. Under cross-examination in 

the first phase of the trial, Mr. Carson testified that “schizophrenia made him hear voices and he 

believed that people were out to get him”: Ibid., at para 353. 

[282] The liability of the Crown and of Dr. Barker, who supervised Mr. Carson’s treatment in 

the STU, claim relates only to time he spent in MAPP and MotoPro, or mini-MAPP: Ibid., at para 

77. He was not placed in the Capsule, nor was he given LSD or any other DDT drugs. I found, at 

para 372, that while he should never have been put in MAPP and undoubtedly found it to be a bad 

experience, Mr. Carson suffered no long-term harm from his year in the STU.  

 

As for Mr. Carson’s stint in MAPP, that was undoubtedly difficult for him. In fact, 

it was so difficult that he was never subjected to it again. While it caused him 

contemporaneous harm, it is difficult to say that this one occasion caused him 

ongoing harm. Mr. Carson commented that, “I have bad dreams every now and then 

about jail and, Penetanguishene, every now and then not too often. It’s been like 

forty years, so, you know, you gradually forget about it after a while. Dr. Hucker’s 

response, which I accept as a logical one, is that this is a description of fading 

memories, not a sign of long-term harm. 

 

  ii)  General damages 

[283] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek $250,000 in general damages for Mr. Carson. They stress in 

their written submissions that, “He was treated in a punitive, custodial manner and subjected to 

tortuous discipline in the MAPP”. They also observe that Dr. Hucker, testifying as one of the 

Defendants’ own experts, stated that “for someone who’s a schizophrenic, [MAPP] would have 

been very, very difficult for them to endure”: Ibid., at para 375. 

[284] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. Carson’s injuries were sustained over a longer period of 

time than those of the claimant in X v. Everson, 2013 ONSC 6134, who was awarded $50,000 in 

general damages for having been mistakenly institutionalized for a day by her doctor. They also 

contend that his treatment was worse than that suffered by the claimant in Weafer, supra, who was 

awarded $55,000 for the pain and suffering inflicted by a ketamine overdose administered to him 

in a hospital. Finally, they compare Mr. Carson’s case with that of Phillips v. Nagy, 2006 ABCA 

227, where a passenger arriving at Edmonton International Airport was awarded $150,000 in 

general damages for having been stripped and subjected to a body cavity search without probable 

cause or consent.  

[285] Counsel for the Defendants submit that Mr. Carson is entitled to $7,198 in general 

damages, which is the amount (updated for inflation) awarded to the claimant in McMaster, supra. 

In that case, the claimant, a prison inmate, suffered physical discomfort for a nine month period 

during which prison guards failed to provide him with proper shoes. While Defendants’ counsel 

acknowledge that the psychic pain suffered by Mr. Carson was worse than the discomfort of ill-

fitting shoes, they point out that in McMaster the discomfort lasted for nine months, not for a 
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matter of weeks as in Mr. Carson’s case. They also point out that in McMaster the claimant 

eventually endured a knee injury as a result of the poor footwear. 

[286]  I find it difficult to compare the mental suffering of a schizophrenic placed in an 

inappropriate disciplinary program to the physical suffering of a person forced to endure a sore 

foot or a torn knee joint. If one must compare them the former generally appears more harmful 

than the latter. However, the two cases are really apples and oranges.  

[287] By the same token, I find it difficult to compare the ordeal of a person who is mistakenly 

administered a drug overdose or invasively searched at an airport with the experience of Mr. 

Carson in MAPP. These also appear to be incomparable forms of harm – the degradation 

experienced by a mentally healthy person subjected to overly zealous policing, or the intense 

physical symptoms of drug poisoning, are not readily juxtaposed with the emotional harm to a 

diagnosed schizophrenic placed in a strict disciplinary setting like MAPP. The suffering endured 

by the day-long wrongful institutionalization of the claimant in Everson is at least a form of psychic 

harm which is similar to Mr. Carson’s case, but there the issue was the improper institutionalization 

of an otherwise mentally healthy individual and not the improper treatment of a mentally ill 

individual. 

[288] Although Plaintiffs’ counsel are correct in stating that MAPP was the entirely wrong 

approach to take with Mr. Carson given his diagnosed schizophrenia, they overstate the impact of 

this wrongful conduct on him. As I said in Barker Trial I, at para 371, the time that Mr. Carson 

spent in MAPP (and mini-MAPP) “was not an enjoyable time, but it was described by him as 

tolerable… [The] experience did Mr. Carson no therapeutic good; at the same time, it appears to 

have caused little lingering harm.” The deeper problem was that “Oak Ridge as an institution failed 

to treat Mr. Carson as a medical patient and rather treated him as if he were in a custodial, prison 

setting”: Ibid., at para 376. He deserved better than that, but I found that the actual harm to him 

was relatively small.  

[289] Mr. Carson deserves an award for short term pain and suffering that is somewhere between 

just over $7,000 as awarded in MacMaster and $50,000 as awarded in Everson. Given the short-

term duration of the harm Mr. Carson suffered, I would assess his damages closer to MacMaster 

than to Everson, but more than double the MacMaster amount.  

[290] Mr. Carson is awarded $15,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages  

[291] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $750,000 in punitive damages in respect of Mr. Carson. In doing 

so, they emphasize my observation that Mr. Carson was, by being placed in MAPP and the 

confinement that accompanied that program, treated as if he were a prison inmate rather than as a 

medical patient: Barker Trial I, at para 364. 

[292] What Plaintiffs’ counsel overlook is that I also specifically found, at para 373, that although 

he was placed in one inappropriate STU program, he also received appropriate medical care. In 

fact, he received the very care that any patient would hope for given the limitations of the era in 

treating his mental condition: 
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I am compelled to note that Mr. Carson was a schizophrenic when he entered Oak 

Ridge and was correctly diagnosed as such by the medical staff there. He was given 

appropriate medication for that ailment, which helped him get through the difficult 

discipline of the Oak Ridge experience. He was not subjected to any course of DDT 

drugs, and the only drugs which he was given at Oak Ridge were those 

appropriately used in the late 1970s for treating schizophrenia. 

[293] There is no suggestion of high-handed, immoral, or reckless conduct with respect to Mr. 

Carson. His claim does not give rise to an award of punitive damages.  

 g)  Roy Dale 

[294] The discussion of Roy Dale’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 377-410. 

[295] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. Dale. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[296] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Dale mild long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[297] To summarize my findings, Mr. Dale spent nearly three years at Oak Ridge – from 

February 1976 to January 1979, having been found NGRI on a charge of arson. He had been 

admitted to Oak Ridge twice previously for 30-day assessments, but it was the three-year stint that 

saw him placed in the impugned STU programs. 

[298] Mr. Dale was abused at home and in training school as a youth, and prior to his admission 

to Oak Ridge had been diagnosed with personality disorder, depression and uncontrollable rages. 

He began drinking alcohol at the age of 16 and considers himself to be an alcoholic – albeit a 

reformed and sober one – until today: Ibid., at paras 378-79. 

[299] While in the STU, Mr. Dale was put into the Capsule on two occasions. He also was given 

Amytal-Ritalin as well as Ritalin on its own, scopolamine, Dexamyl-Trofanil, and alcohol 

treatments as part of the DDT program. He never received LSD and was never put in MAPP: Ibid., 

at paras 390-93. His Clinical Records record him as being highly sensitive to the drug treatments 

– in particular to scopolamine – and show that he experienced mental breakdowns as a result of 

the treatments. He otherwise did his best to be a cooperative patient, which earned him privileges 

such as working at the front office of the Oak Ridge building. Mr. Dale showed strength of 

character in bouncing back from the difficult DDT experiences, but that does not undermine the 

suffering that I found, at para 409, he clearly had encountered: 

In short, Mr. Dale suffered harm by being induced into painful psychotic episodes 

in the guise of DDT treatment. He also suffered harm by being degraded and 

humiliated when he was placed naked in a crowded Capsule with other naked men. 

And he suffered considerable harm in having to consume large quantities of alcohol 

to satisfy the whimsical curiosity of other patients as to how he would handle it, 
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with the authority for this and other oppressive medical decisions being improperly 

delegated to patients by Dr. Maier and Oak Ridge as an institution. 

[300] Mr. Dale testified at the second phase of the trial that following his release from Oak Ridge 

he was enrolled at the University of Western Ontario, but that he dropped out of university shortly 

after he began. He said that he was unable to relate to the immaturity of the students partying 

during orientation week and felt that after all he had been through the atmosphere on campus was 

not for him. Eventually, he changed course and trained as a paramedic and found steady work as 

an EMT. I also found, at paras 397-98, that Mr. Dale’s post-Oak Ridge life has been admirably 

stable: 

On August 22, 1980, Mr. Dale was discharged from London Psychiatric Hospital, 

and a year later, on August 7, 1981, the Warrant of the Lieutenant Governor was 

vacated. He testified that although he has not had the kind of severe psychiatric 

problems that he had as a young man, he still suffers from depression and anxiety. 

On May 30, 2007, he was assessed for Workers’ Compensation by the WSIB 

Appeals Tribunal and was diagnosed with “major depressive disorder”. 

That said, since leaving Oak Ridge in January 1979, Mr. Dale has been a stable, 

successful person. He deposed in his affidavit that he has not drunk alcohol since 

leaving Oak Ridge. He also acknowledged in cross-examination that his past 

criminality has not recurred. He has achieved a productive education that has kept 

him gainfully employed. 

[301] The record shows that prior to Oak Ridge Mr. Dale’s employment history was short term 

and intermittent. He was an agricultural labourer and for seven months a shipper and receiver for 

a florist company. After Oak Ridge, this pattern transformed. He received his EMT qualification 

from Conestoga College in Kitchener in 1982, and worked continuously in that capacity for various 

hospitals until 1994 when he suffered a workplace back injury. He testified that following this he 

studied child and youth social work at Niagara College, where his studies were funded and he was 

supported by WSIB. He worked in that capacity in a student placement position for a short time, 

but in 2000 his back problems worsened and he was unable to complete his placement.  

[302] Despite his good grades in the child and youth worker program, Mr. Dale has not been able 

to work due to his injured back. He also continues to suffer depression and other problems which 

I found, at para 410, flow from his experience in the STU: 

[The] contemporaneous, short term harm has lingered in the form of ongoing 

depression and anxiety, which has arisen intermittently in his post-Oak Ridge life. 

His treatment at Oak Ridge caused Mr. Dale intense short-term harm and more 

subtle, intermittent long-term harm. Dr. Maier was directly involved in his 

treatment. 

  ii)  General damages 

[303] As with virtually all of the Plaintiffs, there is a wide gap between what Plaintiffs’ counsel 

submit Mr. Dale should be awarded in general damages and what Defendants’ counsel submit he 

deserves. Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $750,000 on his behalf, while Defendants’ counsel concede that 
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he should be awarded $42,000 for the substantial short-term harm and more mild long-term harm 

that he has endured. 

[304] Plaintiffs’ counsel cite the Blackwater factors as supporting Mr. Dale’s claim. They argue 

that his circumstances (i.e. his vulnerabilities) at the time, the nature and  extent of the wrongdoing 

done to him, the position of the Defendants and their relationship with him, and the injurious 

consequences of the wrongful conduct, all add up to a substantial award for non-pecuniary loss. 

They also argue that Mr. Dale’s difficult childhood, his admitted alcoholism, the abuse he suffered 

at training schools, and his history of mental illness all made him particularly sensitive to the harms 

inflicted on him at Oak Ridge. This made his experiences in the Capsule and with DDT drugs – 

and, in particular, with alcohol “treatments” administered by Dr. Maier – especially painful for 

him.  

[305] Defendants’ counsel acknowledge that Mr. Dale spent eight days altogether in the Capsule 

and three weeks in the DDT program. They analogize his experience to Row v. British Columbia 

(Attorney General), 2006 BCSC 199, where a prison inmate suffered a fractured skull and 

lacerations upon being beaten with a squeegee handle by another inmate for which the Crown was 

held liable. The assault also led to ongoing headaches, a long-term decrease in mental awareness, 

and PTSD that in turn contributed to symptoms of depression and paranoia: Ibid., at para 49. The 

Court found the prison guards to have been negligent in not properly supervising inmates during 

their shift change, and awarded the claimant damages in the amount of $35,000 (which is $42,819 

adjusted for inflation): Ibid., at paras 47, 53. 

[306] The Row case does have a number of similarities to Mr. Dale’s case, including the fact that 

the inmate-on-inmate violence in prison is akin to the patient-on-patient harms perpetrated in Oak 

Ridge. Likewise, the injuries suffered in Row are analogous, although more physical, to that 

suffered by Mr. Dale as a result of his Capsule and DDT experiences.  

[307] In Row, it took the victim of the beating some time to recover from the cognitive 

impairment caused by the incident, while for Mr. Dale it took some time to recover from the 

psychic impairment caused by the STU. In testifying at the damages phase of the trial, Mr. Dale 

described how, after experiencing Oak Ridge, he was unable to handle the unstructured exuberance 

of university life. He testified that the experience had, at least in the short term, impacted to such 

a degree on his emotional state that he felt he was “at the bottom of the pit” and could not cope.  

[308] The one Blackwater factor that stands out for Mr. Dale and that is less prominent in the 

Row case is the relationship of the Defendants to the injured party. While both were in the custody 

of Her Majesty when injured, there is a qualitative difference between prison guards in a jail setting 

and medical professionals in a hospital setting. Mr. Dale was admitted to Oak Ridge in a civil 

procedure for medical purposes, and was entitled to be treated as a medical patient under the care 

of a physician rather than as an inmate governed by the rule of security guards. 

[309] The B.C. court in Row found that the prison guards were negligent in allowing an inmate 

get-together during the unsupervised moments of a shift change for the guards, and the B.C. 

government was found liable for that negligence. In Mr. Dale’s case, Dr. Maier was not negligent, 

but rather was in breach of a fiduciary duty in allowing other patients to dictate Mr. Dale’s course 

of treatment. This was described by Dr. Bradford in the first phase of the trial as unethical medical 
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practice, and under the circumstances was an egregious breach of duty by Dr. Maier and the Crown 

on behalf of the institution of Oak Ridge: Barker Trial I, at para 404. Accordingly, Mr. Dale is 

entitled to just over double the award issued in Row.  

[310] Mr. Dale is awarded $100,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[311] Mr. Dale was not an underage patient at Oak Ridge when he was there in the 1970s. He 

entered the institution as a 23 year-old and remained there until he was 26. He was, of course, in a 

highly vulnerable position vis-à-vis the institution and those in charge of his treatment, as he was 

a mentally ill young man committed involuntarily to the care and complete control of a maximum 

security mental hospital. In this, however, he was no different than all of the other Oak Ridge 

patients. As explained previously in these reasons, in and of itself the Defendants’ breach of their 

fiduciary duties toward a patient would not automatically give rise to punitive damages. There 

must be something more to demonstrate the high handedness or immorality of the Defendants’ 

conduct. 

[312] As already indicated, Mr. Dale began drinking at age 16 and came to Oak Ridge as a full-

fledged alcoholic. All of his misbehaviour leading up to his Oak Ridge admission had been fueled 

by alcohol. By the time he was placed in the DDT program, he had made a commitment to himself 

never to drink alcohol again. Indeed, since leaving Oak Ridge he has managed to stay alcohol-free, 

although he testified that he still considers himself to be an alcoholic to this day.  

[313] With that personal background in mind, the extent to which Mr. Dale’s care was delegated 

to other patients takes on new meaning. I found, at Barker Trial I, at para 391, that alcohol was 

foisted on Mr. Dale as part of the DDT program at the recommendation of other patients and at 

the apparent agreement or acquiescence of medical staff: 

In initiating the alcohol treatment, the patients in Mr. Dale’s group recorded in this 

report that they did so because they were curious to see the effects of alcohol on an 

alcoholic who had committed serious crimes while under the influence: 

We, Tribe III recommend that Roy receive an alcohol drug treatment. We 

would like to see the effects on himself emotionally when under the 

influence of alcohol as he commit [sic] his crimes while under the 

influence. Roy wants to get into past feelings around his family to find out 

if he has come to a healthy resolve [sic] of such. 

[314] As the Doctors’ counsel put it in their final written submissions: “He also suffered 

considerable short-term harm in having to consume large quantities of alcohol to satisfy the 

curiosity of other patients as to how he would handle it”. To give a person struggling with alcohol 

addiction an “alcohol treatment”, as the Clinical Records tend to record a drinking session where 

large quantities of straight alcohol are forced on the patient, is about as egregious a breach of 

fiduciary duties as one can imagine. In the Row case, by comparison, the claimant was a recovering 

heroin addict, and the guards were negligent in leaving him alone with other unsupervised inmates; 

but he was not taken to the prison infirmary and “treated” by other inmates to a forced shot of 

heroin.  
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[315] In a January 19, 1978 clinical record, Dr. Maier made it clear that Mr. Dale would not be 

recommended for release from Oak Ridge until he underwent more alcohol treatments. That 

notation, which is in the evidentiary record from the first phase of the trial, states, in part [emphasis 

added]: 

Roy told us that he felt he would need someone over him to keep a close eye on 

him when he leaves Oak Ridge. At this point Dr. Maier commented that this is the 

best statement of mental illness he has made and he should go back into therapy. 

Roy felt that he did not need an intensive therapy program at this time. It was 

pointed out that perhaps he should have alcohol treatments. This was a hard 

decision for Roy to make since he promised himself that he would never touch 

alcohol again. It was suggested that he go into therapy for a period of six months 

to check out what appears to be stability. Roy was told if he does not wish to do 

this he could stay working and wait to see what the Advisory Review Board says 

this year. Roy pointed out that he was thinking about staying in the Front Office for 

another five or six months but has also been wondering about taking some alcohol 

treatments. He told us that his crimes all occurred after being on an alcohol binge. 

Staff pointed out that it would be difficult for us to recommend a change in his 

Warrant until after six more months in therapy with alcohol treatments. Perhaps he 

should have one alcohol treatment per day for a period of three or four days. He 

was asked to think about this. He was also told that he would not be put in therapy 

until Roy decided to go himself. He was told that we would like to check out some 

areas by doing a series of alcohols. It was also mentioned that at his hospital 

conference this year we would have to state that our position would be not to 

recommend Roy out if he has not been in therapy and had not had some alcohol 

treatments. 

[316] Unlike some of the other patients who underwent alcohol sessions as part of the DDT, this 

was not administered to Mr. Dale with therapeutic intent; rather, as the Clinical Records point out, 

alcohol was administered to Mr. Dale, with Dr. Maier’s approval, to satisfy the other patients’ 

morbid curiosity. The level of high handedness and the lack of basic morality, let alone medical 

ethics, embodied by this treatment, cries out for the Court’s denunciation.  

[317] Supplying Mr. Dale with alcohol in a clinical environment did not put his life in jeopardy 

in the way that pairing Mr. Brennan with a dangerous, homicidal patient may have done. But it did 

experiment with him for no medical purpose, and was more akin to toying with his addiction. This 

conduct by Dr. Maier and the Crown on behalf of the institution deserves to be addressed with 

punitive damages in at least some fraction of what Mr. Brennan has been awarded. I would put it 

at half of Mr. Brennan’s award.  

[318] Mr. Dale is awarded $100,000 in punitive damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

  iv)  Income loss 

[319] Counsel for the Plaintiffs submit that Mr. Dale is entitled to roughly $562,000 in damages 

for lost income. Counsel for the Defendants submit that Mr. Dale is not entitled to any damages at 

all under this heading.  
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[320] The first scenario posed by Mr. Wollach on behalf of the Plaintiffs is the income Mr. Dale 

would have earned had he pursued the degree in Social and Community Services at Western 

Ontario that he had enrolled to study. The second scenario posed by Mr. Wollach is the income he 

would have earned had he become a 911 dispatcher in 1995 following his back injury as a 

paramedic. The second scenario is not viable under the circumstance. Mr. Dale testified that he 

was offered a job as a 911 dispatcher after his injury, but could not do the work because the 

pressure on his back prevented him from sitting for more than 15 minutes at a time. He also 

testified that he is “computer illiterate”, which would have made the job impossible for him without 

further training. The Defendants’ vocational expert, Mr. Campbell, opined that given these 

impediments, it is unlikely Mr. Dale would have worked as a 911 dispatcher starting in 1995. 

 

[321] It is not speculative, however, and requires no expert evidence, to say that Mr. Dale might 

have studied Social and Community Services at a university level. The evidentiary record 

establishes that he was already accepted and enrolled in the degree program. Had he not dropped 

out due to his inability to handle the university environment, that would likely have been his career 

path.  

[322] According to Mr. Wollach, the total income loss for Mr. Dale in this scenario would be 

$1,230,29. From this one must subtract the WCIB payments in the total amount of $667,675 which 

Mr. Dale received, lest the income replacement turn into a double payment. Mr. Andrade, the 

Defendants’ damages expert, has also noted a number of small calculation and data entry errors 

made by Mr. Wollach, which when taken into account bring Mr. Dale’s lost income to $515,440. 

From here, the question is how much of this lost income was actually caused by Mr. Dale’s 

experience in the STU programs. 

[323] As Dr. Booth pointed out in his report submitted on behalf of the Defendants, Mr. Dale has 

suffered from depression since well before Oak Ridge. This pre-existing condition, combined with 

his history of personality disorder, indicate to Dr. Booth that Mr. Dale likely had a recurrent major 

depressive disorder before he entered Oak Ridge. This appears borne out by the fact that Mr. Dale 

has continued to suffer depressive episodes after his back injury in 1994, which has been part of 

the reason he has not been able to resume work since that time.  

 

[324] According to Dr. Booth – and there is no contrary opinion in the record to counter this – 

men who do not have depression generally have a 10%-15% lifetime risk of a major depressive 

episode, but once a major depressive episode occurs the risk of relapse is 50%. Further, each 

subsequent episode increases the likelihood of future episodes.  

 

[325] In addition to all of that, while Mr. Dale’s DDT and Capsule experiences contributed to his 

inability to handle the university environment that he entered shortly after his release from Oak 

Ridge, it was not the sole contributing factor. Mr. Dale not only had mental health issues, he also 

had no experience of higher education. It is unknown whether he would have enjoyed and 

succeeded at university or not.   

[326] Moreover, some of Mr. Dale’s reason for not being able to handle the University of 

Western Ontario environment is for social reasons; testifying at the damages stage of the trial, he 

described the students he encountered as “spoiled brats”. This may well have more to do with Mr. 

Dale’s age and maturity after Oak Ridge than with any particular STU program he encountered 
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there. That is, had he spent his three pre-university years in a maximum-security mental hospital 

but not been put in the Capsule or given any DDT drugs, there is a significant chance that he may 

still have felt like a fish out of water on a university campus. 

[327] Taking all of this into account, the STU cannot be said to have caused more than 20% of 

Mr. Dale’s lost income. I would therefore use Mr. Wollach’s calculations and Mr. Andrade’s 

adjustments to those calculations, take 20% of the bottom-line figure, and then round the number 

down slightly in determining what amount is payable by the Defendants.  

[328] Mr. Dale is awarded $100,000 in damages for lost income as against Dr. Maier and the 

Crown.   

 h)  Maurice Desrochers 

[329] The discussion of Maurice Desrocher’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 

411-433. 

[330] Mr. Desrochers died on June 22, 2006. His sister, Lorraine Desrochers, is his estate 

representative and has brought this claim in that capacity. 

[331] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Desrocher. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[332] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that the Crown is liable for having caused Mr. 

Desrochers mild long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[333] To summarize my findings, Mr. Desrochers spent nearly five years at Oak Ridge. He was 

committed on September 15, 1980 at the age of 18, having been found not guilty by reason of 

insanity for killing his mother and shooting and wounding his father. As noted in Barker Trial I, 

at para 412, his admission and entire time at Oak Ridge was after Drs. Barker and Maier had 

already left. The Capsule and DDT programs had by then been terminated. Mr. Desrocher’s claim 

relates solely to the time he spent in MAPP. 

[334] Ms. Desrochers testified that her brother had a sad and troubled childhood, characterized 

by being badly bullied, anemia and anger management problems, and substance abuse, ending with 

his having been removed from the family home at the age of 14. He shot his parents under the 

influence of a mix of drugs and alcohol while experiencing violent visions, and attempted suicide 

shortly thereafter while in custody. He was ultimately found NGRI and was sent to Oak Ridge 

where he was mostly a quiet patient, but on occasion would show a volatile side and would flare 

up with belligerence: Ibid., at paras. 414-16. 

[335] The Clinical records show that Mr. Desrochers spent a considerable time in MAPP, 

primarily for being uncooperative during group therapy sessions. He found it difficult to adhere to 

the strict disciplinary regime required of patients MAPP, and reported being bullied by other 

patients in the program. The program itself turned out to be a viscious cycle for Mr. Desrochers. I 

found that the more he bridled at it the longer he stayed in it: Ibid., at para 421:  
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 The Clinical Records indicate that he was in MAPP at least a month from mid-

August 1981 to mid-September 1981. It seems that each time Mr. Desrochers was 

put in MAPP he was unable to accomplish the 14 perfect days it would have taken 

to end the session, and as a consequence it had to be repeated. A Clinical Record 

of November 25, 1981 states that, ‘Maurice said he would like to go to ‘E’ Ward. 

The patient has spent a considerable amount of time in the Motivation, Attitude, 

Participation Program.’ 

[336] Mr. Desrochers apparently responded well to eventually being made a “patient-teacher” at 

Oak Ridge, and this improvement in his mindset ultimately allowed for his release in early 1985 

with a diagnosis of “Personality Disorder, Antisocial, Drug Abuse”: Ibid., at para 423.  

[337] There is also indication in the record that he suffered from schizophrenia, and that the 

MAPP program was particularly difficult on patients with this type of mental illness. Dr. Bradford 

testified that, “Mr. Desrochers was vulnerable because he suffered from Schizophrenia and the 

programs in MAPP were traumatizing and had a negative effect on individuals suffering from 

Schizophrenia”; likewise, Dr. Hucker opined that MAPP was “ill advised” for Mr. Desrochers and 

was in general an “inhumane” form of punishment: Ibid., at paras 426-27. 

[338] Mr. Desrochers died some 20 years after his release from Oak Ridge. His sister testified 

that the MAPP sessions had caused him to re-live his childhood experience of having been bullied, 

and left him with a lingering sense of anger for the rest of his life. His psychiatric problems were 

not, of course, all caused by having been in MAPP, but he received ill-advised punishment in 

addition to treatment during his time at Oak Ridge. That, in turn, caused him substantial pain while 

it lasted and lingering upset after his release: Ibid., at paras 431-32. 

 ii)  General damages 

[339] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seeks $350,000 in general damages for Mr. Desrochers. They 

cite the Blackwater factors, and submit that as a schizophrenic Mr. Desrochers was particularly 

vulnerable to a program like MAPP and that the Crown was in a position of complete authority 

over him.  

[340] Plaintiffs’ counsel also compare Mr. Desrocher’s experience to that of the claimant in 

Weafer, supra. As they put it in their written submissions, the Weafer claimant “was negligently 

administered a single overdose of ketamine in the hospital and was awarded general damages of 

$55,000 ($67,457).” By contrast, they point out that Mr. Desrochers spent up to 50 days in MAPP. 

Not stated in this argument, however, is that the patient in Weafer was given a near fatal drug 

overdose and had to be resuscitated when his bodily functions failed entirely.  

[341] Mr. Desrochers, on the other hand, was placed in a very uncomfortable program that caused 

him distress and exacerbated the gastrointestinal problems he had been experiencing, but it did not 

bring him to the edge of death. Although I found that Mr. Desrochers suffered substantially in the 

short term, there is substantial and then there is substantial. The short-term harm he suffered 

deserves compensation, but it is not of the magnitude of that described in Weafer. 

[342] Counsel for the Crown suggests that $30,000 is the appropriate figure for general damages. 

They do not provide a comparative case for short term harm. It is also the Crown’s submission that 
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the mild long-term that I described in Barker Trial I, at para 432, “a lingering sense of anger”, 

does not rise to the threshold for an award of general damages. They point out that for damages to 

be awarded, the harm must “rise above the ordinary annoyances, anxieties and fears ‘that come 

with living in civil society’”: Saadati v. Moorehead, [2017] 1 SCR 543, at para 37. 

[343] While the Weafer case illustrates short-term suffering that is far beyond what Mr. 

Desrochers experienced in MAPP, the Saadati case sets a low threshold which even the mild long-

term pain experienced by Mr. Desrochers surpasses. While everyone can have lingering anger at 

a past incident in their life, Mr. Desrocher’s anger stayed with him until the end of his days because 

it was caused by what should have been a healing experience. The ongoing memory of MAPP for 

a person with Mr. Desrocher’s mental condition passes the Saadati threshold.  

[344] Mr. Desrochers deserves a general damages award that is higher than the Crown’s 

suggestion. He was a highly vulnerable 18-year old mentally ill patient who had killed his own 

mother while in a delirium. The institution to which he was sent should have known better than to 

subject him to a harsh punishment regime, and that regime did have a serious impact on him. On 

the other hand, the MAPP sessions were not literally deadly like the drug overdose in Weafer. It 

caused Mr. Desrochers to re-experience past schoolyard bullying, not to experience to terror of his 

own ultimate demise as the claimant in Weafer had described. 

[345] Mr. Desrochers is awarded $45,000 in general damages as against the Crown. 

 iii)  Punitive damages 

[346] Counsel for the Doctors point out in their general submissions regarding punitive damages 

that in Jonasson, supra, at para. 2, the Alberta Court of Appeal reversed an award of punitive 

damages because the trial judge had concluded the defendant’s conduct was not malicious, even 

though the trial judge had also held the conduct “displayed an outrageous degree of negligence”. 

While the placing of Mr. Desrochers in MAPP was intentional in the sense that the staff at Oak 

Ridge deliberately operated MAPP and recorded the incidents in Mr. Desrochers’ clinical records, 

the intention was to benefit him. It was a misguided intention, to be sure, but it speaks of a 

motivation that is inconsistent with a punitive damages award. 

 

[347] The evidence in the record indicates that by the time Mr. Desrochers arrived in Oak Ridge, 

the MAPP was a disciplinary program used in other institutions in Ontario. It was a harsh – 

inhumanely harsh by today’s standards – but at the time accepted form of punishment program for 

maximum security institutions.  

[348] Terrible as MAPP was, it was a hidden or forbidden torture device. While Dr. Bradford 

accurately described it as entailing “positional torture” by prohibiting bodily movement for 

extended periods of time, it was not a clandestine policy used on patients outside of the public’s 

gaze. It was well studied by the media and by the Ombudsman’s office, and was emulated at other 

institutions in the province. The Oak Ridge staff that prescribed periods in MAPP for Mr. 

Desrochers were wrong in applying the program to someone in his position, but they were not 

sending him to what was at the time considered a by-definition immoral program or one that would 

have been ethically out of bounds. 
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[349] The placement of Mr. Desrochers in MAPP was medically useless and should not have 

been done. But it was not done in a way that attracts punitive damages. 

 i)  Donald Everingham 

[350] The discussion of Donald Everingham’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 

434-491. 

[351] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Everingham. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[352] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Everingham mild short-term harm. 

[353] To summarize my findings, Mr. Everingham was first sent to Oak Ridge from March 7, 

1975 to May 3, 1975, when he was 29 years old, for an assessment after being charged with the 

particularly brutal attempted murder and sexual assault of an 8-year old girl. He was re-admitted 

to Oak Ridge later that year, on October 17, 1975, after having committed another violent sexual 

assault for which he was found NGRI. He remained at Oak Ridge and its successor institution, 

Waypoint, until 2012 when he was transferred to Brockville Mental Health Centre: Ibid., at paras 

434, 463. He testified that he was a heavy drug user and an alcoholic before Oak Ridge. He had a 

lengthy criminal history separate from his index offence.  

[354] Mr. Everingham was in all three of the impugned STU programs. He was reported to be 

aggressive with other patients in the Capsule and earned a session in the MAPP by committing 

small disciplinary infractions. None of the programs were pleasant for him – he had to be removed 

from MAPP due to stomach problems, and at least one of his DDT sessions ended with reported 

chest pains and a concern about heart irregularity. Another of his DDT sessions – an alcohol 

treatment – ended with a violent altercation between Mr. Everingham and several other patients. 

He was also made a member of the security committee after subduing an aggressive patient with 

just one hand. He testified that he responded positively to his time on the security committee: Ibid., 

at paras 452, 456, 460, 462. 

[355] The record shows that Mr. Everingham has been a dangerous person, prone to violence, 

virtually his whole life. At para 467, I noted that a 2003 Report written by Dr. Bradford to the 

Ontario Review Board indicated that despite his age and diminished physical abilities, he still 

represented a risk to the public: 

Mr. Everingham continues to pose a significant risk to the safety of the public. This 

is due to the severity of his index offences, his diagnoses of sexual sadism and 

antisocial personality disorder, his elevated score on the psychopathy checklist, and 

recent violence over the last year. 

[356] The record shows some debate among the experts as to how much a person with Mr. 

Everingham’s type of personality disorder and inclination to violence could have been emotionally 

harmed in the STU programs. Dr. Bradford testified that they traumatized him, while Dr. Booth 
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testified that he had a number of strong psychological defenses that would have made him more 

impervious to the programs. I found, at para 481, that “in the Capsule and groups with other 

patients he was a domineering participant rather than a submissive one.” Mr. Everingham himself 

testified that he was proud of the assertive role he was able to assume in the STU, at para 483:  

The psychotics on that ward, they were teachers. I was the coordinator of the 

teachers. I was a teacher first, and the became a coordinator of teachers… We tried 

to relieve their anxieties…we tried to bring them down from where they were to a 

more stable level. No staff. And you also – no – no pro staff, just the patients helping 

patients. And there wasn’t too many patients that could do that. 

[357] In all, the STU experience had relatively little impact on Mr. Everingham. He came there 

a very dangerous and violent man with an antisocial personality disorder and a diagnosis as a 

sexual predator, and he left in more or less the same state. His mental illness could not disguise 

the discomforts of the three programs, but it did arm him against the more severe of the harms and 

against long term impact. The Clinical Records show that Dr. Maier was directly involved with 

his treatment. 

  ii)  General damages 

[358] Counsel for the Plaintiffs submit that Mr. Everingham should be awarded $200,000 “to 

sufficiently redress the significant physical and mental injuries the STU Programs caused him”. 

The problem with this submission is that I did not find that Mr. Everingham suffered significant 

physical and mental injuries. I found, at para 490, that “[t]he treatments he received at Oak Ridge 

caused Mr. Everingham short-term harm in the form of physical discomfort…” 

[359] Counsel for the Defendants submit that Mr. Everingham’s injuries were minimal and do 

not cross the threshold for a compensable award, and that “mental injury is not proven by the 

existence of mere psychological upset: Saadati, supra, at para 37. They submit that he be given 

nominal damages of $100. The problem with this submission is that I found, at para 490, not just 

discomfort but endangerment “by placing him without proper supervision in intense situations 

where he was prone to getting into fights with other patients.” 

[360] Plaintiffs’ counsel argues that Mr. Everingham’s experience made him a vulnerable person 

under the Blackwater categories, primarily because he came from an abusive home and he was a 

substance abuser. While those two factors are true, it is rather hard to characterize Mr. Everingham 

as truly vulnerable; he has since prior to Oak Ridge been a domineering, violent sexual predator 

who preys on those who are actually vulnerable: Barker Trial I, at para 485. Of course, as an 

involuntary patient in a maximum-security institution he was vulnerable to the institution’s rules 

and regulations, but that is a different kind of vulnerability than what the Plaintiffs say is within 

the Blackwater principles. 

[361] Counsel for the Defendants submit that if I intend to award more than nominal damages, I 

should compare Mr. Everingham’s case to Boer v Cairns, 2003 CarswellOnt 2524 (SCJ). There, 

the claimant was forced by the elders of the Jehovah’s Witnesses church to confront her father, 

who had sexually abused her. She was terrified to do so, felt serious distress following the incident, 

and her pre-existing psychological condition deteriorated. Defendants’ counsel observe that the 
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description of the harm she suffered greatly exceeds any description of the harm suffered by Mr. 

Everingham. The Court awarded the Boer claimant $6,687 in general damages for pain and 

suffering.  

 

[362] I agree with Defendants’ counsel that the Boer case describes a traumatic event imposed 

on a truly vulnerable person, whereas Mr. Everingham is not really in that category. That said, 

having to endure the STU programs, domineering as he was, cannot be described as “mere 

psychological upset”. It did more than to trigger “the ordinary annoyances, anxieties and fears that 

come with living in a civil society”: Saadati, at para 37. There was nothing ordinary about the 

Capsule, DDT, and MAPP programs. The short-term harm incurred by Mr. Everingham is valued 

at more than a nominal amount but less than half the Boer damages award. 

[363] Mr. Everingham is awarded $3,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the 

Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[364] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek punitive damages in the amount of $475,000 in respect of the 

treatment of Mr. Everingham. In support of this request, they repeat that Mr. Everingham came 

from a broken and vulnerable background, the Defendants were in a position of authority and had 

control over him as a patient, and that the STU programs were known to have been designed to 

break patients down and to instill pain.  

[365] As I have said previously in these reasons, the programs were wrongful and caused harm, 

and for that they generate compensatory awards. Without more, however, the evidence does not 

support an award of punitive damages. The Defendants generally thought of the hardship imposed 

by the programs to be in the nature of temporary pain for ultimate gain, which is a potentially 

unpleasant but not an immoral mindset with which a doctor might approach a patient.  

[366] Further, although Mr. Everingham was placed in bad programs that were of no therapeutic 

value to him, he was permitted to opt out of them when he expressed a desire to do so. Thus, he 

was removed from MAPP when he felt physically ill, he was taken off heart stressing DDT drugs 

when he was diagnosed with heart problems, and he was permitted to reverse his course and back 

out of the LSD program before being given any of the drug. He indicated that the other times he 

was in the programs he had only “consented” in order to obtain better treatment in the STU. That 

may be the case as it was with other Plaintiffs, but that does not undermine the fact that he was 

able to withdraw from specific treatments when medical staff perceived them to be harmful. 

[367] The criteria for “blameworthiness” leading to a punitive damages award as described in 

Whiten, at para 113, are not met in here. There is no award for punitive damages in respect of Mr. 

Everingham. 

 j)  John Finlayson 

[368] John Finlayson died while the first phase of the trial was still under reserve. His claim has 

been continued by his estate trustee, Harry Ronald Preston.  

[369] The discussion of Mr. Finlayson’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 492-525. 
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[370] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Finlayson. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[371] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Finlayson mild short-term harm. 

[372] To summarize my findings, Mr. Finlayson was in the STU for nearly five years, from 

March 1974 to January 1979, having been found NGRI for the murder of a young boy. Prior to 

that, he had perpetrated a number of other criminal acts, including an assault on a young woman 

and attempting to strangle a 4-year old child. On admission to Oak Ridge, a letter from a Crown 

attorney to medical staff at Penetanguishene explained that Mr. Finlayson had been assessed by 

three different psychiatrists and concluded: “All three agreed that the prisoner was a most 

dangerous man.”: Ibid., at paras 499-500. 

[373] Mr. Finlayson testified that he grew up in an abusive environment with an alcoholic father 

and was the victim of a childhood sexual assault. He testified that he drank heavily in his youth 

and by the time he was 22 years old – well before being admitted to Oak Ridge – he was an 

alcoholic. His chronic drinking cost him his marriage, his job, and custody of his son. It also caused 

him to experience feelings of anger, depression, and aggression: Ibid., at paras 493-94, 497. 

[374] Unlike many of the other Plaintiffs, Mr. Finlayson was able to obey the various rules and 

regulations of life in the STU and so was never sent to MAPP. He was in the DDT program, and 

was administered Dexamyl-Tofranil for a seven week stint, Dexedrine on three separate occasions, 

and one Sodium Amytal and Ritalin session. He was in the Capsule for an LSD session that lasted 

four days, during which he complained that his partner insisted on playing John Denver music 

which got on his nerves and made his session uninteresting and essentially uneventful: Ibid., at 

paras 503-08. I found, at paras 522-24, that his DDT and Capsule experiences were wrongful and 

degrading, but otherwise not all that harmful to him: 

The DDT and Capsule, including the LSD experience, which Mr. Finlayson 

underwent at Oak Ridge in the 1970s were undoubtedly degrading. They did him 

no good, were not therapeutically beneficial, and he should not have been exposed 

to them. But they do not appear to have been traumatic for him. Even the LSD 

treatment was, in his words, not too severe but rather too ‘placid’… 

The DDT and Capsule programs administered to him by Dr. Maier caused Mr. 

Finlayson short-term harm in the sense that he was degraded and was used for the 

potential benefit of other patients. It appears from the evidence, however, that the 

experiences did not, even in the short term, cause him a painful breakdown or 

trauma. Dr. Maier was directly involved in Mr. Finlayson’s treatments, and, in 

particular, with his DDT experiences. 

Further, the evidence does not support the DDT and Capsule programs having 

caused him long term harm. He came out of Oak Ridge essentially the same person 

he was when he went in. 
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[375] In 1989, a decade after his release from Oak Ridge, Mr. Finlayson was found NGRI on 

charges of sexual assault and break and enter and was admitted to Kingston Psychiatric Hospital. 

He deposed in an affidavit that “doctors have variously described my illness as unspecified 

personality disorder, immature personality, chronic alcoholism, substance abuse, sexual sadism, 

obsessive compulsive personality disorder, having premorbid narcissistic and antisocial features, 

and paraphilia. While the diagnoses changed from one to another, I seem to have never been 

psychologically healthy.”: Ibid., at pars 515-16. 

  ii)   General damages 

[376] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a general damages award of $225,000 for Mr. Finlayson. As with 

other Plaintiffs, they cite the Blackwater factors and stress Mr. Finlayson’s vulnerabilities as a 

person who came from an oppressive background and the Defendants’ breach of their duties and 

their position as responsible for patient welfare and care in a custodial mental hospital.  

[377] Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. Finlayson is entitled to nominal damages only. They 

stress my finding, at para 524, that “the [DDT and Capsule] experiences did not, even in the short 

term, cause him a painful breakdown or trauma.” In taking this position, they characterize this as 

a case where the Plaintiff’s legal rights were violated but no compensable loss has been established 

and so nothing more than nominal damages is warranted: Place Concorde East Ltd. Partnership 

v. Shelter Corp of Canada Ltd., 2006 CanLII 16346, at paras. 75-78 (Ont CA). 

[378] Counsel for the Doctors further submit that in the event that I decide that more than nominal 

damages should be awarded to Mr. Finlayson, the Boer case, supra, is as relevant to his situation 

as it is to that of Mr. Everingham discussed above. There, the elders of a young girl’s church forced 

her to confront her abusive father, causing her distress and exacerbating her pre-existing 

psychological issues. The Court awarded her just over $6,700 in general damages for harm which 

the Doctors’ counsel characterizes as far worse than any harm that Mr. Finlayson was found to 

have experienced. 

[379] I agree with counsel for the Plaintiffs that there is nothing ordinary about the DDT and 

Capsule programs, and the that the time spent in those programs amount to more than the “ordinary 

annoyances…that come with living in a civil society”: Saadati, at para 37. It warrants some 

compensatory award beyond mere acknowledgment of the wrong through a nominal amount of 

damages. That said, Mr. Finlayson was not found to have suffered in the programs other than their 

overall degrading atmosphere and the knowledge that he was in them and that they provided him 

with no therapeutic benefit.  

[380] Mr. Finlayson did not suffer the distress that the claimant in Boer suffered in reliving a 

traumatic encounter with a parent, and did not suffer the aggressive confrontational situations in 

the Capsule that Mr. Everingham suffered. Mr. Finlayson was cooperative and his experiences 

were by his own account “placid”. His experiences entitle him to slightly more than nominal 

damages, but only about one-third of what the claimant in Boer received.  

[381] Mr. Finlayson is awarded $2,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 
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[382] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award in the amount of $475,000. In doing so, 

They stress the experimental nature of the STU programs, Mr. Finlayson’s lack of real consent to 

his participation, his position as a mental patient in a custodial institution, and the irresponsibility 

of a public institution running such programs. All of those features of the case are generally 

accurate and apply to all of the Plaintiffs who were in the programs.  

[383] Plaintiffs’ counsel also stress Mr. Finlayson’s vulnerability and his having been exploited 

by Dr. Maier for use as a subject in what were essentially experimental programs. I did find, at 

para 144, that “[t]he evidence shows that the impugned programs were both treatment/therapy and 

research/experimentation”, and to the extent that they fell into the latter category they were 

wrongful. However, to make a compelling case for punitive damages, the Defendants’ conduct 

would have to be covered by the categories set out in Whiten, supra, at para 113, including that 

“the defendant’s awareness that what he or she was doing was wrong”. As I have discussed earlier 

in these reasons, the Defendants were not generally aware of the wrongfulness of the programs, 

except where the heightened vulnerability of underage or, perhaps, obviously schizophrenic 

patients would have triggered that awareness. 

[384] Mr. Finlayson did not prompt any such special concern. That is not to say he was not 

harmed; indeed, I found that he did suffer some short-term harm in the STU programs. However, 

I also found, at para 504, that “[t]he Clinical Records do not contain any indication of complaints 

or trauma experienced by Mr. Finlayson during these treatments”: Ibid., at para 504.  

[385] Absent some more specific abusive or hurtful treatment aimed at Mr. Finlayson, the 

evidence does not support a finding of punitive damages in his case. 

 k)  Terry Ghetti 

[386] The discussion of Terry Ghetti’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 526-583. 

[387] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Ghetti. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[388] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Ghetti mild short-term harm. 

[389] To summarize my findings, the years of Mr. Ghetti’s youth were “sad, troubled, and 

ultimately filled with crime and violence”: Ibid., at para 527. He was committed to Oak Ridge on 

December 5, 1973, when he was 28 years old, having already had a lengthy criminal history. His 

index offence was the rape and murder of a 77-year-old woman; while awaiting trial on remand at 

the Don jail, he also killed a fellow inmate: Ibid., at paras 542-544. 

 

[390] He was diagnosed prior to being sent to Oak Ridge, with psychopathy and antisocial 

personality disorder of an aggressive type, and that diagnosis has not changed over the years. He 

continues to be a danger to the public and resides at Waypoint until today. As one psychiatrist who 

examined him in 1973 explained it, Mr. Ghetti often speaks of his ability to control other people: 

“I cannot be sure that this represents delusional thinking, as I am sure people would be terrified of 
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him. However, it does represent a complete lack of appreciation of the effect of his behaviour on 

others, and he is totally lacking in conscience in this regard”: Ibid., at para 543. 

 

[391] Mr. Ghetti was in all three of the STU programs. Like some of the other Plaintiffs, he was 

a domineering figure toward his fellow patients, and may have instilled more fear in them than the 

harm he suffered himself. As I indicated, at paras 581-83, that does not mean he did not experience 

treatment that he should never have been made to experience: 

With all that they did not break him down, it is also accurate to say of the STU 

programs that they were not therapeutically beneficial to Mr. Ghetti. Having been 

placed in MAPP on numerous occasions, he was doubtless hurt by a program 

designed to hurt. While Mr. Ghetti has a tough exterior and seemingly impenetrable 

mental defenses, he is not immune to pain. Indeed, in a single sentence of his 

testimony at trial, he framed the entire debate between the experts about whether 

patients with psychopathic personalities are truly harmed by experiences aimed at 

breaking down mental defenses like those in the STU programs: ‘Because a guy is 

tough it doesn’t mean he’s not effected by it.’… 

On other occasions it was the DDT program that was used by the Doctor as a control 

mechanism for Mr. Ghetti. As he put it in cross-examination: “[e]very time I had 

an argument with Maier, he put me on seven weeks of Dexamyl.” He was 

aggressive and uncooperative toward Dr. Maier and others, and was responded to 

with what could be described as an amped up application of the harshest STU 

programs. 

 

Mr. Ghetti may not have felt the same kind of pain that many other patients felt 

from these programs, but they did augment his sense of frustration and feelings that 

the world was against him. He did not deserve that. The STU programs to which he 

was subjected by Dr. Barker and, especially, Dr. Maier, who was directly involved 

with his treatments, caused him perhaps not intense harm, but some degree of 

indignity and harm in the short term. 
 

[392] Although the STU programs were not pleasant for Mr. Ghetti, and were mainly used for 

disciplinary purposes, they did not change him in any way. I found, at para 577, that “The medical 

records on Mr. Ghetti, from his earliest encounters with institutional life up until his present-day 

evaluations, establish that he was a domineering and violent individual suffering from an antisocial 

personality disorder as a young man, and that he remains so today.” In other words, they caused 

him to experience indignity and frustration, but otherwise “Mr. Ghetti neither improved as a result 

of his STU experience nor deteriorated as a result”: Ibid., at para 578. 

  ii)  General damages 

[393] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek an award of $175,000 in compensatory damages for the indignity 

that Mr. Ghetti endured over 389 cumulative days in one of the three STU programs. This included 

extensive time in the MAPP, in the Capsule, and numerous DDT regimens. They submit that he 

was, like all of the patients subjected to these programs, degraded by the Capsule experience and 

in some way hurt by the DDT program and by his time in MAPP. 
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[394] Defendants’ counsel state that Mr. Ghetti should be awarded a nominal amount as general 

damages. They stress my findings that the STU programs caused him to experience the short term 

the augmentation of his frustration and some degree of indignity. They submit that this type of 

mild, short-term psychiatric harm is not compensable under the Saadati principle that the harm 

must be more than an ordinary type of harm. In that case, they argue, the Court of Appeal’s ruling 

in Place Concord, supra, provides that a nominal award of $100 is the appropriate way to signal 

the wrongful conduct of the Defendants. 

 

[395] While Mr. Ghetti did not suffer in any typical way from the STU programs, he suffered 

harm by being forced to share he experience with others who suffered. It effectively hardened him 

even further to the world. Mr. Ghetti is capable of flashes of insight into his own condition, and 

put the point as aptly as could be in his testimony: “I am built of all of these abuses I saw inflicted 

on others. I am made out of it.” A hard exterior to one’s psyche cannot, by definition, protect one 

against the harm of further hardening. This is not “mere psychological upset” or “ordinary 

annoyances” such as described in Saadati, at para 37. It is compensable harm.   

[396] That said, the harm done to Mr. Ghetti was short-term and mild. Again, it was less severe 

than that suffered by the claimant in Boer, supra, but it is over the compensation threshold. It 

deserves general damages at somewhat over the nominal damages amount. 

[397] Mr. Ghetti is awarded $1,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the 

Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[398] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek a punitive damages award for Mr. Ghetti in the amount of 

$450,000. Counsel for the Defendants submit that no punitive damages award is appropriate in 

Mr. Ghetti’s circumstances.  

[399] Plaintiffs’ counsel’s argument for punitive damages is based primarily on the inherent 

cruelty of MAPP, in which Mr. Ghetti spent a cumulative 240 days. They also stress that Mr. 

Ghetti was used by the Defendants to victimize other patients, which in turn augmented the 

discomfort of the program for Mr. Ghetti himself. As Plaintiffs’ counsel put it in their written 

submissions, he “was ‘put in positions of authority and close physical proximity to weaker, more 

vulnerable’ copatients and was enabled to be a ‘victimizer’”.  

[400] Defendants’ counsel point out that Dr. Barker and Dr. Maier played very different roles in 

respect of Mr. Ghetti. This is perhaps most clearly illustrated by Mr. Ghetti’s own testimony that 

he has no “specific complaints against Dr. Barker”: Barker Trial I, at para 559. Dr. Barker’s only 

involvement was ordering Mr. Ghetti to MAPP after Mr. Ghetti was noted to be sarcastic, verbally 

abusive, and threatening. Dr. Barker permitted Mr. Ghetti to be interviewed by duty counsel and 

the Ombudsman’s office during this time. In general, there is no evidence to suggest that Dr. 

Barker used MAPP – an admittedly terrible program that should never have been part of this or 

any other medical institution – in a malicious or high-handed way.  

 

[401] Mr. Ghetti’s experience with Dr. Maier was very different. He viewed Dr. Maier as in 

charge of his case and as an authority figure who exercises his power in an especially cruel way. 
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In Mr. Ghetti’s words, “he was like the – he was the leader. He was – he was like Hitler”: Ibid., at 

para 559. More to the point, while the MAPP was always meant to be a strictly disciplinary 

program aimed at correcting poor behaviour, the other two STU programs were designed to be 

therapeutic. The were, to be sure, a failed version of therapy, but they were nowhere described by 

or justified as a form of discipline or punishment.  

[402] Despite that theory, there is evidence in the record that Dr. Maier used the DDT program 

as a means of punishing Mr. Ghetti. The evidence shows that Dr. Maier authorized every one of 

Mr. Ghetti’s drug sessions, which were extensive – substantially more than the other Plaintiffs – 

and tended to last a very long time. One of the Dexamyl-Tofranil sessions stretched on for two 

weeks while other such sessions lasted a full seven weeks each. It is hard to believe that for all of 

this time Dr. Maier continued to believe that these sessions were therapeutic for Mr. Ghetti. He 

showed no signs of improvement, and continued all of the aggressive behaviour that he exhibited 

all along.  

[403] Indeed, Mr. Ghetti experienced all of this as a form of punishment – albeit a punishment 

that did not seem to accomplish anything. I found, at para 58,2 that DDT was used not as therapy 

but “as a control mechanism for Mr. Ghetti”: 

As he put it in cross-examination, ‘[e]very time I had an argument with Maier, he 

put me on seven weeks of Dexamyl.’ He was aggressive and uncooperative toward 

Dr. Maier and others, and was responded to with what could be described as an 

amped-up application of the harshest STU programs. 

[404] The theory that mind altering drugs could be used as a defense disrupting therapy was bad 

science but arguably for a good purpose – i.e. it was motivated by a desire, however misguided, to 

induce long term improvement for the patients. Using drugs that impact on the nervous system for 

disciplinary purposes takes the practice to an entirely different level and undermines the 

benevolent purpose. In Dr. Maier’s hands and as used on Mr. Ghetti, the DDT program became 

bad science for a bad purpose. Drugs designed to break down a patient’s psyche were administered 

to Mr. Ghetti for that purpose alone; that is, not to break his mental defenses down so that they 

could be built back up in a healthier state, but to inflict the pain of the breakdown for its own sake 

as a chemical form of control.  

[405] Prescribing drugs not for medicinal purposes but to punish misbehaviour is certainly within 

the meaning of high-handed and immoral conduct as used in the Whiten case. Dr. Maier persisted 

in this conduct over a lengthy period of time, and given that he was personally involved in 

disciplining Mr. Ghetti he must have been aware that he was using the DDT drugs for an improper 

purpose: Whiten, at para 113. Dr. Maier himself had written that the use of drugs to break down 

defenses was meant to be a “source of re-creativity”: Barker Trial I, at para 38. Although the 

program was a failure, it was meant to re-awaken the patient and not to deaden him.  

[406] While subjecting the Plaintiffs to DDT drugs generally requires a compensatory award, the 

special punitive treatment to which Mr. Ghetti was subjected is reprehensible and requires a further 

expression of the court’s disapproval. Mr. Ghetti was perhaps fortunate in that the drugs did not 

ultimately hurt him all that much. But that does not excuse their improper use. 
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[407] Mr. Ghetti is awarded $25,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier and 

50% as against the Crown. 

 l)  Bruce Hamill 

[408] I indicated in Barker Trial I, at para 584, that Bruce Hamill died after testifying in the first 

phase of the trial. His claim has been continued by his Estate Trustee, Lourdes Gamueda Hamill. 

[409] The discussion of Mr. Hamill’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 584-622. 

[410] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Hamill. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[411] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Hamill substantial short-term harm. 

[412] To summarize my findings, Mr. Hamill was committed to Oak Ridge in January 1978 at 

the age of 21, having been found NGRI for murdering a neighbour whom he had repeatedly 

stabbed. His life-long tendency toward violence and aggression was at least partly caused by an 

injury at birth causing him to suffer from temporal lobe epilepsy. He described himself as a “slow 

learner” who had never finished high school: Ibid., at paras 585, 587. He freely acknowledged that 

this physical injury was a source of his psychiatric problems, at para 610: 

Q. …And, Doctor Bradford testified that he observed a lack of remorse of the 

accused for the offences less than he would have expected from the accused in the 

circumstances. Do you remember not being as remorseful as you would expect 

about the person who was killed, Mr. Hamill? 

A. That’s temporal lobe epilepsy. That’s part of it, just part – part of the illness if 

you wanted to stay on this. 

[413] Mr. Hamill had a number of violent incidents while in custody prior to being sent to Oak 

Ridge. Upon arrival at Oak Ridge, he was described as paranoid, unpredictable and explosive: 

Ibid., at paras 590, 593. I concluded, at para 615, that “it is not possible to say that anything done 

to him or not done to him at Oak Ridge caused Mr. Hamill’s explosive violence. That was a result 

of his underlying mental illness which, the doctors examining him in the past (including Dr. 

Bradford himself) concluded, was likely a result of a brain injury that he sustained at birth.” 

[414] While at Oak Ridge, he was sent to MAPP frequently because of “his dangerous and 

aggressive behaviour”. These were very difficult experiences for him, as the Clinical Records 

establish that he was not emotionally equipped to deal with the stressful disciplinary program. One 

such record, for example, describes him in MAPP as “very unpredictable, uses the slightest 

aggravation as an excuse to start yelling and trying to act out in groups… Stated that he hated 

himself and has felt suicidal for the past week or so, had thoughts of punching out the windows in 

his room and to cut his throat while shaving”: Ibid., at paras 602-03.  
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[415] Mr. Hamill’s one DDT session was an Amytal-Ritalin prescribed on the orders of Dr. 

Maier, but otherwise had no involvement in the DDT program. He was not in the Capsule. He was 

frequently given non-DDT medications to calm him down and subdue his aggressive inclinations: 

Ibid., at paras 596, 606. 

[416] Mr. Hamill was transferred from Penetanguishene to Brockville Psychiatric Hospital, and 

from there to Royal Ottawa Hospital. In 1983, Dr. Bradford issued a report indicating that he had 

appeared to have stabilized, but that did not last very long. Mr. Hamill was again found NGRI for 

a murder he was charged with while on a day pass in 1991. A January 1993 Review Board decision 

summarizes Mr. Hamill’s condition, at para 609: 

Dr. Bradford testified that the accused ceased to take his prescribed medication 

prior to the commission of first degree murder, which indicates his potential 

dangerousness. Dr. Bradford also observed that the lack of remorse of the accused 

for the offence is less than he would have expected from the accused in the 

circumstances. 

[417] Oak Ridge did not change the unfortunate trajectory of Mr. Hamill’s life. But at the same 

time, I found, at paras 620-21, that the STU programs, and especially MAPP, were hurtful and 

harmful at least in the short term: 

 Sadly, from the moment of birth Mr. Hamill appears destined to have lived a 

frustrated, angry, volatile, and violent life. While it was possible to control the 

symptoms of his brain injury and resulting mental illness with anti-convulsant 

medication, there was little any medical intervention could have accomplished if 

he stopped taking his medicine. He had long-term brain damage when he entered 

the STU at Oak Ridge, and he had the same long-term brain damage when he left 

3 years later. 

That does not mean, however, that he deserved to be abused by his doctors and 

subjected to torment by other patients in the STU programs. The MAPP, in 

particular, caused him tremendous stress, anxiety, depression, indignity… 

  ii)  General damages 

[418] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek a general damages award for Mr. Hamill in the amount of 

$350,000. As with other Plaintiffs, they cite the Blackwater factors in support of this claim. 

Counsel submit that Mr. Hamill’s psychiatric condition, and in particular his temporal lobe injury, 

made him especially vulnerable to the harsh treatment of MAPP. They also state that Mr. Hamill 

had a documented history of self-harm which he continued to exhibit at Oak Ridge, and that Dr. 

Maier and the rest of the staff were in a position of trust and authority over him and failed to carry 

out their duties as required. 

[419] Counsel for the Defendants submit that a general damages award in the amount of just over 

$67,000 would be appropriate for Mr. Hamill. As with a number of other Plaintiffs who suffered 

short-term harm, they compare Mr. Hamill’s situation to the Weafer case where the claimant was 

given a nearly fatal overdose of Ketamine while in hospital and as a result suffered “extreme 

psychological shock”: Weafer, supra, at para 131. They argue that Mr. Hamill’s temporary, but 
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substantial distress, aligns with those facts, and that the awards for pain and suffering should be 

similar.  

[420] While the short term suffering of the Weafer claimant and Mr. Hamill may have features 

in common, the claimant in Weafer did not suffer from Mr. Hamill’s extreme frailties as a brain 

injured patient. While both were failed by the medical care that they received, Mr. Hamill was 

failed not by accident but by intentionally subjecting him to programs that he was not equipped to 

handle. In addition, he suffered the indignity of being forced to undergo the STU program sessions 

by other patients to whom authority had been delegated by Dr. Maier. His Clinical Records 

repeatedly illustrate Mr. Hamill’s frustration and his suffering from the other patients in MAPP, 

which provoked him into uncontrolled aggression.   

[421] Mr. Hamill may not have suffered the physical pain described in Weafer, but because of 

his extremely vulnerable mental state he suffered considerably more psychological anguish. While 

Weafer serves as a useful comparison, its real usefulness is to demonstrate that Mr. Hamill deserves 

at least double the award in that case. 

[422] Mr. Hamill is awarded general damages in the amount of $150,000 as against Dr. Maier 

and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[423] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award of $1,000,000 for Mr. Hamill. In doing 

so, they cite his inherent vulnerability, along with the fact that he suffered from the STU’s “culture 

of contempt for patient consent”. In their written submissions they submit that “an underlying 

trigger to Mr. Hamill’s aggression was the use of force by patient-staffed ‘security’ teams, and Mr. 

Hamill suffered extensively in patient-run MAPP sessions.” 

[424] Defendants’ counsel state that Mr. Hamill is not entitled to punitive damages. They observe 

that “while Dr. Maier was directly involved in Mr. Hamill’s treatment…there is no evidence that 

Dr. Maier [sent him to MAPP] with ill-intent… Mr. Hamill was sent to MAPP because his 

behaviour was frequently dangerous, aggressive and extremely volatile”.  

[425] While Plaintiffs’ counsel’s argument about Mr. Hamill’s suffering due to excessive 

delegation of decisional authority to other patients is accurate, it is also the very factor that has 

already been taken into account in assessing his general damages claim at the high end of the scale. 

As explained by both Dr. Barker and Dr. Maier, this policy generally stems from a lack of staff 

resources at Oak Ridge rather than from malice. In fact, it eventually took on a therapeutic 

rationale, in that the Doctors saw it as an approach that “keeps a patient continuously in the 

therapeutic milieu rather than giving him a periodic hour of professional therapy”: Barker Trial I, 

at para 33.  

[426] That approach has been characterized as wrongful by Dr. Bradford: Ibid., at para 404. It 

was certainly ill-thought out and, in Mr. Hamill’s case, harmful and counter-productive. But it was 

not motivated by a high-handed or immoral approach to patients. As such, it was not “such 

outrageous conduct that it cried out for the imposition of punitive damages”: Hill v Scientology, 

supra, at para 200. 
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[427] There is no punitive damages award in respect of Mr. Hamill’s claim.  

 m) Eldon Hardy 

[428] The discussion of Eldon Hardy’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 623-661. 

[429] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. Hardy. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[430] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Hardy moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[431] To summarize my findings, Mr. Hardy had a difficult youth in which he was abused by a 

number of adults. By the time he was found NGRI for a sexual assault on a young boy and admitted 

to Oak Ridge in 1972, he was already a heavy drinker and had been convicted of several previous 

indecent assaults and break and enter, and had served time in Kingston Penitentiary and Millbrook 

Correctional Centre. While at Kingston, Mr. Hardy attempted suicide and was sent to the 

psychiatric ward where he suffered a broken cheekbone after getting into a fight with another 

inmate who he said was raping him: Ibid., at 625. 

[432] Through all of this, and before he ever arrived at Oak Ridge, Mr. Hardy had developed a 

bitter view of physicians at Kingston. He also lived through a prison riot in which sexual offenders 

were violently targeted by other inmates. Under cross-examination during the first phase of the 

trial, he descried this incident as a “trauma”, and testified that until today he has “a lot of 

nightmares” about it: Ibid., at para 627. In a report dated March, 1991, Dr. Bradford identified the 

Kingston Penitentiary riot having contributed to Mr. Hardy’s paranoia and other psychiatric 

conditions that were already evident before his arrival at Oak Ridge: Ibid., at para 651. 

 

[433] Like several other Plaintiffs, Mr. Hardy had a difficult time with a Scopolamine treatment, 

but otherwise did not find the DDT sessions, including a four-day LSD session in the Capsule, to 

be negative experiences. He did find MAPP to be unpleasant, as did almost everyone else who was 

put in it. I found, at paras 656-58, that overall these sessions, including the ones that he seemed to 

like, did cause him both short and long term harm: 

I have no hesitation in concluding that Mr. Hardy suffered while in MAPP. 

Virtually everyone who went into that program did; it was designed to produce 

suffering. In this respect, Dr. Barker, who designed the program, admitted Mr. 

Hardy to it and assessed him, and, Dr. Maier, who was directly involved in his STU 

treatments and who sent him to MAPP on numerous occasions, caused Mr. Hardy 

short-term harm. 

The same can be said of the DDT program. Mr. Hardy may have enjoyed some of 

the drug and alcohol experiences, but that does not mean that they did not harm 

him. And he was certainly harmed in the short term by the painful month in 1973 

that he spent on Scopolamine ordered by Dr. Maier. He complained of pain during 
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the session, but was forced to finish the lengthy session before he could terminate 

further Scopolamine treatments. 

In addition to causing him short term harm, the MAPP and DDT programs caused 

him long term anxiety and paranoia. He may have had some of these syndromes 

prior to Oak Ridge, but the evidence shows that the time he spent in the STU 

augmented them and prevented them from fading with time. 

[434] In September 1982, Mr. Hardy was transferred to Queen Street Mental Health Centre. He 

was subsequently released into the community, but in 1985 was convicted of 2 charges of assault 

and was returned to Queen Street Mental Health Centre for another year. Then, in January 1987, a 

month after his discharge from Queen Street, he was re-admitted to Oak Ridge where he remained 

for another five years.  

[435] Following his discharge from Oak Ridge in 1992, he has spent time in Royal Ottawa 

Hospital, Kingston Psychiatric Hospital, and Brockville Mental Health Centre. He fled from the 

Royal Ottawa Hospital in 2001 and was subsequently re-admitted to Royal Ottawa Hospital where 

he remained until discharged in 2008. Within a year, however, he was returned to the Royal Ottawa 

when he was charged with a sexual assault and ultimately designated as a dangerous offender. He 

currently resides at the Brockville Mental Health Centre: Ibid., at paras 643-45. 

[436] In terms of employment, Mr. Hardy, who testified at the second phase of the trial that he 

had a grade 8 education, had a number of low wage jobs prior to entering Oak Ridge. He conceded 

in his testimony that he never held a job for more than six months. A Penetanguishene Case History 

dated April 1972 summarizes his occupations up until his Oak Ridge admission: 

OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY: 

Patient has held quite a number of jobs, usually of a laboring nature. He has worked 

as delivery boy, dish washer, driver for a cleaner, and other jobs of this kind. The 

longest employment was for 6 months. Patient would usually quit, until he needed 

more money. He was fired twice, once for arguing with the customers of the dry 

cleaning co. and the second time for being away from work too frequently 

[437] As summarized above, Mr. Hardy has been institutionalized or incarcerated for most of his 

post-Oak Ridge life. He lived in the community from late 1982 to September 1985, when he was 

incarcerated at Millbrook Correctional Centre to serve a jail sentence of two years less a day for 

two charges of assault. During his almost three years of living in the community, Mr. Hardy 

worked as an upholsterer at a shop called Curved Space. In 1984, after two months of employment 

at Curved Space, he suffered a workplace accident in which he injured his lower back and which 

prevented him from performing his job as an upholstery cutter. Following the injury he looked for 

alternative employment, and held several jobs for short periods, including as a chauffeur, but every 

job aggravated his condition because he was still doing rehabilitation for his back.  

 

[438] Mr. Hardy applied for and received worker’s compensation benefits due to his disabling 

injury. In 1991, the Worker’s Compensation Board concluded in a decision that was adduced in 
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evidence by Plaintiffs’ counsel, that Mr. Hardy’s ongoing lower back problems rendered him 

permanently disabled. He has never worked since that time.  

 

[439] In a March 1991 Report submitted to the Review Board, Dr. Bradford reported on Mr. 

Hardy’s condition. He made reference to his series of sexual assaults on young males in the1960s 

and to the Kingston prison riot where homosexuals were targeted by other inmates. These events, 

all of which pre-date Oak Ridge, were identified by Dr. Bradford as “contributing events in Mr. 

Hardy’s paranoia and other psychiatric conditions”: Ibid., at para 651.  

[440] That said, I concluded, at para 658, that although he may have suffered paranoia, anxiety, 

and alcoholism prior to Oak Ridge, the time he spent in the STU augmented them and prevented 

them from fading with time. 

 ii)  General damages 

[441] The disparity between the two sides in terms of what Mr. Hardy deserves as general 

damages is extreme. Plaintiffs’ counsel seeks $4,375,000 for Mr. Hardy’s pain and suffering in the 

STU programs. Defendants’ counsel proposes $62,714 as the appropriate amount to compensate 

for Mr. Hardy’s pain and suffering.  

[442] Counsel for the Plaintiffs compares Mr. Hardy’s case to Henry v. British Columbia, 2016 

BCSC 1038, where the claimant in a wrongful conviction case was awarded $3.7 million (half the 

overall award, according to Plaintiffs’ counsel) for having been deprived of his liberty for 27 years. 

As a basis for this analogy, they state in their factum: “Dr. Bradford opines that this has prolonged 

his institutionalization by 35 to 40 years, and has prevented him from reaching a lower security 

institution where he can be gainfully employed for 25 to 30 years.”  

[443] The problem is that while that may have been Dr. Bradford’s view, it was not my finding. 

I found that Mr. Hardy suffered long term harm in the form of increased anxiety and paranoia, but 

I did not find that this resulted in his increased institutionalization or a reduction in years in which 

he could have been gainfully employed. To the contrary, I traced the source of his lengthy 

institutionalization to his recidivist criminality and his lack of gainful employment to both a 

continuation of the same types of criminal conduct that he had engaged in prior to Oak Ridge – 

i.e. violent sexual assaults. Further, Mr. Hardy’s evidence in the second phase of the trial is that 

his back injury has for the past 3.5 decades prevented him from working. Dr. Bradford’s view as 

cited by Plaintiffs’ counsel is simply not based on the evidence in the record. 

[444] Mr. Hardy should not have been placed in the STU programs and he suffered harm as a 

result. He deserves an award of damages for those harms. But the comparison to the Henry case is 

simply misplaced. That case dealt with mistaken identity, or a “polluted” process of identification 

as the B.C. Court of Appeal put it, resulting in the conviction and incarceration of the wrong 

person: R. v. Henry, 2010 BCCA 462, at para 141. It was a miscarriage of justice that was 

overturned decades later when undisclosed evidence finally came to light: Ibid., at para 69. As the 

B.C. Supreme Court put it, at para 370: “Mr. Henry spent almost 27 years in prison as a convicted 

serial rapist, enduring the wrath and scorn of fellow inmates, and living without any real privacy 

or dignity. His 2010 acquittals do not vindicate that reality, and it is what he endured for 27 years 

that must be the subject of vindication.” 
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[445] Mr. Hardy was sent to Oak Ridge in 1972 having been found, in the language of the day, 

NGRI for buggery and indecent assault of a boy under 16 years of age: Barker Trial I, at para 623. 

In the years following his release from Oak Ridge, he committed a number of other assaults and 

sexual assaults leading to him being designated a dangerous offender: Ibid., at para 644. None of 

those court verdicts have been challenged.  

[446] In contrast to Henry, there is no suggestion by Mr. Hardy, nor is there evidence anywhere 

in the record, that Mr. Hardy was not the person who forced himself sexually on the young boy in 

1972. It is not part of Mr. Hardy’s case that he was somehow misidentified or that he was 

wrongfully incarcerated or wrongfully institutionalized for either his index offense or any of the 

post-Oak Ridge offenses. Unlike Mr. Henry, he was not deprived of his liberty as a result of a 

miscarriage of justice. For Mr. Henry, the justice system in his criminal case ultimately acquitted 

him. For Mr. Hardy, the courts in his various criminal cases did no such thing. 

[447] Defendants’ counsel finds the closest comparison to Mr. Hardy’s case to be Mitchell v. 

Block, supra, where the claimant suffered a debilitating reaction to medication given to her in 

hospital. They analogize that experience to Mr. Hardy’s reaction to his Scopolamine treatment, 

which resulted in a painful reaction which he asked to have stopped and which Dr. Maier refused 

to bring to an early end: Barker Trial I, at para 635. The Doctors’ counsel’s written submissions 

go on to state that, “Also like Mr. Hardy, the plaintiff in Mitchell v. Block suffered few permanent 

physical injuries from the drug treatment, but complained of psychological injury arising from the 

pain and fear of imminent death.” For this combined severe short term harm and moderate long 

term harm the court awarded $62,714 (updated for inflation). 

 

[448] While the Plaintiffs overstate the nature of Mr. Hardy’s non-pecuniary loss, the Defendants 

understate that loss. The lengthy Scopolamine session was the worst of Mr. Hardy’s STU 

experiences, but it was not the only harmful one. Plaintiffs’ counsel state that he was in one or the 

other of the three programs for a total of 218 days, including ten separate occasions in MAPP and 

eight separate sessions on DDT drugs. The latter included one LSD session about which, according 

to his Clinical Records, Mr. Hardy did not find particularly stressful; indeed, his major response 

to the LSD session was disappointment with the lack of strong effect on him: Ibid., at para 636.  

[449] The DDT program also included an alcohol “treatment”, which, perhaps not surprisingly 

given his addiction, Mr. Hardy requested himself, and which, perhaps more surprisingly, his 

doctors obliged. The Clinical Records record that while under the influence of alcohol he expressed 

“paranoia about the system and his hatred for figures in authority”: Ibid., at para 640. 

[450] The DDT sessions, and the multiple MAPP sessions, augmented the feelings of anxiety 

and paranoia that Mr. Hardy had experienced his whole life. Dr. Chaimowitz and Dr. Bradford 

both agreed that those sessions caused him to experience mental anguish that he continuously 

reported to his physicians years after his release from Oak Ridge: Ibid., at paras 654, 658.   

[451] Given his extreme vulnerability as a person already diagnosed with paranoia, this 

combination of immediate and prolonged anguish-inducing programs was more than Mr. Hardy 

should have suffered. It was certainly more than he could endure without distinctly worsening his 

psychiatric problems. Given that this was not an accident but rather part of a program planned out 

for him by those in whose care he was entrusted, he deserves considerably more than the claimant 
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in Mitchell received for an admittedly severe, but accidental adverse reaction to a drug. Mr. Hardy 

suffered more than three times what Ms. Mitchell appears to have gone through. 

[452] Mr. Hardy is awarded general damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Drs. Barker 

and  Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[453] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek punitive damages in the amount of $1,500,000 on behalf of Mr. 

Hardy. As with a number of the other requests in this case, this would put Mr. Hardy’s punitive 

damages award out of all proportion with his general damages award and among the highest ever 

awarded in Canada.  

[454] Mr. Hardy’s STU experiences were somewhat similar to those of Jean-Paul Belec. The 

treatment that he had in his STU years was misguided from a medical point of view, but was in 

general not malicious. Even the very difficult Scopolamine treatment, which Dr. Maier refused to 

terminate until it had run its course, was in line with pre-determined policy. Counsel for the 

Doctors submit that this policy, while harmful, was a product of good intentions. That is, it was 

thought to be of therapeutic benefit to let any program operate in full once a patient had entered it. 

It was bad medicine but not generally with bad intentions. 

[455] In my view, the one exception to this in Mr. Hardy’s case was the alcohol treatment that 

he received. That was obviously unadvisable given Mr. Hardy’s long time alcohol addiction, which 

began in his teens prior to his initial admission to Oak Ridge. Dr. Maier ordered the alcohol 

“treatment”, and in doing so it is possible that he conceived of it as just one more in the sequence 

of DDT substances geared toward getting the patient to speak more freely about his feelings.  

[456] But if Dr. Maier knew, as one surmises, he must have, that a chronic alcoholic should not 

be prescribed large quantities of alcohol, he was malicious in doing so; and if he missed that point, 

he was willfully blind and reckless in taking this approach. This was a breach of fiduciary duty 

that was beyond what Dr. Maier can be excused of engaging in even out of a misguided notion 

that he was inflicting short term pain for long term gain. It was not therapeutic and was 

reprehensible. 

[457] Mr. Hardy is awarded $100,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier 

and 50% as against the Crown.  

  iv)  Income loss 

[458] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. Hardy is entitled to damages for lost income in an 

amount ranging from $112,778 to $621,689, depending on which of three scenarios are taken as 

the basis for the calculation. Their damages expert, Mr. Wollach, has presented two scenarios in 

which Mr. Hardy obtained full time employment as a legal assistant, a job in which he has 

expressed interest in the past. One of those scenarios has him starting work in 1984 and the other 

has him starting work in 1995. A third scenario has Mr. Hardy engaged in full time minimum wage 

employment of any kind beginning in 1981.  
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[459] Defendants’ counsel contends that none of these scenarios is based on evidence and, in 

fact, they are all specifically contradicted by the evidence in the record. In the first place, they 

argue that the principle of ex turpi causa bars Mr. Hardy from recovering damages for loss of 

income following his conviction for assault conviction in 1985.  

 

[460] The Doctors further submit that even if the cause of institutionalization was his experience 

in the STU, he has remained under the jurisdiction of the Review Board throughout his 

institutionalization and has not challenged any of the Review Board’s orders. He cannot be 

awarded damages for a condition that was validly imposed on him by operation of law or by 

holdings of the ORB. In Zastowny, supra, the Supreme Court of Canada held that no damages can 

flow from time spent in prison under jurisdiction of the Parole Board, and the same reasoning 

applies to time spent institutionalized under jurisdiction of the Review Board.  

 

[461] In any case, the evidence does not support that Mr. Hardy’s income loss was caused by the 

harm he experienced from the STU programs. Mr. Wollach’s first two scenarios assume Mr. Hardy 

would have obtained his high school diploma in addition to the postsecondary education required 

to become a legal assistant. There is nothing to support that in the record, and ample evidence to 

demonstrate that he has never shown any inclination toward education. In any case, Mr. Hardy’s 

interest in becoming a legal assistant or paralegal appears by his own account to have begun around 

1996.  

[462] Dr. Bradford’s view is that the STU programs not only kept him institutionalized for 

decades longer than he otherwise would have been, but they kept him from obtaining the kind of 

treatment that would have worked for him and made him more functional. Dr. Chaimowitz’ view 

is that Mr. Hardy suffers from paedophilic disorder, primarily directed at same-sex children, which 

is difficult to treat and has the highest rates of recidivism.  

 

[463] Sexual aggression and paedophilia have been life-long problems for Mr. Hardy, and would 

have been reason for his continued institutionalization without the intervening STU years. 

Furthermore, Dr. Bradford cannot assume that in an alternate world Mr. Hardy would have 

received better treatment than what he did in fact receive after his release from Oak Ridge. The 

hypothetical scenario that the experts are to consider is what would any Plaintiff’s life had been 

like but for the STU programs, all else remaining the same: Barker, supra (voir dire), 2020 ONSC 

7301, at para 8. 

 

[464] Finally, Mr. Wollach’s report assumes that Mr. Hardy’s WSIB payments are not deductible 

from his income loss. There is nothing in the record to show that a subrogated claim has been 

advanced by the WSIB. To prevent double recovery, any WSIB payments received by Mr. Hardy 

must be deducted from his income loss award. And perhaps even more importantly, the WSIB 

determined in the mid-1980s that Mr. Hardy was incapable of working due to his back injury, and 

Mr. Hardy testified that indeed he has never been able to work since that time. This includes not 

only physically strenuous work but also “desk” jobs; in a handwritten letter produced by Mr. Hardy 

that he wrote to the WSIB in July 2002, he lists a number of physical difficulties he was having 

due to his injury, including not sitting for a period of time and not being able to use a computer.  

 

[465] Mr. Hardy’s pre-existing psychiatric condition, his recidivist criminality, his continued 

institutionalization, and his back injury, all combined to prevent Mr. Hardy from earning ongoing, 
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steady income-earning employment following his Oak Ridge release. In Barker Trial I, I found 

that Mr. Hardy suffered long-term harm from the STU programs in the form of increased anxiety 

and paranoia, but I did not find that this resulted in further sexual assaults or other offenses and I 

did not find that it prolonged his institutionalization. I found that it was painful to him and thus it 

is encompassed in his general damages.  

 

[466] There is no award of damages for lost income to Mr. Hardy.  

 n)  William Hawboldt 

[467] As indicated in Barker Trial I, at para 660, William Hawboldt passed away and his sister 

and litigation guardian, Barbara Brockley, has continued his claim on his behalf. 

[468] The discussion of Mr. Hawboldt’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 660-686. 

[469] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Hawboldt. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[470] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Hawboldt substantial short-term harm. 

[471] To summarize my findings, Mr. Hawboldt spent over five years at Oak Ridge after being 

found NGRI on charges of arson and attempted murder. He had doused his apartment with 

inflammatory material, set it alight, and blocked the doorway of the house in an attack on his 

landlord who he accused of having kicked his dog: Ibid., at 666. 

[472] Prior to his index offence, Mr. Hawboldt had had a difficult life. His father was violent and 

eventually killed his mother and committed suicide. Due to the ensuing instability in his life, he 

never achieved education beyond grade 8. Mr. Hawboldt attempted suicide himself by drug 

overdose and had a number of convictions for assault and for exposing himself to children. He was 

in a car accident in his late teens in which he suffered a brain injury causing cognitive issues and 

memory loss, and was discharged from the army for theft: Ibid., at 662-64. 

[473] In the STU, Mr. Hawboldt’s Clinical Records show that he was prescribed three Amytal-

Ritalin sessions during his entire time there. The Clinical Records indicate that these sessions did 

not appear to have caused him great distress, although Mr. Hawboldt himself indicated at the time 

that they prompted suicidal thoughts: Ibid., at 676, 685.  

[474] He was also sent to MAPP twice during his STU years, and there is no doubt that he 

experienced extreme discomfort there. A letter that Mr. Hawboldt wrote to another physician at 

Oak Ridge is in the record expressing how awful the sessions were for him, especially given that 

he was no longer as young as some as the other patients: “I thought that barbaric treatment of the 

body went out in the dark ages. I believe I should be punished, but under the circumstances of my 

age, I am not up to this: Ibid., at para 673. 
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[475] Mr. Hawboldt remained institutionalized for at least two decades after leaving Oak Ridge, 

moving from one mental hospital to another. In October 1992 he was finally released into the 

community and went to live in a home for the elderly.  

[476] In the long term, Mr. Hawboldt did not suffer any real damage from the three DDT and 

two MAPP sessions he went through while in the STU. But in the short term, he certainly was 

physically as well as emotionally pained. Although much of his psychic pain from Oak Ridge 

came not so much from the three impugned STU programs but from having to participate in group 

therapy, doing so under the influence of stimulant drugs made the process even worse.  

  ii) General damages 

[477] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek $375,000 in general damages for Mr. Hawboldt, reflecting 

what they describe as the pain and suffering of an extremely vulnerable and suicidal patient. They 

once again cite Blackwater, supra, in support of the argument that higher awards are justified for 

more vulnerable victims. Counsel for the Defendants suggest a general damages award of around 

$67,000, reflecting the sharp but short-term pain that Mr. Hawboldt has been found to have 

suffered. They once again cite Weafer, supra, in support of the argument that a relatively modest 

award is justified for a victim of a shocking but short-lived physical and emotional trauma. 

[478] While I understand why Plaintiffs’ counsel make reference to the Blackwater factors of 

vulnerability, the Blackwater case itself is not a comparison case that really supports their claim. 

In Blackwater, the claimant was a young indigenous school boy who was repeatedly sexually 

abused by persons in positions of authority at a residential school. It is hard to picture a more 

vulnerable claimant or a ruinous form of abuse.  

[479] The Supreme Court of Canada ultimately upheld a compensatory award in the amount of 

$125,000 for general damages and $20,000 for aggravated damages. Combined, this award is 

updated for inflation to a current value of $185,390 – i.e. roughly half of what is claimed for Mr. 

Hawboldt, an adult who was put through oppressive programs in the STU but who was not made 

to suffer childhood sexual abuse that traumatized him for life. I do not agree that the harm caused 

to Mr. Hawboldt by his several DDT and MAPP sessions was double that described in Blackwater. 

[480]  I do see, however, that Mr. Hawboldt’s suffering, and the context in which it occurred, is 

roughly double that described in Weafer. Mr. Weafer was accidentally given an overdose of drugs 

that nearly killed him, but he eventually recovered. He had some residual anxiety from that 

experience, but there is no sense in the case that he suffered the denigration of someone who was 

intentionally put through what I found to be a hybrid of treatment and research: Barker Trial I, at 

para 145.  

[481] Although Mr. Hawboldt’s physical pain from MAPP was severe, it did not come near Mr. 

Weafer’s nearly fatal overdose; on the other hand, Mr. Hawboldt suffered a combination of 

physical and emotional pain that was more degrading in nature. For this double suffering, he 

deserves approximately double the Weafer award.  

[482] Mr. Hawboldt is awarded $120,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the 

Crown. 
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  iii)  Punitive damages 

[483] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. Hawboldt receive an award of $1,000,000 in punitive 

damages. In making this submission, they again stress his vulnerability, his very difficult pre-Oak 

Ridge background, and the fact that all relevant medical staff at Oak Ridge would have been aware 

of his past suicidal tendencies. They cite no comparative cases in support of their punitive damages 

claim.  

[484] As previously indicated, to attract punitive damages the Defendants’ conduct must not only 

be wrongful; it must be done in a way which can be described as high-handed: Hill, supra, at para 

196. It must prompt a particular need for condemnation, punishment and deterrence: Whiten, 

supra, at para 43. It is also particular to the individual defendant who did the impugned act: 

Krieser, supra, at para 105. Finally, acts that while misguided and compensable are done in good 

faith are not the type of acts to which punitive damages apply:  

[485] In general, conduct that is lawful, even if offensive, does not attract punitive damages: 

Nurse v. Canada, 1997 CarswellNat 845, at para. 31 (Fed Ct). In addition, conduct that while 

unlawful and actionable is done in good faith does not attract punitive damages: Jonasson, supra, 

at para. 2.  

[486] Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. Humboldt’s case is not one to which punitive damages 

should apply. They point out that in Barker Trial I, it was indicated that it is unclear who sent Mr. 

Hawboldt to MAPP on the two occasions he was there.  Moreover, even if it was Dr. Maier – who, 

after all, was in general in charge of Mr. Hawboldt’s treatment in the STU – MAPP does not on 

its own attract punitive damages. That is not to say that it was not cruel; it was and should never 

have been in use in a mental hospital. But it was the only one of the three impugned STU programs 

that was not designed for Oak Ridge alone.  

[487] As I have indicated earlier in these reasons, MAPP was a harsh punishment program that 

was in use at other institutions throughout Ontario during the 1970s and early 1980s. It was a 

terrible program that was labled “remorseless” in a 1970s investigation by the Ombudsman’s 

office: Barker Trial I, at para 39l. Nevertheless, it is significant that the Ombudsman investigated 

it in a transparent manner.  

[488] Where MAPP was employed during the STU era, it was in general employed in good faith 

with a view to its ability to prompt better behaviour from patients. In Mr. Hawboldt’s case, there 

is no suggestion that it was used other than for its overall purpose of correcting misbehaviour. In 

fact, Mr. Hawboldt himself, in his letter of complaint about the physical discomfort of MAPP, 

stated that he believes he deserved punishment on the occasions he was put in MAPP but suggested 

that he might not be fit enough to handle it: Ibid., at para 673. 

[489] MAPP was a terrible program that was not seen as immoral or high-handed in its era, and 

was not used in bad faith in Mr. Hawboldt’s case. There will be no award of punitive damages in 

respect of Mr. Hawboldt. 

 o)  Danny Joanisse 
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[490] As indicated in Barker Trial I, at para 687, Danny Joanisse passed away while the first 

phase of the trial was under reserve. His claim has been continued by his brother, Roderick 

Joanisse, as his estate trustee. 

[491] The discussion of Mr. Joanisse’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 687-727. 

Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, and 

income loss in respect of Mr. Joanisse. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[492] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Joanisse substantial short-term harm and substantial long-term harm. 

[493] To summarize my findings, Mr. Joanisse was the youngest of the Plaintiffs. He was 

admitted to Oak Ridge for the first time in 1971 at the age of 15 and stayed a year. Prior to that he 

had been at a student at St. John’s Training School where he was repeatedly sexually abused. His 

medical records from that era show him to have been small and weak, confused, suicidal, and 

possibly intellectually impaired.  

[494] Mr. Joanisse was released from Oak Ridge in March 1972 and sent back to the same 

abusive training school environment; he testified that, in fact, his main tormentor was the very 

teacher who picked him up from Pentanguishene. A couple of months later, while in a delirium, 

he attacked another young student with a knife and cut off three of his own fingers. He was charged 

with attempted murder and was found NGRI, and so was sent back to Oak Ridge. From then 

onward, he was continuously institutionalized until the final decade of his life: Ibid., at paras 693, 

701, 716. 

[495] Testifying at the first stage of the trial, he stated, at para 693: “The day I entered Oakridge 

was one of the scariest days of my life. I had just been transferred from a place where I was 

repeatedly sexually abused to an institution which housed adult males who had committed serious 

violent crimes, including rape and murder. I was physically small, even for my age, let alone 

among the other patients, and I just wanted to go back home.” Ibid., at paras 693, 701, 716. 

[496] His experiences in the STU as a young teenager were horrific. He spent numerous sessions 

in the Capsule and MAPP, frequently placed there naked with older men and often shackled to one 

of them to keep him under control. His Clinical Records show him to have repeatedly been 

depressed and suicidal. Neither Dr. Barker nor Dr. Maier, both of whom were directly involved in 

his treatment, seemed to recognize the special situation of a young, feeble, and tormented boy in 

the midst of older, experienced, and frequently violent men. I found, at para 699, that in cross-

examination Dr. Maier was flippant in his response to the suggestion that placing a young boy in 

this precarious position was unheard of: 

Q. And certainly, there was no suggestion that you take a young teenager like 

Danny Joanisse or Pinet or McMann and cuff them naked in the Capsule with 

people that were sex offenders or murderers or mafia hitmen. That had never been 

done anywhere. 

A. That was part of the novelty of it. 
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[497] Mr. Joanisse was given a number of Alcohol-Ritilin sessions as part of his DDT experience. 

His Clinical Records show that he had a problem with alcohol, and that he specifically requested 

it on various occasions. In writing to Dr. Barker, he referred to these DDT sessions as “a good 

drunk”.  

[498] Drs. Barker and  Maier appear to have readily obliged his enthusiasm for underage 

drinking. They also were aware of how difficult the MAPP sessions were for him – one Clinical 

Record made after a two-month stint in MAPP documented that he had cut his own arms eleven 

times during that period and had been restrained with straps eighteen times. Shortly thereafter, the 

Clinical Records state that he was “refusing to participate in group therapy, sulking, and expressing 

homicidal and suicidal thoughts”: Ibid., at para 708. 

[499] Mr. Joanisse’s post-STU records show him to have been constantly in and out of different 

Ontario mental institutions. He often made threats to set fire to or to bomb St. Thomas Training 

School, swallowed broken glass, had other patients pretend that he assaulted them, threatened to 

harm himself, and destroyed property belonging to the institutions in order to get them to change 

his venue. He frequently requested being returned to Penetanguishene when he was sent to other 

institutions, and explained in his testimony that having been there since he was 15 years old it was 

eventually the only place he knew and felt comfortable.  

[500] Mr. Joanisse was finally released into the community in 2011. He worked in his family 

printing business which was run by his brother (and now his estate trustee), Roderick. His brother 

testified at the second phase of the trial, and indicated that the printing business, which was started 

by their father decades ago, has flourished over the years and that Danny would always have had 

a job in the family business. He indicated that his brother did work there after being released in 

2011, but that he was continually plagued by bad memories and depression. Roderick related that 

Danny was a good, diligent worker when he showed up to work, but that his ongoing mental 

problems made him miss many days of work.  

[501] The STU treatments caused Mr. Joanisse both short-term and long-term harm. He entered 

Oak Ridge as a 15-year old with a mental disorder that could have been dealt with in a way that at 

least inflicted no further harm on him. However, as I found at para 726-27, in the STU programs 

he was humiliated, degraded, and deprived of any sense of security. Mr. Joanisse’s STU 

experiences effectively prevented him from reintegrating into society up until the last decade of 

his life. He was a vulnerable youth in mental agony when he arrived at Oak Ridge, and the 

treatments imposed on him by Drs. Barker and Maier, and by the institution at large, increased that 

agony for the time he was in the STU and extended his paranoia, anxiety, and mental anguish for 

the rest of his life. 

ii)  General loss 

[502] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a general damages award of $4,125,000, which they say is 

necessary in order to properly address the injuries Mr. Joanisse suffered as a result of the STU 

programs. Defendants’ counsel submit that the proper level of general damages for Mr. Joanisse 

is $114,000, which they say reflects the exacerbation of his pre-existing mental health issues and 

his pain and suffering caused by the STU programs. 
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[503] Counsel for the Defendants cites Iwanicki v. Ontario (Minister of Correctional Services), 

[2000] OJ No 955 (SCJ) as a relevant case with which to compare Mr. Joanisse’s claim. In 

Iwanicki, a 35-year old inmate at Mimico Correctional Centre was slashed by another inmate with 

a homemade knife/razor causing the victim, as Pitt J. described it, at para 36, “enormous pain and 

suffering, coming within a whisker of losing his life.”  

[504] The victim in Iwanicki had a pre-existing drug addiction which this injury exacerbated and, 

in addition, was found to have lost competitive advantage in that he was near the end of his 

sentence and the recovery time hampered him in finding gainful employment. Although the 

government defendant and its personnel were found not to have been negligent and were described, 

at para 10, as “honest and dedicated”, the judgment went on to assess that for his pain and suffering 

and his loss of income the claimant would have been awarded $80,000 (which, updated for 

inflation, comes to $114,000).  

[505] Although the slashing wound in Iwanicki was described as an extremely serious one, it is 

not a helpful comparison to Mr. Joanisse’s STU experience. The STU programs took a 15-year old 

suicidal, impaired, diminutive, and delusional boy and bound him, naked, with older, violent men 

and pumped him with drugs and alcohol so that what little defenses he had would be entirely 

broken down. What’s more, the Doctors did all of this knowingly and, according to Dr. Maier’s 

testimony, experimentally and almost gleefully to satisfy their own curiosity: Barker Trial I, at 

para 699.  

[506] Mr. Joanisse was also made to endure MAPP on several occasions. Oak Ridge’s Clinical 

Records indicate that this program was so psychologically painful to Mr. Joanisse that he began 

cutting himself seemingly uncontrollably: Ibid., at para 708. In addition, I found that having been 

introduced to consuming alcohol in large quantities at Oak Ridge as a teenager, he continued to 

crave alcohol for years afterward: Ibid., at para 721. 

[507] For a boy of Mr. Joanisse’s age and vulnerability, the STU programs were about as terrible 

an experience as one could dream up. The impact of these negative experiences stayed with him 

for life. I specifically found that they were a reason for his greatly prolonged institutionalization, 

which lasted from 1979 when he was released from the STU until 2011 when he was finally 

released into the community.  

[508] None of Mr. Joanisse’s lengthy institutionalization was the result of criminal conduct other 

than small time vandalism which, along with ranting, threats, escape attempts, and a certain 

amount of self-harm, was a reaction to the institutionalization itself. In all of that time, Mr. Joanisse 

was not only depressed and paranoid, but suffered these consequences with the indignity of 

knowing that they were inflicted on him intentionally by the Doctors and staff at Oak Ridge. 

[509] The STU programs were not alone in ruining Mr. Joanisse’s life. On the witness stand at 

the first phase of the trial and as separately testified to by his brother, Roderick, in the second 

phase of the trial, Mr. Joanisse complained until the last years of his life about the harm he suffered 

at St. John’s Training School. The abuses he suffered there, together with the harms he suffered in 

the STU, combined to effectively deprive him of a life free of institutionalization and mental 

anguish. Mr. Joanisse’s initial institutionalization at Oak Ridge has not been challenged and, 

indeed, neither have any of his subsequent institutionalizations; in fact, Mr. Joanisse himself would 
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concede that they were necessary in the sense that until 2011 he was not in a state of mental health 

that he could have coped with living freely in the community. However, the STU programs, along 

with the St. John’s abuses, were the causes of this three-decade long mental agony. 

[510] As previously discussed, the Henry case in British Columbia is a leading case on 

compensation for a lengthy and needless incarceration. Mr. Henry was incarcerated for 27 years 

due to the fault of the province in engaging in a wrongful conviction, and was awarded $4,125,000 

in general damages. Mr. Joanisse, by comparison, was institutionalized for an extra 29 years, 

approximately half of which is the result of harms suffered at St John’s Training School and the 

other half of which would not have occurred but for the STU programs.  

[511] This calculus roughly accords with that of Dr. Booth, who examined Mr. Joanisse’s 

medical history on behalf of the Defendants. In his expert evidence submitted in the second phase 

of the trial, he concluded that had Mr. Joanisse not suffered the STU harms Mr. Joanisse may have 

been transitioned into the community earlier when his borderline personality traits settled in his 

late 30s or 40s – i.e. about halfway through his three decades of post-1982 institutionalization. 

[512] Mr. Joanisse’s experiences as a teenager and their prolonged impact on him were ruinous 

of his life in much the same was as the wrongful conviction and its prolonged impact was ruinous 

of Mr. Henry’s life. Given that the STU experience contributed to roughly half of Mr. Joanisse’s 

harm, he is entitled to roughly half of what was awarded for pain and suffering in the Henry case. 

To be clear, Mr. Joanisse’s institutionalization was not wrongful; it is the mental anguish and 

psychiatric harm of the prolonged institutionalization, and not the deprivation of liberty itself, that 

is in need of compensation. 

[513] Mr. Joanisse is awarded $2,100,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, 

and the Crown. 

iii)  Punitive damages 

[514] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek $1,750,000 in punitive damages on behalf of Mr. Joanisse. 

They argue that the intentional abuse imposed on an extremely vulnerable teenage boy warrants 

such an award. 

[515] Counsel for the Defendants submits that there should be no punitive damages. Citing 

McIntyre v. Grigg, supra, at para. 60, they state that a punitive award would have to be based on 

Drs. Barker and Maier acting in a way that can be characterized as “extreme misconduct” and that 

is malicious, oppressive, vindictive, reprehensible, egregious, or callous.  

[516] Plaintiffs’ counsel does not exactly disagree with Defendants’ counsel’s statement of law, 

but rather contends that the Defendants’ conduct fit the description that the Court of Appeal 

provided in McIntyre. They emphasize the deliberate nature of the Doctors’ worst treatment of Mr. 

Joanisse, the harm of which was self-evident. I found as much in Barker Trial I, at para 168:   

This last point – that restraints were used to intentionally pair domineering with 

submissive patients – was related most graphically by Danny Joanisse. He testified 

as to being in the SVU as a small 14-year old boy. He related that his most vivid 

memory of the STU was having spent several days in the Capsule cuffed to a 
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convicted pedophile murderer named George White. Dr. Hucker, in his testimony 

at trial, conceded that this would have provoked substantial anxiety and stress, and 

that it potentially could have caused lifelong harm. 

[517] In Norberg, supra, at 268, the Supreme Court of Canada found that a physician who 

prescribed drugs in return for sexual favours acted reprehensibly and in a way that offended 

ordinary community standards of decency. In much the same way, physicians who put a mentally 

unstable boy through a nightmarish pairing with an exploitative offender in order to satiate their 

curiosity acted reprehensibly and offend community standards. Dr. Maier’s flippant response to 

questions about such conduct reflect the high handed and callous nature of this conduct.  

[518] A deliberate choice to disregard the life and safety of another leads to punitive damages 

for any defendant: McIntyre, at para 57. That logic applies with special force to doctors in a Crown-

run maximum security hospital with involuntary patients. The trial judge in McIntyre would have 

awarded $100,000 in punitive damages. The Court of Appeal reduced this amount as it was seen 

as disproportionate to the defendant’s offense of drunk driving. In the case of the Doctors’ 

treatment of Mr. Joanisse, that amount is far from disproportionate. They were not strangers who 

the defendant encountered on the road, but rather were professionals in whose care a young boy 

was specifically placed.  

[519] There is a need not only for general deterrence of this type of dangerous misconduct, but a 

need to express society’s revulsion at the reprehensible nature of the conduct. The Doctors and 

Oak Ridge as an institution require a substantial multiple of the denunciatory figure that the trial 

judge in McIntyre assessed. 

[520] Mr. Joanisse is awarded punitive damages in the amount of $600,000, divided 33.33% as 

against Dr. Barker, 33.33% as against Dr. Maier, and 33.33% as against the Crown. 

iv)  Income loss 

[521] The doctrine of ex turpi causa precludes Mr. Joanisse’s claim for income loss as a result 

of the duration of his institutionalization. His confinement in Oak Ridge and a host of other mental 

institutions over the years was as a result of his 1972 trial and its finding of NGRI, which led to 

his placement under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Ontario Review Board. For policy reasons 

explained earlier in these reasons, this Court cannot interfere with or contradict the findings of the 

Review Board that resulted in Mr. Joanisse’s course of institutionalization. Mr. Joanisse can be 

compensated in general damages for the pain and anguish he endured through prolonged 

institutionalization caused by the STU programs, but he cannot be compensated for the fact 

institutionalization itself as that has not been challenged.  

 

[522] Mr. Joanisse testified that it was not until 2005 at St. Joseph’s Health Centre that he 

received therapy that was sufficiently effective to allow himself to eventually live in the 

community. And even with that, it took another six years for him to make the transition and for 

the Review Board to be convinced that it was safe for him to be released. In a 2007 decision, Re 

Joanisse, 2007 ORBD No 435, at para 15, the Review Board commented on Mr. Joanisse’s mental 

state and the intractable nature of his condition: 
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The irrational violence of the index offences is long past but nonetheless remains a 

consideration. His risk is a function of his personality disorder rather than any given 

treatable psychiatric syndrome. He has no insight into his problem. Medications are 

no help. The hospital and Dr. Chaimowitz share the opinion that he constitutes a 

significant threat to the safety of the public. That evidence was uncontradicted and 

persuasive. On the entire evidence the Board made a positive, unanimous finding 

that Mr. Joanisse does constitute a significant threat to the safety of the public. 

There is a foreseeable and substantial risk of physical or psychological harm to 

members of the public that goes beyond the merely trivial or annoying and is 

criminal in nature. 

 

[523] Similar observations were made by the Review Board in 2009, where it was found that Mr. 

Joanisse’s ongoing detainment was a function of his borderline personality disorder and his 

tendency to act out in destructive ways, all of which were life long attributes of Mr. Joanisse’s 

psychology: Re Joanisse, 2009 ORBD No 217, at para 4. The legal ramifications of Mr. Joanisse’s 

index offence – the attempted murder of another student at St. John’s Training School – lingered 

with him until his ultimate release in 2011. He was institutionalized up until that time in accordance 

with the rule of law. As the Supreme Court of Canada has stated, in such cases the “integrity of 

the legal system and the repute in which courts out to be held” prevents him from claiming 

compensation for the lost time: Norberg, supra, at 316, quoting Mack v. Enns (1981), 30 BCLR 

337, at 345 (BCSC). 

[524] In the event that I am wrong about the operation of the ex turpi causa doctrine here, I will 

briefly consider what Mr. Joanisse’s income loss claim would look like in the alternative. Mr. 

Joanisse’s brother, Roderick, testified at the second phase of the trial that had Mr. Joanisse been 

released into the community at an earlier date he always would have had a job working at the 

family’s printing business. While I believe Roderick Joanisse was sincere in saying so, I see his 

testimony as was more of a kindly brother’s wish than an assessment of reality.  

[525] Even after Mr. Joanisse was released in 2011, he complained of back pain, arthritis, and 

emotionally depressed days when he was unable to come to work. His employment records show 

that he worked only sporadically, and that he received ODSP for the remainder of his life. While 

his family members may have had a job waiting for him had he been released at an earlier time, it 

is entirely speculative as to how much of a full time or part time job Mr. Joanisse would have been 

able to handle either physically or mentally.  

[526] The first scenario presented by Plaintiffs’ damages expert, Mr. Wollach, which would have 

Mr. Joanisse working full-time, consecutively from the age of 16 until retirement at the age of 65, 

do not conform with the reality of Mr. Joanisse’s medical condition. Mr. Campbell, the only 

vocational expert to provide evidence in the second phase of the trial, opined that given his 

sporadic work history he might have worked at minimum wage on a part time basis starting with 

his first release from Oak Ridge (and not his first admission to Oak Ridge as Mr. Wollach had 

said). From this, Mr. Campbell stated that one would have to account for at least six months of 

unemployment following institutionalization and, in addition, the ODSP amounts he received 

would have to be deducted to prevent double counting of losses. 
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[527]  Using Mr. Campbell’s analysis of the vocational situation, Mr. Andrade, the Defendants’ 

damages expert, calculated that Mr. Joanisse’s lost income claim would come to $132,193. 

However, as indicated, recovery of that amount requires a finding that the NGRI and Review Board 

decisions that kept Mr. Joanisse institutionalized were not valid, which is not part of this case and 

in any case has not been established. Without such a ruling, the operation of the ex turpi causa 

doctrine bars his recovery of that amount. 

[528] Mr. Joanisse is not awarded any damages for lost income. 

 p)  Russ Johnson 

[529] The discussion of Russ Johnson’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 728-761. 

[530] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Johnson. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[531] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Johnson mild short-term harm. 

[532] To summarize my findings, Mr. Johnson is one of Canada’s most prolific serial killers and 

sexual predators. His index offense was the killing of seven women and the sexually assaulting of 

at least eleven others. He began committing violent attacks on women in 1969, at the age of 22. 

Under cross-examination at the first phase of the trial, Mr. Johnson described in some detail a few 

of his offenses. They were as gruesome as can be imagined, involving him brutalizing his chosen 

victims both before and after their death: Ibid., at paras 735-40. 

[533] In November 1977 he was found not guilty by reason of insanity and was admitted to 

Oak Ridge pursuant to a Warrant of a Lieutenant Governor. He continues to be institutionalized 

at Waypoint (the successor to Oak Ridge) until the present day.  

 

[534] Dr. Barker and, to a lesser extent, Dr. Maier, were directly involved with Mr. Johnson’s 

treatment in the STU. He had two DDT treatments while in the STU, both of which involved 

stimulants (Amytal-Ritalin and Dexamyl-Tofranil) designed to get him to open up and talk about 

his feelings. A Bedside Nursing Note from February 1979 suggests that at least at that level the 

sessions worked as planned, and that Mr. Johnson was “experiencing a lot of fear around his 

underlying feelings and the reality of them.” While counsel for the Doctors portrayed this effect 

in a positive light, Mr. Johnson testified that during these sessions he “dreamt in colour and was 

scared all the time”: Ibid., at paras 741-42. 

[535] Mr. Johnson was also in MAPP on one occasion. As described in Barker Trial I, at paras 

72-73, this program was designed to be as unpleasant as possible, with patients required to remain 

frozen in position for extended periods of time and only permitted to move when signaled to do so 

by other “patient-teachers”. That said, Mr. Johnson seems to have handled the program as well as 

anyone could. “The Clinical Records do not indicate that Mr. Johnson expressed any particular 

complaints about the MAPP experience”: Ibid., at para 746. In fact, he had enough facility dealing 

with physically difficult situations such as MAPP and being put in restraints that he was assigned 
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to the patient security committee. Mr. Johnson testified that this bothered him quite a bit as it 

required him to subdue and secure other patients who were acting out, and he had no desire to 

“hurt anybody”: Ibid., at para 743. 

[536] As indicated above, Mr. Johnson has never been released to live in the community. He was 

at one point transferred from maximum security to a medium security institution and then back 

again to maximum, but the Review Board has continued to find him to be a danger to the public. 

Dr. Bradford has found that Mr. Johnson experiences a “treatment impasse” resulting from 

exposure to the STU programs which is preventing him from improvement.  

[537] At the same time, Dr. Bradford conceded in his testimony at the first stage of the trial that 

Mr. Johnson’s “very serious problems related to sexual violence antedated his introduction to Oak 

Ridge and are not related to any of the programs that he went through at Oak Ridge. His ongoing 

detention at Waypoint is related to the perceived level of risk to the public at large based on his 

very serious problem with sexual deviation”: Ibid., at paras 750-52. 

  ii)  General damages 

[538] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seeks a general damages award of $175,000 in respect of the mild 

short-term harm suffered by Mr. Johnson in the STU. In doing so, they cite the Blackwater factors, 

but, frankly, most of those factors do not particularly apply to Mr. Johnson. For example: a) they 

reference his vulnerable age, but Mr. Johnson was 30 years old when he was in the STU; b) they 

reference the frequency and invasiveness of the wrongful events, but Mr. Johnson had only two 

DDT and one MAPP session, none of which were recorded as being especially severe; c) they 

reference the fact that the Defendants were in positions of trust, which is certainly the case; and d) 

they reference the psychological injuries incurred as a result of the wrongful acts, which have been 

described as instilling mild, short-term fear.  

[539] Counsel for the Defendants submit that the threshold level of harm as set out in Saadati, 

supra, at para 37, has not been established for Mr. Johnson. Accordingly, they suggest that a 

nominal damages award is appropriate. Alternatively, they submit that Boer, supra, is a relevant 

comparator case. There, the claimant, a young girl, was awarded $6,687 in respect of the harm she 

suffered in the form of intense fear when forced to confront her father who had sexually abused 

her. In the Boer case, the young claimant was described, at para 194, as having experienced an 

intensity and duration of fear that is well beyond anything that Mr. Johnson described from his 

three STU sessions.  

[540] This perhaps stands to reason, since the claimant in Boer was forced to confront the person 

who abused her, while Mr. Johnson was forced to confront the abuse he perpetrated himself. While 

it is no doubt fearful to be forced to acknowledge yourself as an abuser, it is doubtless more 

terrifying to have to deal face to face with the person who committed abusive acts on you. This 

seems especially so in the context of a daughter confronting an abusive father.  

[541] Mr. Johnson should not have been put through the DDT program or sent to MAPP. Those 

sessions did cause him some emotional pain. But the level of harm he endured had no lasting 

impact on him and did not change the trajectory of his life or impact on the course of his mental 
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illness and recovery. They were short-term instances of discomfort that perhaps rose above the 

nominal damages threshold, but not by much.  

[542] Mr. Johnson is awarded $1,000 in general damages, as against Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and 

the Crown.  

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[543] Counsel for the Plaintiffs seek a punitive damages award for Mr. Johnson in the amount of 

$475,000. Counsel for the Defendants submit that no punitive damages award is appropriate in 

Mr. Johnson’s circumstances. 

[544] In making their punitive damages submissions, Plaintiffs’ counsel emphasize the fact that 

as custodians of involuntarily detained psychiatric patients in a maximum-security hospital, the 

Doctors and the Crown were obliged to treat Mr. Johnson with dignity and to provide him with the 

“observation, care and treatment” mandated by the Mental Health Act, 1970. They submit that in 

subjecting Mr. Johnson to DDT and MAPP, the Defendants failed to live up to that standard. 

[545] While Plaintiffs’ counsel are correct in their submission that the Defendants failed in their 

duty to Mr. Johnson, that fact explains why Mr. Johnson is entitled to general damages. It does not 

explain why he is also deserving of punitive damages over and above the general damages award 

discussed in the section above. Punitive damages are used sparingly to address immoral or 

reprehensible conduct over and above the wrongdoing that gives rise to liability in general: Honda 

v. Keays, supra, at para 68; Whiten, supra, at para 113.  

[546] In identifying what they describe as callous behaviour giving rise to punitive damages, 

Plaintiffs’ counsel quote Mr. Johnson’s own testimony in the first phase of the trial where he 

describes conversations, he supposedly had with Dr. Maier. For example, he testified that when he 

sought help with his psychiatric problems from Dr. Maier, he got flippant answers from him. Mr. 

Johnson alleged that Dr. Maier told him on one occasion: “Well, on one of your better days, you 

tell me what’s wrong with you and I’ll help you. Now, get out of here”. As another example, 

Plaintiffs’ counsel quote Mr. Johnson’s examination-in-chief where he related that on another 

occasion Dr. Maier was acting arrogantly toward patients on the ward: 

Half of the patients were on drug treatments, alcohol, amytals. It was a zoo. The 

other half were taking care of them patients, and Doctor Maier was strutting back, 

and up and down the corridor in a pair of sandals and – and asking patients if they 

wanted a drug treatment, and – and kind of chuckling at some patients because they 

were kind of out of it, stoned and didn’t know what they were talking about in 

delusion. And alls I was doing was trying to keep these patients safe. 

[547] Although I heard this testimony in the first phase of the trial, I did not refer to it in Barker 

Trial I as neither of the two incidents it describes were particularly important. Mr. Johnson’s claim 

is based on his experiences in the STU programs, not on whether Dr. Maier or anyone else was 

patient or brusque, or polite or rude with him. Moreover, neither of the two hearsay statements 

quoting Dr. Maier were particularly credible. They are uncorroborated and, frankly, the words put 

in Dr. Maier’s mouth sound considerably more like the way that Mr. Johnson himself speaks than 

the way Dr. Maier speaks.  
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[548] There would be nothing particularly wrong with a doctor telling a patient that he will help 

him when he can tell him what is bothering him; the “Now, get out of here” part of Mr. Johnson’s 

testimony strikes me not as Dr. Meier’s actual words but rather as Mr. Johnson’s own interpretation 

of how Dr. Maier ended the conversation. Likewise, Mr. Johnson’s description of himself walking 

through the ward doimg what Dr. Maier should have been doing and “trying to keep these patients 

safe” sounds, with all due respect, a tad self-serving and not particularly credible for someone who 

has for four decades been considered by the Ontario Review Board to be a danger to the public. 

And as for Mr. Johnson’s description of the ward in which Dr. Maier is described as “chuckling at 

some patients because they were kind of out of it, stoned…”, that does not conform with my 

impression of Dr. Maier.  

[549] In his own testimony and on a number of documentary films about Oak Ridge shown at 

the first phase of the trial, Dr. Maier is quite serious about the DDT experiences he was 

administering to patients. If anything, he showed himself throughout the STU years as being so 

serious about these treatments that they assumed a spiritual significance for him. Far from 

chuckling at the drug experiences, Dr. Maier wrote in a patients’ newsletter: “I took 250 mic’s of 

LSD, supervised in London Victoria Hospital. I experienced the infinite, the mystical and saw the 

religious questions in my life come to balance…”: Barker Trial I, at para 56. 

[550] I do not say this about Dr. Maier to condone his use of LSD or any other DDT drug in what 

was a therapeutically useless way. I only describe his attitude toward these treatments in order to 

explain that Mr. Johnson’s description and hearsay evidence does not match what I otherwise know 

about Dr. Maier.  

[551] The DDT program was not light hearted for Dr. Maier. Although he has been described as 

appearing like a child of the ‘60s during the STU era, Dr. Maier approached the patients and his 

own drug experiences as being very serious: Ibid., at para 58. At the risk of sounding repetitious, 

this use of DDT drugs was misguided, but it was nonetheless serious. If Mr. Johnson saw Dr. Maier 

chuckling it is speculative as to what it was that he found amusing at that moment; in any case, 

none of this uncorroborated evidence about Dr. Maier’s demeanor leads to punitive damages.  

[552] The evidence is that the Doctors were serious and sincere in implementing what were 

indeed harmful programs in the STU. Their attitude toward these programs does not on its own 

lead to punitive damages. Moreover, nothing in the record suggests that Mr. Johnson’s three STU 

sessions were a departure from this overall approach. They caused him discomfort, but were 

implemented by the Doctors with a view, albeit a mistaken view, to long term improvement of his 

condition. 

[553] The evidence does not support a finding of punitive damages in respect of Mr. Johnson. 

 q)  Stanley Kierstead 

[554]  The discussion of Stanley Kierstead’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 762-

805. 

[555] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Kierstead. 
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  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[556] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Kierstead moderate short-term harm. 

[557] To summarize my findings, Mr. Kierstead had a difficult childhood, moving back and forth 

from foster care homes. An early psychiatric report states that there was “a history of mental 

illness, cruelty, etc. in Stanley’s family. He…had a history of lying, stealing, biting, jealousy, 

wandering around all night and running away… At one time he tried to put out the dog’s eyes by 

pushing sticks into its eyes and has threatened young children with razor blades.” His problematic 

behaviour resulted in his being sent to training school where he threatened violence against others 

at the school and was sent to Kingston Psychiatric Hospital for an assessment which found him to 

be “potentially homicidal”. The Psychiatrist’s Report indicated the “only treatment situation which 

I know of which might do justice to this youngster is the Penetanguishene Psychiatric Hospital, 

Oakridge Division”: Ibid., at para 764-66. 

 

[558] Mr. Kierstead was sent to Oak Ridge in June 1969 when he was 16 years old. He stayed 

there for 14 months, until August 1970, as an involuntary patient under the Mental Health 

Act. Although he testified that he could recall being in the Capsule and in MAPP, the Clinical 

Records do not show him having been in any of the three STU programs. His primary complaint 

is that he spent twenty-three days in confinement, which he testified was “more than he could 

stand”: Ibid., at para 801. However, unlike at least one of the other Plaintiffs, this was never 

pleaded on his behalf: Ibid., at par 762. 

[559] There is no doubt that Mr. Kierstead intensely disliked his time at Oak Ridge. In fact, the 

Clinical Records establish that he was at times suicidal: Ibid., at para 801. Dr. Booth testified that 

this can lead to cognitive and perceptual impairment, which does appear to have transpired with 

Mr. Kierstead. In his testimony he seems to have transposed his experiences with stress in 

confinement with the stories he heard from other patients about the stressful ordeal of MAPP: 

Ibid., at para 801. 

[560] For a 16-year old, the year and two months spent in the STU was a frightening time. During 

this time Mr. Kierstead was primarily under the care of Dr. Barker: Ibid., at para 780. He was in 

constant fear of confinement and being sent to MAPP. While he never actually experienced any of 

the three programs at issue in this trial, being subject to the threat of participation in them – “the 

specter of these programs” for a youngster in his mid-teenage years – caused him psychic harm. 

“[T]he fear of MAPP is a harm caused by MAPP. These assaultive fears, made operational for him 

by Dr. Boyd and Dr. Barker, caused Mr. Kierstead to endure a certain amount of short-term pain”: 

Ibid., at para 805. 

 

[561] That said, the experience did not change his life in the long term. Since the 1980s he has 

had a long-term, stable marriage and has made a “decent living” as a welder: Ibid., at para 787-88. 

I found that “the trajectory of Mr. Kierstead’s post-Oak Ridge life has been a positive one and 

there is little evidence of a downward curve following his discharge from Oak Ridge”: Ibid., at 

para 800.  

 

  ii)  General damages 
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[562] Plaintiffs’ counsel state in their written submissions that an award of $325,000 is required 

to sufficiently redress the significant physical and mental injuries, along with the damage to 

autonomy and dignity, that the STU programs caused Mr. Kierstead. They further submit that “Mr. 

Kierstead was subject to prolonged periods of solitary confinement and lived in constant fear of 

the three impugned STU programs.”  

[563] This position, however, overstates the findings with respect to Mr. Kierstead in Barker 

Trial I. As indicated above, it is only the fear factor that gives rise to liability, since confinement 

was not pleaded on Mr. Kierstead’s behalf. Furthermore, it is not correct to say that Mr. Kierstead 

suffered significant physical and mental injuries that were caused by the three impugned STU 

programs. Even though he was never in any of the three programs, he suffered short term fears of 

them while being treated by Dr. Barker at Oak Ridge. Those fears were not significant enough to 

last beyond the Oak Ridge period itself. 

[564] The Plaintiffs cite the Blackwater factors as supporting a substantial damages claim for Mr. 

Kierstead. It is certainly the case that he was a vulnerable youth, having been placed in a frightful 

maximum security institution at the age of 16. It is also the case that the Defendants were in a 

position of authority and trust with respect to him. However, one cannot say that there is anything 

to consider under the heading of “the circumstances of the tortious events including their number, 

frequency, and how violent, invasive, and degrading they were.” There were no actual events to 

speak of – only the “specter” of such events. 

[565] Under the circumstances, counsel for the Defendants submit that Mr. Kierstead be awarded 

nominal damages only. It is their view that an award of $100 “will suffice to acknowledge that Mr. 

Kierstead’s legal rights were breached by fear of the programs, though no loss has been 

established.” 

 

[566] Much as the Plaintiffs’ position overstates the findings with respect to Mr. Kierstead, the 

Defendants’ position understates those findings. It is not the case that no loss has been establish, 

since I found moderate short-term harm to have been inflicted on him. While this harm came from 

fear of MAPP rather than from the physical experience of MAPP, it was nevertheless above the 

threshold and qualifies as compensable harm: Saadati, supra, at para 37. It can violate the rights 

of a vulnerable 16-year old for a person in a position of authority and trust to threaten him with 

physical harm as much as it can to actually inflict the physical harm: Bruce v Dyer, [1966] 2 OR 

705, at para 11 (Ont SC), aff’d [1970] 1 OR 482 (Ont CA).  

[567] Counsel for the Defendants go on to compare Mr. Kierstead’s case to that of O’Shea v. 

Vancouver, supra, where the claimant was put in a cell in a painful restraint device without seeing 

a nurse for a medical assessment, contrary to corrections policy. The court found that she 

experienced physical pain and that her anxiety and other pre-existing mental health conditions 

were thereby made worse and awarded general damages in the amount of $9,000.  

 

[568] By contrast, Mr. Kierstead did not experience the painful program, he merely feared it. 

Since he suffered the specter of the type of harm that the claimant suffered in O’Shea, he is entitled 

not to what she received but a fraction – a shadow – of what she received in compensation.  
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[569] Mr. Keirstead is awarded general damages in the amount of $1,000 as against Dr. Barker 

and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[570] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award in respect of Mr. Kierstead in the amount 

of $750,000. They submit that the Defendants “were well aware of his vulnerabilities and his 

complete dependence on them, yet they blatantly abused their power and breached their 

‘paramount duty’ to care for and avoid harm to a minor…” They go on to state, citing Dr. 

Bradford’s expert report, that the Defendants “deliberately and recklessly put Mr. Kierstead 

through the torturous experience of prolonged solitary confinement in full knowledge of his fragile 

emotional state and the harmful effects of solitary confinement.” 

[571] All of that is supported by evidence that has found its way into the record. And had Mr. 

Kierstead sued for those wrongs, he may well have been successful. But he sued for the harms 

caused to him by the Capsule, DDT, and MAPP, and did not actually experience any of those 

programs. Dr. Barker should never have allowed a youth in his care to be put in solitary 

confinement. He likewise should never have allowed a youth in his care to be put in MAPP. As it 

turns out, he allowed the former but did not allow the latter. 

[572] Dr. Barker should have known better than to allow Mr. Kierstead to be placed in solitary 

confinement. But, again, that is not the subject of the claim and is not a ground for his liability. 

Dr. Barker did apparently know better than to allow Mr. Kierstead to be placed in MAPP. While 

Dr. Barker contributed to the harm Mr. Kierstead suffered by virtue of the fear factor instilled by 

MAPP and his proximity to it, he did not act high handedly or reprehensibly. That is, he did not 

place the young and vulnerable Mr. Kierstead in any of the three impugned programs, including 

MAPP. 

[573] The evidence does not support an award of punitive damages in Mr. Kierstead’s case. 

 r)  Denis LePage 

[574] The discussion of Denis LePage’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 806-838. 

[575] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. LePage. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[576] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. LePage moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[577] To summarize my findings, Mr. LePage’s index offense took place in September 1977 after 

stalking a female therapist that he had become obsessed with and was found in possession of a 

firearm. This came on the heels of his release from custody for a conviction for sexual assault of 

three young boys, for which he had been sentenced and served 21 months. That offense, in turn, 

had been committed the year following his release from 8.5 years in Kingston Penitentiary, where 

he was incarcerated after having been convicted in 1966 for killing his aunt with a rolling pin. He 
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was ultimately found NGRI on the firearm charge, and was committed to Oak Ridge on a Warrant 

of the Lieutenant Governor on January 20, 1978, where he remained until 1982: Ibid., at paras 

809-14. 

 

[578] Upon his arrival at Oak Ridge, Dr. Barker diagnosed him as suffering from schizophrenia: 

Ibid., at para 812. Dr. Barker continued to supervise his treatment until mid-1979, when Dr. 

Barker’s own employment at Oak Ridge ended.  

[579] During the year in which Dr. Barker supervised his treatment, Mr. LePage was repeatedly 

sent to MAPP, spending from early April to mid-May in that program and then five months, from 

June to December, in MotoPro or mini-MAPP. All of this “positional torture”, as Dr. Bradford has 

described MAPP, created what I found, at para 837, to be an intolerable level of contemporaneous 

mental stress that played on his inability to grasp the reality of his situation and increase[d] his 

aversion to medications necessary to counter his mental illness. I also found that MAPP had a 

negative effect on his cognitive abilities. A Clinical Record written in the midst of his April 1978 

stint in MAPP contains a nurse’s notation that Mr. LePage was acting in a way that was “delusional 

and paranoid”: Ibid., at para 823. 

[580] This aversion to medication, which was at least partially caused by his inordinate amount 

of time in MAPP, eventually prevented him from recovering sufficiently to cascade down to a 

lower security setting and then to the community: Ibid., at para 836. As it is, Mr. LePage has 

remained institutionalized at Waypoint. The Ontario Review Board has continued to be of the view 

that he remains threatening and violent:  Re LePage, 2011 CarswellOnt 6160.  

[581] The STU experience is not the sole cause of Mr. LePage’s mental health problems – they 

pre-date his arrival at Oak Ridge and have been found to be life-long issues for him. That said, I 

found that but for his oppressive time in MAPP the trajectory of his life would have been more 

positive. He would have had less aversion to the medical treatment that he needs and thus would 

have achieved liberty from institutionalization at an earlier time: Barker Trial I, at para 838. 

  ii)  General damages 

[582] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a general damages award of $3,750,000 on behalf of Mr. LePage. 

They base this amount on Dr. Bradford’s estimate that Mr. LePage endured up to 30 years of 

prolonged institutionalization. 

[583] Defendants’ counsel submit that given my findings in the first phase of the trial, Mr. 

LePage deserves a general damages award of $44,151. They base this amount on the amount of 

harm inflicted by one of the STU programs – the MAPP – and its short and long-term effects. 

[584] The Defendants use Row v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2006 BCSC 199 as a 

comparator case in support of their submission. There the claimant was assaulted by another 

inmate in a provincial jail and suffered severe physical and psychological injuries. More 

specifically, his serious head wound took many weeks to heal, and a neuro-psychologist diagnosed 

him as suffering from ongoing symptoms of paranoia and depression: Ibid., at para 49. The 

claimant, whose wound was, Defendants’ counsel submit, more severe than what Mr. LePage 

suffered in MAPP, was awarded $35,000 (updated for inflation to $41,151), an amount that readily 
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compares with the $50,000 range awarded for general damages in other inmate injury cases: see 

Rhora (Litigation Guardian of) v. Ontario, 2004 CarswellOnt 3116 (SCJ). 

[585] Counsel for the Plaintiffs cite, as with other Plaintiffs, the Blackwater factors as supporting 

Mr. LePage’s claim. They particularly stress his vulnerability as an involuntary patient in a mental 

hospital and the Defendants’ position of authority over him. As with some of the other Plaintiffs, 

they compare Mr. LePage’s case with Henry, supra, where $3.7 million was awarded in respect of 

a 27-year wrongful incarceration. However, Mr. LePage’s case is not one of wrongful 

institutionalization. His institutionalization was rightful and was based on his underlying 

psychiatric condition; it was, however, prolonged, but not instigated, by the harms he suffered in 

the STU.    

[586] Plaintiffs’ counsel also compare Mr. LePage’s case to Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v. 

BMG, 2007 NSCA 120, where the victim was a troubled 14-year old boy when he was the target 

of repeated sexual assaults by a parole officer. In this respect, BMG is more comparable to Mr. 

LePage than either Henry or Row. While Mr. LePage was an adult at Oak Ridge, his condition as 

a mentally ill adult suffering from delusions and with only a faint grip on reality made him childlike 

in the hands of his doctors and the institution. Mr. LePage’s vulnerability to short and long-term 

harm was therefore more akin to that of the child victim in BMG than to the adult prison inmate in 

Row. Likewise, the victim of abuse in BMG was a youth with pre-existing psychological problems. 

The wrongful conduct of the public official in a position of authority over him added to his mental 

distress in a significant way, but the claimant’s psychiatric condition did not originate with that 

abuse.  

[587] In BMG, the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal confirmed that the claimant suffered “powerful 

negative emotional sequele associated with the sexual abuse which had resulted in a marked 

disturbance on his life and had led to a loss of educational, social, and vocational opportunities… 

[and that his] condition was consistent with exposure to an extreme traumatic stressor and that 

family discord and alienation would not produce this condition”: Ibid., at para 31. The Court 

indicated that it cannot through damages eliminate all of the claimant’s troubles, but that it was its 

role to fashion a general damages award that protects the claimant’s physical integrity, the loss of 

which is identified with his personality and freedom: Ibid., at para 129.  

[588] Plaintiffs’ counsel appear to have referenced the BMG since, as with Mr. LePage,  the 

effects of the wrongdoing were long lasting and were perpetrated by a person in authority over a 

vulnerable victim. In BMG, the assaults were on a youngster who never fully recovered from them 

and who had a difficult childhood but no diagnosed pre-existing mental illness.  

[589] The Nova Scotia Court of Appeal observed that pondering the impact of this kind of 

harmful conduct on the life of a youth, who was found to suffer PTSD that at least partially effected 

his functionality, is to really to ponder the imponderable: “[T]he impact on a 14 year old child of 

being anally raped by a fully grown man defies assessment”: Ibid., at para 115. With all of that, 

the Court determined that the proper range of general damages would be between $125,000 and 

$250,000, and upheld the trial judge’s award at the low end of the scale - $125,000, including 

aggravated damages. 
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[590] As discussed earlier in these reasons, the Supreme Court of Canada in Andrews, supra, at 

261, noted that while general damages are in some sense always arbitrary, “[t]he award must be 

fair and reasonable, fairness being gauged by earlier decisions.” Given that the Plaintiffs have 

chosen BMG as the relevant comparison, it would be entirely out of line to award Mr. LePage 

nearly 30 times more than what his own counsel identifies as an appropriate comparator. It has 

long been the case, and was reiterated by the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal in BMG, that a damages 

award that “is so inordinately high” amounts to an error of law: Ibid., at para 118, citing Nance v. 

British Columbia Electric Railway, [1951] AC 601 (PC). 

[591] Mr. LePage’s award for general damages should be top half of the range of damages set 

out in BMG, although not at the very top. The top of that scale is $250,000 in 2007 dollars, which 

if updated for inflation would come to $304,465 today. Serious as the impact of MAPP may have 

been on Mr. LePage, it cannot be said to have been the sole cause of his aversion to medical 

intervention or his prolonged institutionalization; in fact, I specifically found that Mr. LePage “was 

resistant to taking medication early in his stay at Oak Ridge, despite the conclusion of medical 

staff that he was dangerous without medication”: Barker Trial I, at para 816.  

[592] This resistance to medication dated from the start of Mr. LePage’s stay at Oak Ridge, and 

was in the first instance unconnected to any time spent in MAPP. That program then turned into 

one of several causes of Mr. LePage’s prolonged institutionalization, and was an addition to his 

existing psychiatric problems. For that reason, I found that the MAPP experience harmed him by 

“exacerbating his inability to grasp the reality of his situation and increasing his aversion to the 

medications”: Ibid., at para 837 [emphasis added].  

[593] I would put the impact of months in MAPP as having caused two-thirds of the pain, 

suffering, and further institutionalization time that Mr. LePage experienced. One-third of that 

suffering, on the other hand, was caused by his pre-existing condition.  

[594] Mr. LePage is awarded general damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Dr. Barker 

and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[595] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award of $1,200,000 on behalf of Mr. LePage. 

In doing so, they emphasize in their written submissions that “Mr. LePage suffered distinctly from 

the STU’s lack of safeguards, in particular how they resulted in prolonged periods of confinement. 

Mr. Lepage also suffered from the Defendants’ novel, untested, and meritless approach to 

psychiatry.” 

[596] To be clear, as with all of the other Plaintiffs with the exception of Joseph Bonner, 

excessive confinement is not part of Mr. LePage’s claim against the Defendants. Furthermore, 

much as Mr. LePage disliked other aspects of the STU and the Defendants’ approach to psychiatry 

– the evidence shows that he resisted medication and refused to participate in group therapy: Ibid., 

at paras 817-820. However, it is only Mr. LePage’s participation in MAPP that is in issue here.   

[597] I have said repeatedly both in these reasons and in Barker Trial I that MAPP was an 

excessively harsh program that should not have been used in a hospital (or, for that matter, 

anywhere else). But it was used not only in Oak Ridge but elsewhere, and although it was found 
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by the Ombudsman in its 1970s-era report to be cruel, it was not conceived as improper in that era. 

If the psychiatry profession generally did not eschew use of MAPP for disciplinary purposes, it is 

hard to say that there was anything high handed or reprehensible about its having been used at Oak 

Ridge.  

[598] More specifically, there is no indication in the evidence that Mr. LePage was put in MAPP 

for vengeful or other unauthorized reasons. By today’s standards, of course, no one should have 

been put in MAPP. But Mr. LePage appears to have been placed in that program for being 

uncooperative and uncontrollable in various ways, which was what MAPP was there for: Ibid. at 

paras 70-72, 819. Under those circumstances, the Defendants did not exhibit the kind of 

“blameworthiness” that would lead to a punitive damages award: Whiten, supra, at para 113. 

[599] There is no punitive damages award in respect of Mr. LePage’s claim. 

iv)   Income loss 

[600] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek between $265,000 and just under $700,000 in income replacement 

for Mr. LePage, depending on which of several employment scenarios one adopts. For their part, 

Defendants’ counsel submit that no damages for lost income are warranted or, in the alternative, 

damages in an amount ranging from $7,000 to $15,000 would be appropriate given Mr. LePage’s 

circumstances. 

[601] The Plaintiffs’ income loss request is based on Dr. Bradford’s opinion that the STU 

experience caused Mr. LePage to be institutionalized for far longer than he otherwise would have 

been. As he explained it in his report: 

Mr. LePage’s circumstances are very unique in that his risk assessment is moderate 

(average range of NCR patients in the system), he does not have antisocial 

personality disorder, and his index offence was relatively minor. In my opinion, 

Mr. LePage’s treatment and rehabilitation (which unfortunately have not yet 

occurred, even though it was certainly possible by now) were delayed by 20 to 30 

years, largely due to his experience in the STU… 

 

He certainly was affected by his long-standing distrust of the Ontario Mental Health 

Centre Penetanguishene and the prolonged treatment impasse that subsequently 

occurred.  

 

[602] With all due respect to Dr. Bradford, his analysis of Mr. LePage’s danger to the public is 

out of sync with the Ontario Review Board’s findings over the years and with the evidence in the 

record before me. Mr. LePage’s index offense of possession of a firearm was “relatively minor” 

only in the most superficial and decontextualized senses. He was found in possession of a firearm, 

which might be a minor offense if he was a sportsman on his way to a rifle range. But that was not 

the case. Mr. LePage was an already once-convicted killer who was found in possession of a 

firearm while stalking a female therapist with whom he had become obsessed at the Guelph 

Assessment and Treatment Unit. He had been sent to that unit for assessment after sexually 

assaulting three young boys who he had invited into his home. That offense, in turn, came on the 
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heels of his release from Kingston Penitentiary, where he had just completed his sentence of eight 

years for having bludgeoned his aunt to death with a rolling pin.  

[603] In 2006, Mr. LePage appealed a ruling of the Ontario Review Board, which also did not 

see either his index offense or any of his other acts over the years as “relatively minor”. In its 

ruling on appeal, Juriansz, JA wrote on behalf of a unanimous Court that “the Board was 

unequivocal that the appellant was a dangerous person from whom the public had to be protected”: 

R. v. Lepage, 2006 CanLII 37775, at para 6. He then went on, at para 7, to summarize the view, 

accepted by the Review Board, of another doctor that explained the real context of Mr. LePage’s 

“relatively minor” index offense: 

Further, the doctor noted with alarm that the index offence is in the doctor’s words 

“mild” when compared with the observed research that Mr. LePage continues to 

expend in preparation for the perpetration of threats of death, threats of violence 

and intimidation that continues routinely at Oak Ridge by this accused.  In the 

doctor’s view Mr. LePage’s serious intention to physically harm staff and co-

patients by death threats is very real.  The doctor could detect no prospect that the 

accused will ever change with respect to this type of disturbing misconduct. 

[604] Mr. LePage’s pre-existing mental illness and propensity to violence, combined with his 

pre-existing aversion to medication as discussed in the above previous section, were the initial 

causes of his extended institutionalization. The harmful sessions that Mr. LePage was put through 

in MAPP made his condition worse and his institutionalization that much longer, but they do not 

account for the full number of post-STU years that Mr. LePage has spent in institutions.   

[605] In any case, and regardless of how one calculates the specific number of years of extra 

institutionalization time, I agree with Defendants’ counsels’ argument that the doctrine of ex turpi 

causa precludes Mr. LePage from claiming lost income loss as a result of his institutionalization, 

however lengthy it has been. His confinement in Oak Ridge is a result of his January 1978 warrant 

of the Lieutenant Governor issued upon his having been found NGRI with respect to the firearms 

charge. That placed him in the exclusive jurisdiction of the Ontario Review Board.  

 

[606] For policy reasons previously explained, I cannot interfere with or contradict the findings 

of the Review Board that resulted in Mr. LePage’s institutionalization, either initially or 

subsequently in its annual reviews. Mr. LePage cannot be compensated for the institutionalization 

itself as that has been done in accordance with the rule of law and has not been challenged. To rule 

otherwise would attack the integrity of the legal system, and that concern is paramount to any 

imperative to hold the Defendants responsible for Mr. LePage’s situation: Hall v. Hebert, [1993] 2 

SCR 159, 182. 

[607] In the event that I am wrong about the operation of the ex turpi causa doctrine here, I will 

briefly consider what Mr. LePage’s income loss claim would look like in the alternative.  

 

[608] In his affidavit submitted in the second phase of the trial, Mr. LePage deposed that as a 

youth he planned to become a carpenter like his father. That, however, was an unfulfilled 

aspiration. Mr. LePage’s mental illness and eventual criminality prevented that plan from being 

actualized. While Mr. LePage spent a short time as a beginner apprentice in cabinet making, his 
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pre-Oak Ridge employment life was sporadic and composed of little but short-term, low wage 

jobs. A Waypoint Hospital Report appended to his affidavit describes his brief work history as 

follows: 

Following his discharge from St. Joseph’s [Training School] in 1963, Mr. LePage 

obtained employment with a contractor who built cottages in L’Orignal, Ontario. 

L’Orignal is a village not far from Hawkesbury and the Quebec border. Mr. LePage 

was to be paid $60 per week for assisting the contractor. On July 29, 1963, Mr. 

LePage became angry because he had not been paid wages earned the previous 

week. In an attempt to acquire compensation for his work, he stole the contractor’s 

.22 caliber revolver and planned to sell it. 

Upon his release from L’Orignal Jail, Mr. LePage returned to the Ottawa area, 

where he acquired employment as a clerk at an I.G.A. store for $65 per week. Mr. 

LePage had a paternal aunt, Gertrude LePage, who lived nearby. She resided in a 

large home that had been separated into apartments, which were occupied by 

various relatives. Gertrude LePage resided on the main floor. Mr. LePage moved 

in with her and agreed to pay $15 per week for room and board. Mr. LePage would 

maintain this living arrangement and employment until around his 19th birthday. 

Around Christmas 1965, Mr. LePage was terminated from his job due to an 

‘inability to carry out assignments’. He left Ottawa and travelled to Montreal. 

[609] Mr. LePage’s Service Canada employment records disclose that the most he ever earned 

in his pre-Oak Ridge working years was $4,718 in 1975 working at an Ottawa food market. 

Subsequently, while institutionalized he had had several opportunities to work in a supervised 

setting, but he has never been able to sustain his work for any substantial length of time. In 1992, 

he was charged with uttering threats, for which he spent three years in jail in Barrie before returning 

to Penetanguishene. Upon his release in 1995 he began receiving social assistance, which he 

continued to receive until 2011. 

[610] Plaintiffs’ damages expert, Mr. Wollach, has submitted four hypothetical employment 

trajectories he says Mr. LePage could have obtained, absent the harm he incurred on the STU: a) 

Mr. LePage would have immediately commenced full-time employment earning minimum wage 

in either 1985 or 1995, and he would have earned that until retirement in December 7, 2011. This 

would come to a total of $334,683; b) Mr. LePage could have immediately commenced full-time 

employment earning minimum wage in 1995, and he would have earned that until retirement in 

December 7, 2011. This would come to a total of $265,294; c) Mr. LePage could have earned the 

wage of a Cabinetmaker, commencing in 1985 and going until retirement in December 7, 2011. 

This would come to a total of $697,627. 

 

[611] Defendants’ vocational expert, Mr. Campbell, has opined that the Plaintiffs’ scenarios are 

unrealistic from a vocational/employment point of view. This opinion is unanswered by the 

Plaintiffs: 

RSM [Mr. Wollach’s firm] are essentially making the claim that if not for the STU, 

Mr. LePage would have been symptom and limitation free as of 1985 resulting in 

his ability to enter the workforce unabated in a full-time capacity with no periods 
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of unemployment or underemployment. In our opinion this is highly improbable 

given the substantial barriers he would have faced in any event… 

Mr. LePage had a number of pre-existing mental health issues which would make 

obtaining and maintaining employment difficult in any reality. If we are to accept 

the opinion of Dr. Bradford, in which he believes Mr. LePage would essentially 

have no mental health limitations if not for the STU, his incarcerations prior to the 

STU would still present as a serious barrier to consistent employment. The fact that 

his pre-STU crimes were for violent and sexual offences is particularly relevant, 

even if we are to assume that his mental health issues would have been extinguished 

absent the STU. 

[612] Mr. Campbell went on to opine that Mr. LePage’s criminal behaviour and mental health 

problems would have made it difficult for him to maintain steady work right up until retirement, 

and that he would have incurred periods of unemployment or under employment. He assumed that, 

as he did prior to Oak Ridge, Mr. LePage was likely to earn minimum wage, but that his work 

would not be consistent and would be difficult for him to obtain given his background. It was Mr. 

Campbell’s opinion, based on Stats Canada average wage data, that a deduction of 43% to 68% 

ought to apply to Mr. Wollach’s minimum wage scenarios, with further deductions for the lack of 

income earning ability during Mr. LePage’s three years of incarceration in Barrie and the 6-month 

period following release from jail.  

 

[613] Defendants’ damages expert, Mr. Andrade, has produced an income report for Mr. LePage 

that accounts for the deductions recommended by the vocational expert. He has also deducted the 

social assistance that Mr. LePage received since there is no evidence that Mr. LePage has assigned 

any potential award to ODSP.  

 

[614] Mr. Andrade has arrived at an income loss award ranging from $7,186 to $15,225, 

depending on whether one assumes that Mr. LePage would be more successful at finding and 

holding jobs and so would be at the low end of the Stats Can average, or would be less successful 

at finding and holding jobs. I would be willing to give Mr. LePage the benefit of the doubt that he 

would stay on medication and maintain sufficient psychological stability to be more successful, 

and would therefore apply a 43% discount to his expected earnings rather than a 68% discount. 

That would bring Mr. LePage’s income loss to $15,225 if it were not barred by the ex turpi causa 

principle. 

 

[615] Mr. LePage is not awarded any damages for lost income. 

 s)  Christian Magee 

[616] The discussion of Christian Magee’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 839-

870. 

[617] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages in respect of Mr. Magee. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 
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[618] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Magee moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[619] To summarize my findings, Mr. Magee had a difficult childhood, with an abusive father 

and a violently abusive older brother. The highest level of schooling he achieved was grade 8, and 

he stopped attending school at the age of 16. He deposed that at the age of 22 he was in an unhappy 

marriage and had become a heavy drinker: Ibid., at paras 839-40. 

[620] Mr. Magee was first committed to Oak Ridge in 1976 for the rape and murder of a 15-year 

old girl. In total, he has sexually assaulted five women, murdering three of them. He confessed to 

two of his murders to police officers while in Oak Ridge and in the MAPP: Ibid., at para 844. 

Except for a brief period of several months, he has resided at Oak Ridge and Waypoint ever since 

his first admission. 

[621] Dr. Barker was most fully involved in Mr. Magee’s treatment while in the STU. He 

authorized sending him to MAPP on four occasions. Mr. Magee also insists that Dr. Maier was 

involved with his DDT program, but I found, at para 848, that the Clinical Records do not support 

that: 

In examination-in-chief, he insisted that Dr. Maier recommended to him a number 

of times that he take an Alcohol-Ritalin treatment in order to break down his mental 

defences, but that Mr. Magee resisted this as much as he could. In his testimony, 

Mr. Magee alleged that he had two alcohol treatments, but the March 1978 session 

is the only one that is recorded in his Clinical Records. 

[622] MAPP was obviously a painful experience for Mr. Magee. It also produced two confessions 

to crimes which do not appear to have led to actual convictions, but which added to the record 

before the Ontario Review Board and thus added to the evidence each time his institutionalization 

has been extended. That said, The Review Board has consistently found him to be a danger to the 

public.  His current diagnosis is much the same as it has been for 4 decades, and has been described 

in Review Board decisions as “Sexual Sadism, Transvestite Fetishism, Antisocial Personality 

Disorder, and Narcissistic Personality Disorder.” Ibid., at para 859; Re Magee, [2012] ORBD 

2117, at para 22.  

  ii)  General damages 

[623] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. Magee “should be awarded $1,000,000 in compensation 

for his combined short and long-term harms. Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. Magee be 

awarded no more than $32,000 for those combined harms.  

[624] In terms of comparison cases, Plaintiffs’ counsel compares Mr. Magee’s experiences with 

Gauthier v. Beaumont, [1998] 2 SCR 3, where the Supreme Court of Canada has awarded 

$200,000 ($300,000 adjusted for inflation) to a person who was tortured by the police while in 

custody. Plaintiffs’ counsel suggests that Gauthier be used as a yardstick for measuring Mr. 

Magee’s short-term harm from the DDT and MAPP sessions to which he was subject.  

[625] In terms of compensation for long-term harm, Plaintiffs’ counsel reference Dr. Bradford’s 

opinion which relies on work done by Professor Cyril Greenland’s 1960-1976 study of homicide 
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patients under Warrants of the Lieutenant Governor and the length of their institutionalization (the 

“Greenland Report”). As explained by Dr. Bradford in his testimony in the second phase of the 

trial, the Greenland Report shows that the average length of institutionalization for such patients 

during the period under study was 5.8 years.  

[626] In a ruling on a voir dire, I noted that Dr. Bradford testified that the Greenland data 

provided “a baseline for my analysis of the extent to which each Plaintiff’s institutionalization was 

prolonged by the harms found by [the First Phase Judgment]”: Barker v. Barker, 2020 ONSC 

7447, at para 39. This expert evidence is, in turn, cited by Plaintiffs’ counsel in support of a 

substantial award to compensate Mr. Magee “for his considerable long-term harms, including 

being denied the opportunity to cascade through the forensic system, and his contemporaneous 

pain and trauma.” 

[627] I understand that Dr. Bradford has referred to MAPP as “positional torture”, which is why 

the Plaintiffs compare it to a case of police torture. I acknowledged Dr. Bradford’s phrase in Barker 

Trial I, at para 73, and juxtaposed it with descriptions by Defendants’ expert, Dr. Thomas Gutheil, 

who described MAPP in more temperate terms as a “harsh sanctioning process”: Ibid., at para 80. 

These two perspectives were summed up by the 1978 Ombudsman’s “Evaluative Study”, supra, 

p. 16, which described MAPP as a “remorseless re-educative experience which carries a heavy 

psychological burden” and refers to the program as inflicting “mental torment”: Ibid., at para 80. 

[628] I sympathize with and share Dr. Bradford’s recoiling at MAPP as a method of instilling 

discipline in patients at Oak Ridge. Having to sit immobile for hours on end, only changing 

positions occasionally when a “patient-teacher” signals permission to do so, is both physically 

uncomfortable and emotionally degrading. Sitting still for long periods of time is, in a lay person’s 

sense of the word, torturous. It should never have been condoned as part of what was supposed to 

be a therapeutic approach to patients. But, with respect, it is not quite the same as the literal torture 

described by the Supreme Court in Gauthier, at para 35, where the police officers’ treatment of 

the prisoner started with a thorough beating, and then proceeded as follows: 

At one point, Beaumont punched him so hard with a right to the head that his 

uniform was spattered with blood.  In anger, Beaumont screamed: ‘I’m going to 

kill you fucking pig.’  They continued to hit him.  Then, they took him to a 

washroom, where they plunged his head into the toilet.  As they were not yet 

satisfied, he was taken to another room, where they removed his clothes and started 

throwing burning matches at his genitals, which caused him unspeakable pain.  The 

contents of an aerosol container were sprayed in his face.  The torture 

continued.  The defendants hung him upside down in a stairwell and clubbed 

him.  They threatened to drop him unless he talked… 

Although he was now dressed only lightly and covered with scratches and bruises, 

he was driven to an isolated place, where he was tied to a metal post near a little-

travelled gravel road.  It was close to -25 Celsius.  They returned for him one or 

one and a half hours later.  

[629] The abuse suffered by the claimant in Gauthier did not end there, and continued with the 

police beating his frozen hands until bloody and then releasing him barefoot into the snow-covered, 
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frozen terrain: Ibid. Justice Gonthier, on behalf of the Supreme Court majority, summed up the 

case by indicating, at para 76, that “The record contains uncontradicted evidence that the 

respondents…tortured the appellant atrociously and threatened to kill him, that the appellant feared 

for his life and for the lives of his family”.  

[630] As already indicated, MAPP was a harsh and therapeutically useless program; it did not, 

however, amount to the kind of atrocities, which were labelled as “torture”, in the Gauthier case: 

Ibid., at para 75. While the short-term harm suffered by Mr. Magee was found to be “substantial” 

and thus deserving of compensation, the harm did not measure up to what the prisoner in Gauthier 

endured and neither should the compensation.  

[631] I am likewise skeptical about the comparison drawn by Plaintiffs’ counsel between Mr. 

Magee’s long-term institutionalization and the Greenland Report’s data on average 

institutionalization. In cross-examination, Dr. Bradford explained that the 5.8-year figure as an 

average length of institutionalization was the average among those actually released; it did not 

account for those who, like Mr. Magee, were never released from a custodial hospital. This 

approach excluded 28% of the relevant patient population from the statistical study. That 

exclusion, of course, skewed the average rate downward. Indeed, as Defendants’ counsel point 

out, what the study highlights is that patients with anti-social personality disorders, who were at 

the time of the Greenland Report labeled psychopaths and, according to Dr. Maier in Barker Trial 

I, at para 1309, were considered untreatable, tend to be ones left out of the study and 

institutionalized for life.  

[632] Defendants’ counsel compare Mr. Magee’s case to two cases, Pearson v. Mian, 2006 

CanLII 38884 (SCJ) and L.(S.) v. A.(S.), 1999 CarswellOnt 976 (SCJ), both of which awarded 

general damages in the low to mid-$30,000s (adjusted for inflation). Pearson was a malicious 

prosecution claim. The claimant was not convicted of the offense, but the damages award 

reflected the short-term emotional effect of an assault charge and the prospect of imprisonment. 

L.(S.) was a sexual abuse case that commenced when the claimant was 12 years old and went on 

for four years. The Court found the abuse rendered her unable to enjoy her teenage years and 

robbed her of her innocence. 

 

[633] I do not find either of these cases to be particularly persuasive parallels to Mr. Magee’s 

experience. The emotional pain of a wrongful prosecution which does not end up with any 

detention or incarceration is no doubt worthy of compensation, but it is not the same as a vulnerable 

mental patient being subjected to stints in MAPP. This is particularly the case where MAPP was 

used to extract confessions from the patient which he has to live with for the rest of his life. While 

the claimant in Pearson had to endure an accusation, its effect was over when the case ended; that 

is not so for Mr. Magee, who continues to suffer stigma and, according to him, depression as a 

result of what was done to him in MAPP.  

[634] As for the L. (S.) case, the facts there revolve around a complex, long-term relationship 

that commenced with the parties’ sexual relationship when the claimant was a young teenager and 

culminated some forty years later with the termination of their relationship as common law spouses 

and their litigation over property and spousal support. The Court quite properly also awarded a 

component of damages to the claimant for the sexual abuse that occurred at the beginning of their 

relationship when she was a youngster, but the overall relationship is so unique and the damages 
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assessment is so intertwined with these unique set of circumstances that it is difficult to transpose 

to an unrelated scenario such as Mr. Magee and the harms of MAPP.  

[635] Defendants’ counsel submits that Mr. Magee is not entitled to any general damages award 

for the length of time that he has spent institutionalized. They point out, accurately, that Mr. 

Magee’s MAPP-influenced confessions do not undermine the authority of the Lietenant 

Governor’s warrant which institutionalized him in the first place, and this Court cannot rule against 

the Review Board decisions that have kept him institutionalized or the Court of Appeal decision 

that has confirmed his institutionalization: Mental Health Centre, Penetanguishene v. 

Magee (2006), 80 OR (3d) 436 (Ont CA). This conflict in the law bars his claim for general 

damages arising from the prolonged institutionalization from a policy perspective, even though 

factual causation has been found. 

 

[636] Taking all of these cases into account, it is evident to me that Mr. Magee is entitled to 

damages for the pain and suffering he endured in MAPP in an amount that is somewhere between 

the $30,000 awarded in Pearon, which by comparison understates his suffering, and the $300,000 

awarded in Gauthier, which by comparison overstates his suffering.  

[637] Mr. Magee is awarded $150,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[638] As discussed above, Mr. Magee’s complaints about his STU years for the most part revolve 

around the time he spent in MAPP. Plaintiffs’ counsel argue that the abuses inflicted upon him in 

MAPP were beyond what Mr. Magee could handle, and that in imposing this treatment on a 

vulnerable patient with a background of abuse, the Defendants should be subject to punitive 

damages in the range of $1.5 million. 

[639] I have elsewhere in these reasons indicated that while MAPP was a program which must 

be condemned and which can give rise to general damages for those subjected to it, it was not 

unusual in its era and, except in certain circumstances, was not used with malicious intent in the 

STU. Its use by the Defendants in general does not carry the “blameworthiness” required to ground 

a punitive damages award: Whiten, supra, at para 113. 

[640] The feeding of alcohol to an alcoholic, on the other hand, does cross the line into either 

malicious or wilfully blind conduct worthy of special condemnation. Although Dr. Barker was the 

psychiatrist responsible for his treatments, Mr. Magee insisted in his testimony in the first phase 

of the trial that Dr. Maier was also involved and that he tried to get him to take more alcohol 

treatment. Nowhere is this record in his Clinical Records, and appears to have been a false memory: 

Barker Trial I, at para 848. But it does indicate how strongly the alcohol treatments played on his 

mind.  

[641] It is not surprising that the one alcohol treatment that Mr. Magee did have in the STU is 

front and centre in his memory. He was an alcoholic. Dr. Barker, as the responsible physician, 

should have known better than to have given him this treatment. The record indicates that Mr. 

Magee signed a Consent to the alcohol treatment that he received in 1978, which is not surprising. 
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One need not graduate medical school to know that an alcoholic’s “consent” to alcohol is not free 

and informed consent: Ibid., at para 1199.  

[642] Dr. Barker was a medically trained professional responsible for Mr. Magee’s care, and as 

such should have known better. Plying Mr. Magee with alcohol, even if only once, was 

reprehensible and worthy of punitive damages: McIntyre v. Grigg, supra, at para 50. In McIntyre, 

the Court of Appeal reduced the punitive damages award from the $100,000 that the trial judge 

would have ordered to $20,000 as a matter of proportionality. Punitive damages were warranted 

in that case, however, because of the intentional quality of the defendant’s drunk driving and the 

fact that it was a conscious decision to get behind the wheel while inebriated and the defendant 

should have known better: Ibid., at para 123.  

[643] Using the same logic, and maintaining a view to proportionality, Mr. Magee deserves a 

punitive damages award somewhere in between what the trial judge and the Court of Appeal 

awarded in McIntyre. If an ordinary driver should have known better than to drive under the 

influence of alcohol, a doctor and a medical institution certainly should know better than to think 

that an alcoholic needs alcohol as a component of his “therapy”. 

[644] Mr. Magee is awarded a punitive damages award of $100,000, divided 50% as against Dr. 

Barker and 50% as against the Crown. 

 t)  Douglas McCaul 

[645] The discussion of Douglas McCaul’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 871-

911. 

[646] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss in respect of Mr. McCaul. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[647] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. McCaul moderate long-term harm and moderate short-term harm. 

[648] To summarize my findings, Mr. McCaul was committed to Oak Ridge pursuant to a 

Warrant of the Lieutenant Governor when he was in his mid-20s, and stayed for just over 4 years, 

from December 1976 to January 1981. After drinking heavily and while suffering an alcohol 

blackout, he had killed a woman, buried her, and returned later to the site and committed an 

indecent act with the body. Mr. McCaul had also killed an elderly man, though he was never 

charged in relation to that death: Ibid. at paras 871-72, 886. He was sexually abused while in St. 

John’s Training School, and his records show that in his teenage years he sexually abused at least 

one young boy. Mr. McCaul identifies the origin of his psychiatric and behavioural problems on 

an accidental fall when he was three years old, resulting in a fractured skull and Cerebral Trauma 

and Cerebral Ischemic Disease: Ibid., at para 871.  

 

[649] Mr. McCaul was in mini-MAPP for one six-week session. It was an intense and 

uncomfortable experience, which exacerbated his victimization by other patients. In the DDT 

program, he received two Alcohol-Ritalin treatments which did not go well, and are documented 
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in his Clinical Records as having resulted in uncontrolled convulsions: Ibid., at paras 890-92.  He 

has a known history of alcoholism that figured heavily in my account of his Oak Ridge experience, 

at paras 900-01: 

Mr. McCaul’s very first diagnosis from his initial assessment at Oak Ridge dated 

April 29, 1976, identified one of his problems as alcohol abuse. Virtually every 

assessment and diagnosis of Mr. McCaul done over the past 45 years has mentioned 

alcoholism as a disorder from which he suffers (or, as in his final diagnosis, which 

he suffered in the past and is now in remission), and which has been instrumental 

to his criminality. 

 With this background, was Mr. McCaul’s consent to alcohol treatments at Oak 

Ridge truly a willful consent, and did Dr. Maier’s authorization of those alcohol 

treatments cause Mr. McCaul harm? To ask these questions is to answer them. Mr. 

McCaul’s participation in the DDT program was precisely what he should not have 

done in a hospital setting. 

[650] In the early 1980s, Mr. McCaul was transferred to St. Thomas Psychiatric Hospital, but he 

discovered that St. Thomas still used MAPP and so he demanded to be returned to Oak Ridge 

where MAPP had been discontinued as a patient program. In 2009 he was transferred to the 

Brockville Mental Health Centre, which is a medium security institution, and in 2019 the Ontario 

Review Board granted him a conditional discharge into the community. His diagnosis at Brockville 

is: “Personality Change due to a general medical condition (Cerebral Trauma and Cerebral 

Ischemic Disease), Sexual Disorders – Transvestic Fetishism, Sexual Disorders – Sexual Sadism, 

Substance Use Disorder, Alcohol Dependence (in remission), and Antisocial Personality 

Disorder”: Ibid., at para 898. 

  ii)  General damages 

[651] In their submissions, Plaintiffs’ counsel assert that Mr. McCaul suffered in the extreme. 

They contend: “He lost 25 years of his liberty because of his Program related harms. He 

participated in MAPP and DDT. An award of $3,125,000 is required to sufficiently redress the 

significant physical and mental injuries the STU Programs caused him, as well as the considerable 

damage to his dignity and autonomy.”  

[652] Much as I agree that Mr. McCaul suffered harm in the STU, this description bears little to 

no resemblance to my findings in the first phase of the trial. I found that Mr. McCaul suffered 

moderate injuries as a result of the STU programs. I also did not find that Mr. McCaul lost twenty-

five years of his liberty due to his STU experiences. I found that he lost his liberty due to the fact 

that he was committed on a Lieutenant Governor’s warrant in 1976 for having killed a woman and 

then having engaged in indecent acts with her corpse.  

[653] I also found that “Mr. McCaul suffers from sexual and general identity disorders, fetishism, 

alcohol dependence issues, anti-social personality, heart disease and diabetes (which, according to 

Dr. Bradford, are associated with trauma). These ailments plagued him all his life, and existed 

before, during, and after Oak Ridge. But it is evident that they should not have been compounded 

by the ‘therapy’ he received in the STU”: Ibid., at para 909. 
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[654] In a final sentence with respect to Mr. McCaul, at para 910, I expressed the view that, “Had 

his existing disorders not been aggravated by the STU programs, he would likely have reached 

that stage sooner.” That is hardly a finding that decades of institutionalized time are the result of 

the STU; rather, it is a recognition that the unnecessary stress of DDT and MAPP added a tip to 

the very substantial iceberg of disorders that already plagued him and that would have continued 

to plague him. Even his final diagnosis from Brockville traced his most fundamental problems to 

“Personality Change due to a general medical condition (Cerebral Trauma and Cerebral Ischemic 

Disease)” – i.e. a life-long result of the brain injury he suffered as an infant: Ibid., at para 898.   

[655] Since the 1970s, Mr. McCaul has been under the jurisdiction of the Ontario Review Board. 

Although the DDT and MAPP experiences may have worsened his condition and thereby added 

some length of time to his institutionalization, the confinement in mental hospitals until 2019 was 

consistently authorized by the Review Board acting within its statutory jurisdiction. Those 

decisions have never been challenged. The ex turpi causa principle requires that they not be the 

source of a damages award, as that would imply that those decisions were somehow wrongful. To 

make the Defendants pay for the decisions of the Review Board on the timing of Mr. McCaul’s 

release into the community would, in effect, be a collateral attack on otherwise unchallenged 

decisions of the Board. 

[656] Counsel for the Defendants offer Row, supra, as a comparator case for Mr. McCaul’s claim. 

As discussed previously in these reasons, Row involved one prison inmate’s knife attack on 

another, causing serious physical injuries and lingering symptoms of paranoia and depression: 

Ibid., at para 49. The Court awarded a total of $44,151 (adjusted for inflation) for the short and 

long-term harms suffered in the attack.  

[657] While the victim of the assault in Row was, like Mr. McCaul, in the care of a Crown 

institution when he suffered his injury, the Crown’s wrongful acts were negligent, not intentional. 

It was not another inmate that administered the DDT substances that caused Mr. McCaul to 

convulse to the point that he had to be resuscitated, it was Dr. Maier on behalf of the Crown. This 

extra level of malintent added an extra level of indignity and humiliation to Mr. McCaul’s 

experience.  

[658] Mr. McCaul’s suffering at the hands of doctors entrusted with his care was qualitatively 

different, and greater, than the suffering of one prison inmate at the hands of another in Row. I 

would put it at just over double the harm described in Row.  

[659] Mr. McCaul is awarded $100,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and 

the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[660] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek an award of $1,250,000 in respect of Mr. McCaul’s treatment in 

the STU. They submit that a punitive award is necessary given the way that Dr. Maier in particular 

pressured Mr. McCaul, a vulnerable patient with a pre-existing alcohol problem, to submit to 

Alcohol-Ritalin treatments. I agree that the high handed and immoral nature of this conduct 

demands a punitive damages award, but the figure sought by Plaintiffs’ counsel would be one of 

the highest punitive damages awards ever issued in Canadian legal history. While Mr. McCaul’s 
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harm needs to be recognized, I cannot say it was on par with the worst wrongs ever perpetrated in 

Canadian history. 

[661]  Defendants’ counsel are of the view that no punitive damages award is called for here. 

They submit that any harm inflicted by the Defendants and suffered by Mr. McCaul is already 

addressed in the general damages award. I do not agree with this approach. Dr. Maier’s conduct 

as an employee of a Crown institution is reprehensible, and it requires a punitive damages award 

to effectively express the condemnation it deserves. 

[662] In Barker Trial I, at para 899, I addressed Dr. Maier’s high-handed conduct toward Mr. 

McCaul by pointing out that his alcoholism was documented for all of the medical staff at Oak 

Ridge to review upon his arrival:  

 A Pre-Sentence Report dated June 4, 1973 relating to a theft charge committed 

when Mr. McCaul was 19 years old states that he was “drinking on each occasion 

which he was involved in the offenses shown on his record.” His Clinical Record 

of April 15, 1976, written during his initial assessment at Oak Ridge, documents 

that Mr. McCaul suffered alcohol blackouts on the day of his index offense, and 

that he had been drinking so heavily that day that he had little memory of it.  

[663] I also commented on Dr. Maier’s attitude in administering the Alcohol-Ritalin treatments 

to Mr. McCaul, at paras 904-05: 

Either Dr. Maier did not read Mr. McCaul’s file before authorizing his alcohol 

treatments, or he read the file and did not care. The DDT program caused Mr. 

McCaul short-term harm in terms of convulsions, physical pain and mental anguish 

during the treatments. He had to be resuscitated and then calmed with Valium just 

to survive the ordeal. 

[664] In taking the cavalier approach to alcohol that he did, Dr. Maier certainly fits the 

qualification of “blameworthiness” as that term is used in Whiten, supra, at para 113. A physician 

must have known that alcohol will fuel the violence and psychological turmoil from which Mr. 

McCaul hoped to escape rather than reproduce.  

[665] While it is rather outrageous that Dr. Maier thought that alcohol would be a therapeutic 

experience for Mr. McCaul, it is beyond all comprehension that Dr. Maier ordered a second 

treatment after the first resulted in Mr. McCaul having uncontrolled convulsions. By then it must 

have been patently obvious, even to a wilfully blind Dr. Maier, that “an alcoholic patient seems 

more likely to be harmed by consuming entire bottles of alcohol than another patient with no 

experience of alcohol abuse”: Ibid., at para 903. Dr. Maier’s conduct deserves punitive damages 

as a means of expressing the Court’s most serious condemnation and as a way of deterring any 

such use of alcohol on alcoholics in the future. 

[666] Taking the award in McIntyre, supra, into account and having consideration to the harm 

that the impugned conduct recklessly caused, Mr. McCaul is awarded $100,000 in punitive 

damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier and 50% as against the Crown. 

iv)  Income loss 
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[667] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a total of $667,766 for what they submit is 17 to 25 years of lost 

income for Mr. McCaul. Defendants’ counsel, by contrast, submits that Mr. McCaul is not entitled 

to any damages for lost income, as his institutionalized time was validly ordered and maintained 

in accordance with the rule of law and, in any case, there is no evidence to suggest that Mr. McCaul 

would ever earn more than he actually has earned post-Oak Ridge. 

[668] The evidence in the record establishes that Mr. McCaul did poorly at school and he did not 

learn how to read until he was 17-years old. He never went beyond a Grade 6 education. Prior to 

his admission to Oak Ridge, he worked as an apprentice chef and at other short-term, minimum 

wage positions. His Canada Service Record shows that the longest period of time he was able to 

hold a steady job was for nine months at Commercial Photoprints, where he earned a total of $815 

dollars in 1972. He testified that prior to Oak Ridge he never held a full-time job at all. 

 

[669] After his release from Oak Ridge to St. Thomas Psychiatric Hospital in 1981, Mr. McCaul 

worked as a cook at the hospital. He was discharged to a boarding home in 1986, and while living 

there obtained employment at a local inn as a trainee cook. He testified that he earned $28 per hour 

at that time, and his Canada Service Record shows that in 1986 he earned a total of $10,767, 

indicating that he was only able to work part-time, and on a very sporadic basis at that. He 

thereafter got a new job at Wellington Court restaurant, where he was at first reduced to $6/hour 

and subsequently to $4.35/hour or occasional work. This employment was interrupted in mid-1987 

when he was arrested for allegedly making obscene calls and then charged with attempted murder 

in 1987. At that point, Mr. McCaul went AWOL from his boarding home but was eventually 

arrested and detained in custody. Ultimately, he was returned to Penetanguishene where he had a 

variety of jobs in the kitchen and as an upholsterer. 

 

[670] After Mr. McCaul was conditionally discharged from Penetanguishene, he obtained 

seasonal employment at Bud’s Bay during the summers of 2016 and 2018. His employment there 

ended when employees discovered his criminal past on the internet. In addition, he was having 

heart issues and decided to retire.  

 

[671] Mr. McCaul is not entitled to compensation for any income that might have been lost from 

1976 to 1986, as he was institutionalized for having killed a woman. Dr. Bradford conceded in his 

testimony at the second phase of the trial that Mr. McCaul was cascaded out of maximum security 

relatively quickly, given the severity of his crime.  

 

[672] The principle of ex turpi causa prevents Mr. McCaul from recovering any loss of income 

for these years. Even if the cause of certain years of Mr. McCaul’s institutionalization was the 

STU programs that he experienced, he cannot claim income loss arising from that time. As the 

Supreme Court of Canada has stated, the institutionalization which prevented him from earning 

income was “occasioned by the illegal acts for which [he] was convicted”: Zastowny, supra, at 

para 22. The Warrant of the Lieutenant Governor pursuant to which he was held at Oak Ridge is 

what caused him not to be free to work in the community: Gray v. Thomas Trains, [2009] UKHL 

33, at para. 79.  

 

[673] Following 1986, Mr. McCaul’s income was not particularly high but there is no evidence 

that this was because of harm resulting from the STU programs. He was released into the 

community and was able to find employment. The jobs that he held were at the same level and 
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frequency as those he had held prior to his admission to Oak Ridge. His subsequent criminality 

and re-institutionalization are not attributable to the injuries he suffered from the STU programs. 

Again, while I found that the longevity of his institutionalization may have been extended because 

of the harms inflicted by those programs, that is not compensable in damages. All of Mr. McCaul’s 

periods of institutionalization were duly authorized by the Ontario Review Board in decisions that 

are not being challenged. 

 

[674] In the event that I am wrong about the operation of the ex turpi causa doctrine here, I will 

briefly consider what Mr. McCaul’s income loss claim would look like in the alternative.  

 

[675] Mr. Wollach, on behalf of the Plaintiffs, presents four alternative scenarios for Mr. 

McCaul’s income earning capacity post-Oak Ridge. Two of those hypothesize that he would have 

worked as a chef commencing either in 1985 (his first release from Penetanguishene) or in 1995 

(his second release from Penetanguishene). The other two scenarios take the same two time periods 

and hypothesize that he would have worked as an upholsterer.  

[676] All of these scenarios assume that Mr. McCaul would have worked consistently either full 

or part time, without ever missing a day between jobs. Given Mr. McCaul’s employment history 

and his life-long brain injury and the cognitive and other impairments it caused, these scenarios 

reflect a rather unrealistic set of assumptions. 

[677] Mr. Campbell, on behalf of the Defendants, agrees that a cook is the most frequent job held 

by Mr. McCaul and is the most likely scenario for constructing what would have been his 

employment history but for the STU. As Plaintiffs’ counsel point out in their written submissions, 

there are a large number of notations in Mr. McCaul’s Clinical Records that state positive things 

about his work in the kitchen. It does seem to be the one job that he enjoys and for which he has 

some aptitude. 

 

[678] Mr. Campbell states in his report, however, that Mr. Wollach’s assumptions do not 

adequately account for “recurrent periods of unemployment or underemployment which is 

common in people with mental health issues and those who have committed violent and/or sexual 

crimes. In our opinion his ‘alternate reality’ income is therefore more likely to be consistent with 

employment on a part-time basis or less. His wages would be consistent with minimum wage or 

slightly higher as a cook.”  

 

[679] Mr. Campbell then went on in his Report to assess what this would mean in terms of actual 

wages earned, applying Statistic Canada’s average wage discounts for persons with mental 

impairments in Mr. McCaul’s employment category: 

 

Mr. McCaul’s wages were most likely to be consistent with full-time wages of a 

cook after applying a deduction of 43% to 68%. This approach recognizes that there 

is some degree of overlap in the data related to those with a mental health illness 

and those who have been incarcerated. In addition, we suggest that further 

deductions be made for periods of complete unemployment during actual time 

incarcerated/institutionalized (i.e. the amount of time the trier of fact determines to 

be unrelated to the STU) and during a 6-month period following any incarceration 

of 6 months or more (based on evidence that indicates ex-offenders have significant 
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difficulty finding employment in any regard within that timeframe). It is important 

to note that based on our review of the research this period of unemployment is 

separate of the expected wage loss otherwise associated with mental illness and 

incarceration. 

 

[680] As he did with other Plaintiffs, Defendants’ damages expert, Mr. Andrade, took Mr. 

Campbell’s opinion regarding Mr. McCaul’s employment prospects and, in accordance with the 

Supreme Court’s ruling in M.B., supra, deducted any social assistance that Mr. McCaul has 

received over the years. Since these calculations ignore the operation of the ex turpi doctrine, Mr. 

Andrade assumed that Mr. McCaul’s period of employment would start in 1985 and that he would 

have worked straight through the years he subsequently spent institutionalized. Mr. Andrade then 

applied to that projected income the two different discount rates provided by Mr. Campbell for 

persons in Mr. McCaul’s situation, and concluded that Mr. McCaul could only ever have an income 

loss if the social assistance he has received is not deducted.  

[681] Given that there is nothing in the record to establish that Mr. McCaul is bound to repay the 

social assistance payments he has received, even the alternative scenario that ignores the operation 

of ex turpi causa produces no income loss for Mr. McCaul. On the other hand, if he does have to 

repay his social assistance, his income loss would be in the range of $5,190 to $11,504.  

[682] Mr. McCaul is not awarded any damages for lost income. 

 u)  Brian McInnes 

[683] The discussion of Brian McInnes’ case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 912-940. 

[684] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss for Mr. McInnes. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[685] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. McInnes moderate long-term harm and moderate short-term harm. 

[686] To summarize my findings, Mr. McInnes had a difficult childhood. He was abused by an 

alcoholic father and sexually abused as a child by an older nephew. He was sent to training school 

where he testified that he was bullied and suffered serious anxiety. He never achieved more than 

a grade 7 education and by his teenage years had become an alcoholic. He deposed that prior to 

Oak Ridge had never worked other than a two-month job as a dishwasher: Ibid., at para 913.  

[687] After a series of petty crimes, he was sent twice to Penetanguishene for assessments when 

he was 16 and 17-years old. In 1976, at the age of 18, he then spent a six-month stint in Oak Ridge 

as an involuntary patient pursuant to a Physician’s Application for Involuntary Admission. In that 

document, the physician described him as a “potentially dangerous psychopath” with violent 

fantasies: Ibid., at paras 912-915. 

[688] During his time in the STU, the only one of the three impugned programs that Mr. McInnes 

participated in was MAPP. He was in that harsh environment for a month, and for most of that 
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time he was bound in restraints due to his fear of older patients in the program with him: Ibid., at 

paras 927-28. He continued to suffer from anxiety related disorders after his release from Oak 

Ridge, and engaged in criminal conduct for nearly two decades until that behaviour finally 

desisted. Dr. Maier was involved in his treatment; indeed, Dr. Maier testified that he was aware of 

Mr. McInnes’ complaints about MAPP, but that this only galvanized him to increase Mr. McInnes’ 

exposure to the program. As Dr. Maier put it, “we had our radar out for that”, meaning that it was 

a signal to send him or keep him in MAPP: Ibid., at para 926. 

 

[689] Summing up Mr. McIness’ experiences, I described the harms he suffered as follows, at 

paras. 938-40:  

 

In any case, Oak Ridge and Dr. Maier caused Mr. McInnes short-term harm by 

forcing a vulnerable young teenager to spend time in MAPP. The Clinical Records 

indicate that the reason he was put in MAPP was, essentially, for acting his age – 

being sarcastic and disrespectful of authority. He was also frightened, as any 

teenager would be if some minor thefts and running away from training school had 

got them institutionalized and thrown into MAPP with older, hardened patients who 

had committed rapes and murders. The agitation, anxiety, and affront to his 

personal dignity that he felt during those sessions is palpable in his lashing out in 

anger and his somewhat juvenile cynicism aimed at the program, as recorded in the 

Clinical Records. 

 

Oak Ridge and Dr. Maier also caused Mr. McInnes long-term harm in the form of 

significantly increased anxiety. Mr. McInnes came to Oak Ridge a young, 

vulnerable, abused and troubled youth. When he was discharged he was a complex 

package of anxiety and nervous obsessions, drinking alcohol and then coffee 

extremely heavily, and consuming cigarettes in large quantities. 

 

While it is difficult to say that his relatively short Oak Ridge experience also caused 

him to engage in his later criminality, the record does establish that the STU, and 

specifically his experience in MAPP, hurt him when he went through it and 

accelerated his anxiety-related instability, thereby contributing to his inability to 

live a happy and economically stable life. 

 

  ii)  General damages 

[690] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $500,000 in general damages to compensate Mr. McInnes for the 

harm he suffered in the STU programs. As with other Plaintiffs, they cite the Blackwater factors 

and emphasize Mr. McInnes’ youth, vulnerability, and history of alcoholism as making him 

particularly susceptible to the harms inflicted upon him, particularly in MAPP. They also point out 

that Dr. Maier was directly involved in Mr. McInnes’s treatment and exposure to the impugned 

programs: Barker Trial I, at para 1161. They go on to submit that as an involuntary patient sent to 

Oak Ridge for treatment, Mr. McInnes was physically and psychologically dependent on Dr. Maier 

for his needs and his treatment: Ibid., at para 1298. 

[691] Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. McInnes is entitled to a $9,728 to compensate him for 

his short- and long-term harm. They point out that the claim is based on the fact that Mr. McInnes 
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was in MAPP for one month and while there was put in restraints. He was found to have suffered 

short-term harm in the form of agitation, anxiety and an affront to his dignity, and long-term harm 

in the form of an inability to live a happy and stable life: Ibid., at para 940.  

 

[692] They compare Mr. McInnes’ case to that of O’Shea v Vancouver, supra, where the claimant 

was put in a jail cell in a hobble-type restraint in which her hands were bound behind her back and 

her ankles restrained for one hour. The British Columbia court found that the incident caused her 

to suffer short-term harm of extreme pain in the feet and longer-term harm of PTSD-like 

symptoms, anxiety, and diminishment in self-worth: Ibid., at paras 115, 127. She was awarded 

general damages for pain and suffering in the amount of $9,000 ($9,728 adjusted for inflation). 

 

[693] While I agree that the Blackwater factors describe Mr. McInnes’ precarious position in the 

STU and his susceptibility to harm, Plaintiffs’ counsel provide no reason for the figure of $500,000 

that seems chosen entirely at random. And while I agree that the O’Shea facts bear a resemblance 

to Mr. McInnes’ experience of being restrained in MAPP while an involuntary patient in a 

maximum-security setting, the time frame of the two cases does not compare well. O’Shea is a 

compensation claim in reference to one very uncomfortable hour endured by a 37-year old woman: 

Ibid., at para 1, 11. Mr. McInnes’ claim is in reference to an entire month spent by an 18-year old 

in the very uncomfortable and terrifying environment of MAPP. While the claimant in O’Shea was 

doubtless a vulnerable prisoner in a provincial detention centre, she was at least an adult; indeed, 

she had children the same age as Mr. McInnes when he was in Oak Ridge: Ibid., at para 11. 

[694] Mr. McInnes was still a teenager when he was placed in the very mature and fear-inducing 

environment of Oak Ridge. MAPP was an elongated and terrifying experience for him. The 

Bedside Nursing Notes from the month of June 1976 are replete with references about Mr. McInnes 

“threatening teachers, very negative attitude, put on restraints because of his unpredictable 

nature… Out to MAPP group on restraints as he is considered an acting out risk”: Barker Trial I, 

at para 926. Further, Dr. Maier repeatedly noted in his Clinical Records that he was sent to, and 

kept in, MAPP because of these very behaviours: Ibid.  

[695] For the 18-year old Mr. McInnes, the STU experience seems to have been a vicious cycle. 

The more he acted his age, the more he was kept in MAPP; and the more time he spent in MAPP, 

the more his behaviour resembled that of an uncontrolled teenager. This early experience in his 

life has lingered with him in the form of instability and unhappiness until today. While the Supreme 

Court noted in Andrews, supra, at 161, that one cannot put a value on lost happiness, it is incumbent 

on a court to provide the injured person “with reasonable solace for his misfortune.” Given Mr. 

McInnes’ circumstances, an award substantially more than that ordered in O’Shea is required here.  

[696] Mr. McInnes is awarded $150,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[697] As I have previously indicated, MAPP was a terrible program, but in its day it was thought 

to fill an appropriate disciplinary function. But placing a teenager in MAPP’s harsh environment 

and close quarters with hardened criminals turned a difficult discipline lesson into a nightmare that 

for Mr. McInnes took a full month to escape. It was an ordeal that no teenager should have to go 

through.  
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[698] As indicated above, Dr. Maier was entirely in control of Mr. McInnes’ treatments and his 

MAPP sessions. He submitted Mr. McInnes to repetitive days in MAPP not despite his youthful 

personality, but precisely because of it. Dr. Maier, a trained physician and psychiatric resident at 

the time, either maliciously or recklessly failed to see what common sense would dictate – that 

Mr. McInnes was being punished for acting his age in a terrifying environment. This kind of terror 

inflicted as pseudo-therapy is high-handed and reprehensible, and is the kind of blameworthy 

conduct at which punitive damages are aimed: Whiten, supra, at para 113. 

[699] Plaintiffs’ counsel seeks a punitive damages award on behalf of Mr. McInnes in the amount 

of $1,250,000. Much as I sympathize with what Mr. McInnes went through as an 18 year-old in 

1976, a punitive damages award at this level would be at the very top range of anything ever 

awarded in Canada. Plaintiffs’ counsel give no reason for the award being so high except to 

reiterate the Blackwater factors and the ways in which they are apt to Mr. McInnes’ case.  

[700] I am mindful of the requirement to make a punitive damages award proportionate to the 

subject matter at hand: Fernandes v. Penncorp, supra, at para 97. I am also mindful of the Supreme 

Court’s admonishment that the fairness of any damages award, including a punitive damages 

award, is measured in terms of previous cases: Andrews, supra, at 261. Thus, while an award 

substantially greater than that in O’Shea is called for here, a proportionate and fair award would 

also have to be substantially less than what Plaintiffs’ counsel seek. At the same time, it should be 

an amount that adequately expresses the Court’s approbation of a physician and health care 

institution that would ply an alcoholic teenager with alcohol.  

[701] Mr. McInnes is awarded $150,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier 

and 50% as against the Crown. 

  iv)  Income loss 

[702] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Mr. McInnes’ “delayed rehabilitation, exacerbated anxiety, 

and substance use disorder flowing from his Oak Ridge experience have forced him to forego 

substantial income over the last 44 years.” In compensation, they seek damages for income loss in 

the amount of $589,934.   

[703] In Barker Trial I, at para 940, I found that Mr. McInnes’ experiences in the STU, and 

specifically in MAPP, “accelerated his anxiety-related instability, thereby contributing to his 

inability to live a happy and economically stable life.” The key word and concept that any analysis 

of Mr. McInnes’ income loss must not gloss over is “contributing” – i.e. the experience in MAPP 

did not cause Mr. McInnes’ economic instability, but rather added to it.  What is required is an 

assessment of the size of the contribution that the six months in the STU made to Mr. McInnes’ 

existing inability to live an economically stable life.  

[704] As summarized above, Mr. McInnes had limited education and showed early signs of 

criminality, heavy use of alcohol, and instability. For example, when he ran away from home at 

age 14, he worked for two months as a dishwasher in Yukon before losing his job as a result of his 

alcoholism: Ibid., at para 913. This pattern of transient employment continued into the 1980s and 

beyond. A pre-sentence report done after one of Mr. McInnes’ post-Oak Ridge offenses is 
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appended to Mr. McInnes’ affidavit submitted in the damages phase of the trial and makes this 

very point: 

Over the years the offender claims to have worked at many odd jobs of short term-

duration including that of farm hand, logger, auto mechanic, carpenter, and short 

order cook. Once he could accumulate enough money, he was back on the road. 

Since 1994, Brian has been in receipt of disability pension in the amount of $930.00 

per month due to his poor physical and emotional health.     

[705] In his testimony at the damages phase, Mr. McInnes confirmed in cross-examination that 

his ongoing criminality was an important part of the reason that his employment was always short 

term. His affidavit also relates that his ongoing criminality presented serious employment issues 

for him, stating: “I held a variety of short-term positions as I was frequently in and out of jail… 

My criminal record precluded me from many other employment opportunities.” In the same 

affidavit, Mr. McInnes indicates that his last criminal conviction was in May 1999 for drug 

trafficking. In this regard, it is noteworthy that I found that the evidence does not support a 

conclusion that his ongoing criminality was a result of his STU experiences: Ibid., at para 940. 

 

[706] Plaintiffs’ expert Dr. O’Shaughnessy opined in his report submitted in the damages phase 

that anxiety often emerges once alcohol is removed from an alcoholic. Given the timing of Mr. 

McInnes’ anxiety condition, this appears to have occurred in the late 1980s when he stopped 

drinking. Mr. McInnes testified that at that time he also moved back to his home town of Kirkland 

Lake, and that he had difficulties obtaining employment there because of his locally well-known 

history of criminal conduct.  

 

[707] In cross-examination he also explained that he continued earning a small amount of income 

through the 1990s by selling drugs. He also indicated that he had a history of car accidents and a 

variety of medical problems including a heart condition and arthritis that also prevented him from 

obtaining steady work. In addition, he acknowledged that a 2018 medical report setting out his 

physical ailments as including serious otitis and media urinary tract infection, COPD, multiple 

bowel surgeries, asthma and repair of a stoma hernia is accurate, and that all of these conditions 

had also added to his inability to find suitable work.  
 

[708] In all, the evidence with respect to Mr. McInness’ employment history establishes that the 

STU experience was just one of many factors that contributed to his economic instability and his 

inability to earn a livelihood. His criminality, physical ailments, and pre-existing alcoholism and 

psychiatric problems – none of which were caused by the STU – were also substantial contributors 

to his employment difficulties and long-term low income.  

[709] Plaintiffs’ damages expert, Mr. Wollach, assumes two alternative scenarios for calculating 

Mr. McInnes’ income loss claim: full-time minimum wage employment commencing in 1977 

(immediately post-STU), or full-time minimum wage employment commencing in 1980 (when he 

began earning income). Defendants’ vocational and damages experts calculate Mr. McInnes’ 

income loss claim using the same scenarios, but include a 25% discount from these figures. This 

discount, according to vocational expert Mr. Campbell, is necessary in order to account for the 

numerous other causes of Mr. McInnes’ employment difficulties.  
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[710] Mr. Campbell also opines that it is not realistic to assume full-time non-stop employment 

from immediately after release from Oak Ridge. He states that persons with Mr. McInnes’ criminal 

history and pre-existing difficulties with alcoholism can be expected to experience lengthy job 

searches and significant gaps in employment.  

[711] In addition to that, the Defendants’ experts take into account the evidence of Mr. McInnes’ 

physical ailments which prevented him from working at all through much of the 1990s and 

thereafter. This is borne out by the evidence in the record that Mr. McInnes has been receiving 

social assistance since 1994. Defendants’ damages expert, Mr. Andrade, has added back into Mr. 

McInnes’ income the social assistance amounts that he received over the years, as there is no 

evidence that those amounts are subject to an obligation on Mr. McInnes’ part that they be 

reimbursed upon receiving compensation for lost income: see M. (B.), supra.   

[712] I accept Mr. Campbell’s assumption of a 1980 start date for Mr. McInnes’ employment in 

as a realistic beginning for a ‘but for’ income-earning scenario. I also accept the 25% discount rate 

applied by Defendants’ experts to what are otherwise calculated as Mr. McInnes’ full time wages 

at minimum wage.  

[713] Plaintiffs’ counsel contend that the discount makes no sense since one cannot legally earn 

less than minimum wage, but that argument misconstrues the meaning of the discount. It signals – 

rather generously, given the evidence – the gaps that would otherwise have occurred in Mr. 

McInnes’ employment, and the fact that the STU experience is only one of several important 

contributors to Mr. McInnes’ low level employment prospects. I also accept that Mr. McInnes’ 

social assistance payments must be subtracted from any income loss calculation since to include 

them would amount to double recovery. 

[714] Using a figure that is slightly rounded up from Mr. Andrade’s calculation, Mr. McInnes is 

awarded $170,000 in damages for lost income as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

 v)  Allen McMann 

[715] The discussion of Allen McMann’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 941-

976. 

[716] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss for Mr. McMann. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[717] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. McMann moderate long-term harm and moderate short-term harm. 

[718] To summarize my findings, Mr. McMann had an oppressive childhood. He was exploited 

sexually as a young child, was considered unmanageable by his family, and after his parents’ 

divorce was sent to boarding schools and lived in an abusive foster home. An early psychiatric 

report done when Mr. McMann was 15 years old identified a number of personality disorders and 

indicated that overall his prognosis for the future was “poor”: Ibid., at paras 941-43. 
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[719] After running away a number of times and committing what were for the most part property 

offences such as break and enter car theft, Mr. McMann was sent to Oak Ridge in September 1975 

on a certificate under the Mental Health Act. He was 16 years old and had a grade 8 education. He 

remained there for over two years, until his discharge in January 1978 at the age of 18: Ibid., at 

paras 941-42, 947. 

[720] Mr. McMann was a difficult patient for the Oak Ridge staff to manage, constantly resistant 

to treatment and acting out. The Clinical Records show that he was in MAPP on approximately 

twelve occasions. He was placed in the Capsule for one session, during which he was paired with 

an older Oak Ridge patient – a notorious underworld killer from Montreal. In that session, staff 

reported that the two of them had an ongoing sexual relationship. 

 

[721] In one of the more bizarre twists to the Oak Ridge story, the evidence reveals that Dr. Maier 

was not only aware of the relationship between Mr. McMann and an older patient, but eventually 

decided that the 16-year old was exploiting the aging mobster and deserved punishment: Ibid., at 

paras 955-56: 

 

The name of the older patient omitted from the above-mentioned Incident Report 

was Dave Lariviere, who has elsewhere in the trial been described as a seasoned 

‘hit man’ for organized crime. In a Clinical Record dated November 7, 1977, Dr. 

Maier wrote that Mr. McMann and Mr. Lariviere need to be “irrevocably 

separated”, and that “[f]or over a year these two patients have been pathologically 

involved with one another.” In a reversal of the intuitive understanding that an 

older, hardened criminal might be manipulated by a teenager whose worst offense 

was automobile theft, Dr. Maier recorded: “It was felt that Dave has very complex 

feelings for Al, and that Al is completely using Dave for favors.” 

There is little doubt that the Oak Ridge medical staff, including Dr. Maier, was 

aware of the fact that Mr. McMann and Mr. Lariviere had been coupled in the 

Capsule. In cross-examination, Dr. Tate confirmed that it was a known fact which 

was only taken seriously when it was the subject of complaints by others… 

[722] In addition to multiple trips to MAPP and a difficult session in the Capsule, Mr. McMann 

was also in the DDT program. He received Amytal-Ritalin, Amytal, alcohol, alcohol-Ritalin, and 

Dexamyl treatments, for the most part ordered by Dr. Maier although some of the Clinical Records 

are silent on which doctor ordered one or two of the DDT sessions. These do not appear to have 

been as difficult for him as the MAPP or Capsule, although he testified that they had little 

therapeutic value and only made him express his personal sense of childhood guilt at the breakup 

of his parents’ marriage: Ibid., at para 957. 

[723] Mr. McMann left Oak Ridge in 1978 and for several years thereafter earned income as a 

male prostitute. The record shows that during the years following his release he committed 

numerous criminal offenses – e.g. breaking and entering and theft in 1978 and 1979, escaping 

prison in 1979, mischief in 1980 and 1984, and aggravated sexual assault in 1984 for which he 

served six years in Millhaven Penitentiary: Ibid., at 959-60. In a 1988 report, his then treating 

psychiatrist, Dr. Sharon Williams, observed, in a moment of what can probably be taken as 
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understatement, that, “His time at Penetang did little to improve his attitude or behaviour… His 

self-respect deteriorated and concomitantly his use of street drugs escalated”: Ibid., at para 961. 

[724] After his release from Millhaven in 1990, Mr. McMann again turned to street drugs, in 

particular crack cocaine. He testified that since that time he had been sporadically employed in 

relatively menial jobs in factories and as a window cleaner, but for the most part has subsisted on 

social assistance. His Criminal Record dated February 23, 2016 shows that in 2008 he was 

convicted of uttering threats resulting in probation, and in 2011 he was convicted of assault for 

which he was given a suspended sentence. In his affidavit submitted in the first phase of the trial, 

he deposed that the passage of years since his Oak Ridge time has not eased the mental anguish 

that he attributes to what he experienced during those years: Ibid., at paras 962-63.  

[725] The STU programs, and in particular the frequent use of MAPP and the pairing of patients 

done in the Capsule, were degrading experiences for Mr. McMann as a youth placed in a dangerous 

adult world. I found, at para 968, that this experience was one of extreme disproportion to what 

his situation called for. He was, in effect, “a misbehaving schoolboy who stole an automobile 

[who] was placed by Dr. Maier and the Oak Ridge staff as being on par with that of Canada’s most 

prolific serial killers and sexual predators.” 

[726] These experiences caused Mr. McMann short-term harm in the sense that the STU 

programs – in particular, the Capsule and MAPP – were difficult to bear while he was in them. 

They then caused him long-term harm in that they undermined his sense of self-worth and, in 

general, took “a vulnerable and emotionally confused teenager and creating an angry, substance-

dependent, and sometimes violent adult.” I found as a fact that they changed the trajectory of his 

life for the worse: Ibid., at paras 972-74.   

  ii)  General damages 

[727] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $750,000 in general damages for Mr. McMann. They submit that 

he deserves this amount “on the basis of the six years of incarceration which he would not have 

experienced but for the STU as well as the aggravated harm and indignity inflicted upon him by 

the Defendants.” In response, Defendants’ counsel suggest that Mr. McMann be awarded general 

damages in the range of $37,000. They submit that he was a difficult patient with serious 

behavioural and psychological problems from prior to Oak Ridge, and that the oppressive and 

manipulative treatment he received at home from his parents, and especially his father, had a life-

long impact on him and is the cause of many of his post-Oak Ridge problems. 

[728] Plaintiffs’ counsel make a number of points that, while potentially correct as a matter of 

fact, I cannot take into account. For example, one of their experts, Dr. O’Shaughnessy, has opined 

that judging from his records as a child Mr. McMann likely suffered ADHD, suggesting that his 

behavioural disorders were misdiagnosed at the time and that he should never have been 

committed to Oak Ridge or treated as a psychiatric patient.  

[729] While Dr. O’Shaughnessy, with the benefit of the knowledge now available in 2021, may 

be accurate in his assessment, that is not the basis of Mr. McMann’s claim. It is unclear whether 

ADHD was even an available diagnosis in 1975, but in any case this is not a medical malpractice 

case. The certificate issued under the Mental Health Act in respect of Mr. McMann has not been 
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challenged and is not alleged to have been improperly issued. The claim is based on harmful 

treatment while he was institutionalized, not on wrongful institutionalization or wrongful 

diagnosis.   

[730] Further, Plaintiffs’ counsel assert that Mr. McMann deserves compensation for the six 

years of post-Oak Ridge incarceration that they claim he would not have experienced but for the 

STU. As with some of the other Plaintiffs, that is a claim barred by the ex turpi causa principle.  

[731] As indicated above, Mr. McMann was incarcerated at Millhaven Penitentiary from 1984 

to 1990 after having been convicted of aggravated sexual assault. That conviction was validly 

entered, has never been overturned, and is not the subject of challenge here. To award damages to 

Mr. McMann for having sexually assaulted a victim and having been convicted and incarcerated 

for that crime, would be a collateral attack on the criminal process and would offend the 

fundamental principle that the integrity of the legal system is to be respected: Hall v. Hebert, supra, 

at para 182.    

[732] Plaintiffs’ counsel reach their damages figure by basing their calculation on the damages 

awarded in Henry, supra, in British Columbia. They take Mr. Henry’s general damages award of 

$3.75 million and divide it by his 27 years of wrongful imprisonment, and come up with a figure 

of $139,000 per year. They then apply this formula to Mr. McMann’s six years of rightful 

imprisonment for aggravated sexual assault. As indicated above, I cannot equate damages for 

wrongful imprisonment with compensation for a person who was imprisoned pursuant to an 

unchallenged, rightful court decision. 

[733] Having said that, I found that Mr. McMann experienced a moderate level of suffering by 

having experienced emotional turmoil while in the Capsule and MAPP, as well as a moderate level 

of suffering by having had the trajectory of his life worsened by virtue of the instability that the 

STU programs caused him to have. While the Defendants are accurate in stating that Mr. McMann 

also had significant pre-existing causes of psychological instability, the extra harms caused by the 

STU experiences are in need of compensation. 

[734] Defendants’ counsel compare Mr. McMann’s claim to two cases: L.(S.), supra, and Row, 

supra, both of which have been discussed previously in these reasons. The former was a child 

sexual abuse case in which a claimant who was abused when she was 12 years old was found to 

be suffering lingering effects of the abuse which robbed her of her teenage years. The latter was a 

prisoner-on-prisoner beating case in which the claimant suffered a head wound had lingering 

PTSD-like symptoms. He was awarded just over $36,000 as adjusted for inflation. 

[735] Neither of the Defendants’ cases do justice to Mr. McMann’s claim. Not to belittle the 

harms incurred by the claimants in L.(S.) and Row, but Mr. McMann suffered more than 

psychological distress. The trajectory of his life changed for the worse. While he had pre-existing 

ailments, the STU experience took whatever course his life was going to take and turned the curve 

even further downward.  

[736] The STU was not entirely ruinous in the sense of the Henry case, but it was half-way there. 

Mr. McMann’s suffering has lasted a lifetime, even though it is at a level that one can call moderate 

– i.e. mid-way between mild and substantial. A 16-year old is still a youth in formative years, and 
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the STU programs caused him to form in the wrong way as an adult. It has been 45 years since 

Mr. McMann’s time in Oak Ridge, and when he testified during the first phase of the trial one 

could still observe the emotional harms he lives every day: Barker Trial I, at para 966. 

[737] I would take the $3,750,000 awarded in the Henry case to be compensation for pain and 

suffering for his overall ordeal, and not to simply reflect a per annum payment for wrongful 

incarceration. Discounting the award to factor out the years that he spent in Millhaven, Mr. 

McMann suffered somewhere around one-third of that amount.  

[738] Dr. Barker was responsible for Mr. McMann in a supervisory capacity and Dr. Maier was 

directly involved in his treatment and for dealing with his having been paired with Mr. Lariviere.  

[739] Mr. McMann is awarded general damages in the total amount of $1,000,000 as against Drs. 

Barker and Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages  

[740] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $1,250,000 in punitive damages on Mr. McMann’s behalf. They 

submit that even by STU standards, the treatment of Mr. McMann was egregious. Among other 

things, the Doctors and Oak Ridge as an institution completely ignored the fact that he was a young 

teenager. They treated him like, and coupled him with, older violent patients, in disregard of the 

special responsibility they held for his health and welfare. 

[741] Defendants’ counsel submit that no punitive damages should be awarded to Mr. McMann. 

They state that I found Dr. Maier to be indifferent and ignorant of Mr. McMann’s needs, but not 

malicious. In this respect, they compare Mr. McMann’s case to Jonasson, supra, at para 2, where 

the Alberta Court of Appeal overturned an award of punitive damages where the trial judge had 

concluded that the defendant’s conduct “displayed an outrageous degree of negligence”, but was 

not malicious.  

 

[742] With respect, I do not agree with the comparison of the two cases. I did not find, as the trial 

judge in Jonasson expressly did, that Dr. Maier was not malicious. Rather, I found that Mr. 

McMann was treated as “one more undifferentiated cog in the large STU wheel”: Barker Trial I, 

at para 975. This was not exactly negligence; it was an intentional approach to STU therapy. In 

Mr. McMann’s case, it meant, as noted above, that a 16-year old boy who misbehaved in school 

“was placed by Dr. Maier and the Oak Ridge staff as being on par with that of Canada’s most 

prolific serial killers and sexual predators”: Ibid., at para 968. That conduct by Dr. Maier may 

exhibit indifference, but it is indifference with a difference.  

[743] What Dr. Maier exhibited was a form of studied indifference to Mr. McMann’s youth and 

the milieu which this youngster was in; it was not a manifestation of negligence. In this, it was 

reprehensible behaviour that seems to call out for the court’s approbation via an award of punitive 

damages: McIntyre, supra, at para 57.  

[744] In addition, the Defendants attempted to conceal the nature and extent of the punishment 

being visited on Mr. McMann by confiscating articles in the patient newsletter, the Seventh Circle, 

describing his difficulties in MAPP. Dr. Maier testified that this was done for security purposes, 

to prevent a breakout by patients. Plaintiffs’ counsel characterizes this as a “fanciful explanation” 
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for what was really an effort to suppress the dissemination of information beyond the walls of Oak 

Ridge. In fact, I found that this incident with Mr. McMann reflected the act that those responsible 

at Oak Ridge “were anxious not to have a full, patient-written description of the oppressive MAPP 

conditions divulged to family and the public”: Barker Trial I, at para 953. 

[745] Similar to Mr. Joanisse, the other very young Plaintiff, the punitive damages award should 

be set at three times what the trial judge would have awarded in McIntyre. I would exclude Dr. 

Barker from this award, as he was not directly involved in the most egregious conduct toward Mr. 

McMann. 

[746] Mr. McMann is awarded punitive damages in the amount of $500,000, divided 50% as 

against Dr. Maier and 50% as against the Crown. 

  iv)  Income loss 

[747] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek damages for lost income for Mr. McMann in an amount ranging 

from $787,532 to $980,570, depending on which of two hypothetical work scenarios formulated 

by their damages expert one adopts. Defendants’ counsel submit that Mr. McMann should receive 

damages for lost income in an amount ranging from $383,652 to $626,978. Their experts are 

willing to work with the two scenarios posed by Plaintiffs’ damages expert, but recalculate the 

overall amounts by factoring in certain deductions that they say must be taken into account. 

[748] The first scenario posed for Mr. McMann is that he would have worked a combination of 

full and part time as a window washer – a job at which he has actually worked on and off over the 

years – beginning immediately upon his release from Oak Ridge in 1978 and ending with his 

retirement at age 65 in 2024. The second scenario assumes that he would have worked as a full 

and part-time upholsterer – a trade in which he showed some early interest – commencing in 1980 

after a two-year training period and ending with his retirement at age 65 in 2024. 

[749] For reasons already discussed, I agree with Defendants’ counsel when they say that the six 

years which Mr. McMann served in Millhaven must be deducted from his hypothetical work years. 

His lost income for those years was authorized by a valid sentencing judgment at the end of his 

criminal trial. Secondly, Defendants’ counsel are correct that there is nothing in the evidentiary 

record to support the notion that Mr. McMann was equipped to make it through a two-year training 

course for any particular trade.  

[750] Mr. McMann had no history of having stuck with any task for that period of time. Indeed, 

Dr. O’Shaughnessy’s opinion that Mr. McMann likely suffered badly from ADHD militates 

against the notion that Mr. McMann, with all of his pre-existing problems, ever could have done 

any lengthy job training or skills acquisition course.  

[751] Moreover, Mr. McMann refused treatment from anyone but Dr. Williams for all of his 

mental health issues, and as a psychologist Dr. Williams would have been unable to prescribe the 

medication required to treat ADHD. In Barker Trial I, I did not ascribe his post-Oak Ridge 

resistance to treatment as having been caused by the STU experiences. Testifying at the second 

phase of the trial, Dr. Bradford asserted this was another manifestation of the harms he suffered at 

Oak Ridge in the 1970s, but this is not a finding in the causation portion of the trial judgment.   
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[752]  Accordingly, the scenario that actually accords with the record and with my causation 

findings is the one that sees Mr. McMann working as a window cleaner 

[753] Defendants’ vocational expert, Mr. Campbell, opines that Mr. McMann might be assumed 

to have started working in 1978 after his release, but that it would take years before he was capable 

of holding a full-time position at anything but minimum wage. He then hypothesizes Mr. McMann 

starting to work as a window washer on a mixed full and part-time basis in 2001 which, according 

to Mr. McMann’s evidence, is the year in which he actually did start working at that occupation. 

Factored into all of that is a 25% discount which Mr. Campbell opines would be applied to Mr. 

McMann’s overall earnings based on Stats Can’s data on average income earning for persons with 

various disabilities such as Mr. McMann’s mental health issues.  

[754] Mr. Andrade, Defendants’ damages expert, then takes this information and, since there is 

no evidence that Mr. McMann was obligated to repay any of his social assistance, deducts the 

social assistance income that Mr. McMann is known to have received over the years: M.B., supra. 

He also deducts another $26,753 representing future social assistance that Mr. McMann is 

projected to receive by the time he reaches age 65. In the result, Mr. Andrade comes up with a 

value of $382,652 for Mr. McMann’s lost income. For the sake of convenience, I would round that 

figure up by a small amount. 

[755] Mr. McMann is awarded $385,000 in damages for lost income as against Drs. Barker and Maier 

and the Crown. 

 w)  Leeford Miller 

[756] The discussion of Leeford Miller’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 977-

1004. 

[757] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages for Mr. Miller. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[758] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Miller mild long-term harm and mild short-term harm. 

[759] To summarize my findings, Mr. Miller had a difficult childhood in which he was for 

lengthy period separated from his family. At a young age he began using street drugs and drinking 

heavily. He suffered from anxiety and depression and tried to commit suicide at the age of 20, after 

which he voluntarily admitted himself to the Royal Ottawa Hospital where he was diagnosed as a 

paranoid schizophrenic: Ibid., at para 978-80/ 

[760] Mr. Miller was admitted to Oak Ridge on a Warrant of Remand in 1977 at the age of 23, 

having been arrested and charged with first degree murder in the death of his girlfriend’s cousin. 

At the first phase of the trial, he testified that he had gone to her house to speak with her after their 

relationship ended, bringing with him a loaded firearm. When the cousin answered the door, Mr. 

Miller shot him and took two children hostage: Ibid., at para 981. He was re-admitted to Oak Ridge 

in June 1978 on a Lieutenant Governor’s Warrant after being found NGRI for the murder of his 
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girlfriend’s cousin. While there he was treated with anti-psychotic medication as well as Stelazine 

and Cogentin to treat schizophrenia, and was ultimately discharged to Whitby Psychiatric Hospital 

in 1983: Ibid., at paras 984-85. 

[761] During his time in the STU, Mr. Miller was in MAPP for two relatively lengthy stints in 

the summer and fall of 1978. Bedside Nursing Notes dating from only weeks after his release from 

mini-MAPP indicate that he “appears a little anxious and unsure of himself. Sleeping on risk 

status”. These symptoms continued for some time after his MAPP experience. The Clinical 

Records and Bedside Nursing Notes record that he became paranoid and had to be placed in 

restraints”: Ibid., at para 987. He was never in the Capsule or the DDT program. 

[762] After being discharged from Oak Ridge, Mr. Miller was transferred between various 

Ontario psychiatric facilities, namely Whitby Psychiatric Hospital, North Bay Psychiatric 

Hospital, and Kingston Psychiatric Hospital. He was volatile and had a difficult time getting along, 

and was eventually sent back to Oak Ridge in May 1984 with a diagnosis of personality disorder. 

Five years later, in July 1989, he was charged with assault with a weapon. He was eventually 

convicted of assault and served 21 months in jail. He returned to the Kingston Psychiatric Hospital 

in February 1992, and then after yet another assault charge he was returned to Oak Ridge. His 

Discharge Summary is dated April 13, 2004 and states his diagnosis as: “Personality Disorder, 

Antisocial and Narcissistic Features”: Ibid., at paras 993-94. 

[763] Mr.  Miller was discharged from Oak Ridge for the last time in 2004.  Mr. Miller had never 

become a Canadian citizen, and so upon his release to the community in 2004 he was deported to 

Jamaica where he was born. 

[764] In summing up Mr. Miller’s evidence in the first phase of the trial, I indicated, at para 1004, 

that the experiences in MAPP were painful for Mr. Miller even if they did not change the overall 

direction of his life: 

Oak Ridge generally, and specifically Moto-Pro/mini-MAPP, did not motivate Mr. 

Miller; it harmed him. Oak Ridge as an institution and Dr. Barker as the responsible 

psychiatrist inflicted short-term harm on Mr. Miller in the form of increasing the 

fear and anxiety felt by a vulnerable patient. They also inflicted long-term harm on 

Mr. Miller in the form of ongoing anxiety, nightmares, and aggression and anger 

management problems that developed in later years. Whether or not the overall 

trajectory of Mr. Miller’s life would have been different without the Oak Ridge 

experience, Mr. Miller would today be in less pain had he not been a patient in the 

STU and subjected to MAPP, or MotoPro. 

  ii)  General damages 

[765] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that a compensatory damages award of $225,000 is appropriate 

for Mr. Miller given the harm he suffered and the aggravating context of that harm. They cite the 

Blackwater factors as applicable to Mr. Miller, and in particular stress the 87 days altogether that 

he spent in MAPP or MotoPro as well as the fact that he was a schizophrenic and entirely in the 

care and trust of Oak Ridge. In addition, Plaintiffs’ counsel compare his case to Everson, supra, 

where $50,000 was awarded for a day of wrongful institutionalization, Weafer, supra, where 
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$55,000 was awarded for a drug overdose in a hospital, and Nagy, supra, where $150,000 was 

awarded for a wrongful and degrading strip search.  

[766] Defendants’ counsel propose general damages in the amount of $9,700. In doing so, they 

compare Mr. Miller to the claimant in O’Shea, supra, where that amount was awarded for the 

painful and degrading restraint applied to a prisoner forced to lie bound on a concrete cell floor. In 

O’Shea, the claimant also suffered with ongoing anxiety whenever she came in contact with police. 

It is Defendants’ counsel’s view that this is comparable to Mr. Miller’s short-term physical 

discomfort in MAPP and his long-term anxiety that resulted from that experience. 

[767] Plaintiffs’ counsel argue that their three comparison cases, while illustrating various harms 

suffered by people at the hands of persons in positions of trust and authority, are all one-time 

events. Mr. Miller’s experience in MAPP, on the other hand, was protracted and painful in a way 

that lasted many weeks. It is their view that Mr. Miller therefore deserves even more than the 

awards in any of those cases.  

[768] The Everson and Weafer cases are not readily comparable to the STU situation. Those are 

both negligence or accident cases, where the harm-inflicting event was a one-time, unintentional 

event. Pain and suffering ensued from each of those instances, but the degradation experienced by 

Mr. Miller in dealing with medical staff placing him in painful and humiliating program cannot be 

compared to accidental injuries. O’Shea and Nagy, by contrast, are more comparable to Mr. 

Miller’s case, as the impugned conduct was not only a breach of trust by persons in authority but 

it was done intentionally to the claimants.  

[769] The restraints used in the O’Shea case bears much resemblance to the positional torture, to 

use Dr. Bradford’s phrase, of MAPP. However, the incident in O’Shea lasted only for an hour; Mr. 

Miller’s MAPP ordeal lasted over twelve weeks. Mr. Miller deserves substantially more than the 

O’Shea award if the two are to be compared with each other.  

[770] In Nagy, the incident was also a one-time event – the claimant landed at Edmonton airport 

and was taken to a medical facility where a strip search and very invasive body cavity search was 

performed on her. The Court found that there was no justification for the search and that the 

claimant was badly traumatized. The Alberta Court of Appeal explained that a substantial award 

was called for because the event was so emotionally debilitating that the individual is now a 

dependent adult and may never recover: Nagy, supra, at para 74. The Nagy case is indeed a proper 

comparison to Mr. Miller’s situation. He suffered the short-term pain of the MAPP program and 

longer term emotional harm that continues to linger with him.  

[771] Dr. Barker assessed Mr. Miller on his first admission to Oak Ridge and oversaw Mr. 

Miller’s treatment in the STU: Barker Trial I, at paras 984, 989. Although the record does not 

show that Dr. Barker specifically sent Mr. Miller to MAPP on the occasions that he was placed 

there, it was Dr. Barker who was ultimately in charge of and responsible for his care. Delegating 

that trust and care to those who might abuse his patient is itself a compensable wrong.   

[772] Mr. Miller is awarded $150,000 in general damages as against Dr. Barker and the Crown. 

  iii)   Punitive damages 
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[773] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek $750,000 in punitive damages on behalf of Mr. Miller. They submit 

that Mr. Miller’s helplessness as a schizophrenic made him especially vulnerable to the abuses that 

the Oak Ridge staff put him through. They contend that the STU programs were experimental and 

that Mr. Miller was put through them for no therapeutic benefit to himself but rather as the subject 

of experimentation. This conduct, they argue, deserves to be denounced by the Court through a 

substantial punitive damages award. 

[774] In Barker Trial I, at para 145, I found that the STU programs, including MAPP, were 

“therapeutic/treatment approaches to the Plaintiffs as patients, albeit unproven and ultimately 

ineffective approaches. They were also experimental research projects, albeit unstructured and 

haphazard projects.” They were a hybrid of therapy and research, but were thought to be for the 

patient’s potential benefit. Dr. Barker and Dr. Maier considered the programs to be the last hope 

for recovery of persons with incurable psychiatric conditions: Ibid., at para 1309. In this, they were 

misguided, but they were not blameworthy in the punitive damages sense of the word: Whiten, 

supra, at para 113. 

[775] The extended time in MAPP was harmful to Mr. Miller and he deserves compensation. But 

in having him placed there, neither Dr. Barker nor the institution itself was malicious or high 

handed. Dr. Barker and the Crown must compensate Mr. Miller in general damages, but neither of 

them deserves to be punished in respect of Mr.  Miller’s treatment.   

[776] There will be no punitive damages award in respect of Mr. Miller. 

 x)  James Motherall 

[777] James Motherall died in May 2018, prior to the commencement of the first phase of the 

trial. His claim has been continued by his estate representative, Jane Marion, who also testified at 

trial. 

[778] The discussion of Mr. Motherall’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 1005-

1035. 

[779] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages for Mr. Motherall. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[780] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Motherall moderate long-term harm and substantial short-term harm. 

[781] To summarize my findings, Mr. Motherall was sent to Oak Ridge at the age of 24 by a 

physician at Kingston Penitentiary, where he was serving a sentence for violently assaulting a 

young girl with a tire iron. He was in the STU for three years as an involuntary patient under a 

physician’s certificate pursuant to the Mental Health Act, 1967. 

[782] Mr. Motherall indicated in an affidavit that he was abused by an adoptive mother and 

sexually abused by a hockey coach as a teenager. He followed this up in examination for discovery 

by describing the feelings of “intense rage” he experienced in his youth and the deep mistrust of 
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people that he developed early on: Ibid., at paras 1007-08. By the age of twenty he had assaulted 

and almost choked to death three different women, and was described by a psychiatrist as having 

a pathological personality disorder. Dr. Maier assessed him upon his admission to Oak Ridge, and 

provided a diagnosis of “anti-social personality disorder, with ‘aggressive and assaultive features 

towards pubertal girls.’”: Ibid., at paras 1010-15. 

[783] In the STU, Mr. Motherall was in the Capsule on five different occasions. His Clinical 

Records reveal a large number of DDT sessions, almost all of which were prescribed by Dr. Maier. 

He was given, among other things, LSD, Scopolamine, Dexedrine, and Amytal-Ritalin. I found 

that he experienced “significant stress-induced mood swings during and in the aftermath of the 

LSD treatments”, and that the other DDT treatments “followed a similar course of emotionally 

painful ups and downs”: Ibid., at paras 1018-19, 1021, 1023. The Scopolamine treatments were 

particularly painful, and were combined with sleep deprivation and often required him to be 

restrained. I summarized the harms he suffered, at para 1034-35: 

As has been pointed out above, Mr. Motherall did indeed suffer depression as a 

result specifically of the LSD sessions at Oak Ridge. These mood swings and 

depressive occasions were noted at the time in his Clinical Records. It is entirely 

improbable that a patient given mind-altering chemicals in the guise of psychiatric 

therapy, who suffers depression within days of these sessions and who continues to 

suffer mood swings and depression years later, was not caused both short and long-

term harm as a result of these drugs. What Dr. Booth calls short-term side effects 

were, for Mr. Motherall, short and long-term direct effects of the DDT program.  

Oak Ridge and Dr. Maier, who was in charge of Mr. Motherall’s treatment, caused 

Mr. Motherall significant short-term and long-term harm. Although the very last 

years of his life appear to have been relatively happier ones, according to his friend 

and executrix Ms. Marion, he never truly recovered from the harm inflicted on him 

at Oak Ridge. 

  ii)  General damages 

[784] Counsel for the Plaintiffs submit that an award of $750,000 is required to redress the 

physical and mental injuries the STU Programs caused Mr. Motherall, along with the damage to 

his dignity and autonomy. They point out that in examination for discovery, Mr. Motherall 

indicated that when he was first committed to Oak Ridge he was advised that the STU programs 

were a form of “innovative treatment” which would “turn [his] life around.” Dr. Maier opined that 

he expected improvement in Mr. Motherall’s condition within a three-to-five year period in the 

STU: Ibid., at para 1014. 

[785] Mr. Motherall’s evidence at discovery was that he was finally rehabilitated when he 

received psychotherapy while incarcerated at Stony Mountain Institution in Manitoba where, from 

1985 until the early 2000s, he served an eighteen year sentence for attempted murder. Through 

this psychotherapy, he learned to “master his own emotional cycles” and cope with the depression 

and anger that had plagued him since childhood and that had increased as a result of the STU 

experiences: Ibid., at paras 1026-27 1034. Plaintiffs’ counsel rely on the Blackwater factors, and 

submit that Mr. Motherall deserves a large damages award due to his extreme vulnerability and 
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the humiliation and degradation he suffered in the STU. They provide no specific comparison 

cases,  but rather make reference to the ex gratia payments made in prominent cases of a political 

nature. 

[786] Addressing quantification of damages, counsel for the Defendants make reference to 

Weafer, supra, where the injured patient was awarded $55,000 (or $67,764 adjusted for inflation) 

after having been prescribed medication in the wrong amount following a back surgery and 

suffered a near-death experience as a result of the accidental overdose. The Court found the injured 

claimant had undergone “a great deal of stress and anxiety” due to the incident, and that he found 

the experience was “terrifying”: Ibid., at para 131. Defendants’ counsel submit that the short-term 

physical ordeal and the longer term psychological suffering described in Weafer is parallel to that 

which Mr. Motherall attributes to his STU years. 

[787] The drug overdose in Weafer was in one sense more severe than anything Mr. Motherall 

was exposed to in the DDT program. That is, the Scopolamine and other dangerous drug cocktails 

caused physical and psychiatric suffering, but they did not bring Mr. Motherall near to death.  

[788] In another sense, however, what Mr. Motherall experienced at the hands of Dr. Maier in 

the DDT program was more emotionally scarring. The DDT sessions were not a lone accidental 

incident, but rather were a planned and protracted intervention into Mr. Motherall’s psyche that he 

was in no position to handle. Although the Defendants’ expert witness characterized some of Mr. 

Motherall’s suffering as a side effect of the DDT drugs, I found, at para 1034, that they were the 

very effects that the drug program was designed to produce and they stayed with him for many 

years: 

It is entirely improbable that a patient given mind-altering chemicals in the guise 

of psychiatric therapy, who suffers depression within days of these sessions and 

who continues to suffer mood swings and depression years later, was not caused 

both short and long-term harm as a result of these drugs. What Dr. Booth calls 

short-term side effects were, for Mr. Motherall, short and long-term direct effects 

of the DDT program. 

[789] Given this significant distinction, Mr. Motherall is entitled to be compensated at a level 

that is several times higher than in Weafer. While the STU experiences – and especially the DDT 

sessions – were not the original cause of Mr. Motherall’s psychiatric problems, they exacerbated 

and prolonged them in a discernable way. 

[790] Mr. Motherall is awarded $250,000 in general damages, as against Dr. Maier and the 

Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[791] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award in the amount of $1,375,000 for Mr. 

Motherall. They reference the fact that Mr. Motherall was often put in restraints while in the DDT 

sessions. Further, they submit that the DDT program was, in effect, successful in its aim of 

breaking down his mental defenses, and that the Defendants “were reckless enough to implement 

such a program without having considered or found any way to re-build him once they had done 
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so.” They do not cite any cases with which to compare the large punitive award sought on behalf 

of Mr. Motherall.  

[792] Most of Mr. Motherall’s DDT treatments were prescribed and administered by Dr. Maier. 

It was misguided medicine at best, as the mind-altering drugs given to Mr. Motherall had no 

positive therapeutic value and ultimately caused him harm. But although part of the theory was 

that his defenses had to be broken down, causing harm was not the true goal of the program. I 

found in Barker Trial I, at para 53, that Dr. Maier genuinely believed that LSD and the other DDT 

drugs would be effective in changing the patients’ consciousness for the better. Although it was 

risky and, frankly, foolish, he was so convinced of the positive impact of these potent drugs that 

he took LSD himself in order to “experience the infinite”, as he put it: 53, 56. 

 

[793] In giving custodial mental patients like Mr. Motherall LSD and other psychoactive drugs, 

Dr. Maier breached his fiduciary duty to properly care for them and to cause them no harm. But 

he was a genuine believer in these efforts, and did not administer these substances to Mr. Motherall 

with a sense of malice. He truly thought, as he told his Penetanguishene colleagues, that “[t]he 

phenomenology of LSD is very exciting”: Ibid., at para 54. 

[794] Even the placing of individuals in restraints while they were under the influence of these 

drugs was done with a protective sense: Ibid., at para 163. That is not to say that it was not painful 

and degrading – it was, and this is part of the package of conduct that went on in the DDT program 

that attracts compensatory damages. But Dr. Maier thought, wrongly but genuinely, that he was 

helping the patients who otherwise had no chance to improve. Dr. Barker, whose writings did not 

mask the harshness of the treatments in euphemism, explained this point of view in one of his 

published articles: “The ostensible barbarism of procedures which involve direct physical restraint 

can often obscure their advantages in therapy”: Ibid., at para 167. 

[795] There is no evidence of malice or high-handedness aimed at Mr. Motherall. There will be 

no punitive damages award in respect of his claim.  

 y)  Michael Pinet 

[796] The discussion of Mr. Pinet’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 1036-1060. 

[797] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss for Mr. Pinet. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[798] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Barker, Dr. Maier, and the Crown are 

liable for having caused Mr. Pinet substantial long-term harm and moderate short-term harm.  

[799] To summarize my findings, Mr. Pinet did two stints at Oak Ridge. His first admission was 

pursuant to a physician’s certificate under the Mental Health Act when he was 17 years old. He 

stayed at Oak Ridge from March 1971 to February 1972. His second admission was from May 

1977 to 1984 after having been found NGRI for the quadruple homicide of his wife’s siblings: 

Ibid., at paras 1036, 1038, 1046-46. 
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[800] In Barker Trial I, I found that Mr. Pinet had a difficult childhood. At the age of 12 he began 

reporting that he was having homicidal urges, and at 15 he was sent to St. John’s Training School 

where he was sexually abused. During his teenage years, he experimented with street drugs and 

drank alcohol in binges: Ibid., at para 1040. From St. John’s he was sent to the Guelph 

Reformatory, where he was diagnosed as having a borderline personality disorder with 

psychopathic element. A Psychiatric Consultation report dated March 5, 1971 written by a 

psychiatrist at Gueph notes that Mr. Pinet was “quite capable of committing murder”. That 

prophesy was repeated by Dr. Barker in February 1972, when Mr. Pinet was discharged from Oak 

Ridge contrary to medical advice and, on Mr. Pinet’s own insistence, was released into the 

community: Ibid., at paras 1038, 1044. 

 

[801] During his first admission to Oak Ridge, Mr. Pinet was in the DDT program and was given 

more than a dozen drug treatments, including LSD, Scopolamine, Dexedrine, Dexamyl, and 

Sodium Amytal, all administered by Dr. Barker: Ibid., at para 1039. Defendant’s expert, Dr. 

Dominique Bourget, testified that Mr. Pinet’s Clinical Records that indicated that he was 

“withdrawn and mute” for extended periods of time reveal an adverse reaction to the DDT 

treatments. One set of Bedside Nursing Notes from July 1971 describe Mr. Pinet as being 

withdrawn and in a “near catatonic state”: Ibid., at paras 1041-42. Mr. Pinet also spent some time 

naked with other patients in the Capsule, which was contrary to his express wishes at the time. 

[802] Mr. Pinet was released from Oak Ridge in 1972 and went to the Northwest Territories 

where he was convicted of sexual assault. After serving that prison sentence, he eventually got 

married. However, in 1976 he was angry at his in-laws and sought revenge on them by killing his 

wife’s four siblings. He was returned to Oak Ridge and remained there until 1984. He has remained 

institutionalized since that time and continues to be considered by the Ontario Review Board to be 

a danger to the public: Ibid., at paras 1045, 1054. 

[803] During his second stint at Oak Ridge he was under the care of Dr. Maier. Mr. Pinet was 

again put into the DDT program, and this time was given a number of Alcohol-Ritalin treatments 

by Dr. Maier. The Clinical Records indicate that several of those sessions went badly for Mr. Pinet, 

who became abusive and expressed homicidal threats to other patients: Ibid., at para 1051. He was 

also in MAPP on a number of occasions, some of which were late in his stay at Oak Ridge and 

after Dr. Maier and Dr. Barker had departed the institution.   

[804] The contemporaneous records indicate that Mr. Pinet suffered in the short term from the 

various DDT treatments, at times breaking down and at other times threatening to act out violently. 

Further, he exhibited subsequent violent, sexualized criminality, which he had threatened but 

which he had not acted on prior to Oak Ridge and which after Oak Ridge he was unable to control 

until undergoing pharmaceutical castration. That is indicative of long-term harmful effects of the 

DDT drugs he was given to break down his defenses: Ibid., at para 1059. 

  ii)  General damages 

[805] Plaintiffs’ counsel seeks a general damages award in the amount of $5,000,000. They 

emphasize his young age when first admitted to Oak Ridge, his status as an involuntary mental 

patient, his history of being abused, and his prior substance abuse as increasing his vulnerability 

to the harms he incurred in the STU. Quoting Barker Trial I, at para 1059, that as a consequence 
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of the damaging DDT and MAPP programs in which he was placed Mr. Pinet turned to “violent, 

sexualized criminality”, Plaintiffs’ counsel state that he engaged in acts that were otherwise “out 

of character” for him. In their view, the STU experiences effectively deprived him of his liberty 

for approximately forty years. Counsel for the Plaintiffs state in their written submissions that, 

“‘But for’ his exposure to the programs, Mr. Pinet would not have required any post-1972 

institutionalization.” 

[806] While it is the case that only after his first stint at Oak Ridge did Mr. Pinet act on his 

homicidal fantasies, it is also the case that he had been having homicidal fantasies since his early 

teenage years. In a Psychiatric Consultation carried out in May 1976 at Alberta Hospital, Mr. Pinet 

stated that “he has always had the urge to kill somebody but that he’d never had the courage to 

carry it out before”: Barker Trial I, at para 1047. It was the violence that was new for Mr. Pinet 

following the STU experience, but not the mental illness.  

[807] That is not to say that the multiple DDT treatments and the time he spent in MAPP did not 

harm him; they did, both in the short term as well documented in his Clinical Records, and in the 

long term by breaking down the defenses he had built up and unleashing violence within him that 

had previously been kept at bay. He has been tormented by all of this over the decades, suffering 

from depression as well as violent personality change, and has only found relief in recent years 

once he underwent pharmaceutical castration: Ibid., at para 1059 

[808] Defendants’ counsel contend that this turn toward violence was unforeseeable when he was 

released from Oak Ridge, and it is therefore remote and not compensable. In their view, “Mr. 

Pinet’s quadruple homicide is exactly the kind of ‘unusual or extreme reaction’ which might be 

‘imaginable but not reasonably foreseeable’, and therefore not compensable, as the Supreme Court 

explained in Mustapha v. Culligan of Canada Ltd., supra, at para 15.”  

[809] I cannot agree with Defendants’ counsel’s position. It is self-evident that Mr. Pinet’s turn 

to violence was reasonably foreseeable at the end of his first stint in Oak Ridge. Dr. Barker said 

so himself. After insisting that Mr. Pinet sign a form acknowledging that he was being released 

from Oak Ridge against medical advice, Dr. Barker told him, according to Mr. Pinet’s own 

testimony, “I am releasing you, however I know that you will return and that you will return for 

killing people”: Ibid., at para 1044.  

[810] It is understandable why Mr. Pinet would have been desperate to be released, as he had 

been put through the ordeal of over a dozen DDT treatments as a 17-18 year old. The release form 

that he signed does not exonerate Dr. Barker for the harm that he caused. But the harm, and the 

violent turn that Mr. Pinet’s life took, was certainly foreseeable to Dr. Barker and to any other 

reasonable observer. 

[811] That said, it is the mental torment he suffered in the post-Oak Ridge years, and not the 

institutionalization or the rapes and murders themselves, that are the compensable harms. As 

McLachlin J. (as she then was) explained in Hall, supra, the ex turpi causa doctrine embodies the 

principles of integrity of the judicial process and the prohibition on profiting from wrongdoing, 

both of which apply to Mr. Pinet’s situation. His continued institutionalization, of course, follows 

the NGRI verdict in the quadruple homicide and the Lieutenant Governor’s Warrant that flowed 

from that verdict. Since that verdict is valid and not subject to challenge, it cannot be 
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countermanded or undermined via a damages award. To compensate Mr. Pinet for his 

institutionalization would be to declare wrongful what the criminal court determined is rightful, 

thereby undermining the integrity of the judicial process. 

[812] Along similar lines, the ex turpi concept reflects the aspiration that legal norms represent a 

philosophical unity. Again, as Justice McLachlin instructed, the various parts of the law – in 

particular tort and criminal law – “must be in essential harmony.  For the courts to punish conduct 

with the one hand while rewarding it with the other, would be to ‘create an intolerable fissure in the 

law’s conceptually seamless web’”: Hall, quoting E.J. Weinrib, "Illegality as a Tort Defence" (1976), 

26 U.T.L.J. 28, at 42. As explained earlier in these reasons, compensating a person for the act of 

killing another (or, as in Mr. Pinet’s case, another four), is antithetical to the law’s conceptually 

unified stance.  

[813] Having said all of that, Mr. Pinet suffered a great deal due to the treatments and failed therapies 

to which he was subjected in STU. Those treatments took a troubled youth with fantasies of violence 

and created a very troubled adult who could not control his instinct to violence. While he cannot be 

compensated for the killing or for the institutionalization that flowed from the killing, he can and 

should be compensated for the psychic turmoil that the STU programs put him through in the short 

and long term.  

[814] Plaintiffs’ counsel compare Mr. Pinet’s case to Henry, supra, which as previously discussed 

is a wrongful conviction case that would in effect compensate Mr. Pinet for what he is not permitted 

to claim. Defendants’ counsel, on the other hand, are of the view that the harm to Mr. Pinet was 

unforeseeable and not compensable. In the alternative, however, they submit that if I do not agree 

with that viewpoint the case is comparable to Iwanicki, supra.  

 

[815] In Iwanicki, Pitt J. found, at paras 34-35, that a severe knife attack by one prison inmate on 

another “had an enormous impact…and it can fairly be said that it dramatically changed his 

personality from that of a fun loving extrovert to that of an introverted, unhappy and depressed 

person… [T]the incident, at the very least, worsened the plaintiff's depression, caused insomnia 

and loss of appetite, and severely affected his enjoyment of life.” For this mental deterioration, the 

claimant was awarded $114,000 (adjusted for inflation). 

 

[816] The STU, and in particular the DDT sessions that Dr. Barker prescribed in the first stint 

and Dr. Maier prescribed in the second stint, did a lot more than to make Mr. Pinet unhappy or to 

cost him his sleep and appetite. They undermined the defences that he had established and that 

kept his violent fantasies in check, and produced ongoing emotional turmoil. Although he had a 

diagnosed personality disorder prior to Oak Ridge, the drugs made him worse. They put him in a 

catatonic state in the short term and rendered him psychologically unable to control himself in the 

long term. The harm suffered by Mr. Pinet is several times more severe than that suffered in 

Iwanicki. 

[817] Mr. Pinet is awarded $350,000 in general damages as against Drs. Barker and Maier and 

the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 
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[818] As explained above with respect to several other Plaintiffs, punitive damages awards put 

the individual Plaintiff in the position of public interest enforcer, ensuring that what has transpired 

in the particular case not be generalized as a widespread practice: Whiten, supra, at para 40. 

Importantly, that includes reckless treatment of underage patients. Mr. Pinet was a youth of 17 

when he was given his first DDT treatment: Sodium Amytal followed by Methedrine administered 

intravenously. A month later he was given a number of Scopolamine treatments, and several 

months after that was given LSD: Barker Trial I, at para 1039. In taking these steps, Dr. Barker 

went out to break down the defenses of a teenager whose defenses had barely formed.  

[819] When Mr. Pinet returned to Oak Ridge for his second stint, he was no longer a troubled 

17-year old but was a 23 year-old murderer. His case history, including the experiences he had 

previously undergone in the STU, were well known. Dr. Maier took over care of Mr. Pinet from 

Dr. Barker, and continued on the same reckless path. This time, Mr. Pinet, who had a known 

problem with alcohol binging, was plied by Dr. Maier with Alcohol-Ritalin sessions: Ibid., at paras 

1040, 1051. Again, to say that a physician should have known better is to greatly understate the 

reprehensible nature of this treatment.  

[820] Plaintiffs’ counsel have reviewed the various abuses suffered by Mr. Pinet, and make the 

submission that “aspects of Mr. Pinet’s exposure to the impugned programs are particularly 

blameworthy and militate for an elevated award of punitive damages.” They argue that his 

experiences in the STU warrants a punitive damages award in the amount of $1,750,000. They 

point in particular to a psychometrist’s report completed at the Guelph Reformatory in February 

1971, prior to Mr. Pinet’s first admission to Oak Ridge, that advised that he was an “extremely 

disturbed young man who is not psychotic at present, but who does appear vulnerable to episodic 

losses of control. Under stress he is likely to be dangerous to himself and to other people.” Despite 

knowing all of this this, the Defendants still opted to expose him to the DDT program. 

[821] I agree that punitive damages are called for here. Dr. Barker knew that he was dealing with 

an exceptionally vulnerable youth, and Dr. Maier knew that he was dealing with someone who had 

been drugged by Dr. Barker as an exceptionally vulnerable youth and who was, in addition, being 

force-fed alcohol when he had an early alcohol problem. Both of the Doctors acted in a 

blameworthy way: Whiten, at para 113. 

[822] What I do not know is where Plaintiffs’ counsel come up with their proposed numbers. 

Although the wrongs done to Mr. Pinet deserve the court’s condemnation, that condemnation must 

in some larger way concord with what has been awarded in previous cases. A punitive damages 

award must be of a quantum that will accomplish the goals of retribution, deterrence and 

denunciation; but the Supreme Court of Canada has specifically instructed that that does not mean 

that they have to be especially large: Hill, supra, at paras 196-97. The point is for the award to 

serve a rational purpose, not just to punish for its own sake and in the process provide a windfall 

gain to the Plaintiff. 

[823] The rational purpose of an outsized punitive damages award has been identified by the 

Supreme Court – to ensure that “the wealthy and powerful” are shown that “[a]wards of general 

and aggravated damages along might simply be regarded as a licence fee” for rights violations: 

Ibid., at para 199. That does not describe the situation here.  
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[824] Drs. Barker and Maier were misguided psychiatrists, who in Mr. Pinet’s case should be 

admonished for their blameworthy conduct. But they are not oligarchs for whom an award in 

excess of a million dollars is needed to feel the necessary sting: Whiten, at para 32. They were 

medical staff of a public institution. The Court’s point can be made through a punitive damages 

award that does not compete for a place as the largest ever made.  

[825] Mr. Pinet is awarded punitive damages in the amount of $300,000, divided 33.33% as 

against Dr. Barker, 33.33% as against Dr. Maier, and 33.33% as against the Crown. 

  iv)  Income loss 

[826] Plaintiffs’ counsel commence their written submissions with respect to Mr. Pinet’s claim 

for damages for lost income by stating: “But for the Programs, Mr. Pinet would have earned an 

income during the 40 years he was institutionalized.” Their damages expert, Mr. Wollach, takes 

this assumption and calculates that Mr. Pinet’s income loss claim is valued at $1,987,442. 

[827] Mr. Pinet does not have a particularly lengthy work history, nor does he have an 

educational background to suggest that his work trajectory would have been an especially 

productive one. His first job was part of a work release program from prison in Yellowknife, where 

he was incarcerated for indecent assault shortly after his first release from Oak Ridge. Testifying 

at the second phase of the trial, Mr. Pinet indicated that as part of this program he worked at a fast 

food restaurant for eight months. Then, in 1974, he completed a three-week land surveying course 

in the Northwest Territories but was never certified and never became a member of a professional 

land surveyor association.  

 

[828] He testified that with this land surveyor training he managed to obtain a job as a claims 

staker, physically staking out land claims for a mining company. He stated that in all he worked 

on three staking assignments and that each assignment lasted two months. He also claimed that he 

was paid $400 per day with a $1,000 daily bonus from the mining company. I find, however, that 

there is little credibility to this claim.  

 

[829] Mr. Pinet’s Service Canada records show that he never earned more than $500 annually 

for the relevant years, 1972 to 1975. When this was put to him in cross-examination, Mr. Pinet 

alleged that most of his pay was unreported income, but had no explanation as to why a mining 

company would be interested in doing that. In addition, Defendants’ vocational expert, Mr. 

Campbell, opined that earning $400 per day as a claims staker in the mid-1970s is in no way 

commensurate with the pay scale for that job at the time. 

 

[830] Mr. Pinet deposed in his affidavit filed in the second phase of the trial that he has held two 

jobs in the community after his second Oak Ridge. In 2008 he worked at a supermarket, but that 

job promptly ended when he was fired after being caught stealing money from his employer. He 

states that he was unsuccessful obtaining other jobs in the community after this incident, including 

at other grocery stores. In 2014 he found a job working part-time at company called Angie’s 

Cleaning, where he worked until 2018 when he retired at age 65. 

 

[831] During the years after his second stint at Oak Ridge, Mr. Pinet has re-offended on a number 

of occasions. In 1988, he was charged with assault with a weapon and was again institutionalized, 
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following which he was charged with taking hostage and assaulting a co-patient. In 2005, he was 

charged with threatening death and harassing another patient at the Royal Ottawa Hospital.  

[832] As discussed with respect to Mr. Pinet’s general damages claim, the principle of ex turpi 

causa prevents Mr. Pinet from recovering damages for his periods of incarceration and 

institutionalization after the quadruple murder. That includes claims for lost income during those 

periods, which would in effect be to permit him to profit from his illegal conduct: See Hall, supra. 

Collecting income lost during the time for which he was incarcerated or institutionalized pursuant 

to valid legal process would effectively undermine the integrity of the law.  

[833] Defendants’ counsel state in their written submissions that an award of that nature would 

run counter to the very public policy considerations that ex turpi causa is meant to address. I agree, 

but, more importantly, so does the Supreme Court of Canada. In Zastowny, supra, at para 20, the 

Court pointed out that a defendant in this type of situation may have caused harm by acting 

wrongly, but the responsibility for this wrong is suspended because it is trumped by the overriding 

concern for the integrity of the legal system. 

 

[834] The ex turpi principle eliminates any income loss claim for Mr. Pinet. 

[835]  In the event I am wrong about that, I will briefly review the quantification issue as 

presented by the experts on each side. Mr. Wallach, for the Plaintiffs, has put forward three income 

loss scenarios for Mr. Pinet. The scenarios all begin in April 1976 when he committed his 

quadruple homicide, and take as a given that he would have stopped working in December 2018 

when he reached 65. The first assumes that but for Mr. Pinet’s experience at Oak Ridge, he would 

have earned the salary of a land surveyor for a total income loss of $1,838,921. The second assumes 

that Mr. Pinet would have earned the salary of a college graduate in business management, for a 

total income los of $1,989,623. The third assumes that Mr. Pinet would have earned the salary of 

a computer technician, for a total income loss of $1,577,384. 

[836] The first scenario is in direct contradiction to Mr. Pinet’s own evidence. He conceded in 

his testimony that he was never qualified as a land surveyor and that this was not a career he was 

ever likely to pursue. The second and third scenarios assume that but for his Oak Ridge experience, 

Mr. Pinet would have achieved his high school diploma and a college degree in business or 

computers by 1976. There is no basis in the record for assuming this. Mr. Pinet had low educational 

achievement up to his Oak Ridge admission and showed no signs of that improving.  

[837] Mr. Campbell, a vocational expert, opined that with his grade 9 education the likelihood 

that Mr. Pinet could have acquired the skills needed for those types of jobs is low. He also noted 

that “the educational opportunities and employment prospects for computer technologists in 1976 

would only be a fraction of what is available today,” making those scenarios all the more 

unrealistic. Mr. Campbell proposed a scenario in which Mr. Pinet’s post-Oak Ridge work years 

would have been as a full-time laborer, which is more in line with Mr. Pinet’s actual work history.  

[838] Mr. Campbell calculates that even if one ignores the ex trupi doctrine and compensates Mr. 

Pinet for the years he spent institutionalized or incarcerated due to criminal actions, a discount rate 

of 25% should be applied to Mr. Pinet’s income loss to reflect the fact that his criminality would 

have lowered his income every year. He further opined that on average it takes six months for 
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criminal offenders to find employment following their release, and so a six month delay in 

employment should be applied to Mr. Pinet’s income loss in order to account for his predictable 

post-institutionalization unemployment.  

[839] As with other Plaintiffs claiming damages for lost income, the Defendants’ damages 

expert, Mr. Andrade, took Mr.  Campbell’s discounts based on vocational matters and then 

deducted the social assistance payments that Mr. Pinet has received over the years in accordance 

with the judgment of McLachlan, C.J. in M.B., supra. This would come to a total of $1,115,618, 

which would reflect Mr. Pinet’s income loss damages if the ex turpi causa principle did not 

prohibit them from being awarded. 

[840] There are no damages for lost income awarded to Mr. Pinet. 

 z)  Edwin Sevels 

[841] The discussion of Edwin Sevel’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 1061-

1092. 

[842] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages for Mr. Sevels. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[843] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Sevels mild short-term harm.  

[844] To summarize my findings, Mr. Sevels was admitted to Oak Ridge in September 1978 at 

the age of 35, on a Warrant of Remand after being charged with forcible confinement, assault, and 

threatening. He was ultimately found not fit to stand trial and remained in Oak Ridge until 1983. 

His stint in the STU took place shortly after the DDT and Capsule programs ended, although a 

review of his Clinical Records and Bedside Nursing Notes indicates that he was in MotoPro, or 

mini-MAPP, for one 8-day session. Mr. Sevels has been diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic: 

Ibid., at paras 1061-62, 1081.  

[845] Mr. Sevels exhibited signs of schizophrenia early in life, leading to behaviour that was 

often threatening and violent: Ibid., at para 1062. I found, at para 1083, that this mental illness has 

been with him his entire life, both before and after Oak Ridge, and that he has often gone off his 

medications thereby causing himself added mental suffering. His experience in mini-MAPP, while 

uncomfortable and causing him short-term physical pain about which he complained at the time, I 

found, at para 0198, that it had little to no impact on him long term: 

Looking at Mr. Sevels’ lengthy history of dealing with schizophrenia, often without 

his prescribed medication, it is hard not to agree with Dr. Booth that the long-term 

trajectory of Mr. Sevels’ illness and his life was not impacted one way or the other 

by his STU experience. The roughly one week he spent in mini-MAPP was stressful 

and unpleasant, but appears to have been a drop in the bucket, as it were, in the 

context of a very troubled history.  
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  ii)  General damages 

[846] Plaintiffs’ counsel site the Blackwater factors in emphasizing Mr. Sevels’ extreme 

vulnerability as a schizophrenic in the STU. They point out that his Clinical Records show that 

while in mini-MAPP he “constantly complained about physical discomfort”, and that he could not 

make it through the usual ten-day cycle in that program and had to be released early after eight 

days: Ibid., at 1075, 1077. As a result, Plaintiffs’ counsel state in their written submissions that, 

“An award of $200,000 is required to sufficiently redress the significant physical and mental 

injuries the STU Programs caused him, as well as the considerable damage to his dignity and 

autonomy.” 

[847] With respect, “significant physical and mental injuries” does not accurately summarize my 

findings with respect to Mr. Sevels and the harm he suffered in the STU. I found, at para 1091, 

that, “Although Mr. Sevels was not caused long-term harm by his experiences with the one STU 

program to which he was subjected, he did suffer at least a modicum of short-term pain.” While I 

sympathize with any patient who spent even a short stint in MAPP or its mini-MAPP cousin, not 

everyone who went through it was significantly harmed.  

[848] It was unfortunate for Mr. Sevels that he was placed in that program at all, but it was 

fortunate for him that he was removed from the program and not made to finish the cycle once he 

complained about it. Plaintiffs’ counsel appear to rely on Dr. Bradford’s opinion that a person in 

Mr. Sevels’ condition is exposed to a heightened risk of harm, and that Mr. Sevels’ experience in 

MAPP bears that out. However, I specifically found that “Dr. Bradford’s conclusion that the STU 

experience caused Mr. Sevels harm, and that his psychiatric condition was worsened by his stay 

at Oak Ridge, is based on erroneous facts and cannot be accepted”: Ibid., at para 1086. Rather, I 

generally agreed with Dr. Booth’s view that “Mr. Sevels’ course of illness can be entirely 

explained by his condition”: Ibid., at para 1087. 

[849] Defendants’ counsel contend that mild, short-term psychiatric harm is not compensable 

under the Saadati principle. In that case, they argue, the Court of Appeal’s ruling in Place Concord, 

supra, provides that a nominal award of $100 is the appropriate way to signal the wrongful conduct 

of the Defendants.  

 

[850] The Place Concord case involved a rather complicated financing and contractual scheme 

in which breaches by the promotor of the investment project caused the failure of the investment 

project and prompted a lawsuit by the 295 limited partner investors. The Court found that the 

upshot was that “the Limited Partners suffered a loss of chance or opportunity to receive income 

and experience capital appreciation.” At the same time, the Court found that “the net operating 

income of the project would not have been sufficient to generate a value in excess of the required 

outflows and that there was no loss of income for the [relevant] years”: Ibid., at para 70. In other 

words, the promotor had wrongfully deprived the investors of their interest in an investment 

destined to earn no income, and in that circumstance a nominal damages award was called for. 

 

[851] While the short-term harm suffered by Mr. Sevels in the STU was mild in comparison with 

what some of the other Plaintiffs suffered, it was not de minimis like in Place Concord. It was 

more akin to the torn knee cartilage suffered by the prison inmate in McMaster, supra, who had to 

endure improper footwear for a nine month period. In McMaster, like here, there were medical 
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records that established the contemporaneous harm suffered due to the public institution’s 

mistreatment: Ibid., at para 64. The claimant in McMaster was awarded $6,000 (updated for 

inflation to $7,198) for his pain and suffering.  

[852] While Mr. Sevels’ level of discomfort is difficult to assess, his Clinical Record from the 

week he spent in MAPP records that. “The daily ward report states that Edwin cannot function in 

the F Ward motivation programme”: Barker Trial I, at para 1077. That may not be as sharp a 

painful event as a torn knee, but it is real and not just symbolic harm. 

[853] Mr. Sevels is awarded $2,500 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[854] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award of $475,000 on behalf of Mr. Sevels. 

They emphasize his vulnerability as a schizophrenic and argue that he suffered at the hands of 

guards and other staff a Oak Ridge. In this regard, they also state that, “Leaving the MotoPro 

program early had negative repercussions on Mr. Sevels. His removal ‘did not make things 

pleasant’ for him at Oak Ridge.” 

[855] While I did find, at para 1078, that the staff and other patient-teachers were problematic 

for Mr. Sevels following his exit from mini-MAPP, that is not the basis for liability. His viable 

claim has to do with his time in the STU programs, which in Mr. Sevels’ case means his eight days 

in mini-MAPP. It is obvious from his Clinical Records that, in fact, medical staff heard his 

discomfort and permitted him to leave the program in order to put his discomfort to an end. 

Ironically, other Plaintiffs for the most part complain that they could not leave the STU programs 

once they were in them, and this forced participation is a breach of fiduciary duty; for Mr. Sevels, 

the complaint put forward in support of punitive damages runs in the opposite direction.  

[856] An argument that suggests that Mr. Sevels should not have been removed from mini-MAPP 

when he complained that he could not stand it is entirely counter-intuitive. It is also contrary to 

what Plaintiffs’ counsel have argued with respect to others of the Plaintiffs. What it seems 

Plaintiffs’ counsel is really getting at, however, is that Mr. Sevels had a very hard time in Oak 

Ridge for reasons other than the three impugned programs. He was a schizophrenic who often went 

off his medication, and as a result had numerous interpersonal problems on the ward.  

[857] The Barker Trial I judgment is replete with references to Mr. Sevels being disoriented, 

having difficulty dealing with authority, and being placed in restraints: Ibid., at paras 1077-78. 

One can certainly sympathize with him in these respects, but they are not part of his claim. 

Moreover, there is no evidence that either Dr. Maier or Dr. Barker, or any of the other three named 

Oak Ridge responsible officials, were responsible for those hardships. 

[858] There are no punitive damages awarded in respect of Mr. Sevel’s claim. 

 aa)  Samuel Shepherd 

[859] The discussion of Samuel Shephard’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 1093-

1123. 
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[860] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages and punitive 

damages for Mr. Shephard. 

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[861] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Mr. Shephard mild short-term harm.  

[862] To summarize my findings, Mr. Shephard spent from early October to early November 

1972 in Oak Ridge for an assessment, and then nearly six months, from December 1972 to June 

1972, as an involuntary patient at Oak Ridge under the Mental Health Act, 1972. He was sent there 

at the age of twenty-one from Guelph Correctional Institute where he was found setting small 

fires. The record also shows that he had an oppressive upbringing, was abused by his father, was 

an early user of street drugs and anti-depressants which he purchased on the black market without 

a prescription, and was in and out of various correctional institutions: Ibid., at paras 1093-97. 

[863] In Oak Ridge, Mr. Shephard was never in MAPP. His Clinical Records also make no 

mention of his ever having been in the DDT program or having been given any DDT-like drugs. 

He was in the Capsule for one session with five other patients in March 1973, and signed a Capsule 

Therapy Contract that was in the typical Oak Ridge format.  

[864] Dr. Maier was in charge of Mr. Shephard’s treatment and signed the renewal of his 

involuntary committal on the same day as Mr. Shephard signed the Capsule documentation. I 

found that, “There is no notation in the Clinical Records that indicates whether Mr. Shepherd 

exhibited any distress while in the Capsule, although on the days leading up to the signing of the 

Capsule contract Mr. Shepherd is described in the Clinical Records as being “non-cooperative” 

and “argumentative”: Ibid., at paras 1102-04. 

[865] Dr. Bradford opined in the first phase of the trial that the physicians at Oak Ridge failed to 

treat Mr. Shephard’s sexual issues that flowed from his childhood experience of sexual abuse. I 

found, however, that Mr. Shephard had never revealed those problems or that prior abuse to anyone 

at Oak Ridge: Ibid., at para 1112.  

[866] Mr. Shephard himself blamed his subsequent, post-Oak Ridge criminality on the STU 

experiences, but I did not find that to be the case. Rather, I agreed with Dr. Booth’s testimony in 

the first phase of the trial in which he indicated that, “Although Mr. Shepherd suggests that the 

program caused him to continue to offend, it was likely his underlying sexual disorder and 

psychopathic personality traits/antisocial personality that were the main cause of his offending”: 

Ibid., at para 1117. 

[867] Overall, one can say with Dr. Booth that Mr. Shepherd “may have had some stressful 

experiences at the time”, but that his subsequent mental state and behaviour “can be explained 

entirely outside of the Oak Ridge Program exposure”: Ibid., at para 1118. Oak Ridge and, in 

particular, Dr. Maier, caused Mr. Shepherd short-term harm by placing him in an intense, isolation 

environment such as the Capsule, which undermined his personal dignity and was a short but 

emotionally painful experience: Ibid., at para 1122. The STU experience did not, however, linger 

with him long term or change the trajectory of his life. 
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  ii)  General damages 

[868] Plaintiffs’ counsel state in their written submissions that, “An award of $200,000 is 

required to sufficiently redress the significant mental injuries and degradation the [STU] Programs 

inflicted upon him, as well as the considerable damage to his dignity and autonomy.” By contrast, 

Defendants’ counsel state in their written submissions that, “A nominal damages award of $100 is 

appropriate to award to acknowledge that Mr. Shepherd’s legal rights have been breached, though 

no loss has been established.” 

[869] As with other Plaintiffs, Mr. Shephard’s case for damages is based on his conformance 

with the Blackwater factors. Plaintiffs’ counsel stress in particular his vulnerability as having been 

an abused and difficult to control youth. They also emphasize that Mr. Shephard was mentally ill, 

having been diagnosed by Dr. Maier upon admission to Oak Ridge as having a Personality 

Disorder, Antisocial Type: Barker Trial I, at para 1099. 

[870] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that the Alberta Court of Appeal’s judgment in Nagy, supra, 

provides an appropriate comparator for Mr. Shephard’s claim. There, the claimant was subjected 

to an unwarranted strip search was awarded damages in the amount of $150,000. The search in 

that case was exceptionally invasive, involving a body cavity search, enema, and chemically-

induced episode of vomiting, all performed by a doctor acting at the behest of the police. The 

incident was described by the Court as emotionally debilitating, to the extent that it lingered for a 

long time with little prospect of recovery on the horizon: Ibid., at para 74. 

[871] The trauma suffered in Nagy was far more severe than anything Mr. Shephard suffered in 

his five days in the Capsule. As Dr. Booth pointed out in his testimony in Barker Trial I, at para 

1116, “[a]lthough Mr. Shepherd voices problems with anxiety and depression in the current 

complaint, there does not appear to be significant evidence of this in the record.” Rather, the harm 

was in the nature of contemporaneous stress that did not linger with him.  

[872] This stress-inducing experience, although short term, was not negligible. It certainly 

surpassed the Saadati standard for being a compensable wrong beyond nominal damages. It was a 

short and somewhat sharp form of suffering, akin to but not as painful as the torn knee for which 

just over $7,000 (as adjusted) was awarded in McMaster, supra.  

[873] Mr. Shephard was, of course, an involuntary mental patient and was thus in a vulnerable 

position. However, his exposure and susceptibility to harm does not compare with other patients 

who had diagnoses of schizophrenia and who were also placed in the Capsule. Mr. Shephard 

should not have been exposed to this program and it caused him degradation and suffering that 

crosses the compensation threshold, but there is no evidence to suggest that his suffering was 

especially severe: Barker Trial I, at para 1104.  

[874] Mr. Shephard is awarded $2,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown.  

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[875] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award of $475,000 on behalf of Mr. Shephard. 

As with other Plaintiffs, they submit that he was a vulnerable young man with a personality 
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disorder, and that it was egregious conduct on the part of Dr. Maier to subject him to a program 

that was “specifically designed to be intense, disorienting, and stressful”: Ibid., at para 1119.  

[876] In Barker Trial I, at para 1120, I agreed with Dr. Bradford’s view that the Capsule was a 

therapeutically ineffective program and it had degrading elements such as nudity in close quarters 

and eating an entirely liquid diet through straws in holes in the wall. It certainly fell below a 

reasonable standard of care for psychiatric patients. For that reason, tie spent in the Capsule gives 

rise to general damages.  

[877] In Mr. Shephard’s case, however, there is nothing to suggest that he was placed in this 

program maliciously or in a high-handed way. His exposure was limited, and although it was 

degrading and stressful while it lasted, it was not a manifestation of blameworthiness in the 

punitive damages sense of that term: Whiten, supra, at para 113. 

[878] A punitive damages award depends on the intent and motive of the defendant:  Recovery 

Production Equipment Ltd. v. McKinney Machine Co. (1998), 223 AR 24, at para 77 (Alta CA). 

Dr. Maier’s motivation for placing Mr. Shephard in the Capsule, albeit misguided, was therapeutic. 

As far as Mr. Shephard’s relatively short stint goes, Dr. Maier cannot be said to have persisted in 

the outrageous conduct over a lengthy period of time: see Mustaji v. Tjin (1996), 30 CCLT (2d) 

53 (BC CA).  

[879] Furthermore, the Capsule program was widely known and inspected by the media and the 

Ombudsmen’s Office, and was described for the profession in medical journals. The Defendants 

did not attempt to conceal or cover up the Capsule or any of the other STU programs: see Gerula 

v. Flores (1995), 126 DLR (4th) 506, 525 (Ont CA). Neither were Mr. Shephard’s experiences 

concealed or obscured; rather, they were fully recorded in his Clinical Records.  

[880] The grounds for punitive damages do not exist here. There are no punitive damages 

awarded in respect of Mr. Shephard’s claim. 

 bb)  Shauna Taylor 

[881] The discussion of Shauna Taylor’s case history is found in Barker Trial I, at paras 1024-

11261. 

[882] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have put forward a claim for general damages, punitive damages, 

and income loss for Ms. Taylor.  

  i)  Liability and causation findings 

[883] I concluded in Barker Trial I, at para 1328, that Dr. Maier and the Crown are liable for 

having caused Ms. Taylor moderate long-term harm and moderate short-term harm.  

[884] To summarize my findings, Ms. Taylor (née Vance Egglestone) is a transgender woman 

who began the process of transitioning from male to female in the 2000s. As in Barker Trial I, I 

will refer to her with female pronouns for all periods of her life, since that is the way she has 

referred to herself in testifying at both phases of the trial: Ibid., at paras 1125-26.  
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[885] Ms. Taylor was admitted to Oak Ridge after committing a violent rape when she was 20-

years old in January 1976. She was discharged three years later, in February 1979, and then 

returned from January 1981 until July 1984. Her Clinical Records show that during her first three-

year admission she was in all three of the impugned STU programs; they also show that during her 

second three-and-a-half-year admission she was not in any of the STU programs. In 1987, having 

been released into the community, she committed another violent sexual assault, after which she 

remained institutionalized until 2017: Ibid., at paras 1143-45.  

[886] Ms. Taylor testified at the damages phase of the trial and related her experience in 

attempting to deal with her gender identity issues over the years. It was her evidence that it was 

the advocacy efforts of Dr. Bradford on her behalf at a series of Ontario Review Board hearings 

that allowed her to have the transition from male to female completed through an orchidectomy 

and gender reassignment surgery in 2014 and 2015. This history was confirmed by Dr. Bradford 

in his own testimony. He related that it was only in 2000 that Ms. Taylor revealed for the first time 

that she experienced gender dysphoria. According to Dr. Bradford, that discovery revealed what 

was at the root of her psychiatric problems and that had been the driving force behind her life-long 

criminality.  

[887] Ms. Taylor’s male-to-female transition took place in stages, starting with hormonal 

treatments and then moving to a series of two surgical procedures. It was Dr. Barker who 

recommended and advocated for the Review Board to permit her to have the final surgery done by 

a specialized team in Montreal. He testified that once she saw the entire process through, it helped 

her overcome her difficulties and allowed her to move on. She has not re-offended since 

transitioning to female. 

[888] Prior to the index offense for which she was first sent to Oak Ridge, Ms. Taylor had a 

difficult life and lengthy history of criminal conduct, described in Barker Trial I, at para 1129: 

 In her affidavit, she describes this period of her life as one of turmoil: 

‘Unfortunately, my mental health issues and addiction to drugs and alcohol ruined 

my family life and eventually my girlfriend left me with our one year old daughter. 

I was mentally broken and succumbed further to my mental health and addiction 

issues…’ Her criminal record, which forms an exhibit adduced at trial, shows that 

prior to her admission to Oak Ridge she was convicted of several offences, 

including assault, malicious damage, trespassing, theft, possession of narcotics and 

marijuana, breaking and entering, and assault causing bodily harm. 

[889] Her first three-year stint in the STU involved intense participation in the STU programs. I 

found, at paras 1158, 1160, that the stresses of these programs were damaging to Ms. Taylor in 

various ways notwithstanding that she did not especially complain about most of the sessions at 

the time: 

Oak Ridge and its MAPP, DDT, and Capsule programs did not create Ms. Taylor’s 

drug and alcohol addiction, psychosis, and gender and sexual identity issues. But 

there is little doubt from the evidentiary record that Ms. Taylor took decades to 

recover from these detrimental programs. Her criminal record after Oak Ridge was 

worse and more violence-prone than before Oak Ridge, and the intense emotional 
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maelstrom of weeks in MAPP and the Capsule, with cocktails of psychosis-

inducing drugs, was the cause of that deterioration in her ability to control her own 

behaviour… 

The STU programs at issue also caused Ms. Taylor significant short-term harm. 

Like most other patients who experienced MAPP, she reported serious discomfort. 

Likewise, the close and intense encounters in the Capsule were emotionally painful 

and were an affront to her dignity, which is noted repeatedly in the Clinical 

Records. And finally, the DDT exposure to drugs and alcohol which she had been 

consuming on the street caused her short-term negative experiences of which she 

was barely aware at the time. Just because an alcoholic does not particularly 

complain about alcohol, and a street user of psychoactive drugs does not actually 

complain about LSD, does not make them good experiences even in the short term. 

 

[890] I found that Dr. Maier was directly involved in Ms. Taylor’s treatments in the STU 

programs: Ibid., at para 1161. 

  ii)  General damages 

[891] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that an award of $3,750,000 is required to sufficiently redress 

the physical and mental injuries she experienced as a result of her Oak Ridge experience, as well 

as the damage to her dignity and autonomy. They stress that she spent 201 days, approximately 

one-fifth of her 1976 Oak Ridge admission, in one or more of the three STU programs. This 

entailed 101 days in MAPP and 100 days of DDT drug sessions, including lengthy, weeks-long 

Dexamyl-Tofranil and Alcohol-Ritalin treatments: Ibid., at paras 1133, 1138-1139. They further 

submit that as an involuntary patient, Ms. Taylor was physically and psychologically dependent 

on Dr. Maier for her well-being and rehabilitation, and that Dr. Maier and Oak Ridge failed her in 

that regard. 

[892] Defendants’ counsel perceive Ms. Taylor’s experience differently. They compare it to 

those described in Row, supra, where one prison inmate was violently assaulted by another. In that 

case, a neuro-psychologist diagnosed the victim with a post-traumatic stress disorder flowing from 

the assault, which contributed to his ongoing symptoms of paranoia and depression. Defendants’ 

counsel submit that Ms. Taylor’s short-term discomfort in the programs and longer term 

psychological harm are comparable to those injuries, for which the claimant was awarded just over 

$40,000 (as adjusted for inflation).  

[893] As is the case elsewhere in their respective submissions, Plaintiffs’ counsel unduly inflate 

the monetary value they put on the harms Ms. Taylor suffered, while Defendants’ counsel unduly 

minimize the value of those harms. Counsel for the Plaintiffs tend to pin too much of Ms. Taylor’s 

life-long psychiatric troubles on her admittedly harmful STU experiences. On the other hand, 

counsel for the Defendants tend to anchor too much of Ms. Taylor’s post-Oak Ridge suffering on 

her admittedly serious pre-Oak Ridge psychiatric condition. Neither side has accurately 

characterized the evidence in this respect. 

[894] Plaintiffs’ counsel state that, “Henry is the only appropriate comparator case against which 

Ms. Taylor’s lost liberty can be assessed.” With respect, that is not an apt comparison. In Henry, 
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an innocent man was wrongfully prosecuted and convicted. In Ms. Taylor’s case, a repeat rapist 

was rightfully institutionalized and then mistreated in a way which caused increased harm and a 

prolonged recovery. There is a qualitative difference between those two scenarios which cannot 

be overlooked. In Henry, the wrongfully incarcerated claimant was awarded $3,750,000 for the 

suffering of his lost years. Ms. Taylor deserves compensation, but if Henry is to be invoked as a 

comparison at all in Ms. Taylor’s case it is to set a high water mark that is substantially above what 

her case warrants. 

[895] The Blackwater factors do apply to Ms. Taylor, as she was a vulnerable patient who was 

subjected to harmful treatment instead of helpful therapy. She was put through drug treatments, 

which included heavy quantities of alcohol even though she had an alcohol problem and the 

evidence shows that her criminal conduct had mostly been done while under the influence of 

alcohol. As for MAPP, she did not complain about it at the time; in fact, her Clinical Records show 

that at one point in early 1978 she wrote a letter to staff praising the benefits of the program. In 

her testimony at the first phase of the trial, she indicated that MAPP was “torture, it was aggressive, 

it was confrontive [sic], it was painful” because of the way her movements were limited: Barker 

Trial I, at para 1133.  

[896] I view Ms. Taylor’s contemporaneous letter as part of her efforts to convince staff to 

improve her treatment. I also view her testimony about MAPP as an effort to convince the Court 

to find in her favour. While neither are entirely believable, her trial testimony is more in keeping 

with what everyone, including the Ombudsman’s study, says about MAPP. The requirement that 

patients sit immobile for hours, and that they had to seek “permission” to even change position or 

shift their weight from another patient who was put in charge of their session, was painful and 

degrading. Whether Mr. Taylor felt it especially strongly at the time or not, it was a bad program 

with a harmful impact on her. 

[897] In considering Ms. Taylor’s STU experiences, it is important to recall how protracted they 

were. Months of harsh treatment in MAPP and months of harmful drug treatments and close-

quartered sessions in the Capsule were bound to take their toll. This lengthy ordeal was far worse 

than a one-time, instantaneous assault by one inmate on another as in Row. While the victim’s 

injuries in Row were substantial, he did not have to experience the abuse day after day for 100 

days. Row is no more an apt comparison than Henry, and if anything sets a bar that marks a point 

that is much lower than what Mr. Taylor’s case deserves.  

[898] Dr. Bradford opined, and I found in the first phase of the trial, that “Oak Ridge and the 

STU programs caused her to take more time than would otherwise have been necessary to deal 

effectively with her psychiatric disorders”: Barker Trial I, at para 1159. Dr. Barker reiterated this 

view in his testimony in the damages phase of the trial. He also explained, however, that Ms. 

Taylor never would have overcome her criminal behaviour had she not been able to resolved her 

gender identity. That did not happen until well into the 2000s, as Ms. Taylor was late to disclose 

to anyone, including to Dr. Bradford, that she was grappling with gender identity issues. Dr. 

Bradford was instrumental in helping Ms. Taylor once gender identity became her focus.  

[899] While the STU programs made her worse, the evidence does not establish, and I did not 

find in Barker Trial I, that they caused a long-term treatment impasse and/or counter-transference 

such that the Penetanguishene staff mistreated or misbelieved her. I also did not find that the STU 
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programs were the sole reason for the lengthy amount of time it took her to gain her freedom. Her 

various releases and treatments were all considered carefully in Review Board decisions over the 

years. It was not until 2015 that they found her to have moved sufficiently beyond being a danger 

to the pubic to be conditionally released. By that time she had completed her transition, and she 

had also passed the age of 60. As Dr. Chaimowitz observed, she had by then likely aged out of her 

violent recidivism. 

[900] Ms. Taylor testified that it was a challenge for Dr. Bradford to convince the Review Board 

to move her to Brockville Mental Health Centre where she would have more support during her 

transition. As already indicated, that was because the Board viewed her as a danger to the public, 

and not because the Board was somehow a captive of medical staff’s antagonistic counter-

transference as Dr. Bradford speculated in his damages report. Indeed, Ms. Taylor was not found 

to be safe to release to the community until eight years after transferring to Brockville, where no 

counter-transference to medical staff could have taken place.  

[901] Dr. Chaimowitz observed in his testimony that Ms. Taylor’s psychiatric situation was 

complex.  In addition to gender dysphoria, she had a pre-existing diagnosis of anti-social 

personality disorder and psychopathy. On each of several occasions over the years that she was 

cascaded from maximum security to a lesser security institution, she re-offended and/or escaped 

custody. The STU programs did prolong her institutionalization, but given her multi-faceted 

diagnosis it was not those programs alone that did so.  

[902] Ms. Taylor cannot be compensated for the sheer number of years she spent institutionalized 

before the Review Board authorized her release. Like other Plaintiffs who make this claim, she 

cannot now challenge or level a collateral attack on the Ontario Review Board’s decisions to keep 

her fully institutionalized until 2015. She does, however, deserve compensation for the extended 

mental suffering that the STU programs imposed on her. That psychological suffering did not have 

to be so protracted.  

[903] The evidence establishes that the STU caused a significant portion of her psychological 

turmoil. At the same time, it establishes that her underlying disorders also caused a significant 

portion of her psychological turmoil. Given the relationship between Ms. Taylor’s pre-existing 

psychiatric problems and her accentuated post-Oak Ridge psychiatric problems, she deserves 

substantially less than the Henry award but substantially more than the Row award. 

[904] Ms. Taylor is awarded general damages in the total amount of $500,000 as against Dr. 

Maier and the Crown. 

  iii)  Punitive damages 

[905] Plaintiffs’ counsel seek a punitive damages award in the amount of $1,250,000 on behalf 

of Ms. Taylor. In their written submissions, they argue for this award on the basis that Ms. Taylor’s 

treatment at the hands of the Defendants was categorically different than the treatment meted out 

to other Plaintiffs: 

Besides the factors common to all Plaintiffs, particular aspects of Ms. Taylor’s case 

militate for an elevated award of punitive damages. Her suffering was magnified 

by several aspects of the Defendants’ reckless and high-handed conduct. For 
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instance, the decision to subject patients with a history of substance abuse, often 

linked to the very illness for which they were ostensibly meant to be treated, with 

drugs of abuse. 

[906] I agree that providing drugs to patients with a history of abusing street drugs, and providing 

alcohol to patients with a history of struggle with alcoholism, merits the court’s approbation. In 

the context of this case, however, it is not unique to Ms. Taylor’s experience. Indeed, it is the very 

ground that several of the other Plaintiffs have cited in their request for an award of punitive 

damages. It is, in my view, reflective of conduct by medical professionals and a medical institution 

that is the opposite of the healing function they are supposed to serve, and is reprehensible. 

[907] Accordingly, putting Ms. Talyor through 100 days of DDT session, and especially the 

inclusion of alcohol treatments in those sessions, constitutes the type of blameworthy conduct that 

leads to a punitive damages award: Whiten, supra, at para 113. However, that does not distinguish 

her treatment from that of others who have received punitive damages awards here; rather, those 

intoxication sessions form a point of shared experience with a number of other Plaintiffs.  

[908] The treatment that Ms. Taylor received from Dr. Maier in her STU years was misguided 

from a medical point of view and harmful to her, but it was not generally malicious. Indeed, in her 

testimony at the first phase of the trial Ms. Taylor herself said that Dr. Maier had a heartfelt belief 

in the STU programs, especially the DDT program.  

[909] However, the alcohol treatments that he prescribed take this misguided belief to a different 

level. They were patently unadvisable and readily foreseeable as causing harm. Dr. Maier may 

have thought of these sessions as a chemically-driven form of talk therapy for Ms. Taylor, the 

dangers of forcing feeding alcohol to an alcoholic must have been obvious to all. It is remarkable 

that either a qualified physician or a government-run medical institution would have allowed such 

a treatment regime to have taken place for this type of patient. Dr. Maier’s wilful blindness in this 

regard was high handed, arrogant, and patently contrary to his duty as a physician to do no harm.  

[910] Ms. Taylor is awarded $100,000 in punitive damages, divided 50% as against Dr. Maier 

and 50% as against the Crown.  

  iv)  Income loss 

[911] Plaintiffs’ counsel submit that Ms. Taylor’s delayed rehabilitation, worsened mental 

illness, and violence flowing from her Oak Ridge experience have forced her to forego substantial 

income over the last 30 years. They seek damages for her loss of income in the amount of 

$1,744,468. Their position is based for the most part on Dr. Bradford’s opinion, which states that 

Ms. Taylor’s Oak Ridge experience caused her subsequent recidivism. It is also Dr. Bradford’s 

view that her experience in the STU programs in the 1970s prompted a subsequent treatment 

impasse and counter-transference in which she suffered from a poisoned relationship with medical 

staff.  

[912] As explained with respect to other Plaintiffs, if the STU programs caused Ms. Taylor’s 

recidivism, or even contributed to Ms. Taylor’s recidivism, that is not a compensable wrong. As 

the Supreme Court of Canada has explained in Hall, supra and Zastowny, supra, the integrity of 

the legal system and the principle that one cannot profit from one’s own wrongdoing prohibit any 
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recovery of lost income for crimes duly adjudicated by courts or institutionalization duly 

authorized by the Ontario Review Board.  

[913] I found that the STU experiences were the cause of the post-Oak Ridge deterioration in 

Ms. Taylor’s conduct and in her ability to control her own behaviour: Ibid., at para 1158. But that 

does not mean that she can collect money for the sexual violence in which she later engaged and 

be compensated for the time during which she was rightly considered by the Review Board to be 

a danger to the public. Those incidents were adjudicated in accordance with the law and have not 

been challenged here. 

[914] As for Dr. Bradford’s theory of counter-transference, he speculatively attributes 10 years 

of Ms. Taylor’s difficulty in the 1990’s with other staff to the harms that occurred as a result of 

experiences two decades previously. He further singles out the STU programs as being formative 

of Ms. Taylor’s relationship with future medical staff above and beyond any other programs she 

encountered there in subsequent years. Dr. Bradford’s theory is that the professionals at Oak Ridge 

through the decades impeded her access to treatment for her gender identity problems.  

 

[915] As Dr. Chaimowitz points out in his own expert report on Ms. Taylor, Dr. Bradford’s 

theorizing is just that – theorizing. There is nothing in any Clinical Record to demonstrate that the 

STU experience had this far-reaching impact on the staff that dealt with Ms. Taylor twenty years 

later. Rather, as indicated above with respect to Ms. Taylor’s general damages claim, it is Dr. 

Chaimowitz’ view that Ms. Taylor’s complex diagnoses of anti-social personality disorder largely 

set her course as she moved through the system. The expert evidence has been very strong, 

including from Dr. Bradford himself, that this diagnosis is for the most part intractable to treatment, 

especially where patients have, like Ms. Taylor, co-morbid personality disorders, substance abuse 

issues, and severe index offences.  

 

[916] Indeed, as recently as 2015, after her gender transition was complete, Dr. Bradford reported 

to the Ontario Review Board that Ms. Taylor’s fixed personality disorder continued to define her 

level of risk: 

Dr. Bradford stated, although Ms. Taylor is a much lower risk at this time, she still 

represents a significant threat to the safety of the public and the hospital requested 

a detention order. Dr. Bradford confirmed Ms. Taylor having been diagnosed as 

having an antisocial personality disorder (severe), and agreed ‘personality does not 

change.’ He further agreed the Axis II diagnosis remains the same, and ‘defines the 

risk’. He agreed with the Crown Attorney, ‘Ms. Taylor continues to represent a 

significant threat to the public.’ 

 

[917] In terms of work history, Ms. Taylor testified that she quit school in grade 11. Her family 

works primarily as stage technicians for theatres. Prior to her first admission to Oak Ridge, she 

had partially completed a three-year stage technician apprenticeship program from in which she 

earned $18/hour. Her Service Canada record indicates that her highest earning job was with the 

Royal Alexandra Theatre in Toronto, where she earned $1,558 in 1974. All of her other jobs were 

very short term and earned her minimal income. 
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[918] Post-Oak Ridge, when Ms. Taylor was not institutionalized in the years 1980, 1985, and 

1986, she resumed working toward, but never completed, her apprenticeship. She obtained her 

high school equivalency in 1990 and completed further courses in Real Estate, Business 

Management, and Hotel/Restaurant Management.  

 

[919] Ms. Taylor deposed in her affidavit filed in the second phase of the trial that from 1982-

1992 she was employed while on day privileges and that she worked at the patient grocery store 

intermittently from 2005 to 2010. Her Service Canada record from 1980 to 1992 indicates that 

even when she was not institutionalized, she continued to work sporadically, earning low wages. 

Her highest income earning year was in 1986, when she earned $9,256 working with an Oshawa-

based theatre production company. Since 1994, she has received ODSP which she relies on for her 

living expenses. 

 

[920] As explained above, the ex turpi causa doctrine prevents Ms. Taylor from recovering lost 

income for any years in which she was institutionalized. From the 1970s until 2015, she was 

institutionalized under a Lieutenant Governor’s warrant with only occasional periods of release or 

part-time work. This institutionalization was, of course, “occasioned by the illegal acts” for which she 

has been adjudged: Zastowny, at para 22. In the brief periods in which she has been able to work, 

she has testified that it was not a problem for her to find work and always has done so. She is 

therefore not entitled to any compensation for lost income. 

[921] In the event I am wrong in that determination, I will briefly review the expert evidence 

with respect to her income loss claim. Plaintiffs’ expert, Mr. Wollach, presents in his report a 

number of alternative hypothetical scenarios for Ms. Taylor’s employment over the years: a) she 

would have earned her certification as a lighting technician and would have earned the average of 

full and part time wages starting in either January 1, 1980 and earning $1,744,469 or January 1, 

1990 and earning $1,608,425; b) she would have become an administrative officer, and would 

have earned the average of full and part-time wages starting in either January 1, 1980 and earning 

$1,519,145 or January 1, 1990 and earning $1,394,316; or she would have become a restaurant 

manager, and would have earned the average of full and part-time wages starting in either January 

1, 1980 and earning $1,252,040 or January 1, 1990 and earning $1,156,719. 

 

[922] It is unclear where these employment assumptions come from. Ms. Taylor claims that she 

could have worked in any of these positions beginning on the noted dates, but none of the alternate 

scenarios are supported by fact evidence or expert opinion. Nowhere does the evidentiary record 

indicate that Ms. Taylor would have been able to obtain and maintain employment as an 

administrative officer or restaurant manager. Mr. Wollach’s report simply assumes, unrealistically 

and unconvincingly, that she could have simply found a position in management with nothing 

more to it than that.  

 

[923] The one vocational expert to be qualified in this trial, Mr. Campbell, opined that Ms. 

Taylor’s likely career would have been a lighting technician given her family connections and pre-

Oak Ridge employment in that field. Even in this field, however, Mr. Campbell noted that one 

must consider the impact of Ms. Taylor’s life-long mental health issues and the fact that she is a 

sex offender, which poses well-known difficulties in obtaining employment. In addition, Mr. 

Campbell pointed out that a lighting technician trained in theatrical sets works in a niche industry 

where employment may be unsteady.  
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[924] Furthermore, even Plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Bradford, opined that Ms. Taylor’s re-integration 

into the work force would not have commenced until 1986 at the earliest, not 1980. In addition, 

Mr. Wollach’s report failed to deduct social assistance from Ms. Taylor’s income loss. The 

Plaintiffs have not produced any evidence to indicate that Ms. Taylor has an assignment agreement 

with the government requiring reimbursement of those funds: M.B., supra, at para 33.  

 

[925] Mr. Campbell opined that the wages of a full-time lighting technician are an appropriate 

starting point for Ms. Taylor’s hypothetical work trajectory. To this he factored in a discount rate 

of either 25% or 68%, reflecting Ms. Taylor’s pre-existing psychiatric issues, her criminal record, 

and the difficulty offenders typically have obtaining employment. Defendants’ damages expert, 

Mr. Andrade, then applied this discount to the full-time median earnings of lighting technicians in 

Ontario during the relevant period, and adjusted the hypothetical employment period to reflect the 

six years that the STU programs caused her delay in re-integration into society. He concluded that 

Ms. Taylor’s income loss was between $183,776 to $461,094.  

 

[926] Given the nature of Ms. Taylor’s index offense – a violent sexual assault – the lower of 

these figures would be the applicable one. A deeper discount on her wages is appropriate given 

the stigma of this offense in the workplace and Mr. Campbell’s evidence that this translates into 

longer job search periods and more interim stretches of unemployment. 

[927] Ms. Taylor is awarded no damages for income loss.  

IV.  Pre-judgment interest 

[928] Section 128(1) of the Courts of Justice Act, RSO 1990, c. C.43 (“CJA”) provides for pre-

judgment interest on damages awards calculated “from the date the cause of action arose to the 

date of the order.” Section 128(4)(a) of the CJA excludes punitive damages awards from pre-

judgment interest.  

[929] Section 128(3) of the CJA includes damages for past pecuniary loss within the scope of 

awards subject to pre-judgment interest; however, in the instant case the past awards reflect 

hypothetical trajectories that are calculated in the manner of future projected losses rather than 

actual past losses. Each of the damages experts has extrapolated the income loss figures from a 

hypothetical starting date sometime after the individual Plaintiff’s release from Oak Ridge, and 

continued those income loss figures up to what would be that Plaintiff’s retirement date.  

[930] Accordingly, the lump sum figures for income loss damages represent an income stream 

over time. There is no need to add pre-judgment interest to these amounts as the time value of 

money is already accounted for in the awards. 

[931] What remains subject to pre-judgment interest are general damages, or damages for non-

pecuniary loss. In terms of interest rate, section 128(2) of the CJA provides that the rate of interest 

is to be as determined by the rules of court, and rule 53.10 of the Rules of Civil Procedure provides 

that the default prejudgment interest rate on damages for non-pecuniary loss in an action for 

personal injury is 5% per year. That said, a trial judge has considerable leeway in fashioning a pre-

judgment interest order to suit the circumstances of the case. Section 130 of the CJA provides: 
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(1) The court may, where it considers it just to do so, in respect of the 

whole or any part of the amount on which interest is payable under section 

128 or 129, 

 

(a) disallow interest under either section; 

 

(b) allow interest at a rate higher or lower than that provided in either 

section; 

 

(c) allow interest for a period other than that provided in either section. 

 

(2) For the purpose of subsection (1), the court shall take into account, 

 

(a) changes in market interest rates; 

 

(b) the circumstances of the case; 

 

(c) the fact that an advance payment was made; 

 

(d) the circumstances of medical disclosure by the plaintiff; 

 

(e) the amount claimed and the amount recovered in the proceeding; 

 

(f) the conduct of any party that tended to shorten or to lengthen 

unnecessarily the duration of the proceeding; and 

 

(g) any other relevant consideration. 

 

[932] In McLeod, supra, at para 45, the Court of Appeal explained that the rationale for the 

default 5% interest rate stems from the late 1980s, when a high interest rate environment prevailed. 

The Rules Committee thought it prudent to ensure that rates were kept down to 5% when bank 

interest rates were up in double digits. The Court went on to state, at para 46, that “the mischief 

that gave rise to the subsection is no longer served by a 5% rate given the interest rate climate 

throughout the period of time relevant to this case.”  

[933] This observation about the origin of the 5% default rate followed on the Court’s ruling in 

Cobb v. Long Estate, 2017 ONCA 717 at para. 86, where it had indicated that the applicable rate 

is flexible, not fixed. The Court specifically stated that, “Interest rates fluctuate over time and it 

only makes sense that the interest rates set by the court should reflect these changes as well.” In 

Awan v. Levant, 2015 ONSC 2209 at para. 28, aff’d 2016 ONCA 970, the Court then advised that 

it was to “have…regard for the interest rates over the relevant period, [and] the circumstances of 

this case…” 

[934] With all of this in mind, the Court of Appeal in McLeod determined that the applicable rate 

for pre-judgement interest was 1.3% rather than the default 5% under the Rules. In fact, it 

determined, at para 59, that the trial judge had failed in the exercise of his discretion and thereby 
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erred in law in applying the default rate, as that did not take into account the fluctuation in market 

interest rates up until the date that the judgment was rendered.  

[935] With the lesson of McLeod in mind, I note that the case at bar has stretched from the 1960s, 

when the STU programs began and the earliest Plaintiffs arrived at Oak Ridge, through 2000 when 

the action commenced, to 2020 and 2021 when the judgments in the two phases of trial have been 

rendered. Like this case, McLeod was a claim based on historic abuse which had occurred in the 

1960s, but the claimant was not aware of the violation of his rights and did not commence the 

claim until earlier in the 2000s. By the time the judgment was written in 2019, the Ontario economy 

was, like now, a low interest rate environment: Ibid., at para 55.  

[936] The similarity in timing of the two cases is noteworthy. Given the parallel course they have 

taken, I will exercise my discretion under section 130(1) of the CJA by following the logic of the 

Court of Appeal in McLeod.  

[937] The starting date for the running of pre-judgment interest on damages awards for historic 

claims was the subject of consideration in L.R. v. S.P., 2019 ONSC 1737. The sexual assaults that 

were the subject of that claim took place intermittently between 1972 and 1980. The Court 

summarized the state of the law as follows, at para 98: 

The jurisprudence regarding the calculation of pre-judgment interest in historical 

sexual assault cases tends to fall into one of five categories: discoverability of claim 

date; commencement of action date; midpoint date; date of abuse; and date of the 

defendant’s criminal conviction.  Ultimately, the method employed is dependent on 

the evidence available. 

[938] While each of the five options outlined above are open to the Court, the L.R. judgment also 

observed, at para 97, that “generally speaking, the date on which a claim becomes discoverable is 

the most employed method for determining pre-judgment interest.” As a substitute, especially 

where the discovery date itself is difficult to pinpoint with precision, the Court observed that the 

date of commencement of the action can be substituted for the discovery date: Ibid., at para 105.  

[939] It is evident that this approach has the virtue of providing consistency with a limitation 

analysis, as the dates of abuse or dates on which harm emerged can be a complicated matter in 

cases from decades ago. It also balances procedural fairness for both sides, since an unknown, non-

acted upon claim, would be collecting interest for with no means for the potential defendant to 

stop it.  

[940] In the case at bar, the quantification of awards for general damages has already relied on 

comparative cases whose own awards have been adjusted for inflation to current value. Given the 

long outstanding claim with its protracted procedural history, some substantial amount of pre-

judgment interest is called for on the general damages awards. Furthermore, the complexity of the 

case, with twenty-eight Plaintiffs all claiming damages with different historical points of origin, a 

uniform approach is necessary in order to resolve the claims with finality.  

[941] In Barker Trial I, at para 1292, in discussing the issue of a limitation period, I found that 

the Plaintiffs “for the most part testified that [the claim] was discovered, and was only discoverable 

by them, shortly before 2000, when the experimental and medically meritless nature of the STU 
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programs became known to Shauna Taylor through her own persistent and thorough 

investigations.”  That, then, seems like as logical and convenient time as any to fix the 

commencement of the pre-judgement interest period.  

[942] Pre-judgment interest on all general damages awards set out below will commence on 

January 1, 2000, and will be at the rate of 1.3% per annum. 

V.  Disposition 

[943] The Plaintiffs receive the following awards: 

• Reginald Barker –  

General damages in the amount of $120,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally.  

• Jean-Paul Belec –  

General damages in the amount of $100,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and 

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Maier and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Eric Bethune –  

 

General damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally;  

 

Income loss damages in the amount of $33,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

 

Punitive damages in the amounts of $75,000 as against Dr. Barker and $75,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Joseph Bonner –  

General damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Barker and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• William Brennan –             

General damages in the amount of $100,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally;  
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Income loss damages in the amount of $10,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $75,000 as against Dr. Maier and $75,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Stephen Carson –  

General damages in the amount of $15,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Roy Dale –  

General damages in the amount of $100,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally; 

Income loss damages in the amount of $100,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Maier and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Maurice Desrochers –  

General damages in the amount of $45,000 as against the Crown. 

• Donald Everingham –  

General damages in the amount of $3,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly and 

severally. 

• John Finlayson – $2,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Terry Ghetti –  

General damages in the amount of $1,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the Crown 

jointly and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $12,500 as against Dr. Maier and $12,500 as against 

the Crown. 

• Bruce Hamill –  

General damages in the amount of $150,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Eldon Hardy –  
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General damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Maier and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• William Hawboldt –  

General damages in the amount of $120,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Danny Joanisse –  

General damages in the amount of $2,100,000 as against Drs Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $200,000 as against Dr. Barker, $200,000 as against 

Dr. Maier, and $200,000 as against the Crown. 

• Russ Johnson –  

General damages in the amount of $1,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the Crown 

jointly and severally.  

• Stanley Kierstead –  

General damages in the amount of $1,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly and 

severally. 

• Denis LePage –  

General damages in the amount of $200,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Christian McGee –  

General damages in the amount of $150,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Barker and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Douglas McCaul –  

General damages in the amount of $100,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and  
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Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Maier and $50,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Brian McInnes –  

General damages in the amount of $150,000 in general damages as against Dr. Maier and 

the Crown jointly and severally; 

Income loss damages in the amount of $170,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $75,000 as against Dr. Maier and $75,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Allen McMann –  

General damages in the amount of $1,000,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; 

Income loss damages in the amount of $385,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and  

Punitive damages in the amounts of $250,000 as against Dr. Maier and $250,000 as against 

the Crown. 

• Leeford Miller –  

General damages in the amount of $150,000 as against Dr. Barker and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• James Motherall –  

General damages in the amount of $250,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally. 

• Michael Pinet –  

General damages in the amount of $350,000 as against Drs. Barker and Maier and the 

Crown jointly and severally; and 

Punitive damages in the amounts of $100,000 as against Dr. Barker, $100,000 as against 

Dr. Maier, and $100,000 as against the Crown 

• Edwin Sevels –  

General damages in the amount of $2,500 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly and 

severally. 
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• Samuel Shephard –  

General damages in the amount of $2,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly and 

severally. 

• Shauna Taylor –  

General damages in the amount of $500,000 as against Dr. Maier and the Crown jointly 

and severally; and 

Punitive damages in the amounts of $50,000 as against Dr. Maier and $50,000 as against 

the Crown.  

[944] Counsel may make written submissions as to costs. They are to be no more than 10 pages, 

double spaced, in factum format (with case law hyperlinked), plus a Bill of Costs. I would ask 

Plaintiffs’ counsel to send their submissions by email to my assistant within three weeks of today, 

and Defendants’ counsel to send their submissions by email to my assistant within three weeks 

thereafter. 

[945] I cannot end this case without thanking all counsel for their organizational efforts, their 

lawyering skills, and their overall professionalism and good temperament in a lengthy and complex 

case. Among other things, they rose to the challenge of converting the trial to an all-digital 

environment mid-way through, and conducted the second phase of the trial over Zoom without 

any serious glitches. All three legal teams were not only worthy advocates for their respective 

clients, but were consistently helpful to me in all of the ways that a trial judge needs help.  

          

 Released: February 8, 2021       Morgan J. 
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